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Abstrac t 

This dissertation is a historical ethnography of the cultural experience of 

domination of the Tobas of the mid-Pilcomayo River, an indigenous group of the Gran 

Chaco region in northern Argentina. 1 analyze this expenence through the Tobas' cultural 

constmction of "the bush" and "the plantations": the places which have epitomized their 

practices since they were incorporated into the political econorny of northern Argentina at 

the beginning of the twentieth cenniry. A central point of this dissertation is that these 

places are the spatial expression of contradictory experiences of labor (hunting-gathering 

and seasonal wage labor) and that the manifold, often arnbiguous meanings the Tobas 

associate with hem are to a great extent molded through their mutuai contrat and 

opposition. These semantic tensions hinge on experiences of terror and their overcorning, 

the construction of partial havens frorn domination, fetishized visions of wealth and 

poverty, forms of cornpliance and contention vis-à-vis missionary social control, the 

intemakation and resignification of hegemonic values, and the cultural configuration of 

fragmentary, millenarian dreams of fieedom. 



The philosophy of praxis is absolute 
"histoncism," the absoIute secularization and 
earthliness of ihought ... It is dong this line that 
one must trace the thread of the new conception 
of the world. 
Antonio Gramsci, 
Prison Notebooks ( 1929- 1935) 
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NOTE ON PRONUNCIATION 

I have transcribed some sounds in Toba, as it is spoken in the northwest of Formosa, as 

follows. Vowels: a, approximately as in English father; e, approximately as in English 

electric; i, approximately as in English feet; O, somewhat like in English note, but slightly 

lower; Consonants: G, voiced postvelar fricative; h, voiceiess giottal fricative; k, 

voiceless vela occlusive; f i ,  voiced palatal nasal; q, voiceless vela occlusive; w,  voiced 

bilabial semivowel. This guide is partially adapted from Métraux (1946a) and Wright 

(1997) and does not cover al1 the tones of the language. 
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[q he dialec tic . . . is a logicai absurdity as long 
as there is talk of the change of one "thing" into 
another "thing" . . . Thai is to Say, its premise is 
diat things should be shown tu be aspects of 
processes . . . Thus the knowledge that social 
facts are not objects but relations between men is 
intensified to the point where facts are wholly 
dissolved into processes. 

Georg Lrrkacs, 
History and Class Consciousness ( 1 922) 

In his now classical ethnography about the Mbuti of the Ituri forest in Congo, 

Colin Turnbull presented one of the most well-known descriptions of the meanings that a 

hunting and gathering people associate with their environment. For the Mbuti, the forest is 

a place of their own that they know better than anybody; a "good world," "a father and 

mother" that gives hem everything they need; moreover, it is a "god," a "sacred place" 

with which they feel an intimate spirituai communion. As Tumbull shows in detail, 

however, aside from living in the forest the Mbuti engage frequently in wage labor -and 

had been doing so for a long time- in Bantu villages located in the fringes of their lands. 

The forest and the Bantu plantations, Tumbull wntes, represent for the Mbuti completely 

different domains. The plantations are for them alien, hostile, profane spaces where they 

have to adapt to Bantu niles and rimals (Tumbull 1961: 14, 92-93, 125, 227, 224-226). 

What Turnbull does not mention in his account, however, is that the very contrasi 

between the Mbuti's experience of autonorny in the forest and of subordination in the 

Banni villages is a source of meaning about both places. In other words, the autonomy, 

spiritual communion, and deep acquaintance that they associate with the forest cannot be 

merely taken as the unfolding of a "foraging culture." Rather, these meanings are also to a 



great extent shaped and enhanced by the contrat with their experience of domination in 

the Bantu plantations. 

There are certainly many historical and ethnographic differences between the Itun 

forest and the Gran Chaco, a vast and mostly semi-arid plains which covers a good pa;; of 

northem Argentina, western Paraguay, and southeastern Bolivia.2 This well-known 

ethnographic example, nonetheless, is a usefui starting point for approaching the complex 

relationship between culture, historical experience, and place among the Tobas who [ive 

on the marshes fonned by the rniddle-course of the Pilcomayo River, a subgroup of the 

Argentinean Tobas also known as '~achilamol6k Tobas" or "Toba~-Pilag6~."3 

Incorporated since the beginning of the twentieth century into the political economy of 

northem Argentina as seasonal migrant laborers in distant plantations, this Toba group has 

simultaneously continued using -in spite of land encroachment by Criollo settlers- 

important tracts of land in their home temtories, where their livelihood is based on 

fishing, hunting, gathering of wild fruits and honey, horticulture, and herding, closely 

intertwined with petty commodity production and resources made available by the state. 

Tumbdl (1961: 173) argues chat the Mbuti's work in the plantations does not mean an actual 
subordination but a situation whicti favors both the Bantu and the Mbuti. However, even though it is clear 
that the Mbuti kept an important autonomy regarding their decisions on when to r e tm  to the jungle, 
Turnbull's own account shows that the relationship with the Bantu was indeed asymrnetrical. 

The western and eastern iîmiis of the Gran Chaco are respectively marked by the fint ridges of the Andes 
and the Paraguay and Parand Rivers. To the north, the Chaco is limited by the hills of Chiquitos, in 
southeastern Boiivia To the south, the Chaco plains gradually merge into the Pampas, south of the Salado 
River. The Gran Chaco is often divided in thtee large sub-areas: i) the northem Chaco (Chaco boreal), north 
of the Pilcomayo River; ii) the central Chaco, between the Rivers Pilcomayo and Bermejo, and iii) the 
southern Chaco, south of the Bermejo River. 

In Argentina, the Tobas (Guaycrmi linguistic f d y )  encompass a total population of about 30,000, most of  
whom f d  into subgroupings which inhabit the east of Chaco and Formosa Provinces (see Cordeu and Siffredi 
1971; Miller 1975, 1979, 1980, 1995; Wright 1992, 1997; Arengo 1996). The eastem Tobas have been 
invoIved in historical prccessa which are quite different fiom the ones 1 will analyze in this dissertation. 
Besides, the Tobas of the mid-Pilcomayo are culturaiiy and hguist idy cIoser to the "Bolivian" Tobas and the 
Pila& than to the eastern Tobas, a iink which ied Alfred M6traux (1937) to refer to them as "Toba-Pilaga" 



The aim of this dissertation, in this regard, is to analyze the Tobas' cultural 

construction of the places which have epitomized their experience of engagement in very 

different, contradictory forms of livelihood: "the bush," vitiq, el monte: the thomy and 

thick foiest, usually five to ten meters high, which dominates the 8at landscape of the 

interior of the Chaco and captures rnuch of the meanings of the Tobas' practice as 

foragen; and "the plantations," nontanqd, the various "places of work" which have 

condensed their experience as seasonal wage laborers and are located for the most part 

several hundred kilometers away to the West, near the foothills of the Andes, and also in 

the east of the Argentinean Chaco.5 1 will analyze the multiple meanings the Tobas 

associate with these places as they are molded by threads of contradictions which oppose 

them and simultaneously make them part of a single social formation. Along these lines, a 

central point of this thesis is that there is an intimate connection between processes of 

place configuration and forms of cultural production. As Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson 

(1997: 35, their emphasis) have argued: 

... if one begins with the premise that spaces have always been hierarchically 
intercomected, instead of naturaliy discomected, then cultural and social change becomes 
not a matter of cultural contact and articulation but one of thinking difference through 
connection. 

- -  

Throughout this dissertation, on a few occasions 1 wiii use the term ''&chilamol& Tobas" -"people up the 
river," as the Piiag& cal1 them- as a means of differentiating them fiom other Toba groups. 

The most standard use of the terni monte in Spanish is as "hill" or "mountain." However, in many parts of 
the South American Iowlands, "monte" means first and foremost "bush." 

As 1 WU show later on in greater detail. the Tobas' experience of wage labor has included not only large 
plantations but also farms and (to a Iesser degree) cade ranches and Iogging campsites. However, in this 
dissertation, I will often refer to "the plantations" as a condensation of the Tobas' overall experience of 
wage labor, especially because they have been the "places of work" most influentid in the Tobas' current 
subjectivity. My distinction between "plantations" and 'Yarms" is based mostly on their different relative 
size, which makes the former empIoy much Iarger nurnbers of wage workers than the latter (see Knight 
1972: 9). In chapter seventeen, 1 will analyze M e r  ciifferences between the two. 



As 1 will explore in further detail in chapter two, for centuries the social and ethnic 

contours of the Chaco as a region inhabited by indigenous groups not subjected to Spanish 

rule were to a great extent molded by the conflictive relationship these groups maintained 

with the Spanish frontier. But inhabiting the geographical center of the Gran Chaco, the 

Tobas of the mid-Pilcomayo were immersed in experiences of domination in a direct way 

only at the beginning of the twentieth century, when due to the pressure of settlers, the 

terror imposed by the Argentinean m y ,  and their growing participation in labor 

migration, their foraging practices and social relations became subordinated to a social 

formation whose 'tenter of gravity" was located far from their lands. In this process, the 

Tobas were able to create in the bush spaces of partial autonomy, but defined as such by 

their immersion within the constraining fields of power of capitalism. The bush and the 

plantations consequently emerged not as expressions of a "dual economy" but of the 

contradictions which were modifjmg the social landscape of the Chaco, in a process 

reminiscent of H ~ M  Lefebvre's point that "it is only in space that ... conflicts corne 

effectively into play, and in so doing they become contradictions of space" (199 1 [1974]: 

365). 

At the level of everyday practices, the Tobas have constnicted the bush and the 

plantations as "places," as practiced spaces or spaces charged with social meaning, 

mosùy through labor practices which stand in tension with one another: hunting-gathering 

and seasonal wage labor. As David Harvey (1996: 3 10) has argued: 

[Pllaces acquire much of their permanence as weli as much of their distinctive character 
from the collective activities of people who dwell there, who shape their land through their 
activities, and who b d d  distinctive institutions, f o m  of organization, and social relations 
within, around or focused on a bounded domain. 



Being the product of practices which themselves have to be produced and 

reproduced through time, the "permanence" of any place is dways temporary, "a 

permanent state of flux" which is modified by changing historical circumstances (Harvey 

1996: 261). Consequently, social memory plays a key role in this process of place 

formation; and as a cultural representation enacted in the present, memory becomes a 

further means through which the Tobas constmct "the bush" and "the plantations" as 

meaninghil permanences. For it is certainly me that "place is space which has historical 

meanings, where some things have happened which are now remembered ..." 

(Brueggemann, cited in Harvey 1996: 304). 

Due to the csuciai role played by the Tobas' memories and histones in the cultural 

constitution of "the bush" and "the plantations," it is my belief that it is not sufficient to 

sirnply "situate" the meanings associated with them "in their historical context." If we 

understand history not simply as "past events" but as the manifold social forces which 

have creclted and pemanently tecreate the present, it is important to plunge as 

ethnographers into the "deep history" behind the social subjectivity we observe in the 

field. This is why this dissertation is an historical ethnography as much as an ethnographic 

history, an anthropological reconstruction of the multiple historical threads which 

converge into the Tobas' present to illuminate what their present often obscures from Our 

eyes. This methodoIogy does not mean that 1 have prioritized historiography over 

ethnographic fieldwork. By contrast, my research has been centered on the rneaningful 

practices of the Tobas with whom 1 interacted in the field, but from a perspective which 

aimed at merging their 'past" into their 'present." In other words, 1 have written an 



historical ethnography from my own background as anthropologist and ethnographer, but 

aware that, as Edward Soja and Barbara Hooper (1993: 200) have rightly argued: Y . .  

from whatever disciplinary perspective we come from, to be criticai thjnkers we must al1 

be historians . . . and social analysts." 

These methodological consideration lead us to the actual circurnstances of my 

research in the field. I conducted fieldwork arnong the Tobas in their villages in the 

northwest of the province of Formosa during numerous trips, involving different but 

ciosely interrelated research projects, and completing a total of fourteen months of 

fieldwork. Between 1987 and 1993, my research arnong the Tobas was molded by 

perspective in political economy which 1 would now cal1 "objectivist." As 1 was moving 

away from this position, 1 nevertheless learnt something argued by Pierre Bourdieu (1977 

[ 19721: 2 1): that the deconstmction of the dichotomy between "objectivism" and 

"subjectivism" can only be truly accomplished when one stam by analyzing the 

"objective structures" and webs of power associated with social subjectivity. In 1995- 

1996, I retumed to the Toba villages to conduct the research for this dissertation and with 

the aim of merging my previous research experience with the analysis of the "subjective 

moment" of the Tobas' practices in the bush and the plantations. In June 1996, 1 also 

conducted fieldwork for a brief period of time in a farm in the province of Salta where a 

group of Tobas had migrated for seasonal work. FinalIy, in August 1997, when 1 was 

already wnting this dissertation in Toronto, 1 made a three-week visit to the Toba villages 

which was important to complete some aspects of the research. 

Most of the interviews and everyday conversations were made with Toba men, and 

1 am aware that a fernale ethnographer working on the same topic would have 



reconstmcted cultural threads which were relatively invisible to me. However, rny 

analysis often included areas of cultural contention dong the lines of gender, and the 

dozen in-depth interviews I conducted with women of different ages were particularly 

illuminating for me. As any good ethnographer knows, the richer aspects of fiel&voric 

often corne out of informal interactions, and my active participation in every social event 

at hand and in many foraging trips allowed me to unravel aspects of the Tobas' practices 

and representations which otherwise I would have missed. For the more histoncal aspects 

of the research, my guideline was the Tobas' own memory of their experiences in the bush 

and the plantations, complemented with countless sources unburied from dozens of 

libraries and archives in the cities of Buenos Aires, Formosa, Salta, Torcnto, and London, 

in a joumey aimed at unraveling the histoncal nature of the Tobas' "culture" and the 

cultural nature of their "history." Along these lines, 1 have analyzed this memory as 

culturally "constnicted" and historically "teal," in the sense that it provides forceful, 

active meanings which inform the Tobas' current construction of place. 

These theoreticai considerations on "culture" leads us back to the lines by Antonio 

Gramsci which open up this dissertation and which somehow condense the 

epistemological bais of my research. When Gramsci (1 97 1 [ 192% 19351: 465) argued that 

the philosophy of praxis is "absolute historicism," "the absolute secularization of 

earthliness of thought" he was criticizing not only idealism, but aiso the type of positivist 

materialism which conceives reality as an "objective" domain independent of human 

practice -a metaphysical position in which "structure" is conceived dmost as "a hidden 

go#' (Gramsci 1995 [1929-19351: 347). And to apprehend human '2hought" in its 

"absolute eaahliness" presupposes to understand it as a practice which condenses the 



"subjective" and "objective" aspects of human action. And this also implies the dialectical 

overcoming of the old dichotomy between "subjectivism" and "objectivism," in a 

synthesis in which the objectivity of the world camot but be the product of human, 

subjective practices. In the words of Gramsci ( 197 1 [1929-19351: 446): 

Objective always means "humanly objective," which can be held to correspond to 
"historically subjective" ... The idea of "objective" in metaphysicai materiaiism would 
appear to mean an objectivity that exists apart from man; but when one amrms that reality 
would exist even if man did not, one is either speaking metaphoncaily or one is falling into 
a form of mysticism. We know reality only in relation to man, and since man is historical 
becoming, knowiedge and reality are also becorning, and so is objectivity. 

Gramsci was certainly not alone in this enterprise. On the one hand, he was 

recovering the legacy left by Marx himself in many passages of his work, for instance the 

Theses on Feuerbach (Marx 1966 [1846]). On the other hand, together with Georg Lukics 

and Valentin Volosinov he was part of a generation of thinkers critical of the positivist 

standardization of Marxism as a materialist metaphysics and who attempted to recover, 

from a deeply historical perspective, the critical aim of the Hegelian dialectic (which 

Hegel had resolved in an ideaiist form): the overcorning of the rigid dichotomies of 

Western thought (such as "ideas" and "matter;" "mind" and bbbody;" "subject" and 

"abject"). Even though writing in the 1920s and early 1930s, these authors addressed 

theoretical questions which are of key importance to current anthropological discussions 

of the concept of b'culture" alternative to the naïve subjectivism of interpretive 

anthropology and the equaliy naïve objectivism of positivist materialism. Since some of 

these questions are particularly relevant in my analysis of the Tobas' cultural construction 



of the bush and the plantations, 1 will refer briefly to some of thern, in particular the 

problem of the so-called dialectic between "history" and "culture." 

Edward Thompson (1961: 33, his emphasis) wrote long ago in a critique of 

Raymond Williams that "[alny theory of culture must include the concept of the 

diaiectical interaction between culture and something that is not culture." Let us start with 

this concept of "diaiectical interaction." At first sight illuminating, Thompson's point 

nevertheless reproduces a widespread misconception about the nature of the dialectic: that 

it involves an "interaction" between separate entities in which they "shape each other."6 

But if that is not dialectics, what then is it? This is certainly not the place io refer to the 

complex and heated debates about the nature of the concept? But as David Harvey ( 1996: 

48) put it, part of the answer to this question is a non-answer: 

M m  chose never to write out any principle of dialectics for a very good reason. The only 
way to understand his method is by following his practice. This suggests that the reduction 
of dialectics to a set of "phciples" is selfdefeating. The dialectic is a practice and not a 
thing and it is, Mermore,  a process in which the Cartesian separations between mind and 
rnatter, between thought and action, between consciousness and rnateriality, between 
theory and practice have no purchase. 

In fact, this notion of dialectics has become standard in anthropology. Even authors engaged in ri 

sophisticated practical use of dialectics in their own work, such as Jean and John Comaroff, fa11 into this 
notion when they happen to drfne the concept (see Comaroff and Comaroff 1997: 28). But as 1 will point 
out soon, this is exactly the trick of dialectics: being a practice embedded in a not always conscious habitus 
(in Bourdieu's sense), its analytical a c ~ i i ~  has more force than any attempt at enclosing it in a 
"definition." Expanding this idea of didectics as a habitus, and paraphrasing a point Max Eastman made 
about Hegelism (Zitta 1964: 203), 1 am tempted to Say that dialectics is like a disease: "you cannot know . 
what it is untii you get it, and when you get it you don? know exactly what it is because you have it inside 
you." 

Cenainly, much of the debate hiages on the legacy of Hegel. Gramsci and Lukacs (the latter with a 
stronger emphasis) clearly advocated a return to the Hegelian roou of Marx's thought Engels and to a 
certain extent Lenin, by contrast, consolidated a positivist interpretation of didectics removed from Marx's 
early Hegelianism. More recently, although fkom a more sophisticated philosophical perspective, Althusser 
became the best known representative of this mti-Hegelian trend. See Levine (1984) for an excellent review 
of the dBerent uses of the concept after Marx's death. 



This point about dialectics takes us back to Gramsci's "theory of praxis" and his 

conception of social subjectivity as a histoncal unfolding. And this in tum leads us to the 

second aspect of Thompson7s quote: the relationship between culture and something "that 

is not culture." At least here. Thompson reproduces something that Raymond Will iarns 

criticized with particular force in several parts of Manism and Literature: the old and 

non-dialectical notion of a separution between "ideas" and "practices." Thompson had 

nevertheless a legitimate concern: that an overemphasis on the "unity" of culture with 

other realms of society would turn it into a diffusive category: "everything" and 

consequently nothing at the same time. The clarification of this point is of great 

importance, because to argue that culture is not separated from "other things" does not 

mean that culture "is everything." It is exactly in situations like this that it is crucial to 

think about the problern in tems of movement and contradictions (and therefore 

"dialectically," as 1 ventured to suggest in the acknowledgments). For "culture" is a 

moment in the movement of practice and should not be confounded with the movement 

itself. Because if we simply fuse culture with the whole unfolding of practice -as 

Maurice Godelier (1972 [1966]: 86-88) warned us years ago- we would be back to 

Hegel's '4Absolute Spirit": a total identity between subject and object.8 It was dong these 

lines that Marx (1970 [1859]: 199, 204-205, his emphasis) exposed his differences with 

Georg Lukacs (197 1 [1922]: 199) fell into rhis Hegelian position when he postulated in Hictory and C l ~ s s  
Comciousness the emergence of the proletariat as "the identity subject-object," in other words as the first 
subject in history capable of developing an adequate objective social consciousness, a position which he 
later cnticized as metaphysicd (see LuMcs 1971 [1967]). However, this clearly politicai use of dialectics 
does no invalidate Lukacs brilliant display of the method in the rest of the book, in which it is clear that for 
him the dialectics of thought and existence irnplies to conceive them as d e r e n t  moments of a process in 
motion (197 1 [1922]: 204). 



the Hegelian dialectic when he analyzed production, circulation, and consumption as 

aspects of a single movement: 

Nothing is simpler for a Hegclian han to assume that production and consumption are 
identicai ... The conclusicn which follows ... is not that production, distribution. 
exchange, and consumption are identical, but that they are links of a single whole, different 
aspects of one unit. Production is the decisive phase, both with regards to the contradictory 
aspects of production and with regard to the other phases. The process starts afresh with 
production ... Production in the nurrow sense, however, is in its Nm also determined by 
the other aspects . . . Such interaction takes place in any organic entity. 

Taking these ideas back to a concept of culture. this means several important 

things. Firstly, that the subjective aspect of practice is part of objective forces which are 

not reducible to the former, for social subjects move in a world which is their own 

"creation" but which simultaneously imposes itself upon them with %il objectivity" 

(LukAcs 1971 119221: 142). And the production and reproduction of human iife, "social 

being," plays a central role in these constraints. It is there that the whole rnovement "starts 

afresh;" not as a moment which cornes "first" and "then" (at some spatial or temporal 

distance) is followed by "culture," but as part of a never-ending rnovement which always 

has a subjective component (cf. Williams 1977: 61). Human labor, in other words, plays a 

decisive rok in the production and reproduction of culture, not as a crude "economic" 

phenornenon but as a complex and practical enactrnent of knowledge, subjective 

dispositions, intentions, and constraining fields of force. These are forces from which it is 

not possible to 'predict" the meanings people will create out of them, and which are part 

of a movement in which subjectivity never ceases to inform practice and shape the overall 

expenence of labor, as we shall see in the case of the Tobas. 



Secondly, this perspective means that culture is not a "thing," an arrested product, 

but a dynamic and creative process. As Raymond Williams (1977: 166) put it: Y. .  

meaning is always produced; it is never simply expressed." The dynamic aspect of this 

unfolding, in the words of Gavin Smith (1989: 228), rnakes for "the ongoing and hence 

perpetually incomplete and negotiable nature of cul turd production.. . " Consequentl y, 

culture cannot be accurately analyzed as a coherent "system" or "structure" (see Roseberry 

1989; Sider and Smith 1997; Rebel 1989). The deeply historical, dpamic, and practical 

nature of rneanings defies the obsession with "order" characteristic of stmcturalist 

approaches to culture and the exoticizing quests for coherent "cosmologies" (see Keesing 

1987: 168). As Volosinov (1973 [1929]: 78) wrote about Saussurean structuralisrn: 

Fomaiism and systematicity are the typical distiguishing marks of any kind of thinking 
focused on a ready-made and, so to speak, anested object ... Formal, systematic thought 
about language is incompatible with living, histoncd undentanding of language. From the 
system's point of view, history dways seems merely a series of accidental transgressions. 

This stress on fluidity and dynarnisrn, however, should not lead us to renounce (as 

some post-modemist authors do) the search for the patterns which organize social practice 

(Comaroff and Comaroff 1992: 24, 30). And as 1 will try to show in my own attempt to 

"make sense" of the multiple ambiguities and inconsistencies embedded in the Tobas' 

accounts and representations about "the bush" and "the plantations," these patterns are the 

very contradictions that give culture its dynamism. As Edward Thompson (1978b: 156) 

wrote about eighteenth-century English society, includîng a critical comment about 

anthropology I cannot but agree with: ''[Tlhe coherence [of culture] (and here 1 wouid 

expect some anthropologists to lay this papa down in disgust) arises less from any 



inherent cognitive structure than from the particular field of force and sociological 

oppositions peculiar to eighteenth century society." 

Along these lines, it is in the rnidst of social contradictions that culture gains its 

particular force and that ambiguity emerges as one of its crucial components. For culture 

is more often than not permeated with meanings which are diffuse, imprecise, and not 

necessarily conscious. Jean and John Comaroff (1991: 29) have rightly argued that the 

analysis of this often eiusive domain is crucial for a critical anthropology: 

Between the conscious and the unconscious lies the most critical domain of al1 for 
historical anthropology and especially for the analysis of colonialism and resistance. It is 
the realm of partial recognition, of inchoate awareness, of ambiguous perception. and 
sometimes, of creative tension: that liminai space of human experience in which people 
discern acts and facts but cannot or do not order thern into narrative descriptions or even 
into articulate conceptions of the world; in which signs md events are observed, but in a 
hazy and mslucent light; in which individuais or groups know that something is 
happening to them but find it difficult to put their finger on quite what it is. 

Throughout this dissertation, I aim to show that many of the meanings that the 

Tobas associate with "the bush" and "the plantations" are embedded in this "hazy and 

translucen t light," and that this ambiguity is the result of the multiple contradictions which 

shape their practices. Consequently, contradictions should not be simply conceived as 

expression of social and historical confiicts but also as active sources of meanings, often 

molded dong the lines of class, gender, and age groups. 

A further theoretical question remains: how do we account for the fact that on 

many occasions certain meanings do not seem to "fit" the changing circumstances of 

practice? For a long tirne, this problem was explained (by idealists and materialists alike) 

by the "relative autonomy" of culture, a notion ofien used simply as a useful "waming 

notice" (Thompson 1978a: 97) but which ultirnately reproduces the misleadhg idea of a 



separation between instances that are part of a single whole. Clearly, as argued by Gerald 

Sider (1984: l) ,  reductionism "cannot be resolved simply by granting culture either more 

or less autonomy." Paul Ricoeur's (1976: 29-30) notion of "inscription," also used by 

Clifford Geertz (1983: 31), poses this problem in a more sophisticated fashion. 

"Inscription" alludes for Ricoeur to the "fixation of meaning," to the fact that meaning can 

be partially removed from its immediate conditions of production and consequently 

cannot be conceived as perfectiy fitting practice (see also Roseberry 1989: 45). In 

Ricoeur's (1973: 27) words: "the meaning of an important event exceeds, overcomes, 

transcends the social conditions of its production and may be reenacted in new social 

contexts." 

These are important points, but an equally important clarification remains in place. 

Meanings can certainly overcome their original context of production; but people always 

enact them in new pracrices: in narratives, mernories, and productive social actions. And 

these practices always submit the original meanings to new meaningful contexts. In other 

words, even though the meaning of an action "cm persist in a way its actuality cannot" 

(Geertz 1983: 31), this meaning never floats in a vacuum of abstract "ideas." If we agree 

that "a culture is lived and not passively consumed" (Thompson 1961: 36) "inscribed" 

meanings are always submitted to experiences that may challenge and ultimately 

reformulate them. Consequently, meanings are always open to reformulation, even though 

this often may be a subtle process constrained by the actors' previous socialization. 

Because of this reformulation, an ernphasis on the b'fixation" of meaning is ultimately 

problematic, for in the words of Raymond Williams (1977: 39) "... the conversion of the 



'sign' ... into either fixed content or fixed form is a radical denial of active practical 

This has important implications not only for any theory of bbcultural change" but 

also in the realm of ideology and politics, because the notion that the "culture" of a group 

remains somehow "fixed" over changing historical circurnstances (a notion recurrent in 

the ethnography of the Gran Chaco) is ultimately linked with a conservative perspective 

on society (see Volosinov (1 973 [ I  9291: 23). The transformation of meanings, the 

challenge to their supposed "fixation," is consequently a central aspect of any politicai and 

cultural stmggle. In the words of Rosebeny (1989: 47): 

If cube is inscribed, if meaning can he removed from direct expenence, such inscription 
and rernoval can never be total. If some meanings produced by the dominant culture seem 
to connect, or at least not contradict, the experience of ordinary people, other meanings 
may directly conflict with lived experience. In normal circumstances, that may not matter, 
or not rnatter deeply. In less ordinary circumstances, such disjunction may be the focal 
point for the production of new alternative meanings. new f o m  of discourse, new 
selections from tradition or conflicts and struggles over the meaning of particular elements 
within tradition. 

In this quoie, we are introduced to a concept which is particularly important in this 

dissertation: "experience." Over the last decades, this concept has been used in 

anthropology from a wide varîety of approaches. But from the perspective 1 have been 

advocating, "expenence" c m o t  be anything but social and historical. Edward Thompson 

(1978a: 8, 32-3; 1978b: 150) is clearly the most important advocate of this notion of 

expenence. In his own words: 

[Elxperience is a necessary rniddle terni between social being and social consciousness: it is 
experience (often class expenence) which gives a coloration to culture, to values and to 



thought: it is by means of expenence that the mode of production exerts a determining 
pressure upon other activities (Thornpson 1978a: 98)? 

Even though Thompson often seems to celebrate experience as something 

necessarily positive and illuminating, he also plays close attention to the location of 

experience within hegemonic processes: to the incorporation by subordinate groups of 

values that are those of the dominant classes. Thompson, nonetheless, does more than 

that: he also looks at the ways in which people's experiences reformulate those values. As 

he argued regarding the influence on Methodism on the English working class: "No 

ideology is wholly absorbed by its adherents: it breaks down in practice in a thousand 

ways under the criticism of impulse and of expenence: the working class community 

injected into the [Methodist] chapels its own values of mutual aid, neighborliness, and 

solidarity" (Thompson 1966: 392). This concept of expenence does not necessarily entail, 

as some Marxist critics of the concept have argued, a naïve celebration of human 

capacities or the repository of truth (as phenomenology tends to do).l0 Rather, the richness 

of the concept lies in its capacity to make us analyze and understand how the forces of 

"grand history" become part of the every-day subjectivity of any social group. in the 

chapters that follow, 1 will try to show how the meanings the Tobas have created about the 

bush and the plantations are part of their attempt to make sense of contradictory 

experiences of control and estrangement over their own practices. 

As Perry Anderson (1980: 25-6, 29) has noted, Thompson (1978: 7) gives in The Poveny of Theory a 
second de£inition quite different from bis, through which "experience" is understood purely in subjective 
terms: a "mentai and emotionai response" to events. 

This position cenainly cornes from Althusserian structuralism. For different critical analyses of the 
concept of "experience" in E. P. Thompson and Raymond Williams see, among others, Eagleton ( 1976: 8, 
12), Barret (1976 60, footnote 32), and Perry Anderson (1980: 25.79). 



The four parts into which 1 have divided this dissertation can be considered 

"moments" in a rnovement which is simultaneously historical, spatial, and analytical, but 

in which 1 have often tried to break down -at least to a certain degiee- a rigid 

distinction between places and historical periods. Part 1, "Landscapes of Distant 

Histones," begins with the current configuration of the various places which are central in 

the Tobas' expenence, and then goes back several centuries to the processes which 

gradually led to the incorporation of the Tobas into the plantation economy of Salta and 

Jujuy and their clashes with the Argentinean army in 1917. Part II, "A 'Sanctuary' in the 

Bush," focuses on the Tobas' experience of Anglican missionization, which began in 

1930 as a direct result of their previous experiences of terror with the military and gave a 

new, complex twist to their practices unfolding in the bush and the plantations. In part DI, 

"Skeletons in the Cane-Fields," I analyze the Tobas' contradictory experiences of 

exploitation, death, terror, abundance, sexual "excess," and resistance in San Martin del 

Tabacal, the plantation which concentrated most of their labor migrations between the 

early 1930s and late 1960s. Part IV, "Until the End of the World," takes us back to the 

Tobas' home temtories and their cultural construction of "the bush" as a relative haven 

from experiences of exploitation and social suffenng. 1 analyze this manifold, often 

contradictory unfolding as it is molded by the Tobas' past expenences in the sugar 

plantations and by the cumnt refomulation of the tensions in which their practices in the 

bush are inserted. This reformulation includes new but shorter experiences of seasonal 

wage labor, the missionaries' retreat from the area, the growing "poverty" associated with 

foraging, the increasing presence of the state in their lands, and the existence across the 

border with Paraguay of "another," very different bush. 



PART 1: 
LANDSCAPES OF DISTANT HISTORlES 



ONE: 
LANDMARKS OF MEMORY 

In the past, there was no bush. 
Enrique (1996) 

The process of place formation is a process of 
carving out "permanences" from the flow of 
processes creating spaces. 
David H a m y ,  
Justice, Nature, and the Geography of 
Difference ( 1996) 

When we left the village, the sun had not emerged yet from the forested edge of 

the horizon. In a few minutes, still immersed in a soft luminescence, Our bicycles took us 

to the relatively open bush of the village surroundings. The ground was at points relatively 

free of vegetation, except for the cactuses and algarrobos, five to six meters high, which 

were dl around us. After a while, the monte became thicker and the trail was at times like 

a tunnel carved out in a mass of thomy vegetation. We reached la picada, a perfectly 

straight trail opened for oil exploration in the 1980s by the then state-owned, now 

privatized, oil Company Y.P.F. (Yacimientos Petrolïeros Fiscales). Four to five meters 

wide and able to accommodate a pick-up truck, la picada looks like a giant and clean 

knife cut made in the very heart of the bush, extending, with exasperating precision, 

straight towards its very dissolution into the Pilcomayo rnarshlands, on the horizon, where 

we were going. Roberto, a Toba man in his thirties, was pedaling quietly in front of me, 

and his back -with his rifle hanging on one side- was now clearly outlined against a 

world saturated by three homogeneous and clearly defined masses of color: the whitish 

dust of la picada, the blue of the morning sky, and that ovewhelming green presence 

which seemed to engulf everything on our sides: el monte. 



We arrived at the outskirts of a Toba village inhabited by about 150 people and 

paid a brief visit to Enrique, a man in his early sixties whose house was surrounded by 

forest on two sides. He invited us to have a mute -a kind of "tea" widespread in 

Argentina- and after a few minutes of conversation, he started talking about the times of 

"the ancient ones," the toiéts -"los antiguos" in Spanish- the Tobas living before the 

arriva1 of the Criollo settlers and the British missionaries.~ At one moment, he pointed to 

the dense bush that surrounded us and told me: 

This isn't like it was before. In the past, when there were no cows, there were no Cnollos, 
there was no road . . . Al1 this is dense bush now. But they Say that in the past there was no 
bush. All this was open country. There was thick bush only at the edge of the grasslands. 
There were grasslands up to Pozo de Maza [20 kilometers into the hinterland]. If you 
wanted to eat ostnch, you chased ihem galloping on horseback, with boleadoras [throwing 
balIs] . 

Enrique was relating what many other people had toid me before: that in the past, 

when the Tobas were still an independent and warlike group, "there was no bush." For the 

bush as the Tobas know it today, a thomy forest which dominates the landscape with an 

overwhelming presence and captures strong but manifold meanings of partial autonomy, 

was created by the same historical forces that transformed 

living under conditions of poverty. And as such, it is a p 

own history. 

them into a dorninated people 

'lace saturated with the Tobas' 

'* The sustantivked adjective toiéts (f. to#7) has a stronger s e w  of tirne distance than "old peopk." 
yagaikrichigi (m.) and yaga'uladipi (f.). StiU. some people occasionally refer to their anceston by the latter 
t e m  Tuiéts, pretty much like "ancieat" in English and oniïguo in Spanish? gives an idea, as Mariano, a man 
in his fifties put it, of "much oider." 



The Bush 

Until the first decades of the twentieth century, the Tobas' temtory on the banks of 

the Pilcomayo River was covered by wide grasslands which extended 15 to 20 kilometers 

into the hinterland. Old people argue that back theii, usually because of the cloud of dust 

rising on the horizon, it was possible to see people corning from a very long distance. 

Even though these grasslands intertwined with tongues of thick bush, it was only towards 

the intenor of the Chaco that the forest became the dominant feature of the landscape. The 

first strip of forest, ten to twelve meters high, was formed mostly by algarrobos (Prosopis 

alba and nigra), vinal (Prosopis ncscifolia), chaiiar (Gourlien decorticans), and tusca 

(Acacia aroma). Farther into the hinterland, ta11 hardwoods, some of them up to fifteen 

meters high, dorninated the monte: quebracho colorado (Schinopsis lorentzii), quebracho 

blanc0 (Aspidospema quebracho blanco), unindel (Astronium balansae), palo Santo 

(Bulnesia samientoi), palo mataco (Prosopis kuntzei), as well as chagüar at the ground 

level (Morello 1970: 44-46; Castafieda Vega 1920: 65). 

On the margins of the Pilcomayo, the predominance of grasslands was to a great 

extent the result of periodical fires, provoked by natural causes and by the various 

indigenous groups which inhabited the area: Wichis, Chorotes, Nivaklés, and Tobas, 

either to send messages, for hunting purposes, or as a weapon in warfare. Since grasslands 

are very resistant to fire and trees are not, these fires put strong limits to the advance of the 

edge of the forest towards the Pilcomayo (Morello and Saravia Toledo 1959: 18; More110 

1970: 37). The first Bolivian and Argentinean explorers to the mid-Pilcomayo marveled at 

the sight of the wide campos (prairies) of the region, which they saw as full of economic 

potentid for cattle herding. As a resuk, rnany called the region "the Pampas of the nonh" 



(Asp, quoted by Astrada 1906: 65; Castafieda Vega 1920: 7, 65). Looking for pastures for 

their cattle, the first Cnollo settlers arrived in the Pilcomayo coming from Salta in 1902 

a d  founded what was known as Colonia Buenaventura (150 kilometen upstream from 

Toba temtory; see map 5). In just a few years, the Criollo presence brought decisive 

transformations in the landscape. Fintly, the coexistence between settlers and indigenous 

groups meant the gradua1 end of the fires which sustained the reproduction of the 

grasslands (Morello and Saravia Toledo 1959: 77; Morello 1970: 38). Secondly, cattle 

roamed freely in a wide area, depleted the grass, and therefore eliminated it as a 

potentially inflammable material. The cattle also ate large amounts of edible wild fruits 

(especially the fruits of algarrobo, tusca, and mistol) and thus increased, through 

defecation, the spread of seeds of trees. As grasslands became scarcer and cattle becarne 

more dependent on wild fniits in their diet, the Pace of the advance of the monte increased 

(Morello and Saravia Toledo 1959: 20,76; Morello 1970: 34,39). 

By 1919, the grasslands in Buenaventura had been very seriously depleted. The 

areas closest to the river had become strips of sandy soi1 totally devoid of gras (known as 

peladares) and in a few years the forest had become the dominant feature of the region. 

Rafael Castaiieda Vega (1920: 2 1, my translation; see also 1 1,49) wrote in 19 19: 

The campos of the Pilcomayo . . . are totally covered by forests of quebrachos. algmobos, 
palosantos . . . and other minor species, with the exception of smali patches of grasslands 
dissemînated here and there in the middle of thick forests. According to the references of 
the setters, ten or fifteen years ago not everything was monte like now: close to the river . . . 
everything was a wide grassland, sprinkled every now and then with big patches of forest. 

Around that time, the presence of settlers in the Tobas' temtory was more recent 

and as a result the transformation of the landscape in the area was still in a prelirninary 



stage (Castaiieda Vega 1920: 64). Yet, 20 years later the monte had taken over most of the 

area and the grasslands had almost disappeared.12 In 1939, a staff member of the Anglican 

mission which was founded in 1930 among the Tobas near Sombrero Negro wrote: "The 

old Indians remember when al1 this area was subtropical grassland without trees -they 

could see for miles across the flat land" (Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461: 68). 

Almost 60 years later, in the mid-1990s, many adult Tobas had a very similar 

recollection of the landscape of the past. Even though most of them never saw those 

grasslands, they often contrast the "open country" of the past with today's "bush." This 

particular memory, together with the historical experience of the Tobas as seasonal 

laborers who visited very different and distant places, makes vidq, el monte, a term with 

multiple, overlapping meanings. These meanings depend on the context in which people 

use the term and therefore on the different contrasts which differentiate the "bush" from 

other places. 

Firstly, the Tobas' usage of the terni "the bush" is still shaped by the memory of 

the "open country," ndnaGa, or campa in Spanish. Thus, on many occasions they use the 

term "the bush" only to refer to the thickest sections of forest, formed by a very dense 

ensemble of trees and ground vegetation where visibility is considerably reduced. And 

they call the areas where the ground is relatively free of vegetation "open country," even 

though they are to a great extent covered by trees as well (the Criollos call this area monte 

l2 in 1939, a former prairie located twenty kilometers inland. an old hunting ground of a Toba band, had 
become an arid area covered by scattered trees (Métraux 1978 [1939]: 63). Closer to the river, the trail 
leading to Sombrero Negro, a CnoUo village settled in Toba temtory around 19 14, was then surrounded by 
a dense forest covering a sandy soi1 (Métraux 1978 [1939]: 63). Around that tirne, further down the river 
from Sombrero Negro, in the area of Misi6n Pilagk there were still some open areas with grasslands (Amott 
1934: 49 1; Mbtraux 1978 [1939]: 65). But the bush was already taking over a good part of the region as 



ralo, "spane bush"). For instance, the Toba village deepest in the hinterland -15 

kilometers away from the Pilcomayo marshes- is located on a strip of land where trees 

and other plants are separated a few meters from each other, without much ground 

vegetation in between. For an outsider, the area looks pretty much like the rest of the 

region: a monotonous, dark green monte covering a semi-arid soil. Thus, in rny first trips 

to that village in the late 1980s, 1 was surpnsed to hear the Tobas refer to that area as 

"open country," when al1 1 could see around us was what 1 thought to be a quite 

convincing monte. Only after numerous forays deep into their temtory, either hunting with 

them or riding a bicyde in narrow trails, 1 leamt that there is indeed a very sharp 

difference between the thickest section of the monte and its more open areas. Moreover, I 

also learnt to distinguish exactly where one ends and the other starts. The Tobas often 

refer to this thick section of the bush as viaqadaik (tidaik being a suffix for "large") monte 

grande in Spanish, "large bush" (or simply nciuge, "closed" or "thick"). And lhey often 

refer to the more open areas of the bush also as nonnkapiGQt, a term which could be 

roughly translated as "a place with areas of mes and open country." 

In other circumstances, when people want to ernphasize the contrast between the 

forested landscape of the present and the open grasslands of the past, they use the terms 

"bush" and "open country" in a very different sense: to refer to different historical 

moments. In these circumstances, the Tobas talk about "the open country" only to refer to 

a landscape which has now disappeared. And "the bush" becomes a term which condenses 

al1 the landscape of the present, and which consequently includes not only the thickest 

weil. AIready in 1933, the Pilaga chief Lagadik remembered with nostalgia the times when the river banks 
were free of forests and covered only by open savannas (Métraux 1937: 389-390). 



areas of the forest (viaqddoik) but also the more open areas (nonakapiGtit). For instance, 1 

was in the village located in a relatively open section of the forest, which people often 

refer to as "open country." Segundo, a man in his late seventies, was telling me about the 

times of "the ancient ones" and this time he said while looking around us: "Before, al1 this 

used to be open country. Now, it's dense bush." 

The Tobas use the term "bush" -vi&q, monte- in another, even more 

encompassing sense. It is a meaning as social and histoncal as the previous ones, but 

which more clearly relates to their experience as foragers holding partial autonomy in 

their home temtories and as seasonal wage laborers who have migrated to very distant, 

different lands. In this broader sense, "the bush" alludes to their homelands, to a place of 

their own where they feel relatively safe and which is defined by its contrast to other 

places: especially, to nonranqci, the different "places of work" (nonrdq, "work;" 'a, suffix 

for place) which have dominated their experience of wage labor for almost a century, and 

secondly and more recently, to the toms of the region, especially Ingeniero Juiirez. In this 

broader sense, vidq, el monte includes within its boundaries not only both the thicker and 

the more open areas of the bush, but also the villages and the Pilcomayo marshes. For 

instance, Eduardo, a man in his early forties who is a public employee, expressed this 

encompassing meaning of the bush while we were sitting in his house and told me: "At 

least over here we have a good health, there's no crime, there're no planes crashing. At 

Ieast we live a quiet life, because this area where we live is bush." It is often in this latter 

sense that I will refer to the term "bush" in this dissertation: as a spatial metaphor which 

captures the Tobas' practices and social relations in their home temtories as they are 



defined by their tension with other places, and which often engulfs within its sernantic 

weight other meaningful "pennanences," like the villages and the marshes. 

The Vülages 

From the place where I was sitting, shming a mate with Enrique and Roberto and 

tallcing with hem about the grasslands of the past, 1 could see part of the village we had just 

arrived in. On the one hand, the village was clearly delirnited from the surrounding monte; it 

was in a relatively open place, on an almost white soi1 depleted of grass by the action of 

goats, with domestic animals (hens, pigs, goats, sheep) wandering around, and with clear 

visual signs of social activity. On the other hand, the village was partially confounded with 

the bush, and many of the ranchos, dwellings made mostly of adobe bricks and straw, were 

partially or totally obscured by trees. 

Most Toba villages are formed by either one, two, or more exogarnous webs of 

extended families distributed in clusters of households (units of consumption and residence) 

which usually occupy adjacent places. These clusters are irregularly scattered around a core 

of public buildings: the pRmary school, the Anglican church, and in the largest villages the 

dispensary and the buildings of the Imtituto de Cornunidades Aboeenes (ICA), the 

indigenous agency in the province of Formosa These webs of extended families recognize a 

common Linkage with one of the old serni-nomadic bands, and their exogamy is defined by 

the implicit prohibition against marrying lqdya (siblings and "fint cousins"), iaqciya's 

children @olé [f.], yolék [m.]), and the laqiya of ego's parents (yahbdo [f.], tehbko [m.]). 

Since descent is bilateral and consequently there is no defined system of descent which 

pnvileges any one genealogical line, what brings extended families together in the same 



village is usually a strong leadership (as we shall sec)? This pattern usually marks the 

spatial configuration of the village, and the "center" is often occupied by the households of 

the politically dominant extended family. 

In 1995-1996, the Tobas formed ten nird villages, some of them the recent result of 

secessions from other villages, which included a total population of about 1,300 (excluding 

200 people who live in the town of Ingeniero Juhz) .  The three largest villages had 600, 

220, and 150 inhabitants, and the rest were populated by less than 100 people. Since many 

Tobas still rely on foraging for their livelihood, their everyday forays in search of fish, garne, 

honey, or wild fruits make the villages just one aspect of the environment which the Tobas 

constmct through their practices. The fluidity of the boundaries between the villages and the 

bush cm be seen in the fact that, due to the collective ownership of land and the fact that 

(unlike agriculture) fishing, hunting, and gathering do not require a fixed place from which 

to practice them, the villages have a very flexible structure. Thus, the composition of each 

village is altered quite often and whole households (sometirnes nuclear families) move in 

and out, usually following the lines of kinship. The fact that most people live in rudimentary 

ranchos which cm be built up in a few days certainly facilitates this mobility. Even though 

many people move as a result of conflicts, usually hinging on accusations of sorcery, this has 

also becorne a practice aimed at optimizing the possibilities of reproduction in conditions of 

exueme poverty, a topic to which I will retum. 

Most villages are scattered dong the right edge of the Pilcomayo marshes, at least 

a few kilometers away from the level reached by water in the flooding season Pecember- 

May) (see map 2). Due to the abundance of fish, wild garne, and bee hives, the marshlands 

l3  For a detailed d y s i s  of kinship terms among the Tobas see Mendoza and Browne (1995). 



are a central point of reference for the Tobas, 

place deep inside it or in its surroundings. In 

and most of their foraging expeditions take 

spite of this, the marshes often seem to be 

engulfed by the semantic weight of the bush. The marshland, like the bush, is also a 

relatively new place immersed in the memory of what that area was not like in the pst. 

The Marslhiand 

Full of mate and having rested for a while, Roberto and 1 said good-bye to Enrique 

and his family and continued our ride towards the marshes. We went back to la picada, 

followed it for a few hundred meters, and then took a tiny trail to Our left that was carved 

out in the monte. We soon reached the remarkably clear line which separates the white, 

sandy soi1 of the hinterland from the green gras at the marshes' edge, which marks the 

water level reached during the last flood. We were now surrounded by ground vegetation 

of bright shades of green, which contrasted with the darker, dustier colors of the 

hinterland. The trees were more and more scattered and soon we were able to see the wide 

open spaces ahead. In a few minutes, we were surrounded by a landscape which 1 always 

found as beautifil as bizarre. Al1 around us, towering over a very green land of grass and 

shrubs, there were countless numbers of dried, standing dead trees, ten to fifteen rneten 

apart. Those scattered figures extended in al1 directions towards the horizon and many of 

them were standing in the shallow waters of the marshes. That landscape was the 

testimony of the sections of monte which once covered the area and which was drowned 

by the sarne floods which brought an end of the river. 

Due to the enormous amount of sediments carried from its Andean sources and to 

the very low gradient of the Chaco plains, the Pilcomayo has always been a river prone to 



changes in its course. This pattern of change was even more recurrent farther downstream 

from Toba temtory, in its middle to lower course, where there is a wide depression with 

almost no gradient. There, the Pilcomayo tums into a widespread and changing network of 

streams and marshes which, known since the eighteenth century as the Estero Patifio, was 

the nightmare of ten generations of European explorers. In the 1970s, probably due to the 

deforestation of the Andean slopes, the sedimentation of the riverbed increased, causing 

greater changes in the Pilcomayo course. Late in 1974 and early in 1975, in the region 

inhabited by the Tobas the first wave of annual floods sanirated the riverbed with 

sediments. The riverbed literaily turned into a bloc of mud, and when the last wave of 

floods arrived in March, the water overfiowed the banks of the river and inundated a wide 

area. 

The flood destroyed the Toba villages -dl of them located near the banks of the 

river- and two other very important places in their history: mision El Toba, the mission 

station founded arnong them by British Anglicans, and the Criollo town of Sombrero 

Negro, located three kilometers upstrearn (see map 6). The flood brought drarnatic 

changes in the landscape. The Pilcomayo ceased to be a river, the river which had been a 

central landmark in the Tobas' experience. With the old riverbed filled up with sediments, 

the waters of the Pilcomayo formed a wide network of streams and swamps south of the 

old course, over five kilometers wide in the summer, which merged with the marshes 

which started downstream, known today as baiiado La Estrella (successor of the old 

Estero Patiiio). 

When the waters receded a few months after the flood, the mission station, 

Sombrero Negro, and the Toba villages had been ail covered by several meters of enfame: 



a thick layer of muddy sediments. Only the zinc roofs of sorne of the buildings emerged 

above the solidified mud, The Tobas and the missionaries returned to the station and tried 

to recover whatever of value was left. The mission, however, was to be abandoned 

forever. In the following years, subsequent floods covered with enlame what was left of 

the buildings. The monte soon covered the rest. Twenty years after the floods, in the rnid- 

1990s, there were no marks left of either mision El Toba or Sombrero Negro. The sites are 

now in the rniddle of thick, dry monte, located several kilometers north of the marshes. 

Only experienced Toba hunters who foray across the marshes towards the borderline with 

Paraguay are able to recognize the sites which were once so central in their everyday life. 

Segundo, who went to that area a few times, told me: 

It seerns that it d l  changed. The house of the missionary was totdly covered . . . Sombrero 
Negro was screwed. The store of the Criollo, covered by a lot of enfume. A tractor, 
undemeath. When the water went down, we searched for the tractor. It was below ... The 
mission was finished off. Only the comgated iron came out, above the enlame . . . Now, al1 
that's monte grande. 1 got out of there once with my pants tom to pieces. Really thick, not 
like before . . . Now, there're many bobo trees. It's very thick. Monte . . . Besides, there's no 
water there, for two leguas [leagues] it's totaiiy dry. l4 

Nowadays, the Tobas see the floods of 1975 as a key Nnllng point in their recent 

history, and refer to the period prior to the flooding as the times "when there was a river." 

The generations who got to know the fiachi, the river, in person express an open nostalgia 

for those days, centered on the image of abundance of fish. In 1996, Pablo told me about 

the days previous to the flooding: 'Tt was nicer, much nicer. People didn't suffer. We 

always ate fish . .. AU sort of fish came, when there was river." Fifty-seven years earlier, 

I4 One legcuz is about 45  kilometen. Most adult Tobas calculate distance this way. 



in July 1939, at the peak of the fishing season, a mission staff member wrote about that 

abundance: "the river is so full of fish that standing on the bank one can see fish leaping 

up al1 over the surface" (Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461: 73). Arou~id that time, visitors at the 

mission station were very impressed by ". . . the very strong smell of fish which emanated 

from these people" (Saint 1936: 177, rny translation). Even though fishing is nowadays 

central in the Tobas' livelihood, the formation of the marshes, ndép, el baiiado, rneant the 

end of collective fishing, the only male practice which implied collective forms of 

cooperation. Fish spread in a wide network of shallow strearns and swarnps which did not 

allow for the organization of fishing teams, and fishing became since then an individual 

and less productive practice. 

Consequently, the disappearance of the river implied for the Tobas an increase in 

the semantic and practical importance of &'the bush." The rnarshland is not as close to the 

Tobas' everyday experience, as embedded in their daily practices, as the river was, even 

though most people live not far from it, obtain plenty of resources from it, and prefer it to 

the dry and dusty hinterland. But the Tobas had the Pilcomayo River "right there," right 

near their villages. Men, women, and children took bath often several times a day, and 

men set out to fish day and night. Nowadays, because of the annual flooding, most Tobas 

live at least a few kilometen away from the edge of the marshes. Most of their fresh water 

comes from drilled wells, and fishing expeditions require either a long walk or a bicycle 

ride, which becorne longer when the marshes recede during the dry season. In these 

circurnstances, nowadays the Tobas' most immediate spatial reference is the bush which 

sumounds their villages. 



A further consequence of the floods of 1975 was that the lands which used to be 

their home are today located on "the other side," ZaheG6, Zn banda. 

"The Other Sidey' 

For the Tobas, la banda includes d l  lands which extend across the marshes, even 

into Paraguayan temtory. In the mid-1990s, two decades after the flooding, most Tobas 

tend to see those lands as a contradictory, liminal place. On the one hand, several 

generations of their ancestors inhabited those lands, and any person over 30 remembers 

them well. As a result, people somehow still see those lands as a place of their own. On 

the other hand, the landscape across the marshes has been radically transformed by the 

flood and has little resemblance with the places where people used to live. Furthemore, 

nowadays those lands are only inhabited by Criollo sertlers. 

The semantic ambiguity embedded in ta banda has another important component. 

For even though the Pilcomayo River has disappeared as such, the international borderline 

between Argentina and Paraguay is still there, creating an invisible but powerful dividing 

line. The lands extending between the marshes and the old coune of the river are still 

Argentinean territory, but the area is relatively isolated from Argentinean villages 

(especially during the flooding season) and the CriolIos who live there maintain regular 

links with the Paraguayan estancias, cattle ranches, which began occupying those lands 

after the Chaco War between Paraguay and Bolivia (1932-1935). The Tobas also see those 

estancias as part of "the other side," and groups of young men go there often either to 

work or, because of the greater abundance of wildlife, to hunt iguanas to sel1 their skins. 

Moreover, when the river-as-borderline still existed as such before 1975, la banda was a 



synonym to the Paraguayan bush. Once the floods forced the Tobas to resettle their 

villages further south, the bush of Paraguay stopped being "right there," opposite to their 

villages and the mission station. With the marshes extending ta t!e south, the Paraguayan 

bush became for the Tobas a relatively distant place; but it is still a place people taik about 

often. Because the Tobas see this "other bush," nowadays sparsely inhabited, as the last 

refuge of the wild animals and extraordinary creatures which were once part of the world 

of the "ancient ones" and are now hard to see in their own lands, due to the "noise" caused 

by Criollo settlers, vehicles, and the oil exploration conducted in the 1980s by YPF. 

Whereas the places which stretch across the marshes mark a limit with another country 

and with a landscape reminiscent of the past, in the opposite direction, towards the 

hinterland of the central Chaco, a dirt road connects the Tobas to the places which 

contributed to the demise of "the ancient ones." 

Paths to Distant Places 

The Tobas' first important point of reference in the hinterland is the small town o l  

Pozo de Maza (population c a  700), located 25 kilometers away from the marshes. The 

small pond where Pozo de Maza now stands used to be the farthest point inland that To ba 

bands reached in their forays into the hinterland. Nowadays, "Maza" is dso the southem 

limit of the area which the Tobas recognize as part of their own familiar locality. This 

town is the head of the municipality with jurisdiction over their villages and is 

consequently the main point of reference for local politics, "la poliiica," as well as the 

main public employer of Tobas, Wichis, and Criollos. In Pozo de Maza and in several 

villages in the area, there is an important Wichi population with which the Tobas interact 



quite often. Like themselves, the Wichis are "aborfgenes," the term nowadays used in the 

area and in general in Argentina to refer to indigenous peoples. And in spite of the cultural 

and linguistic differences which separate hem, this common identity as aborfgenes, as 

paisanos, strengthened as we shall see by common expenences of domination, shapes 

much of the tenns of their interaction. 

From Pozo de Maza, a dirt road cuts through extremely dry, thick monte to 

hgeniero JuArez (population 10,000), 70 kilometers to the southwest of the Toba villages. 

Able to accommodate large trucks, but often impassable after heavy rains in the area of 

Pozo dc Maza, this road was constmcted in 1984, after YPF stmck oil in Palmar Largo 

(over 70 kilometers to the northwest of the Toba villages). Before then, the only 

connection to Ingeniero Juiirez was a rough &ail cleared in the heart of the bush. Until the 

late 1960s, most Tobas used that trail only when they were recruited by the contracton of 

San Martin del Tabacal and other sugar plantation located more than 300 kilometers to the 

West, in the provinces of Salta and Jujuy. For this reason, in the mid-1990s the Tobas' 

memory of this old mil is strongly associated with their experience of wage labor. 

Angélica, a woman in her late fifties, told me while pointing to the road which lay 50 

meters away from us: "In the past, this was just a trail, there was no road. Just a trail, for 

horses ... When they came from ingenio San Martin to take the people out, people went 

on foot . . . up to Maza If there was no truck there, on foot up to Jukez." 

Ingeniero luiirez is the political, administrative, and economic center of the West of 

Formosa Consequently, it is the Tobas' most important point of reference in the region. 

Since the floocis of 1975, a group of about 200 Tobas lives in the outskirts of the town in 

what is known as "Barrio Toba," usually keeping close ties with the relatives who live "in 



the bush." A railway line passing through "Ju6rez" and inaugurated in 193 1 took several 

generations of Tobas to the sugar plantations of Salta and Jujuy and in particular to San 

Marth del Tabacal. When this plantation mechanized the harvest in the late 1960s, farms 

located in eastem Formosa and in the western edge of the Chaco (Salta) began recruiting 

the Tobas by truck, by way of a dirt road built in 1965 which runs parallel to the railway. 1 

Today, these roads are the main rneans by which the Tobas leave "the bush" to go to 

distant "places of work." 

The Bean Farms 

It was already daylight when Jorge, the contractor in charge of the f m ,  tumed bis 

pick-up truck off the main road and made it cross the entrance of the farm. 1 had met hirn 

the previous day in Embarcation, a dusty town located on the green foothills of the Andes, 

at the western end of the railway line coming from Formosa and Ingeniero Juirez. Since 

we lefi the town in his truck before dawn, Jorge had been telling me almost non-stop 

about the details of the bean harvest. He seemed to be flattered by my "acadernic" interest 

in his work; but 1 think he found it bizarre that 1 knew the Tobas who were working for 

him. Once inside the farm, the truck followed a road bordering the bean fields. We passed 

a group of young men who were wallllng to their work site and I recognized, with an 

strange excitement, two or three faces. 

A few minutes later, Jorge parked the tmck near a rudimentary store, the 

proveduria where the Tobas obtained their mercaderia, packaged food and other staple 

goods. When 1 stepped out of the truck, some Tobas who were coming to talk to Jorge 

l5 This is the national road No. 8 1, which in the mid-1990s was being partially paved. 



recognized me and smiled with clear signs of surprise. In a few seconds, 1 was shaking 

dozens of hands. Some of them were people 1 had seen only a few times; others were 

friends 1 knew well. 1 was both excited and shocked to seeing them in such a different 

place from their villages in the now distant monte near the Pilcomayo. I was now in one of 

the farms the Tobas had told me a lot about, but which I had never seen with rny own 

eyes. Since I was coming from their villages, some people asked me right away news from 

home, from their relatives. After a while, 1 asked them how they were doing. They told me 

that Jorge was "a good patrbn (boss)". 1 noticed that they interacted with Jorge with 

confidence and that the young men in particular seemed to enjoy his frequent sexual jokes. 

They also told me, however, that a few weeks earlier another contingent of Tobas had had 

major problems with an abusive contractor in another fam. They had dropped him and 

were now working for Jorge. We were chatting between the bean fields and a long strip of 

thick forest, where they and scattered groups of Criollo workers had built up their 

campamentos ("campsites") with poles, comigated iron, and large pieces of nylon 

sheeting. A few hundred meters to the West, across the paved road which connects 

Embarcacion to Tartagal and the Bolivian border, 1 could see the foggy, densely forested 

hills which mark the definite end of the Chaco plains. 

Even though most of the Tobas working on the farm were single men and women 

or young families with their little children, there were also a few men and women in their 

late forties and early fmes. Thirty years earlier, when they were teenagers, thick forests 

covered al1 that area and those bean fields now in harvest simply did not exist. Still, in 

those days the area of Ernbarcacih was not unfarniliar to them. They used to pass by that 

t o m  on their way to San Martin del Tabacal, only 20 kilometen to the West and near 



Orh,  at the mouth of the vdley fomed by the San Francisco River, as it runs almost 

parallel to the western edge of the Chaco to meet the Bermejo River. 

San Martin del Tabacal 

1 had been to O r b  four days before arriving at the bean farms. 1 had arrived at 

dusk, coming from the city of Salta, and the following morning the air was moist and 

foggy. A compact mass of low clouds crawled down the slopes of the hills to the West of 

the cane-fields, which extended in al1 directions and surrounded O r h  like a green sea. It 

was June 1996.27 years after the Tobas had worked in San Martin del Tabacai for the last 

time. The plantation had undergone major changes since those days. Once a thriving 

symbol of the economic and politicai power of the sugar oligarchy of the province of 

Salta, in the 1980s San Martin del Tabacal was seriously indebted to public and private 

banks. In 199 1, the plantation's debt crisis reached its peak and five years later, just when 

1 happened to be visiting there, an Amencan Company, the Seaboard Corporation, was 

about to purchase 60 % of the shares. The Patron Costas family, the original owners of the 

hgenio (sugar plantation) retained four percent of the shares.16 

Thirty years earlier, San Martin del Tabacal had started a mechanization scheme 

which Ied to a sharp reduction of the labor force. This meant the end of the recruitment of 

the Tobas and consequently the end of a cycle of labor migrations which every year, for 

over seven decades, took several generations of Tobas from the Pilcomayo River to the 

San Francisco Valley and back. Years after the mechanization, some Tobas went to the 

l6 See Pfigindl2 (22/5/1996) and El Tribuno (4/9/1996). 



ingenio to visit the place where they had spent such a significant portion of their lives. 

Horacio, a man in his late fifties, told me about a trip he made sometime in the late 1980s: 

1 don't know what year it was, '86 or '89. 1 went to the ingenio San Martin to see. 1 was 
watching. It's not like before. It changed already. Now, there's machinery working. The 
places where we used to live aren't there anymore. Only cane, cane-fields. The lote where 
we lived, the lote called Magdalena* is an orange grove now . . . In the pst, you could never 
get to see [the dam at] Vado Hondo, but now you can see it from the distance. That used to 
be monte. 

1 took the local bus to the town of Tabacal, the headquarters and site of the factory 

of San Martin dei Tabacal, located a few kilometers away from Oran (see map 3). While 1 

watched through the windows the cane-fields and those low hills covered by clouds, 1 kept 

wondering about "los cerros," "the mountains." In the countless interviews 1 had 

conducted with the Tobas. kahogonaGd -"los cerros"- were a recurrent image in their 

description of the ingenio. People talked about them as an imposing presence overlooking 

the canc-fields from the West. To my frustration, al1 1 was able to see that hazy moming 

were hills obscured by clouds; and they did not seem particularly impressive to me. I 

remember asking myself over and over again: "So, are th~se hills los cerros?" 

1 got off the bus at the entrance to the headquarters of the plantation, marked by an 

imposing portico formed by four arches. Behind them: the town of Tabacal, built in an 

homogeneous (dmost quaint) recreated Spanish colonial style. A few hundred meters 

behind the arches, the chimneys of the factory were pumping out imposing columns of 

white srnoke. Reminding me of the power and simultaneous fragility of ruins of vanished 

empires, I looked at the big letters on top of the arches: "Putrh Costas, afio 1920. 

Mosoteguy." As 1 entered these arches and walked towards the factory, passing by huge 



tnicks waiting in line to deposit their load of cane in the entrails of the rnill, I felt 1 was 

going back in time, to those days when hundreds of Tobas. men, women and children got 

off the train at Tabacal, stood near those very arches, and waited to be distributed to their 

lotes by the small trains which cut across the cane-fields. 

The factory was more impressive than I had imagined: a dark, enormous building 

with several thick and tall chimneys saturating the air with a mixture of smoke and 

industriai noise. 1 could not stop thinking about the Familiar, the deadly "devil" which 

dwelled in the basement of the factory, the diablo some Tobas claim to have seen with 

their own eyes (as we shall see). Separated only by a Street, a large colonial-style rnansion 

faced the factory. In the garden behind a fence, there was a discrete statue of the man who 

used to live there: Robustiano Patron Costas (died 1965), the CO-founder and for several 

decades head administrator of San Martin del Tabacal. Irnpressed by the spatial 

connection between the factory and the rnansion, 1 could almost "see" Patron Costas and 

the Familiar having their rendezvous -as the Tobas had told me- in the underground 

tunnel connecting the two places. While 1 was standing near the factory, watching, taking 

notes, taking pictures, 1 began chatting with a Criollo man in his late sixties. Born in Santa 

Cruz de la Sierra (Bolivia) and now retired, he had worked for years in the plantation as a 

tractor driver. At one point, 1 asked him about "the Familiar." He pointed to the factory 

and said with a very casual tone: ''There it is. Five days ago, one of the mapiches (mills) 

broke down. People think that the Familiar's hungry. It has a contract with the patrdn to 

get people every year. Maybe it broke the trapiche to cornplain, in order to get a man." 

Later in the moming, the air had warmed up and the clouds were now dispening. 1 

had been in Tabacal for about three hours, and 1 was about to enter into the cane-fields, 



which start right across the arches and the road. 1 noticed that the sky was sunnier and 1 

looked once again to the West. 1 clearly remember my shivering. There they were: 

towering, irnposing mountains which dominated a clear valley now liberated from clouds. 

Images cascaded into my mind, intenwined with fragments of accounts by the Tobas: the 

paydk, the "devils" corning down from those ridges to spread diseases and death among 

the workers; the temfjmg cannibals who came from behind those mountains down to the 

cane-fields; the fabulous but unreachable treasures hidden in their heights. I always 

believed, and I still do, that the old notion of Verstehen ("understanding") is based on the 

naïve assumption that a supposed (and much desired) subjective communion with "the 

other" can overcome different social, cultural, and class experiences. But that moming, 

while 1 was looking at those enormous mountains fused with the sugar-cane fields, I could 

not stop feeling that, somehow, I was closer to understanding what the Tobas had been 

telling me for a long time. 



TWO: 
HEAVEN AND HELL 

The Demon said . , ."f'olIow me with the 
assurance that 1 will take you to places where 
you will live free from such an evil people [the 
Spanish]. . ." The Demon thus . . . set out for the 
province of the Chaco, to where most of that 
numerous group of people followed him . . . 
[And] the wretched are there until now. buried 
by the darkness of infidelity . . . and that is why 
that province is inhabited by so many people . . . 
Pedro Lozano, 
Descnpcion Corognifica del Gran Chaco 
Gualamba (1733) 

Every time the Indians talk about their lands they 
use the most magnificent expressions, like when 
we taIk to hem about Paradise . . . 
José Cardiel, 
Recuerdos del Gran Chaco ( 1780) 

Early in the twentieth century, the site where San Martin del Tabacal now stands 

was covered by jungle. The most important settlernent in the area was San Ramon de la 

Nueva Orh,  founded by the Spanish in 1794 as the most frontward settlement of that area 

of the Chaco frontier. A few decades before the foundation of Orin, the lower area of the 

San Francisco Valley was under the control of various indigenous groups of the Chaco. In 

the sarne area, the only significant Spanish settlernent had been the town of Santiago del 

Guadalctizar, founded in 1624 and abandoned in 1632 due to indigenous uprisings. For a 

long time then, the Spanish only used the mouth of the San Francisco Valley as an area of 

passage of their military expeditions heading towards the interior of the Chaco, the vast 

plains which extended east of the Andes and whose inhabitants were not subjected to their 

rule. Coming d o m  from the mountains which centuries later would cause terror among 

the Tobas, Spanish troops from Jujuy used to enter into the thick forests of the lowlands. 



One of these expeditions will be the starting point of the centrai point of this chapter: the 

reconstruction of the historical processes which, between the Spanish Colonial era and the 

rise of tlic Argentinean nation-state, contnbutea to shaping culturai imageries about the 

bush of the Chaco as a haven from domination. 

"Thick Forests Which Serve Tbem as Hideouts" 

In 1673, Angel de Peredo, the Spanish governor of Tucumiin, organized a large 

rnilitary expedition against the idios infeies, "infidel Indians" of the Chaco. Troops from 

the cities of Cordoba, La Rioja, and Jujuy converged to the interior of the Chaco from 

different points of the frontier. Govemor Peredo departed from the town of Esteco, on the 

Salado River, at the time the most onward Spanish settlement into the Chaco (see map 4). 

He reached the River Grande or Bermejo from the southwest and from there he dispatched 

groups of soldiers "in order to take the infidels out of the thick forests which serve them 

as hideouts, where . . . they hide with their families" (Lozano 1989 [1733]: 2 17, my 

translation). The troops from Jujuy, meanwhile, descended from the mountains to the 

mouth of the San Francisco Vailey and from there reached the Bermejo River "looking for 

infidels, who escaping to the river Grande found other [infidels], who were fleeing from 

the soldiers dispatched by the govemor" (ibid.: 2 17). When the carnpaign was over, the 

Spanish troops had captured 1,800 "infidels." The Spanish took the captives to Esteco, 

where governor Peredo distributed them as serfs among the men who had participated in 

the campaign: "And all the soldiers and corporals were so anxious to have Indians serving 

hem, that they judged that al l  the prisoners were not enough to award their merits ..." 

(ibid.: 229, see also 217,230). 



The campaign of Ange1 de Peredo was one of the many eniradas made by the 

Spanish in order to obtain serfs and slaves among the "indios infieles" of the interior of 

the Chaco. These expeditions expressed a central feature in the history of the region: the 

attempt by the Spanish to subject the labor of indigenous groups to exploitation, but in a 

process in which many of these groups relied on vast and thick forests to escape the 

enslaving raids and dso to resist them. This contradiction between experiences of 

exploitation and autonomy focused on different places would anticipate processes which 

would unfold in a different way centuries later, when the whole Gran Chaco was fully 

incorporated into the dynamics of capitalism. But already then, the bush emerged as the 

spatialized condensation of the social contradictions which were molding the social 

landscape of the region. Expressing this tension, in 1784 the Iesuit missionary Martin 

Dobrizhoffer (1970 [1784]: 124) wrote: "This is the face of the province called Chaco! 

which the Spanish soldiers look upon as a theatre of misery, and the savages as their 

Palestine and Elysium." Dunng the first stage of the Colonial penod, in a background 

characterized by an effective indigenous armed resistance, this dialectic was molded by 

the attempts of the Spanish to take theîr labor force "out of the bush" and by the 

indigenous groups' simultaneous construction of the forests of the Chaco as "their old 

freedom." 

The Early Colonial Period: Encornienda and Warfare 

In the Chaco, the Spanish came across a very heterogeneous social and cultural 

landscape, the resdt of an old process of mingling of population streams and cultural 

influences from the Pampas, the Amazon basin, and the Andes (Métraux 1946b: 210). 



Most groups, the descendants of the first waves of peoples which inhabited the Chaco, 

shared a hunting and gathering economy. The exception were the Chants and Guan6.s 

(Arawak) and the Chiriguanos (Tupi-Guarani), slash and bum agriculturists who aniveci 

into the Chaco at a later stage. These different indigenous groups, rather than being 

"internally homogeneous and extemally distinctive and bounded objects" (Wolf 1982: 6), 

were engaged in a dynamic process of conflictive interaction, fusion, and fission well 

before the arrival of the Europeans. In the fifteenth century, this dynamic was rnolded by 

the migrations of the Chiriguanos to the western edge of the Chaco (from what is today 

southern Brazil) and by the powerful presence of the Inca empire dong the eastem slopes 

of the Andes. At the time of the arrival of the Spanish in the Chaco in the sixteenth 

century, the Tobas were divided in different sub-groupings which inhabited the lower and 

upper sections of the Bermejo and Pilcomayo Rivers. The Tobas belonged to one of the 

linguistic families compnsing groups with a foraging tradition, the Guaycuni, which also 

includes the Pilagh, Mocovies, Mbayh (today Caduveos), and the now disappeared 

Abipones and Payaguiis. l7 In chapter three, 1 will discuss at length the particular historical 

configuration of the Toba sub-grouping 1 am concerned, and the way in which this group 

was shaped by the processes here discussed. 

Until the rnid-sixteenth c e n t q ,  the northern Chaco was for the Spanish the main 

gateway from the Atlantic to Chiquitos, one of the eastem edges of the Inca empire. As a 

result, even though the Gran Chaco had no gold nor silver, its terrain was mostly semi- 

l7 Aside fiorn the GuaycunI, the linguistic families that descend from the f int inhabitants of the Chaco are: 
Mataco-Mataguayan (Wichf, Nivaklé, Chorote, M&), Maskoi (Maskoi, Lengua, Sanapan& Angaité), and 
Zarnuco (Chamacoco, Ayoreo) (cf. Métraux 1946b). This List does not include the numerous groups which 
have disappeared due to the Spanish conquest. 



arid and thomy, and its indigenous inhabitants were hostile to their forays, the region 

became among the first in South Arnerica to be explored by the Spanish, especially once 

Asuncion was founded on the Paraguay River in 1537 (see map 4). Even though these 

early forays across the northern Chaco to Chiquitos did not provide the Spanish with 

silver, it did provide them with large numbers of serfs and slaves (Gott 1993: 155; Susnik 

197 1 : 7- 1 1). A member of one of these entradas to the Chaco wrote in the mid-sixteenth 

century that they had captured "up to twelve thousand people counting men, women and 

children, who rnust be our slaves, in this regard 1 have got for myself fifty people, men, 

women and children" (Ulrico Schmidl, quoted by Susnik 197 1: 9, my translation). 

The attempts to subject the labor of the population of the Chaco were especially 

important in its western frontier, the province of Tucumh, where the Spanish had 

founded in the late sixteenth century a series of towns: Santiago del Estero (1553), San 

Miguel del Tucurnh (1565), Esteco (1567). Tarija (1574), Salta (1582). and Jujuy ( 1593). 

Esteco, founded on the Salado River, was for more than a century the most advanced 

Spanish post in the frontier and among the first settlements in the Chaco where the native 

population, especially the Lules, was subjected to the institution of encomienda (cf. 

Lozano 1989 [1733]: 98, 11 1; Gullon Abao 1993: 36). 

The encornienda was a type of servitude imposed by the Spanish in Latin Amerka 

especially during the early coloniai period, through which an encornenderu was granted 

nghts over the labor of a specific indigenous population. This population was obliged to 

provide him with a certain quantity of unpaid personal services and with an annual quota 

of goods or cash. At Ieast fomdly, these labor services were strictly regulated and the 



encomendero did not have rights over the lands of his subjects,l* and was also obliged to 

guarantee their "education" and evangelization (Rutledge 1987: 84-89). In Tucumiin, 

hswever, encmtiendu was a highly exploirative system of unpaid persona1 services, which 

made it a "hybrid" between feudalism and slavery (ibid.: 89-91; Rosenzvaig 1986: 50-57). 

In the Chaco, the attempts by the Spanish to impose encomienda faced a firm 

resistance. Even though dong the Salado River various groups were subjected to 

servitude, important centers of encomienda like Concepcion del Bermejo ( 1585- 1632, 

founded deep into the Chaco) and Santiago del Guadalchar (1624-1632) had to be 

abandoned due to widespread indigenous rebellions (Zapata Gollh 1966: 27-29; Gullon 

Abao 1993: 37; cf. Kersten 1968 [1905]: 20). Moreover, by the mid-seventeenth century 

various indigenous groups had acquired the horse and some Guaycuni groups, most 

notably the Abipones and Mbayis (inhabiting the southeastern Chaco), developed a "horse 

complex" which significantly strengthened their military capacity. From then on, the 

attacks on Spanish towns and settlements increased, as well as the looting and rustling of 

cattle and horses, and the social organization of some of these groups was shaped by the 

violent relationship with the frontier, consolidating strong leaderships and a rank of 

equesuian warriors. The Chaco thus becarne for over two centuries a violent and unstable 

Frontier in which various indigenous groups used the forests of the interior both as a 

stronghold from where to launch quick and sharp raids and as a haven frorn enslaving 

raids, military expedition, and rnissionization attempts. 

la However, on some occasions the granting of encornie& was dso accompanied with mercedes de 
rierras (distribution of lands) (Rutledge 1987: 86). 



"Tracldess Woods for Fortifications" 

Throughout the seventeenth century, the number of indios encornendados in the 

province of Tucumh, including those subjected at the edges of the Chaco, decreased 

sharply due to the high mortality rates and to the flights back to the Chaco (Ruiledge 

1987: 92,96-99; Gullon Abao 1993: 53). The best known case of massive fight to escape 

servitude was that of the Lules, who at the beginning of the seventeenth century fled 

massively beyond the Salado River (Lozano 1989 [1733]: 98; Métraux 1946b: 227; cf. 

Gullon Abao 1993: 53). Facing a serious shortage of laborers, the authorities of Tucumin 

organized several expeditions to the interior of the Chaco, formed by Spanish and Nidios 

amigos, intended to a great extent to "chase Indians." The expeditions of Peredo in 1673 

and Andino in 1679 were arnong the most important forays carried out with this purpose 

(Zapata Gollh 1966: 40-41; Gullon Abao 1993: 51; Castro Boedo 1872: 167). The 

carnpaign of govemor Esteban de Urizar in 1710, the largest military carnpaign to the 

Chaco to be launched during the Colonial period, also provided the Spanish with 

nurnerous serfs (Lozano 1989 [1733]: 40 1). 

However, the thick bush of the Chaco posed a senous obstacle to these attempts to 

reproduce a declining labor force, for the very existence of wide, thick forests continued 

nourishing permanent flights (cf. Lozano 1989 [1733]: 230-1; 274; Gullon Abao 1993: 

53; Zapata Golliin 1966: 40). The indios, Father Pedro Lozano wrote, ". . . flee to the 

thickest forests, which we well know are impenetrable for armed Spanish" (1989 [1733]: 

226, my translation; see also 205, 333). Consequently, the bush of the Chaco became for 

the indigenous groups a fabulous haven where they had '?rackless woods for 

fortifications, rivers and marshes for ditches, and plantations of fmit trees for storehouses" 



(Dobrizhoffer 1970 [1784]: Vol. 1: 124). The historical accounts of that time are very 

revealing of some of the meanings which the indigenous groups associated with their 

experiences as serfs or slaves and as foragers holding autonomy in the interior of the 

region. Father Pedro Lozano (1989 [1733]: 274) referred at length to the following remark 

made by a Chiriguano chief to his followers in 1690: 

... we can still show you the scars of the wounds made on us by the whip; they made us 
work day and night without any compassion in order to fil1 with our sweat the bags of our 
rnerciless mastea. and the payment for so many fatigues was the mestreatment, the cruelty. 
the insult and what hurt Our hearts the most, the contempt we were subjected to. 

In the other extreme of the Chaco, near the banks of the Parana River, the Abiph 

cacique Ychoalay expressed in 1748: 

Lo! Crowds of Abipones and Mocobios, made captives by the Spaniards, are dragging out 
a life of slavery, bitterer than any death. Numbers united to us by the ties of blood, and 
ancient alliances, banished from their country, dispersed in miserable corners of cities and 
estates, subject to the power of othen, and oppressed with labour, now moum and are 
consumed with grief (Dobnzhoffer (1970 [1784] Vol. III: 137). 

As part of this experience, the indigenous groups were perceiving the Chaco 

woodlands as a place of fieedom and well-being where they were able to escape from 

slavery and death. Along these lines, the Abipones: 

. . . were strongly attached to their native soil, a soil abounding in delightful fruits and wild 
animals, and fortified with so many lurking-holes; and ... dreaded the vicinity of the 
Spaniards with as much anxiety as servitude, having leamt that the one was often the 
occasion of the other (Dobrizhoffer 1970 [1784] Vol. III: 263). 

This view of the bush as a haven from the Spanish was also shaped by the 

missionization taking place in the edges of the Chaco, led by the Jesuits until 1767 (the 



year they were expelled from the Spanish temtories) and from then on (with Iess success) 

by the Francisca.ns.19 Father José Cardiel (1920 [1780]: 375) wrote that when the 

"Indians" of the missions talked about their lands in the Chaco "they use the most 

magnificent expressions, like when we talk to them about Paradise." In numerous cases, 

the "indios" regarded the missionaries as disguised agents of the Spanish encornenderos 

and often perceived the mission stations as places iissociatêd with servitude (Lozano 1989 

[1733]: 139,243,261,272,283). Thus, in the decade of 17 10, at the Jesuit mission of San 

Esteban de Valbuena, on the Salado River, a Lule chief urged his followers: 

to abandon the reduccih (mission] and what they called captivity and to retum to their 
woods where they would enjoy their old freedorn and live healthy and strong, not like in 
Valbuena, where due to a certain epidemic they were dying and coming to an end ... 
(Lozano 1989 117331: 41 1). 

These missionization attempts and the military entradas set to capture serfs and 

slaves did not reach the middle course of the Pilcomayo River in a direct way. Located ai 

the very heart of the Chaco, forming large swamps dong its course, and inhabited by 

groups hostile to any attempts at exploration, the Pilcomayo posed for centuries 

formidable obstacles to the Spanish expeditions which set out to explore its course. 

Consequently, this region emerged as one of the most important indigenous havens in the 

l9 In spite of many unsuccessful attempts, the Jesuits established an important number of missions on the 
edges of the Chaco: on the Salado River, in Chiriguano and Chan6 territory further north. in Chiquitos (the 
northem edge of the Chaco), and on the Paraguay and Paraai Rivers. Even though many of these mission 
stations were short-lived, they played a very important role in the consolidation of the frontier. Since the 
missions employed the indigenous labor in dinerent activities q e c i a i i y  cattle-raising, the economic base 
of most missions- in the long run they also helped to facilitate the integration of indigenous peoples into a 
labor force for the Spanish (Guilon Abao 1993: 155,347). After the expulsion of the Jesuiu, most missions 
were either abandoued or began a period of deciine. 



Chaco. And this contributed to numiring the image of the Pilcomayo and its inhabitants as 

the most remote and unknown in the Chaco. As Lozano wrote in 1733 (1989 [1733]: 59): 

The other nations which are in the center of the Chaco towards Ihe Pilcomayo are not that 
well known, because the Spanish greed has frequented them less oftcn, maybe because of 
their poverty, or maybe because of the hanh and swarnpy lands, which do not let foreign 
footsteps go through them that easily ... 

Still, the groups of the Pilcomayo were not 6'untotouched" by the pressure exerted by 

the Spanish. By contrast, their relative autonomy was nourished and molded by the very 

conflicts which were affecting the edges of the Chaco. Until the first half of the 

seventeenth century, for instance, the Chiriguanos used to raid the upper Parapiti and 

upper Pilcomayo Rivers in order to capture serfs and se11 them to the Spanish (Susnik 

1978: 136). In 1685, when the troops led by the govemor of Tucumh Antonio de Vera y 

Mujica reached the Bermejo "in neither bank of the river there was any person, for with 

the news ... that the Spanish were corning they al1 had retired to the Pilcomayo" (Lozano 

1989 [1733]: 254). The large campaign Ied by Urizar in 1710 forced many groups to 

retreat to the interior of the Chaco. a process which most probably pushed some groups to 

the central Chaco and the Pilcomayo (Susnik 1978: 133). Around that tirne, the Spanish of 

Tucumin regarded the mid-Pilcomayo as the haven of the 'Tonocotés," a group of 

agriculnuists which had fled to the interior of the Chaco escaping servitude in the 

sixteenth cenniry (Lozano 1989 117331: 172- 173; Métraux 1946b: 228).20 

2o Even though the accuracy of this "legend" has ken contested, it is certain that the mid-Pilcomayo was a 
region beyond the reach of Spanish enshving expeditions and had consequently become a haven for 
indigenou groups fieeing the fkontier. The possible whereabouts of the Tonocotés has been the object of 
various debates. See Kersten (1968 [1905]: 81-84), Susnik (1978: 132, 137), and Mktraux (1946b: 228). 



Aside from these pressures, the groups of the Pilcomayo were part of the trading 

links which connected most edges of the Chaco. Trade was fueled by the very process of 

looting, servitude, and rnissionization, and as a result it was more developed arnong 

groups located close to the Spanish frontier, like the Abipones and Mocovies (Palermo 

1986; Dobrizhoffer 1970 [1784] Vol. II: 5: Vol. III: 16-17, 30; Gullon Abao 1993: 63). 

But at least by the early eighteenth century, as noted by Father Gabriel Patiiio in his 

expedition to the Pilcomayo of 1721, the groups of the middle course of the river had 

acquired horses, sheep, and cow leather through warfare, Iooting, barter with other 

indigenous groups and direct trips to the Spanish frontier. Patifio, for instance, wrote that 

the Tobas he came across "approach the frontier of Salta through the Bermejo" (quoted by 

Arenales 1833: 26, see dso 23-25, 26, 27). Even though back then these groups 

maintained an important autonomy, part of their social dynarnic was being influenced by 

this trade and by the arrivai of groups fleeing the frontier, and this probably enhanced the 

state of "inter-tribal warfare" which later on European explorers described as 

characteristic of the region of the Pilcomayo. In the longer run, these groups were to be 

deeply affected by processes which were then beginning to unfold in a distant place: the 

San Francisco Valley. 

The Flrst Cane-Fields 

In the eighteenth century, the relations of production in Tucumh experienced 

important changes. The encorniendas, already in decline since the seventeenth cenniry, 

were abolished by the Spanish Crown in 1720 (Rosenzvaig 1986: 77; cf. Gullon Abao 

1993: 3 1, 92), and since then they were gradually replaced by haciendas based on cattle- 



raising and in some places the cultivation of sugar-cane. These haciendas were units with 

little capital. aimed at local markets, and which relied on the exploitation of indigenous 

labor but dong new, less extra-economic, foms of coercion. The San Francisco Valley 

became one of the areas of the frontier where these incipient foms of wage labor becarne 

most apparent. By 1756, the Spanish had "semi-pacifier the valley and haciendas such as 

San Isidro (1760) and San Lorenzo (1779) were in a few yean cultivating sugar-cane (El 

Tribuno 2/9/1980; Gullon Abao 1993: 120-121; Rutledge 1987: 108-109). In 1794, the 

foundation of San Ramon de la Nueva Odn M e r  strengthened the Spanish presence in 

the valley. Back then, the haciendas of the area had very rudimentary techniques of 

production and employed a small group of black slaves, Criollos, and "Indians" from the 

two missions of the valley: San Ignacio (1756), among Tobas, and Zenta (1779), among 

Wichis. They also hired indios infieles, especially Wichis who came voluntarily from the 

interior of the Chaco to barter skins and work and were paid in kind as part of an informal 

"agreement" with the cacique (Gullon Abao 1993: 283, 294, 306, 334; Rutledge 1987: 

109-110; Teruel 1994). This indigenous labor force, however, was unstable and 

"unreliable." The forests of the Chaco still provided hem with abundant sources of 

livelihood and the flights of Tobas and Wichis were common (Gullon Abao 1993: 284). 

In the decades following the Wars of Independence frorn Spain in the 1 8 1 Os, new 

sugar-cane haciendas emerged, arnong them Ledesma (1830) and San Pedro (1844). By 

the mid-nineteenth cenniry, aside from permanent Criollo workers, these haciendas 

employed Chiriguanos from the Bolivian Chaco and Wichis and Tobas from the Bermejo 

River (Rutledge 1987: 133; Bwciia 1974: 534). In 1833, José Arenales (1 833: 45-46, my 

translation) wrote: 



The serni-barbaians Indians of the frontiers ... go every year to the haciendas to help in the 
works, requested by the proprieton. In the haciendas San Pedro, Ledesrna and San Lorenzo 
between 700 and 800 indians are employed, and in equd proportions in the othen; thus. 
those who attend may be no less than 1,500; but they are very lazy; they work in disorder 
and do much harm to the economy that must reign in the establishments; some sacrifices 
are indispensable to keep them happy in their endless demands. 

In the 1830s, the upper Bermejo becarne the wedge of Criollo colonization into the 

interior of the Argentinean Chaco, an expression of the dynarnism of the changing 

relations of production of the frontier in Salta. Deprived of their lands and exploited both 

by the hacendados and the settlers, some Wichis of the area retreated to the interior of the 

Chaco "where they could live better, in complete freedom and far from Our contact" 

(Uriburu 1873: 105-106, my translation). Those who remained in the area found 

temporary refuge in (short-lived) missions founded on the Bermejo River by Italian 

Franciscans between 1857 and 1868 (Gobelli 1916; Teruel 1995). But in 1863, shortly 

after the foundation of the town of Colonia Rivadavia on the Bermejo, the Wichis 

launched a widespread rebellion, triggered by the land encroachment and the exploitation 

they were king subjected to by the settlers. The repression unleashed by the national 

guard and the militias was brutal, and hundreds of Wichi men, women and children were 

slaughtered (Uriburu 1873: 106- 107). For many Wichis, the bush of the interior of the 

Chaco became the only place where they could avoid extermination. In 1872, Emilio 

Castro Boedo (1873: 228, my translation) met in the Bermejo a group of Wichis who had 

fled Rivadavia They told him: 'Vie Christians deceive us a lot; they kill us, they chase us, 

and make us flee to the bush where we live like poor things ... naked and starved to death 

if we don't hunt ..." The massacres of Rivadavia in 1863 were an anticipation of the way 



in which the rising Argentinean nation-state was going to deal with one of the last 

indigenous strongholds within its temtory. 

Assault on the Chaco 

After the decades of civil warfare and unrest which followed the Independence 

from Spain, in the 1850s and 1860s Argentins finally emerged as a unified nation-state 

with growing links with the world market. By then, the expansion of the "productive" 

frontier and the consolidation of sovereignty in border areas becarne among the top 

priorities of successive federal governments. This involved the final assault on the two 

last indigenous strongholds in the country: Patagonia and the Chaco. By then, the new 

Argentinean elites regarded the two regions as "desens," as places devoid of 

"Civilization" and with enormous yet domant economic potential (Arengo 1996; cf. 

Wright 1997). But they were "deserts" inhabited by numerous indigenous groups which 

had yet to be "pacified." 

The final conquest of the Chaco started with a series of campaigns in the southern 

Chaco in the 1870s and gained momentum in the early 1880s. In October 1884, the 

Minister of War himself, Benjamin Victorica, led the most important military carnpaign 

ever launched in the Chaco. The campafia al Chaco encompassed the coordinated 

movement of 1,500 men -three Regiments of Infantry and two Regiments of Cavalry- 

who converged to the rniddle course of the Bermejo River, coming from Salta, the nonh 

of Santa Fe, and the villages of Resistencia and Formosa (on the Parani and Paraguay 

Rivers). After numerous battles and skirmishes with the Tobas and Mocovies of southem 

Chaco and with several Wichi groups, the army killed hundreds of wuriors, took 



thousands of prisoners, and captured an enormous quantity of horses, cattle, and sheep. By 

December 1884, the campaign was over and d l  major objectives had been accomplished. 

The forests of the interior of the Chaco had been for the first time deeply penetraied from 

several fronts at the same time, many groups had been defeated or disbanded, and many 

important caciques had been killed or captured. 

However, the 1884 campaign did not mean the complete "pacification" of the 

region. The central Chaco, between the Bermejo and the Pilcomayo, had been mostly 

untouched by the army, and therefore many indigenous groups fled north of the Bermejo 

to the Pilcomayo (Scunio 1972: 296; Departamento de Guerra 1889: 238, 273; Ministerio 

de Guerra y Marina 189 1 : 279). Once a line of forthes (small forts) was established along 

the Bermejo and the bulk of the troops retumed to their bases, there were new armed 

clashes and skirmishes (Scunio 1972: 292,298; Ministerio de Guerra y Marina 189 1 ). The 

capitalist looting of the southern and eastern Chaco, however, had already started. 

Wedges of Capitalism 

At the time of Victorica's campaign, capitalist investments in the Argentinean 

Chaco were still scarce. Back then, timber production was the most important activity, 

involving obrajes (logging campsites) spread along the western banks of the Parana and 

Paraguay Rivers which employed indigenous laborers and Criollos from Corrientes and 

Paraguay (Iiiigo Carrera 1983; Arengo 1996). The first agricultural colonies with 

European immigrants (Resistencia, Avellaneda, and Las Toscas) had been established just 

a few years before, between 1878 and 1880, in the southern Chaco (also on the Parani 

River) (Maeder 1967). And in Salta, the Criollo settlers and hacendados around Colonia 



Rivadavia had for the most part little capital and little capacity to absorb large numbers of 

indigenous laborers. 

The Iegal parameters for the expropriation of indigenous lands had been set up in 

1876, by a federal law through which huge tracts of lands in the humid regions in the east 

of the Chaco and on the Bermejo River were distributed to capitalist investors and 

speculators (GonzAlez 1 890: xii-xiii). B y 1889 -w hile the rnilitary were slow 1 y 

consolidating the "pacification" of the southern C b a c e  5,600,000 hectares of land in die 

federal temtories of Formosa and Chaco (created in 1884) had been distributed to just 1 12 

estates: i.e. an average of Ca. 50,000 hectares pet estate (Gonzalez 1890: xiv-xv). Since at 

the tum of the century most concessions becarne unproductive latzfundios held by 

speculators, the govemrnent passed new Iaws with the aim of encouraging the emergence 

of small and mid-size productive units (Iiïigo Carrera 1983: 10, 49-5 1, 58). This massive 

expropriation of lands was aimed not only at providing lands for estates and settlers but 

also at forcing the indigenous groups to become their cheap labor force. The govemor of 

the National Territory of Formosa wrote in 1905: 

[The most] efficient and secure means of civilizing the Indian and incorporating him into 
production and labor [is]: the advance of colonization and the gradua1 narrowing, by the 
settiers, of the desert. Once the civilized man has entered, be will expel [the Indian] from 
his present possessioas, where he fmds easy means of subsistence and then he will have no 
other choice than to surrender entirely to labor, without any monetary cost for the state 
(Luna OImos 1905: 59, my translation). 

As part of this process, in the southem and eastem Chaco severai Toba and 

Mocovi groups becarne part of a Iandless proletariat. Other Tobas and Mocovies settled in 

Franciscans missions (Laishi and Tacaaglé, founded in 1901) and in state-sponsored 

reducciones indigenas (Napalpi and Bartolomé de Las Casas, created respectively in 19 1 1 



and 1914), where the state intended to turn them into agriculturists and disciplined 

seasonal laborers (Arengo 1996). Other groups remained in small parcels of federal land 

left in the interstices of private estates. Comered in srnall tracts of land, for these Toba 

and Mocovi living in the eastern and southem Chaco, hunting, fishing, and gathenng 

became marginal activities, occasional reminders of a what "life in the bush" had been 

like in the past. 

This expansion of capitdist relations of production, however, had a very different 

expression in the western Chaco and especiaily dong the banks of the Pilcomayo River, 

where the Nachilarnolék Tobas lived. This area of the Chaco was still little explored, had 

not been "pacified" yet, and most of its lands were semi-arid and consequently less 

attractive for direct investment. Thus, these lands remained for the most part property of 

the province of Salta and of the federal government in the National Temtory of Formosa 

(which became a province only in 1955). Even though the indigenous inhabitants of this 

region still had access to the bush and the river, they were already feeling the rnilitary 

pressure coming from the south and also the growing demand for their labor. 

From Haciendas to Ingenios 

In the second half of the 1870s, the haciendas of the San Francisco Valley began 

modernizing their technology. In 1876, Ledesma imported s t em machines from England 

and two years later (though on a lesser scale) San Pedro and San Tsidro followed it 

(Rutledge 1987: 134135, 160). In 1882, a young English engineer named Roger Leach - 

brought by Ledesma to supervise its new s t em machines- formed in 1882 a society 

which turned hacienda San Pedro into a modem Company called "hgenio La Esperanza," 



which started functioning in 1884. Roger Leach brought his five brothers from Britain and 

in a few years "the Leach brothers" took control of La Esperanza and becarne the leaders 

of the sugar industry in Jujuy (Rutledge 1987: 161). Both in Jujuy and Salta, the haciendas 

turned into ingenios, the term used in northem Argentina to designate highly capitalized 

sugar plantations: solid productive units administered by a centralized Company, 

encompassing sugar-cane fields and a sugar-processing factory (the ingenio proper), and 

hiring large numbers of wage workers.21 In the 1880s, the modemization of the sugar 

industry was greatly encouraged by federal credits and tariff increases on imported sugar 

and later by the arriva1 of the railway in Salta and Jujuy. By 1892, there were four large 

ingenios in the San Francisco Valley: Ledesma, La Esperanza, and La Mendieta in Jujuy, 

and San Isidro in Salta (Rutledge 1387: 157-159, 161, 186). 

In the 1880s and 1890s, the growing expansion of the sugar plantations greatly 

increased their demand for laborers. Since in many parts of the Chaco the indigenous 

groups still relied on the resources provided by foraging, the ingenios had to resort to a 

combination of economic incentives and extra-economic coercion to recruit their labor, a 

coercion often based on a close cooperation between their contractors and the army. In 

1873, for instance, the rnilitary head of the frontier in Salta began organizing the 

recruitrnent of brazos -"arms," the widespread, objectiwng, and mutilating metaphor 

used to refer to indigenous laborers- which lived "outside the frontier" (Unburu 1873: 

107). He wrote that "the indios should be regimented to put them in condition so that they 

do not flee into the desert," something which "would cause the death of the industries ..." 

a In the province of Tutu*, fhe term ingenio is oflea restricted to the sugar-miIl, for many of the 
ingenios of this province do not own the cane-fields fkom where they obtain their cane. 



(Unburu 1873: 

gained strength 

107). Afier Victorica's campaign of 

especially dong the Bermejo River 

1884, this militarized recruitment 

(Schleh 1945: 332; Ministerio de 

Guerra y Marina 1856: 580.) However, since the demmd for laborers was on the rise, 

recruitment also began including the Chiriguanos of the western edges of the Bolivian 

Chaco. In the 1 890s, the largest ingenios, Ledesma and La Esperanza, also began targeting 

the Pilcomayo River, by then the last indigenous stronghold in Argentina. 

"Places Where You Wili Live Free" 

Probably nobody expressed better than the Jesuit Father Pedro Lmano the image 

of the Chaco as a huge indigenous haven vis-à-vis experiences of domination. In the 

eighteenth century, Lozano popularized a "legend" then widespread in the province of 

Tucumh: that before the arriva1 of the Spanish there were no "Indians" living in the 

Chaco. As Guillemo Furlong (1938: 9) reasoned two centuries later: "Those impenetrable 

jungles, inhabited by temble beasts, covered in wide areas by unheal thy marshes, could 

not be the ordinary 'habitat' of any Indian." According to Lozano (1 989 [1733]: 56-58), a 

few years before the mival of the first Spanish from Peru, "the Demon" warned the native 

inhabitants of Tucumh that they were soon to be invaded by strangers who would deprive 

them 'Trom their land, their women, their children, and even from their own freedom . . ." 

The only way of avoiding slavery, so "the Demon" told them, was to flee to the Chaco: 

' 4  Say, then, that the only remedy you can imagine to evade ... such a hard and terrible 
servitude . . . is to abandon your land . . . Then . . . follow me with the assurance that I will 
take you to places where you will live free from such an evil people . . . There, you will not 
lack anything to live with as much cornfort as you have here . . ." The Demon thus fmished 
his reasoning and ... turned suddenly into a furious hunicane, which set out For the 
province of the Chaco, to where most of that numerous group of people followed him ... 



[And] the wretched are there until now buried by the darkness of infidelity, with no hope of 
getting out until God feels sony for hem; and this is the nason why this province is 
inhabited by so many people, the more people the farther one moves away from the lands 
of the Spanish . . . 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the Tobas of the mid-Pilcomayo were about 

to be finally pulled out of the "darkness" of the Chaco; not by the agents of Chnstianity 

Lozano may have envisioned but by the impetus of secular and profit-driven plantations. 

The experiences resulting from the Tobas' immersion into the forces of capitalism gave a 

new and complex twist to the old tension, as  "cultural" as it was "material," between 

exploitation and autonomy in the history of the Chaco. As part of this twist, and inverting 

missionary historiography, it was outside their home in the Chaco that the Tobas were to 

discover, for the first time, the most evil and temQing faces of "the devil." 



THREE: 
TRACKING DOWN "THE ANCIENT ONES" 

In the past there was nothing, absolutely nothing. 
There was no 3 u k z  . . .; there were no Criollos; 
only the poor aborî'genes. 

Felipe (1996) 

Snapshots of Memory 

Early in 1996, 1 arrived with my bicycle in an small village located near the 

Pilcomayo marshes and I paid a visit to Gervacio, a man in his early forties who is 

actively involved in local politics. We chatted for a while about casual issues, and then he 

started remembenng how the Tobas used to live when there were "only aborigenes" living 

on the banks of the Pilcomayo: before the amival in their lands of the contractors from the 

sugar plantations, the Cnollo settlers, the military, and the British missionaries. Capturing 

many of the contradictions embedded in the Tobas' memory of "the ancient ones," he told 

me: 

They didn't have a place where to stay for good, poor things .. . They were mean, the 
ancient ones, they only thought about war. So many men died in this land where we live! 
So many were those who died! Here, they defended the land, they defended it, defended it. 
That's the history of the ancient ones. Now. it's peaceful around here; not in the past. Now. 
we don? endure anything. Not the old ones, they were tough, they had their spirit. That's 
why they knew when somebody was coming, through the birds. But now, who knows how 
to do that? Nobody, I W. Not even the pioGonLq [shamans]. Now, the pioGonkq have 
no knowledge whatsoever; they aren't like the ancient ones . .. In the past, there were 
spirits which were strong, which helped the people (el pueblo). What a strength that people 
had! 1 think that now there's nothing left of that. 

In the Tobas' memory, the thes of the "ancient ones" ended with the foundation 

of the Anglican mission station in 1930 and stretch back to a blurry past which -1ike in 

most hunting-gathering groups- dissolves, without reference to genealogies, into a 



distant and undetedned horizon. The Tobas' recolIection of actud historicd events 

begins to take shape, and only among some of the elderly, with processes taking place 

probably around the late 1890s. Beyond then, people's references about past events are 

sometimes merged with mythical stories about major events (like a big fire or the origin of 

women) and bbcultural heroes" like uaiakaln'chigi ("fox") and kakadeldchigi ("carancho") 

who provided the Tobas with their basic cultural goods. In this chapter, 1 will analyze 

historical processes involving "the ancient ones" which are nowadays blurred in the 

Tobas' memory, especially regarding their constitution as a separate ethnic entity vis-à-vis 

other Guaycuni-speaking groups. I will blend the narrative of my analysis with features of 

"the ancient ones" which emerge from the Tobas' current social memory and from the 

earliest documents written about them at the tum of the century, right before they were 

incorporated into the expanding capitalist frontier of nonhem Argentina. 

Nowadays, most Tobas remember the toiéts, "the ancient ones," with an 

ambiguous mixture of proximity and distance. The toiéts were certainly their own 

ancestors, their own people; but they were aiso part of a very different and definitively 

gone world. Most people usually talk about their grandparents as "them," "the ancient 

ones," as if the few generations which separate them form in fact an insurnountable gap? 

Along these lines, as part of this sense of break with the past, the current generations of 

Tobas cal1 themselves dalaGaikpi, "the new ones," los nuevos. The distinction between 

"ancient ones" and "new ones" is part of a single movement, in which the features of one 

Even men and women who were bom before 1930 -and who as a result have a distinctive bodily mark of 
the toiéts: pierced ear lobes- ta& about themselves as the "new ones," and refer to the toiéts as "them," or 
exempf id  in a generic individual male, toihék, "the ancient one." 



group are defined in contrast to the other. As a result, when people talk about "the ancient 

ones" they usudly contrast them to themselves, "the new ones," and vice-versa. This 

dialectical construction of the past is inescapable to the social memory of any social 

group. But arnong the Tobas it has k e n  strongly shaped by the internaiization of their 

long experience of exploitation, missionization, and immersion into state-run institutions, 

and by their simultaneous attempt to give positive meaning to their ethnic identity. These 

circumstances have contributed to making the Tobas' memory of the times of the toiéts a 

dynarnic and contradictory one. 

In many cases, incorporating values which attribute negative connotations to the 

practices of the "wild Indians," the Tobas remember the times of their ancestors in 

negative terms, both in moral sense and in the sense of absences. Hence, they see "the 

ancient ones" as a warlike, violent, and merciless people, fond of "vices" and "ignorant" 

of the material goods, manners, and religious values which define the current generations 

of Tobas.23 Emiliano, a man in his mid-fifties, recalled in a grave, almost solemn tone, 

how their ancestors lived like in the past: 

The aborigenes were fighting just among them, among ail the poor. Poor ancient ones . . . 
There was no bed, just the floor, just the leather of a wild pig (rosillo). They slept there, 
there was no blanket . . . The water was pouring into the hut. People were sad . . . 1 was sad. 
thinking, very bad the ancient ones. They suffered when ii rained . . . We, the new ones, we 
know chairs, we know something, sornething. Not the ancient ones, they were bored. Very 
bored. They were sad. Since we're new ones we know beds. we know public health, we 
know ch&. Not in the past We knew nothing. 

See Arengo (1996) for a similar memory among the Tobas and Mocovies of Napalpi, in the province of 
Chaco. However, as we shali see, the Tobas of the Pilcomayo also have positive and proud appraisds about 
their ancestors, something which in Napalpi seems to be reIativeIy absent 



On the other hand, in many occasions the Tobas invert the negative and positive 

terms of the opposition and see the toiéts in a different, more positive light. This usually 

occurs when people point, directly or indirectly, to their cunent experience of domination 

and poverty. Thus, it is very cornrnon to hear the Tübas cornplain that "the new ones" are 

"flabby," cholaGaikpi (c'j70jos"): mediocre hunters and gatherers who are "forgetting" the 

'bbush food" (honey, fish, wild fmits, garne meat) and are dependent on "store-bought 

food" (pasta, rice, corn med, yerba mate, sugar) and the resources of "the government," a 

situation makes them socially and physically weak. Along these lines, people inevitably 

praise the independence, autonomy, and strength of the toiéts. They remernber them as 

superb hunter and gatherers who did not need the goods of the dokohé (the whites) and 

whose solely reliance on "bush food" made them the epitome of health, physical strength, 

and bravery. As we have seen in the case of Gervacio, the Tobas intertwine references 

about either the negative or positive features of the past almost permanently and with 

remarkable ease, depending on the social circumstances in which they speak. And this 

situation creates a recurrent ambiguity in their memory. Along sirnilar Iines, Segundo, a 

man who was bom in the 1 gZOs, told me about "the ancient ones" in a dialogue we had on 

a hazy moming of late 1995: 

The ancient ones knew nothing about dates, days, nothing. Silly. People had the ears 
pierced with a hole like this, big. And they had a headband tied in the head. Not anymore. 
They didn't know the cows, they just killed them. They didn't know shotgun, nothing ... 
[A few minutes later, 1 asked him] Are yomg people still good forugers? Not anymore. 
The ancient ones, indeed. They used to be in the bush al l  day long. Not the new ones. The 
new ones are most we* The ancient ones were fishermen, plunging into the river. They 
looked like a kodbe [a variety of duck], going into the water like this. 



In the complex construction of the times of the "ancient people," and as some of 

the quotes reveal, the Tobas ofien emphasize that they were permanently at war with other 

indigenous groups. At least until the late 1920s, the Tobas' main enemies were the 

tegaGaibi, the Nivaklé bands from across the Pilcomayo, and to a lesser degree the 

damakapi, the Wichi groups which roarned south of the river in the hinterland. By 

contrast, the Pilagh, the tainhik, "the people down the river" were the Tobas' closest 

allies, with whom they often joined forces to fight the Nivakles. As Pablo, a man in his 

early seventies put it: "Poor people, the old people. Al1 day, dl night, they couldn't sleep 

in peace. They were fighting al1 the time." Certainly, the Tobas argue that one of the most 

important things they lemt from the missionaries was "to live in peace" and "to love our 

brothen;" nevertheless, many men show a subtle fascination at the fighting skills of their 

grandparents and describe them in detail and with vivid gestures. Enrique told me about 

the hierarchical status of their old enemies and about the superb fighting skills and utter 

cruelty of the "ancient ones": 

When they attacked the enemy . . . there were no dead Tobas. None. A few had a wound, 
like this. They were strong, they Say. They used to attack the tegaCaikpi here, in Toba 
Quemado [today Paraguay]. They say they attacked the people there, many tegaGaikpi. 
The strength of the tegaGaikpi was aimost the same as the Toba strength. But they Say that 
the Tobas always won. Alrnost, almost the same. But those who were the weakest, were the 
Wichis. They were easy to kill [laughs] . .. There was a kid Like this [he pointed to his two 
year old grandson], they grabbed him, and pierced here [in the tendon] with a knife. And 
they hanged him from a tree. And the poor thing was lefi there: "Ay, ay!" Che, that people 
were most brute! Oaughs]. 

Warfare, people remernber, was sornetimes related to the use of the resources of 

the river. Thus, when the Nivaklés stopped the flow of fish with fishing fences, "the 

ancient ones" organized raids to desuoy them. And the Nivaklés did the same when the 



Tobas made their own fishing fences. Many other times, Toba warriors attacked their 

enemies' campsites with the purpose of capturing sheep, weapons, and captives (women 

and chikiren), or simply to increase their prestige through the acquisition of scalps, 

lakaiklbok. In any case, warfare usualiy consisted in brief skirmishes which engaged srna11 

parties of warriors. These confrontations were preceded by drinking parties of latagci 

(aloja in Spanish, a beverage made out of fermented algarroba or honey) called nimatdq 

and restricted to men. Nicacio, apioGon6q in his eighties, got to see those parties when he 

was a child. We were once eating honey together from the sarne plate, and he told me after 

pointing to the honey-leaking pieces of hive we were sharing: 

Ooh! The ancient one, he liked to get dmnk with aioja of honey. Drunk, then they maybe 
fought one another. Very mean, the ancient one. That's the way the ancient one was. He 
was very skillhil, when he made aioja . . . It wasn't like wine, which someone buys . . . The 
ancient one didn't buy. He went to the bush ... Many people looking for honey . .. Then, 
they cut two yuchan trees. Then the aloja was brewing. Then, they went to fight al1 the 
people. Most fierce. 

Another feature which emerges in the Tobas' social memory is the wandenng 

habits of "the ancient ones," who covered a wide territory in their foraging forays. As 

Nicacio told me: "After two weeks, they changed campsite." Early in the twentieth 

century, the Tobas were organized in several semi-nomadic exogamic bands which relied 

on fishing, hunting, gathering of wild fruits and honey, horticulture on the humid banks of 

the Pilcomayo, and herding of sheep (usually a booty from the Nivaklés and raised for 

wool). In the 1990s, the Tobas remembered a total of 14 different "groups of the ancient 

ones," most of them named after an animal which expressed a distinctive feature of the 



group." These groupings refer to the bands which existed at the time of the foundation of 

the mission station in 1930 and also to other groups which had by then disappeared and 

merged with others. Under the leadership of a haliaganék, a powerful shaman and a 

prestigious warrior, these bands formed campsites whose size and structure were flexible; 

they ranged from a few extended families in the season of highest scarcity of natutal 

resources (August-September) to larger villages at the peak of the gathering season 

(November-December), when some bands got together to carry out joint nimatdq, alojcz 

drinking parties. During the peak of the fishing season, between May and late July, most 

bands settled on the Pilcomayo and men fished in groups with individual nets.25 

Beyond the tum of the century, the "history" of "the ancient ones" becornes a 

blurry, imprecise tenitory, in which, as Felipe, a man in his late sixties put it: 'There was 

nothing, absolutely nothing. There was no luirez, there were no Criollos . . . only the poor 

aborigenes." But what was the content of that history, beyond that edge where curent 

mernories dissolve into the rnist of "deep history"? Because of the lack of historical 

documents on the region before the late nineteenth and eady twentieth century, we know 

very Iittle of the Tobas of the rnid-Pilcomayo before then. However, from linguistic and 

genealogicd evidences and the scattered historical documents available it is possible to 

conjecture that this group was, to a cenain extent, a product of the complex displacements 

" Some people also explain this association between bands and anirnals on the eating preferences of each 
the group. In this regard, this classification does not represent a "totemic" system (in which the members of 
the group acknowledge an ancestry with the animal their group is named after). These 14 groups were (the 
suffix 'pi means group of people): pioGodipi ("dogs"), pehodipl ("ants"), h i G a d i p i  ("ostriches"), kilikipi 
("parrots"), uaiaGakapi ('Yoxes"), koduGipi ( 'Md  pigs," of the rosi110 variety), kedokpi ("tigers" Ljaguar]), 
luleGadipi ("antas"), hekaikpi ("iguanas"), peGd@i ("horses"), chiyadipi (chjladi: "urine," for these 
people "urinated close to their houses"), moIrrhapuGaipi (a group which had ''muies which died for not 
defecating"), unkaepi('krild pigs," of the majana type) (see Gordiiio 1992: 75-77; and Mendoza 1998). 
'5 For a detaüed recommiction of the old Toba bands and their foraging temtories see Mendoza (1998). 



of groups triggered by the pressures corning from the Spanish and later on Bolivian and 

Argentinean frontier. 

The Footprints of "the Ancient One? 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Spanish chronicles are full of 

references to the presence of "Tobas" from the foot of the Andes to an imprecise location 

further down the mid-Pilcomayo.26 These 'Tobas" were aiready then clearly differentiated 

from the Tobas of the lower Pilcomayo and the Bermejo River, which today constitute the 

bulk of the Toba population in Argentir~a.~~ 'Toba," "forehead" in Guarani 4 u e  to the 

custom of the Toba warriors to shave their forehead- was the name that the Chiriguanos 

gave to this group of the upper Pilcomayo, and the term became later on customary to 

refer to this Guaycud sub-group in different parts of the Chaco. Even though these sub- 

groups, like dl Guaycud groups, cal1 themselves qom ("people"), al1 of them 

incorporated the term "Toba" to refer to themselves. 

The correlation between the Toba groups mentioned in these Spanish chronicles 

and the current ethnic boundaries in the Pilcomayo is, nonetheless, cornplex. Most of 

these early references allude to what came to be known as "Bolivian" Tobas, who 

inhabited for a long time a good part of the upper course of the Pilcomayo in the Bolivian 

26 For instance, in his expedition to the Pilcomayo in 1673. h e n t a  y Zarate reporîed rhat upon entering rhe 
Chaco fiom Tarija he faced the fm m e d  resistance of a Toba group (Lozano 1989 f 17331: 218-9)- In 
1690, when Fathers Arce and Valdolivas were attempting to explore the Pilcomayo fiom Tarija, the 
Chiriguanos warned them that m e r  down they would be attacked by "the Tobas" (Lozano 1989 [1733]: 
263). In 1721, while navigating the Pilcomayo from Asuncion, Father Patiiïo came across, probably not far 
fiom Chinguano temtory a group of Tobas which attacked his party and forced him to return (Arenales 
1833: 25-28). " According to Susnik (1978: 130: 1981: 35, 185). the Tobas of the upper Pilcomayo anived there 
following the course of this river, a migration which may have begun early in the sixteenth century. 



Chaco and had an early and conflictive relationship with the Spanish frontier. But 

problems arise when we want to include into the historical picture the Tobas 1 am 

focusing on in this dissertation, who nowadays live as a distinct p u p  from the "Bolivian 

Tobas" about 200 kilometers down the Pilcomayo River, in the West of the province of 

Formosa. Were these two Toba groups also separated at that time? Were they then more 

closely related, or even part of a sole group? The lack of historical documents and the 

ambiguities in the few existing ones introduces an unavoidable component of speculation 

in the answer to these questions. Still, these two Toba groups have very close linguistic 

and social-cultural ties, sornething which puts them -together with the Pilagis, with 

whom, except for some minor differences, they share the same language- in a group 

clearly differentiated from the eastern Tobas.28 Besides, genealogical andysis conducted 

by Marcela Mendoza (1998) shows important past links between the "Bolivian" Tobas 

and some bands of the Nachilamolék Tobas. This linguistic and genealogical evidence 

suggests that at a certain time both Toba groups were in close contact or were even part of 

the same group and that later on a cluster of bands separated, moved down the river, and 

formed a new grouping in closer contact with the Pila@ of the area of the Estero Patino. 

In fact, some documents seem to support such a hypothesis. Whereas from the early 

chronicles of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it is not possible to distinguish 

different Toba sub-groups between the rnid and upper Pilcomayo, a different picture 

ernerges in the rnid and late nineteenth century. Thus, the expeditions which then pushed 

28 The Finnish ethnographer Rafael Karsten did fieldwork arnong the Bolivian Tobas and in 19 12 he met the 
Tobas fiom further down the Pilcomayo in the sugar plantations of Jujuy, He wrote about the latter: "[they] 
have the same culture and speak roughly the same didect as the Bolivian Tobas;" he dso noted that they 
kept h h i p  links (Karsten 1970 [1923]: 6-7). Today, the Tobas of western Formosa argue that while they 



farther down in the Pilcomayo, led by Acha and van Nivel in 1844 and Thouar and 

Campos in 1883," reported that downstream from the 'Bolivian" Tobas, separated by 

other indigenous groups and right before the Estero Patiiio, there was another "Toba" 

group relatively independent from the former.30 Even though it is not possible to know the 

exact reasons of the split or the displacement of the latter further down the river, these 

movements were probably associated with conflicts emerging from the Bolivian and 

Argentinean frontier and the warfare which existed arnong the different groups of the 

Pilcomayo. 

Most hypotheses regarding the ethnic origin of this Toba sub-group have stressed 

their linguistic and cultural links with the Pilagh rather than with the "Bolivian" Tobûs, 

especially after Alfred Métraux's confusing reference to the first two as 'Tobas-Pilagb" 

in his ethnography of 1937.31 It is beyond doubt that at least by the end of the nineteenth 

can easily communicate with the "Bolivian" Tobas and with the Pilagh, they have problems understanding 
the Tobas of the east of the province of Formosa and of the province of Chaco. 
29 The Bolivian govemment also sent the expeditions of Magariiios (1843). Gianelli and Rivas (1863). 
Paradiz (1875), and Rivas (1882), but none of them reachd the Patina marshes (Gordillo and Leguizamh 
n-d.). a 

30 At that t h e ,  there was much debate about the actual whereabouts of the expedition of Acha and van 
Nivel. Due to the imprecise and exaggerated [one of van Nivel's report -and also to the difficulty in 
identifiing landmarks in the changing and marshy landscape of the Pilcomayo- it is not totdly clear 
whether or not this expedition did reach the Estero Patiiio. However, by cornparing the diaries of the 
different expeditions it is clear that at the time van Nivel had pushed farther than the rest of the Bolivian 
explorers. Van Nive1 reported that, as he advanced dong the Pilcomayo, he came across: 'Tobas, Matacos, 
Notenis, Chorotés, Guisnei, Tapietés, Calacal&, Peliis, Op&, Octoyb, Norotés and Tobas of the Great 
Lagoon" (Van Nivel 1845). It is aiso possible, however, that the "Tobas of the Great Lagoon" were acnrally 
Pilagk 
31 The term 'Toba-Pilag&" seems to bave been first used to refer to this Toba group by Erland 
Nordenskiold (1912: 18) in his publication of 1912. In 1923, Rafael Karsten (1970 119231: 6-7) referred - 
in p~ssing and in a confushg manner - to the Pilagh as a 'Toba tribe" and then as 'Toba Pilagiis." Later 
on, John Arnott, a British Missionary working in the 2930s in the Pilcomayo, used the tenn in the titfe of 
two publications of 1934 (1934a; 1934b). Mdtrau used the tenn "Toba-PilagT in the title of his 
ethnography of 1937 (Etudes d g  Ethgruphie Tuba-Pilaga) and in several parts of the text, and implied that 
many of his observations and descriptions were valid both for the Tobas and the Pilagds (who were then 
living close to each other, due to an attack by the army on the latter). Even though Métraux (1937: 173) 
stressed the similarities between the two groups, he ais0 pointed out that they regarded themselves as 
different groups. In the end, the use of the term "Toba-Pilagas" has brought more confusion than clarity. 



century this Toba group was intermarrying with the Pilagk and making alliances with 

them to fight the Nivaklés. And it is also clear that this alliance was constructed (arnong 

other factors) on the b a i s  of a linguistic familiarity. However, to my mind, these alliances 

and kinship links were more an ad hoc result of the recent contact between the two than 

the expression of the "Pilagti origin" of this Toba group.32 Fintly, the strong identity of 

the latter of being 'Tobas" and distinct from the Pilagh is to my mind a clear support for 

this.33 Secondly, at the beginning of the twentieth these two groups had some distinct 

social feanires which put further doubts to the hypothesis of a "recent split" from the 

PiIagh.34 The close linguistic ties shared by "Bolivian" Tobas, ~achi~arnolék Tobas, and 

Pilagiis suggests nonetheless that al1 of them are descendants of a same Guaycuni sub- 

group. 

Even though Arnott and Métraux ailude with this term to both groups -Tobas and Pilag6.s- as part of an 
ethnic ensemble, when describing their actuai cultural practices, Arnott often alludes only to the "Pilagas" 
and Métraux only to the "Tobas. " Metraux's publication of 1937 includes data especially fiorn the Tobas at 
Sombrero Negro, and therefore the term 'Toba-PilagW was later on used by other authors to refer only to 
the Tobas and not to the Pilagh,  sornething which Métraux had then not intended. It is noteworthy that 
Métraux abandoned the use of the term 'Toba-PilagW altogether in future publications and referred instead 
to the PiIagh and the Tobas as separate, though related, groups (see Métraux 1946a; 1946b). 
32 Luis De la Cruz (1991) has put forward the tentative hypothesis that this Toba group might have split 
fiom the PilagAs and acquired a different ethnic identity because of the presence of a Nivakl6 group early in 
the twentieth century in the area of the Patiiio marshes, in between the two groups. Even though De La Cruz 
convincingly shows that at that tirne there was a NivaWé group occupying Iands between the Pilagh and the 
Tobas, several probfems remain unsolved. Firstiy, the presence of the Nivaklés does not necessarily prove 
that the "separation" betweea the Tobas and the Pilagh was caused by it. A second problem with this 
hypothesis is, to my mind, that it is not clear why a separation such as this would be enough to create a new 
ethnic identity as 'Tobas" of a people who until then considered thernselves "Pilagk." The more precise 
earlier reference to this Toba group, bat  of Astrada in 1903 (1906: 122-126), leaves no doubt about their 
identity as 'Tobas." And in the 1930s Métraux witnessed that the Tobas made it clear that they considered 
thernselves as a different ethnic group fkom the Pilagh. De La Cruz acknowledges that his hypothesis is just 
tentative and that further research is needed. Other ethnologists, however, based merely on linguistic 
parallelisms, consider the fiachilamoldk Tobas "a PilagA sub-group," a hypothesis which is totally at odds 
with the current ethnic identity of both groups. 
33 Métraux wmte: "The Indians of Sombrero Negro regard thexnselves as Toba" (1937: L74); 'These 
Indians ciaim the narne of Toba and regard themseIves as different from the Pilaga" ( 1946a: LU). 
34 For instance, the Püagii viiiages had a "club houx" where single men met and spent the night. a structure 
chat (aside fiom the Nivaklés) was unique in the Chaco (Palavecino 1933: 534; Métraux 1937: 383; 1946b: 
269-270). 



Whatever the details of the historicd configuration of this group, we know that at 

l e s t  by the late nineteenth century the Nachilarnolék Tobas were already living in the area 

they inhabit today, controlling the nght margin of the Pilcomayo between the sites of 

Buenr;ista and Laguna Los Piiljaros and also roaming into the northern Chaco up to Toba 

Quemado (see map 6). It was there that several Bolivian, Argentinean, and European 

explorers h d  the first recorded face-to-face interaction with "the ancient people." 

"BoId and Srnart Indians . . . of Rude and Virile Features" 

In the 1880s, the exploration of the Pilcomayo River, for centuries associated with 

an aura of mystery nourished by the failure of numerous expeditions, was encouraged by 

an event which shocked the elites of Argentina, Bolivia, and France. In April 1882, the 

renowned French explorer Jules Crévaux and most of his crew were killed by the 

"Bolivian" Tobas of the upper Pilcomayo, shortly after they started navigating the river 

with the aim of reaching Asunci611, in Paraguay. The governments of Argentina and 

Bolivia sent various expeditions aimed at finding his body and possible survivors and at 

consolidating their geopolitical agendas in the Chaco. The expeditions sent by Argentina, 

led by Luis Jorge Fontana in 1882 (with a steamship from the lower Pilcomayo) and by 

Rubecindo Ibazeta in 1883 (by land from the Bermejo river) did not get to enter into the 

temtory of the hhilamolék Tobas. But Ibazeta clashed with indigenous groups repeated 

times up the river and the former surely Iearnt about these battles. 

In 1883, the Bolivian govemment sent a larger expedition formed by 1 10 soldiers 

and officers led by Daniel Campos and the delegate of the French govemment Arthur 

Thouar (Thouar 1991 [1891]: 77). It is from the diaries of members of this expedition that 



we have the first, though brief, direct depiction of the Tobas of the mid-Pilcomayo. On 

October 10 1883, after one month of joumey and at the edge of "impassable marshes" - 

where, according to Thouar, van Nive1 had pulled back in 1844- the expedition 

encountered a Toba group which was clearly separated from the 4'Bolivian" Tobas 

(Thouar 199 1 [l89 11: 96-98, 100; Campos 1888: 152- 159; Paz Guillén 1886: 5 1). These 

Tobas faced the expedition fully armed and in warfare painting and two horsemen "of 

bold and singular stance" faced the vanguard of the column (Campos 1888: 153).3S A 

rnember of the tearn wrote: 'They could not be more intelligent; they asked with pride 

what we were looking for in foreign temtory" (Paz Guillén 1886: 5 1). According to 

Campos (1888: 153), these horsemen told the explorers, through their translator: "that we 

should back off from their temtories, for it would be reckless to fight against them, who 

are many and brave."36 However, in Campos' account, the Tobas changed their attitude as 

soon as they saw the arrivai of the rest of the soldiers: "we instantaneously gained their 

friendship ... [and] the chiefs gave us their arrows as sign of submission and friendship" 

(Campos 1888: 153; cf. Thouar 1991 [1891]: 96; Paz Guillén 1886: 51). Even though 

these Tobas were in less direct contact with the f'ontier than the "Bolivian Tobas", they 

were affected by it. A member of the expedition wrote: "They told us about some 

Argentinean populations that they know with their nanies a bit adulterated. They have 

beasts with Argentinean marks and [marks] from the missions of San Francisco de Tarija" 

(Paz Guillén 1886: 51; see also Thouar 1891 [1891]: 97; Campos 1888: 120-121, 

3S Campos referred to this group as "Indiaas." However, for Thouar they were 'Tobas" (199 1 1189 11: 96). 
Paz Guillén mentioued that this tribe "is totally different from the one we Ieft behind" (1886: 51). 
36 This reaction k to my mind a further c o ~ t i o n  that these Tobas had not have yet a previous contact 
with the expedition, and h t  as a result f o d  a group different fiom the Tobas from up the river. The 



153,156- 157). The explorers also found Criollo "renegades" who were living among 

Tobas and Wichis as full members of the group (Thouar 189 1 [189 11: 97; Campos 1888: 

120- 12 1, 153,156- 157; Paz Guillén 1886: 53).37 The expedition moved on, and after going 

through al1 sorts of hardships it reached Asuncion del Paraguay in mid-November 1883. It 

was the first tirne in the long history of the conquest of the Gran Chaco that an expedition 

was able to connect the Bolivian Andes with Asuncion dong the Pilcomayo River. 

One year later, in October 1884, the Argentinean govemment launched its large 

military campaign to the Chaco and put a further pressure on the Pilcomayo by pushing 

several groups to the north of the Bermejo. Shortly after, in 1885, troops led by Lieutenant 

Colonel José Gomensoro reached the Patifio marshes and sustained several bloody clashes 

with the Pilagis ("Orejudos") of "cacique Emdk" (La Nacion 1885: 354; Ministerio de 

Guerra y Marina 1886: 567-569). an event which must have been regarded as serious 

threat by al1 the groups of the area, including the TobasY Since then, the number of 

civilian and military expeditions to the Pilcomayo increased noticeably, even rhough only 

a handful among them was able to reach the heart of the Pilcomayo and therefore the 

temtory of the Tobas.39 In 1898, the Spanish Enrique Ibarreta passed by Toba lands 

Bolivian Tobas had attacked the expedition one week earlier suffering heavy casudties (Thouar 1991 
118911: 90-91; C a p o s  1888 142-146). 
37 Thouar wrote that the following day the expedition had another encounter with the "Tobas," who helped 
the expedition cross the river (Thouar 1991 [1891]: 97-98). However. the diaries of Campos and Paz 
Guilldn suggest that they were actually Wichis (Paz Guillén 1886: 53; Campos 1888: 156-162). 
38 The fact that the Tobas were then in contact with the Pilagh, and that some old men remember -though 
in an ambiguous manner- Emcik as a cacique '%ho fought the mi1ita.q." may suggest that some Toba 
waniors participated in these clashes. 
39 Among the expeditions to the Pilcomayo, the most important ones were those Ied by Feilberg (1884). 
Thouar (1885), Storm (1890), Page (1890) -with the military forays of Bouchard (1890) and Candiotti 
(1890f91) sent in their rescue- G. and A. Sol (1890). Uriarte, Cansio and Garcete (1900). Fric (1903/04), 
Luna O h o s  (1904), Lange (1905), the Schmied brothen (19061907), and Krausse and Ayala (1906 y 
1908). The most important expeditions which departed from the upper Pilcomayo were those of ibarreta 
(1898) -in whose rescue Monteros (1899), with a steamship. and Bouchard (1899), by land, departed fiom 



corning from Bolivia with a handful of cornpanions in srnall 

killed by the Pilagh. It was ody 20 years after Campos and 

boats, but later on he was 

Thouar that new explorers 

produced further written accounts about the Tobas. And these accounts show that the 

Tobas still maintained an important autonomy but that they were increasingly seduced by 

the commodities corning from the thriving and violent capitalist frontier. 

The first of these accounts on the Tobas comes from the expedition of Domingo 

Astrada in 1903, which followed the course of the Pilcomayo on horseback from 

Buenaventura to Asuncion. On July 15, 1903 Astrada (1 906: 122- 126) met the Tobas in 

their current temtory, when they were under the leadership of caciques Santiago, Zarco, 

and Taaché, who are today well remembered by the oldest Tobas. Like Thouar and 

Campos before him, Astrada was struck by the Tobas' "pride"; he described them as "bold 

and smart Indians, with a strong and uneasy glance, of rude and virile features ..." (1906: 

122). The Tobas seemed more acquainted with the "Christians" and their goods than 20 

years earlier. Aware of the fire power of the expedition and also of the possibility of 

obtaining valuable cornmodities from it, the Tobas tried to manipulate that situation to 

their convenience. Astrada (1906: 122, 125) wrote, with a touch of irony: "[they said that] 

they are very nice, very unfortunate (muy desgaciados), and good friends of the 

Christians, a situation .. . which it is necessary to reward, and here comes the moment of 

the gifts, and everyone of them is a bag of needs." Moreover, the Tobas tried to use 

Astrada for their political and rnilitary advantage: they proposed him to join them in their 

fight against the Nivaklés and ". . . to take from them everything they have -cows, horses, 

. - .  - 

Formosa- Astrada (1903), Acha (1904 y 1905), Hermann (1907) and Nordenskiold (1909). Most of these 
expeditions only explored sections of the river (see GordiIIo and Leguizarnon n-d.). 



and s h e e p  and distribute it right away in equal parts. They talked like that for a long 

tirne, with courage and confidence, and 1 might Say, with insolence" (Astrada 1906: 

1 24) 30 

Two years later, in November 1905, Gunardo Lange met the Tobas on his way up 

the Pilcomayo from Clorinda. He noted among them a similar eagemess to obtain 

manufactured goods while keeping n detached pride. For a while, ten Toba men helped 

Lange and his crew to push their boats up against the current; however, they soon dropped 

them and disappeared. Lange (1906: 65, 64) wrote in his diary with signs of frustration: 

'Those Tobas would work only in exchange of shirts, an item which was already scarce". 

He also added: 

They dress better and are more open [than the Nivaklés], having been in more contact with 
Chnstians, but as a result they are more corrupt and mooching than the probably less 
civilized but more charming Sotegais [Nivaklés] . . . Many Toba Indians !ive on the banks; 
they like cloth with lively coloa for their clothing, and make a good effect in the 
landscape, with their feathers and red shirts (Lange 1906: 63-64, my translation). 

In those days, the Tobas already relied on an increasing number of commodities 

not produced by themselves; not only pieces of industrially-designed clothing but also 

firearms, pieces of iron, and tobacco (Astrada 1906: 124; Lange 1906: 64).41 They were 

obtaining some of these goods through barter and warfare with other groups of the 

Pilcomayo. But some Tobas were also acquiring them by traveling to a distant place 

located to the West, right near the mountains. 

40 Asnada wrote that the Tobs wanted to fight the "Pel6s or Chorotes" (1906: 124), but the Tobas were 
cenainly referring to their old enemies, the Nivaklés who lived down the river (cf. De La Cruz 1991). 
41 The Tobas and the rest of the groups of the area grew tobacco by themselves, but they Wred the stronger 
tobacco of the whites (see Nordenskiold 1912). 



FOUR: 
TFE DIALECTlC OF TERROR 

Al1 the people were scared . . . They wanted to 
kill them dl .  
Patricio ( 1996) 

Our Indian of the Chaco feels horror at the 
military unifom; when he sees it, he escapes 
right away to the monte. 
Juan Mc. Lean, 
Informe sobre exploracich al Chaco (1908) 

The first decades of the twentieth century stand as a particular moment in the 

Tobas' current social memory. This memory includes events of which most living Tobas 

have no direct expenence, but w hich they nevertheless recreate through oral accounts the y 

have heard from their parents and grandparents. Besides, the old men and women who 

were children in those days often talk about their direct recollection of those experiences, 

and the youngsters and children who happen to be around usually listen to them in 

respectful awe, as if they were looking through a hazy window to a very distant and 

different world. In this chapter, 1 will analyze the memory of those decades as it hinges on 

the Tobas' first migrations to the sugar plantations and the conflictive arriva1 of the 

Criollos and the army in their lands. 1 will look at this memory as a representation whose 

semantic force lies in the tensions which unfolded in a complex dialectic of terror 

triggered by the Argentinean army, a dialectic which in the 1990s still informed in strong 

way the Tobas' cultural construction of the bush and the plantations. By "terror" 1 mean a 

form of domination associated with intense fear and horror, usually fear of death (cf. 

Perdue 1989). As 1 aim to show, even though in the Chaco terror was partially aimed at 

disciplining a still rebellious labor force, it was simultaneously an unfolding depnved of 



rationality and drowned in its own vertigo (cf. Taussig 1987: 128). 1 will look at this 

process as a dialectic of terror unfolding in two intertwined, contradictory movements: i) 

the military's own terror of the bush as an important (but cornplexly mediated) component 

of their readiness to unleash terror arnong the indigenous groups, and the simultaneous 

attempt by the latter to use the bush as a haven from that terror; and ii) the articulation of 

this process with the Tobas' contradictory spatial rnovement between their home 

temtories and the sugar plantations, which they perceived at different moments as 

temporary refuges from the military. These processes reached their climax of violence in 

the second half of the 1910s. But the contradictions which fueled them began to unfold 

about two decades eariier, with the Tobas' first migrations to "the mountains." 

Journeys to the Mountains 

When in the 1990s 1 asked the Tobas about the "first time" that "the ancient ones" 

went to the ingenios, they usually gave me a standardized recreation (without recognizable 

characters) of the arrival of the w a i d d ,  their own modified version of the Spanish word 

b'mayordomo" (the contractors fiom the ingenio), as it occurred earlier in the century. In 

1996, Mariano, a man in his late fifties, told me about that "first migration" 1 asked him 

about: 

They Say that two waidod came, but they came with cattle ... They brought like 50 cows 
... Then, the people went there on foot. But they weren't hungry, for there was meat, there 
were cows ... When peopie arrived at some place, they rested there, and they slaughtered 
four cows ... When they rested for two days, or ihree days, they went on again. But they 
went on foot. 



The indigenous groups of the Pilcomayo began migrating to the sugar plantations 

around the early or mid-1890~.~2 When Domingo Astrada met the Tobas in 1903, one of 

them told him he had been at "Lelesma" (Astrada 1906: 109). By 1905, various exploren 

had reported that Wichis, Chorotes, Tobas, and Pilagh of the Pilcomayo had been in the 

ingenios, in some cases several times (see von Rosen 1904: 13- 14; Luna Olmos 1905: 46, 

also 35,47,49,58; Astrada 1906: 105, 109, 142; Lange 1906: 55). In the Pilcomayo, this 

recruitment seems to have been initially organized by "Indian hunters," many of them 

indios who knew the region well (cf. von Rosen 1904: 13-14; cf. Lange 1906: 55). By the 

19 los, these "Indian hunters" had been replaced by large and well-organized expeditions 

sent directly by the ingenios. These mayordomos took with them a great number of "gifts" 

and tobacco (a very valued commodity in the region) which were key to reach an 

agreement with the cacique and to close la conquista, "the conquest," the customary 

military metaphor used to refer to the recruitment of indigenous laborers (Niklison 1989 

[ 19 171: 63, 1 17; Vidai 19 14: 23-24; Beck 1994: 165)." 

Since the Tobas were not as yet pressed to migrate by the direct threat of the m y  

and the settlers, the possibility of obtaining firearms, horses, pieces of clothing, metal 

tools, and tobacco must have played 

plantations. But in those years, they 

19 2 Os, for instance, an adrninistrator 

an important role in their decision to go to the 

only migrated on an irregular basis. In the early 

of La Esperanza wrote about these Tobas: "they 

42 To my howledge, the eatiiest clear evidence cornes from a 1898 letter by Manuel Olascoaga (a member 
of the border commission with Bolivia) in which he informed President Roca that in his trips to the 
Pilcomayo (in Salta) he had crossed "a migrant mass of workers." A.G.N., Archivo Roca, Legajo 155. Carta 
de Manuel Olascoaga al General Julio A. Roca. 1 am grateful to Vanesa Harary for this reference. 
43 This term was customary at the t h e  in other parts of the lowlands of South Amerka and alluded to the 
process of "attracting to work and civilization the savage tnbes" (Taussig 1987: 23, see also 26, 28, 
regarding "la conquistu" during the rubber boom in the Putumayo). 



seldom corne in for the sugar harvest" (Muir 1947: 229).44 Due to the dangers of the long 

trip to an unknown region, it is also likely that only young w d o r s  led by a haliagnnék, a 

headman and shaman, participated in the first migrations (Mendoza 1998), a pattern 

whkh has been noted among other groups of the Pilcomayo like the Nivaklés (Niklison 

1989 [1917]: 120). The journey on foot to the San Francisco Valley took up to two 

months, and during the journey the mayordomos fed the Tobas with cattle brought by 

them (cf. Niklison 1989 [1917]: 64). The Tobas remember that ''the ancient ones" 

followed the Pilcomayo upstream, then crossed the intenor of the centrai Chaco (passing 

through the small Criollo villages of El Chorro and Los Blancos), and then followed the 

Bermejo River up to the mouth of the San Francisco Valley. People also argue that on 

their long march across the hinterland the toiéts usually had skirmishes with Wichi 

groups: the damakapi ("heron people") and the vitigahik or montaraces ("bushmen"). 

Across the Bermejo, in the village of Pichanal the Tobas boarded a train that would take 

them, in a few hours, to Ledesma or La Esperanza. To the West, behind the sugar-cane 

fields and the thick forests which still covered most of the valley, the Tobas could see the 

imposing mountain ranges of the Andes. They called the place where the plantations were 

kahogonaGd, "the mo~ntains."~s In fact, the semantic weight of those ridges was so strong 

that the Tobas usually use the term kahogonaGd to refer to the sugar plantations 

thernselves, even though they also c d  them maik lachaqa, "the place (or home) of the 

sugar cane." Koldq kahogonaGd, "let's go to the mountains," was the expression that 

" These Tobas were Nachüamo~~~ Tobas because Muir describes hem as having their lobes enlarged by 
wooden disks. At that time tfiis was the ody Toba group which maintained this practice. 
45 KahogonaGd also means "thunder," and among the Tobas of eastem Chaco qasogo~Gd is a powerfd 
figure which udeashes storms and thunders and is also associated with the Andes (Miller 1975: 48 1; Wright 



several generations of Tobas would Say for decades to their immediate kin when the 

waidomn' arrived to take them to the sugar plantations. 

6bThey Didn't Know What a Month Was" 

The current memory of the first migrations to kahogonaGd often hinges on the 

estrangement, discovery, and learning that "the ancient ones" went through in those days. 

The first aspect of that expenence involved becoming familiar with a place which was 

totally alien to them. Mariano iold me about the first reaction of "the ancient ones" vis-à- 

vis the mountains: "Al1 the people were looking [at the mountains], but far .. . very high, 

very high . . . That's what people were afraid of . . . Because its seems that i t  was not made 

out of earth. Let's say, it was like a stone (hi!), a big stone. There're no trees. Then, 

kahogonaGd." But what people ernphasize the most about those days was their ancestors' 

confusion at being in contact with goods that were totally alien to them -pants, sugar, 

yerba mate, corn Bour- and the misinterpretation which resulted from this. Furthemore, 

as part of the opposition between "new ones" and "ancient ones," and enhancing the 

distance separating the current generations from the toiéts, sorne people find the mernory 

of those experiences particularly amusing. When the Tobas recall these stories, they 

usually cannot avoid smiling, with a sort of tender compassion, at the "ignorance" of "the 

ancient ones." For instance, E ~ q u e  told me: 

M e n  he got paid, the ancient one didn't iike pants, only cloth. Because he didn't like it, he 
said his legs would tum black [laughs]. That's what he said ... He didn't like to eat flour 
because he'd nim white, he said .. . He didn't eat sugar, he didn't drink m e ,  because he 
said his mouth was going to turn black. He didn't drink yerba [mate], because he said that's 

1997; see also Tebboth 1943b: 176). Among the Tobas of western Formosa, the closest equivalent to this 
figure is wosdq, ''rainbow," also associated with storms but not with the rnountains. 



murk from an animal ... Then al1 that food, corned beef, picadillo, he threw it away ... And 
then, someone [a Toba] leamt how to dRnk mate, to rnake food with flour ... Some old 
woman cooked the flour, and mixed it with sugar [laughs]. You mean she pouredfloour and 
sugar in boiling water? Yes, yes, sweet! [laughs]. I'm serious. I go& to see my grandmother. 
She made food with sugar [laughs] ... She aie it all. Like food, but sweet. 

Nowadays, people remernber that "the ancient ones" leamt something else aside 

from commodities. As part of the division of time brought by capitalist labor discipline 

(Thompson 1993: 352), they learnt about the existence of "weeks," "months," and 

"Sundays." Patricio, a man in his early seventies, told Marcela Mendoza in 1994: 

They didn't know what a day was, what a week was, that on Sundays people don't work. 
Little by little people were learning. The patron gave &hem advice. And the people were 
starting to get an idea of what the end of the month was ... The p a t r h  of ingenio 
Esperanza said: "we're going to work until the month of November, and then we'll let you 
go." They didn't b o w  what a month meant, but they worked. 

And work they cenainly did. Early in the twentieth century the Tobas and the other 

abongenes of the Chaco constituted the bulk of the seasonai labor force of the expanding 

plantations. La Esperanza and Ledesma ernployed together more than 5,000 adult 

aborigenes: Wichis and Tobas from the Bermejo and the Pilcomayo and Chorotes, Pilagis 

and (later on) Nivaklés from the Pilcomayo. This seasonal labor force was complernented 

with Chinguanos from Bolivia and some "Coyas" from the Argentinean and Bolivian 

highlands (Payne and Wilson 1904: 37,43; Vidal 1914: 28; Conti, de Lagos and Lagos 

1988: 11; Bidet Massé 1973 [19û4]: 89; Niklison 1989 [1917]: 107). The permanent 

work-force was formed by Criollos, the standard name given to the non-indigenous rural 

population of northem Argentina. In 1913, the total nurnber of workers of ail the 

plantations of Jujuy was 12,100 (Vidal 19 14: 19). 



Many of the conditions of labor and forms of payment were similar to the ones 

which existed decades later, and which 1 will analyze in detail in chapter nine. But unlike 

what would happen from the 1930s on, earlier in the century the Tobas and the rest of the 

aborigenes worked cutting cane, cutting-off leaves and top-ends, and carrying the cane to 

the srnall Decauville train which took it to the factory. Women worked together with men, 

usually carrying the cane cut by their husbands (cf. Niklison 1989 [19 171: 72; Payne and 

Wilson 1904: 38; Bidet Massé 1973 [1904]: 90). In those years, women formed almost 

half of the indigenous labor force, a percentage of female participation in a workforce 

which was then among the highest in Argentina (Lagos 1995: 135, 142). When in the 

1990s the Tobas remembered the work of "the ancient ones" at kahogonaG6, they often 

emphasized their strength. Ernesto, a Toba teaching assistant in his mid-thirties told me in 

In the past, the Tobas were those who endured the work the most ... More than the 
Chulupies [Nivaklés] and the Wichis, who maybe quit work. The owner of the Nlgenio 
liked them a lot ... The antiguos were rnost resistant. They worked al1 day long. At five in 
the moming they were already up, until noon, and then from one up to six in the aftemoon 
... At five in the moming they've already picked up their tools, until six in the aftemoon. 
But they were tough, no way around it, they were strong for work. 

In the early 1910s, a British administrator at La Esperanza descnbed the Tobas in 

colorful detail, reflecting like Ernesto @ut from a bourgeois point of view) a subtle 

fascination for a proud "muscular, athletic-looking mob": 

The Tobas have the lobes of their ears distended with great wooden rings. When not 
working they W e a r  extraordinary costumes of odds and ends of old uniform jackets with a 
length of gay-coloured cloth tied round their waists as a kind of skirt. Those who don't 
possess hats Wear a gay handkerchief around their heads. They are a muscular, athietic- 



looking mob. 1 don? know why, as they are horribly lazy and will only work at a11 if paid 
by results (Muir 1947: 229). 

At the beginning of the century, Ledesma and La Esperanza concentrated much of 

the social and cultural contradictions of the development of capitalism in the frontier of 

the Chaco, mounted on a class and ethnic kaleidoscope which made them a source of 

images of alterit). with surredistic overtones. Many Europeans who then visited the San 

Francisco Valley wrote that they were "startled by the incongruity of things" in the 

plantations (B. Grubb 191 1: 86-91; see also Huret 1988 [1911]: 36; Muir 1947: 224,228; 

Nordenskiold 1912: 4). This "incongruity" was especially apparent at La Esperanza, 

owned by the Leach brothers and administered mostly by English personnel. Near 

thousands of "half naked savages" living in huts made out of cane leaves, one could see 

"servants ... tennis courts, a swirnming bath, a squash court, ice, bacon, white-skinned 

Englishwomen and children ..." (Muir 1947: 224). 

In those days, several visitors noted the estrangement that the "Indians" were 

experiencing in a place of such contrasts. On Sundays, the Englishmen at La Esperanza 

used to play polo matches, and the British missionary Barbrooke Grubb (19 1 1: 9 1) wrote 

in 191 1: '4 thought it remarkably strange one day, while watching a polo match, to see 

linle bands of Chaco savages passing dong and gazing wondenngly at this strange game 

of the English." Sometime in the early 1910s, the President of Argentina Roque Sienz 

Pefia visited La Esperanza The Leach brothers organized a very particular parade in his 

honor: 

46 Around that time, oniy the ~ a c h ü a m o l ~  Tobas still eniarged their ear lobes. 



A big parade of the Indian tribes was arranged on the polo ground. Several thousand of 
them tumed out, the rnajority in full "war paint," and made a most picturesque scene. They 
danced and yelled, waved their spean and bows, and beat tom-toms in the wildest 
excitement, though they haddt the least idea of the identity of the black-coated gentry in 
whose honour the parade was staged (Muû 1947: 268). 

In the midst of experiences such as these, the Tobas worked until November and 

early December, when the zafra (harvest) finally came to an end. It was the time of the 

final payment, or arreglo grande, a moment in which "the Indians are in a hurry to retum 

to their lands of origin . . . One can note the haste to leave the ingenios and reach the trees 

charged with fruits" (Niklison (1 989 [19 171: 9 1) 

"The Protective Shade of the Bushy9 

In 1909, while Erland Nordenskiold was staying at a Nivaklé village on the 

Pilcomayo, a group of people retumed from their joumey to the ingenios. Nordenskiold 

(1912: 6, my translation) noted the wild excitement caused in the village by the public 

display of the commodities brought from the plantations: 

[Tlhese trips to the "country of wonders" exert a great attraction to them. 1 have witnessed, 
at an Ashluslay mivaklé] village, the retum of those who had been working at the mills. It 
happened in the midst of very strong ovations. Al1 the inhabitants of the village went to 
receive hem; the old women, singing, led them to the huts they had left . . . They displayed 
everything that they had brought: old rifles, uniforrns, sugar, matches, powder, rnirmrs, 
adomed military caps, aniline colors, etc., things all of these that looked extraordinary to 
the other Indians, who were also no less in wonder at the storiea they were telling about the 
trip. It was not less m g ,  for these Indians, than what the story of an earthling coming 
back from a trip to the Moon would have been for us. 

The Tobas were most probably going through similar experiences, when those who 

migrated to kahogonaGa, loaded with numerous goods, re-encountered the rest of their 

peers in the Pilcomayo. In 1914, Toba men brought from La Esperanza horses, shotguns, 



horse-riding gear (reins, saddle, saddle strap, bit), hats, ponchos, and cloth (Zavalia 19 15: 

136- 148). Outside the ingenios, numerous merchants bartered some of those goods for 

Winchester and Remington rifles, "war weapons" which the military wanted at al1 means 

to stop the "Indians" from obtaining (Niklison 1989 [1917]: 95-96). In the 1990s, the 

Tobas remember that '&the ancient ones" used those arms mostly to fight their old enemies, 

the Nivaklés and the Wichis. In 1995, Mariano told me: 

At the arreglo, they gave [the Tobas] arms, bullets. Then, they came on foot ... with 
horses, with clothes. When they gor to the place of the Wichis ... right there they attacked 
them, they shot them. The cacique was there, they shot him and he died. They say that they 
left him hanging from a stick, right there ... Then, there was no rnissionary. They weren't 
quiet, only war. 

The return of the Tobas and the other indigenous groups to their lands deep into 

the Chaco, where they were beyond the direct control of the plantations and the army, 

posed important problems for the plantations. Firstly, these groups formed a cheap but not 

totally "docile" labor force, and in certain circumstances they turned the f i r e m s  earned at 

the ingenios against the labor recruiters. In February 1913, the Pilagis of Laguna 

Concentracih, in the Estero Patiiio, killed and beheaded ten mayordomos from Ledesma 

and La Esperanza "who on other occasions had exploited hem, fooling them 

treacherously, and had sent them back to the desert naked and starving" (Rodrfguez 1927: 

16-17, my translation)." Secondly, these groups went to the sugar-cane harvest on an 

irregular basis only. Groups which rnigrated one year usually did not do it the following 

47 Ail references to this event mention that this was "a Toba" group (Rodriguez 1927: 16- 17; Niklison 1990 
[1916]: 47-48; Muir 1947: 265; Rosenzvaig 1986, vol. 2: 207-208)- However, this incident took place in 
Laguna Concentraci611, located in the Patino marshes in Pilaga territory The Tobas, for their part, do not 
remember such an incident. In those days, it was not uncornmon for explorers traveling in the area to cake 
the Pilagh for Tobas and vice-versa, for they looked much alike and spoke basicdy the same language. 



year and as a result the mayordomos had to launch long forays in search of new groups 

(Zavalfa 1915: 37). As a labor inspector put it: 'mie Indian does not go spontaneously to 

the plantation. It is necessary to go and look for him to the very heart of the jungle, where 

he has built his unstable campsites" (Vidal 1914: 2 1). And since these groups continued 

hunting and gathering in flexible bands, they were not always easy to locate. According to 

the adrninistrator of Ledesma: 

The operation of bringing Indians from the Chaco presents many obstacles ... We have to 
search them in March, for once the gathering of dgarroba is over, the tribes separate and 
disperse in dl directions, looking for other food, and under such conditions it is difficult to 
find them again (quoted by Niklison 1989 [19 171: 1 10). 

The problems of recniitment becarne so serious that in 1914, an inspector from the 

Department of Labor wrote that whereas in 1910 Ledesma and La Esperanza recruited 

between 4,500 and 5,000 male indios, that year the number had declined by haif (Vidal 

1914: 28). Even though in the following decades the recniitment was gradually 

regularized, in the long run these problems contributed to the gradua1 replacement of the 

Aborigines of the Chaco for other, more "efficient" workers as cane-cutters (cf. Beck 

1994: 182-183). 

The fust decades of the century were then characterized by a tension between the 

aborigenes' attempt to maintain a relative autonomy in the bush while obtaining valuable 

goods in the plantations and the administrations' attempt to tum hem into a more 

"reliable" labor force. And their home lands acquired new dimensions in this process. 

Inspecter José Elias Niklison ( 1990 [19 161: 47, my translation) referred to the 

contradictory experience of place entailed by these migrations: 



. . . those numerous peonadnr i n d i g e ~ s  . . . between March and June cross the roads of the 
desert in long and miserable caravans of men, women and children, in a painful procession 
towards the sugar estates of the North, to return to the protective shade of the bush, once 
the zafra is over, sick, naked and starving. 

The "protective shade" of the bush, however, was facing new strains, linked to the 

growing pressure exerted by the Criollos and the army. The Criollo colonization of the 

Pilcomayo began in 1902, when Domingo Astrada founded Colonia Buenaventura on 

lands granted by the federal govemment, located 150 kilometers up the river from Toba 

territory (see map 5). With a Stream of settlers moving in with their cattle from Colonia 

Rivadavia attracted by the wide grasslands of the Pilcomayo, Colonia Buenaventura grew 

ra~idly.~a In the following years, as the grasslands were being depleted by the growing 

number of cattie, the colonization moved on to the southeast, getting closer to Toba 

temtory. Many settlers also started occupying lands across the river, and developed a 

close interaction with the troops of the Bolivian forts which were being founded along the 

Pilcomayo. The presence of the settlers increased the level of tensions in al1 the area. In 

Buenaventura, the settlers "negotiated" with the local caciques the terms of their presence 

and set aside tracts of land for the exclusive use of the indios (Astrada 1906: 26-27). 

Skirmishes, nonetheless, were on the rise in all  the area. 

Consequently, since the army had not a direct presence in the area yet, in 

Septernber 191 1 the Argentinean army launched a carnpaign to the Pilcomayo, led by 

J8 The regioo of Rivadavia was going through a deep crisis due io the degradation of the soi1 for 
overgrazing, the deciine of the tom of Rivadavia (caused by the change of the course of the Bermejo in 
1877), high tax pressures, and the sale by the Salta govermnent of vast tracts of land to powerful landowners 
in 1888 (Astrada 1906: 4, 21). Between 1902 and 1906 the government granted more lands to t!ie colony. 
By 1906. a census showed that the co1ony had 2,007 Criollos with about 72,500 heads of cattle, 13,500 
horses, and 34,300 sheep and goats (Astrada 1906: 163)- 



Colonel Enrique Rostagno, with the additional aim of securing the control of the 

borderline with Bolivia and Paraguay. The carnpaign lasted for two months and involved 

Cour Regiments of Cavalry which covered different areas, including Toba territory The 

troops seem to have faced no m e d  resistance and according to the official report by 

Rostagno (1968 [1911]: 21) "not a single shot was fired, even though we have 

encountered more than 8,000 Indians in the beautiful lagoons of the mid-Pilcomayo." One 

of the reasons of this lack of resistance lay in the fact that the rnilitary had already caused 

widespread death and terror among scveral groups of the region.49 Rostagno himself noted 

in passing that the "indius" they came across were "very afraid" of the m y  ( 1968 [ 19 1 I ] : 

33). This was a process whose theater was the bush, and which involved, in a very 

different way, both the military and the indigenous groups in a complex dialectic of terror. 

For el monte was a place which temfied the military and contributed to rnaking them 

unleash havoc among the indios, and which at the same time provided the latter with some 

protection from the horrors unleashed by the military. 

"A True Helihole" 

For the Argentinean military, the thick and thorny monte of the Chaco was the 

naturalized condensation of the savagery they were fighting against. The bush, like the 

jungle in the colonial frontier, "cornes forth as the colonially intensified metaphor for the 

* The mass slaughter caused by the army in the Chaco was in contradiction with its officiai discoune. 
which for the most part stated that the conquest of the Chaco should not be "a war of extermination," but 
rather a "pacific conquest" aimed at incorporating the Aborigines as wage laborers (see Mothari 1949: 4; 
Rostagno 1968 [1911]: 32-33; E g o  Carrera 1984). The numerous cases of "deviation" fiom this policy 
cannot be rationalized as a calculated attempt at guarantying the discipline of the new Iabor force. Even 
though terror was part of a larger process of bcorporation of these groups into the political economy of 



great space of terror and cruelty" (Taussig 1987: 75). The rnilitary's fear of the monte was 

certainly the horror of savagery; of the unseen, the ovenwhelming presence of the Indians' 

absence, the permanent suspicion that the indios, "protected by the density of the forests, 

constantly watch our movements" (Departarnento de Guerra 1889: 229; cf. Taussig 1987: 

78). Thus, according to an officer deployed between the 1910s and 1930s in the Patiiio 

marshes: 

The jungle-like desert ... put to the test the insuperable human conditions of the 
Argentinean soldier: fighting in wide marshes . . . [where] the stealthy whisper of the jungle 
causes vertigo in spirits which are not used to this immensity. These peculiarities of the 
jungle [are] the hardest, and the most distressing in the PatiÎio marshes, with iü atmosphere 
charged to the point of asphyxiation, which depresses the spirit with that terrible darkness 
. . . while watched by Iurking Indian warrion . . . (Golpe 197 1: 127, my translation). 

The monte was for the rnilitary the bodily extension of the "Indians" into the 

landscape; it was the indios' most daring "ally" and the rnilitary's most feared "tonnent" 

(Molinari 1949: 1 1-12). For this reason, the army always tried to engage in battle in open 

spaces: "It was indispensable to get the indios by surprise in the open and to prevent hem 

from entering into the monte," for "inside the dense monte, the rusticity of the indio, his 

ability to make use of the elements to hide his presence, provided the savage with an 

undoubted superiority, even in the case of a parity in number" (ibid.: 77-78). At points, the 

bush acquired a life of its own: it became a living, fetishized enerny which had to be 

"dominated" together with the Indians: "[the soldier] will dominate el monte, or will die in 

it" @a Rocha 1937: 75). This experience made the bush a threatening but also an evil 

place, which resonates with imageries about the Chaco which go back to the Spanish 

- -- -- 

northern Argentha, in many cases mas~ slaughter was agakt  the most basic logic of capitalkt accumulation 
and involved unarmed "Indians" who were regular laborers in the ingenios. 



period: ". .. the torrid heat, the poisonous reptiles, the beasts, the desolation, and the death 

in a monotonously green desert, made of this fierce environment . . . a tme hellhole . . ." 

(Molinari 1949: 11). 

This terror of the bush and savagery was a crucial moment in the terror, death, and 

destruction which the military unleashed in the Chaco. As Taussig (1987: 133; see also 

1993: 65) wrote regarding the agents of colonial violence in the Colombian Arnazon: 

'The terror and torture they devised mirrored the horror of the savagery they both feared 

and fictionalized." For the military deployed in the Chaco, their own feu of "the 

mischievous and treacherous" indios was inseparable from their readiness to unieash 

havoc and death arnong them. Molinari (1949: 129) could have not expressed this moment 

of the diaiectic of terror in a more transparent way: 

Man y times the circumstances forced the rnili tary to "take advantage" ("ventajear ") of the 
indios, eliminating them before they could do the same with them. There was no other 
alternative if one did not want to leave "the bones whitening in the sun," and [the miliiary] 
saw themselves forced CO cary out an act of inhumanity which in other circumstances 
would have revolted Our condition of civilized people ... It was impossible to be 
contemplative and doubtful with the mischievous and treacherous indio.. . 

In the 1880s, troops stationed in the Bermejo and in Formosa had launched several 

attacks against groups of the Pilcomayo. The bloodiest were probably those led by Ibazeta 

(1883) and Gomensoro (1885). The latter reported that his troops killed "two caciques, 

one capitanejo, and 227 Indians" (Ministerio de Guem y Marina 1886: 567-569). 

Gomensoro also took with himself the head of an important Pilagi cacique as trophy (La 

Nacion 1885: 354). In the following decades, there were many more bloody encounters. In 

1890, for instance, a young English zoologist met an oficer of the Argentinean army in 



he said, thirty different 

hdians killed. His stories 

the lower Pilcomayo and wrote about him: "He had had, 

cornmissions in the Chaco and not one with less than a hundred * d 

of cutting wounded men's throats and ripping up women who tried to protect their nearest 

and dearest were extraordinarily cold-blooded . . . " (Kerr 1 968 [ 19501 : 16 1 - 1 62). In 

November 1902, right before the foundation of Colonia Buenaventura, over 150 Wichi 

men, women, and children who were retuming from ingenio Ledesma to the Pilcomayo 

were detained by a group of soldiers and executed at Nuevo Mundo (Salta); only 18 

managed to escape from the massacre (Astrada 1906: 38; see also Gauffin 1966: 120- 

122). 

In the wave 

aborigenes one of 

of violence which was engulfing the Chaco, the 

the few places where they could find a partial 

bush becarne for the 

protection from the 

army. On the one hand, the monte allowed the waniors to launch a "guemlla" warfare of 

arnbushes in a farniliar terrain mostly unknown to the soldiers. On the other hand, 

because of the superior firepower of the rnilitary, the bush gradually becarne for them, 

rather than a stronghold from where to launch attacks, a defensive refuge from where to 

avoid extermination. Juan Mac Lean (quoted by Beck 1994: 62) wrote in 1908: "Our 

indio chaquefio is homfied by the military uniform; when he sees it he escapes right 

away to the montes." In 1903, Wichis who were then living on the Pilcomayo farther 

down from the Tobas told Domingo Astrada (1906: 147): "The Chnstians kill us, take 

Our women and children away fiom us, that is why we have corne to live to these retreats 

. . ." Because of this, the indigenous campsites (toiderias) were always set at the edge of 

thick bush, so that the approach of the military could be detected in advance, something 

which the latter saw as a major obstacle in their attacks (see Departamento de Guerra 



1889: 193). In the event of an attack, women and children fled into the bush while the 

fighters tried to face the milicos (military). A Wichi recalled decades later: "ï'his was 

very sad, for the women were in the monte alone; they didn't think of the bichos [wild 

animals] for they were afraid of the milicos ..." (Asociacion Cultural Taifii, n.d., my 

translation). 

For this reason, when the first Criollos led by Astrada began settling the Pilcomayo 

at the end of 1902, they found an indigenous population which was very awarc of the 

terrifying power of destruction of the m y .  As a result, aside from engaging in small 

skirmishes, most of them were reluctantly willing to accommodate to the new balance of 

power which was being imposed in the interior of the Chaco. The Tobas were one of the 

exceptions. 

"They Didn't Know There're Cows" 

When in the rnid-1990s the Tobas remembered the arriva1 of the first Criollos in 

their lands, they often stress that "the ancient ones" "didn't know" those large animais 

which were now roaming in tlieir temtory (a trope of "ignorance" to which 1 will return). 

Emphasizing how "ignorant" the toiéts were, Patricio told me: 

The poor people didn't know the Chnstians, they didn't know cows. There was a [Criollo] 
person entering in Campo Alegre. there. there was a person who had cows. Then the people 
manigodipi [the band of "the ostriches"] saw a cow and killed it. [They thought] "It seerns 
it has no owner." The next tirne, when they killed a cow again, then the owner of the cow 
got closer and shot the Toba people. And the Tobas shot hîm back, and hit him in the leg ... 
It was over, and they made an arrangement. Poor people, ignorant, they knew nothing. 
They didn't know there are beiieven; they didn't know there are cows. 



The first Cri0110 settlers arrived in Toba lands around 1910. By 1912, most 

probably favored by the fact that part of the Tobas were temporady away at the sugar 

plantations, settlers had established a puesto called Saq Antonio in their lands. Two years 

later there were several Cnollo families living in Sombrero Negro, Laguna Los Paces, and 

Laguna Martin (Torres 1975: 34; Mendoza and Maldonado 1995: 13). After the military 

campaign Ied by Rostagno in 191 1, the m y  had founded a small fortin in Nuevo 

Pilcomayo, a cluster of huts guarded by less than ten men, 60 kilometers to the east of 

Toba temtory. Around that tirne, the Bolivian anny founded fortin Magarifios, across the 

river from Sombrero Negro. Consequently, by the mid- 19 10s tensions in the area were on 

the rise. The Tobas charged the new settlers heads of cattle for the use of pastures and on 

many occasions simply "hunted down" their cattle, something which caused occasional 

skirmishes. Small groups of soldiers regularly patrolled the area from Nuevo Pilcomayo 

(downstrearn) and Desmonte (upstream), usually to chase down Cnollo cattle robbers 

(Molinari 1949: 95, 97). And the bush became the contradictory theater of these first 

interactions between Nachilarnolék Tobas and military. In January 19 15, three officers on 

patrol from Buenaventura to Nuevo Pilcomayo got lost in the bush in Toba lands. One of 

them would recall late: "We realized that we were lost, the monte looked al1 the same, 

dense, impenetrable" (Molinari 1949: 122). A group of Tobas finally saved them, but even 

then the soldiers thought that they were going to be rnurdered at any minute (ibid.: 125. 

~2i-i26).~O The same year, a tense encounter in Laguna Martin between the band of the 

Toba cacique Coronita and a few soldiers led by Lieutenant Luis Videla almost provoked 

an armed clash (Molinari 1949: 185-189). These tensions reached their climax between 

S0 See also: A.GE., Legajo 4137, Legajo Personai dcl Mayor Soli, Juan Laurentino. 



the end of 19 16 and the beginning of 19 17. According to Rodas (199 1 : 58) and Mendoza 

and Maldonado (1995: 26-27), upon the retum of a group of Tobas from the sugar 

plantations, they killed a puestero and bumt down his house because of a disagreement on 

the heads of cattle he was supposed to "pay" them. This led to a series of violent clashes 

with the artny which occupy a particular place in the Tobas' social memory. 

"It's Them Who Died!" 

In Mach 1917, two Regiments of Cavalry converged into the area. The 5" 

Regiment of Cavalry, about 100 soldiers strong, arrived from Salta with wagons with 

weapons and provisions. The 9' Regiment, with 50 soldiers and oficers, came from 

Formosa and was joined by 25 armed settlers (Torres 1975: 53,55). Ronaldo, a man in his 

seventies, recalled that when los antiguos saw the military coming, the women, the 

children, and the elderly hid in the bush: "One day, a cloud of dust appeared high [in the 

sky]. That was the troops of the d e s .  But we already had a place where al1 the wornen, 

kids, and old people hid: los grandes montes ["the thick bush"]. Only the big warriors 

were lefi" (quoted by W.AA. 1993: 53). When in the 1990s 1 asked the Tobas why the 

koikolék, the military, came, most replied that they did because "the ancient ones" were 

killing cattle, in a way which emphasized their naïveté vis-à-vis the rules of private 

property of the Criollos. Mariano told me: 'They denounced that the anciano, when there 

was a cow, when he saw it, he killed it right away. That's why ... The anciano thought 

that they were from the campo, fioni the bush. But there was an owner. There was an 

owner-" 



The Tobas remember that their grandparents clashed with the army twice. In 

Laguna Martin, the site of the first encounter, the "ancient ones" were attacked by the 

troops from the 9h Regiment of Cavalry. The second combat took place in Sombrero 

Negro, where the 5" Xegiment of Cavalry attacked the most important Toba tolden'a 

upstream (Torres 1975: 55; Rodas 199 1 : 59).51 In their reconstruction of the battles, the 

Toba men merge the different clashes into a single narrative, which points to events which 

are relatively independent from each other: the "birds" telling the pioGondq that the 

military were corning; the cacique wounded "in the leg"; the two girls (some Say boys) 

kidnapped by the milicos; the capture by "the ancient ones" of the wagons carried by the 

soldiers; the moment when a Toba haliaganék, with a precise shot from his Winchester, 

killed the officer in charge of the troops, the 'Teniente Videla," who in fact was the 

second in cornrnand of the 9" Regiment of Cavalry (Torres1975: 53; Rodas 1991: 59).52 

As part of this collage of images, men emphasize the fighting skills of the toiéts. 

especially their ability to hide and crawl undetected in the bush. Emesto was telling me 

about the battle with the military, and said: 

While they were in the bush, hidden from the rest, they were watchful, iistening ... Then 
they hid in the bush, and those who were going to fight were in front of the military ... 
Then, they fought the military ... For instance, there was a tree like that [he pointed to an 
algarrobo], and the cornbatants hid there . . . 

j1 A bnef reference in the personal file of one the officers involved in the battle, suggests that there was a 
final clash with the group of cacique Zarco in December 1917, when troops were sent "to eject the Toba 
Indians fiom the territory encornpassed between Nuevo Pilcomayo aud Pescado Negro, banks of the 
Pilcomayo." A.G.E., Legajo 14775. Legajo Original del Tte. Coronel Videla. hic H. 
52 However, Lieutenant Videla's penonal file in the A.G.E. shows that he survived the battle. He retired in 
1953 and died in 1967. AGE,  Legajo 14775. Legajo personal original del Teniente Coronel Videla. Luis 
H.. Videla had by then been deployed in the area for several years and was an officer "known for his 
seventy" (Da Rocha 1937: 106-107). According to Da Rocha (1937: 107). back then the "Indiaas" of the 
Pilcomayo hated Videla so much that they had many stones in which they had "killed" hun. 



But what 1 always found most striking in their accounts was the depiction of the 

outcome of the fighting, totally at odds with the version of the battle which has become 

dominant in the historiography of the region. Rodas (1991: 59) quoted a Criollo who 

participated in the second battle in Sombrero Negro, and who described how the Tobas 

Bed to the monte fierte (monte grande) to avoid extermination: 

For a moment the Indians resisted the guemlla, but since they saw that they were dying by 
the score, they started fleeing to the river, which was 400 meters away from the lolderiu 
and towards the ravine la Palorneta, where there was a strip of monte fiene ... Many got to 
reach the other side of the Pilcomayo, but those who fell in the fight were more; others took 
the direction of the montefierte which is south of Palometa. 

I.n the mid-1990s, however, most Tobas claimed -with startling conviction- that 

their grandparents killed an enormous amount of soldiers and defeated the army suffering 

almost no casualties. Take, for instance, these thtee men in their sixties and seventies, 

whom 1 talked to about the clashes independently of one another, and whom at points 

seemed to emphasize their identity as "aborigenes" over that of "Tobas": 

Did uny uncient one die? Nothing, nothing! 60 military died. Aborigen, nothing. One was 
injured, shot here [he pointed to his leg]. But it healed (Segundo). 

More than 200 of the army died ... What about the Tobas? Not even one Toba died. [The 
soldiers] almost caught a little old man. But they didn't see him, because he was beside a 
large yuchan tree . . . (Mariano). 

Many soldiers died. Like 1,000, or 1,500. What about the Tobos? Nobody died. Only a very 
old wornan; she couldn't escape from the hut. The Criollos Say that like 2,000 aborfgenes 
died, but no, nothing. It's hem who died! (Agustin). 

The Tobas acknowledge that the "ancient ones" had to cross the Pilcomayo River 

to Bolivia. But they did so, most agree, only because they ran out of ammunition. 

Moreover, their retreat did not change the status of their victory. Afier Mariano told me 



that the Tobas crossed the river, 1 asked him: "Su, who won then?" He looked a bit 

surpnsed at my question, and said: 'The Tobas won." 

The Tobas' confident reconstruction of the battles of 19 17 was always a sort of a 

puzzle for me in terms the complex conjunction of memory, historical experience, and the 

blurry contours of "truth." And it provides a sharp contrast to other indigenous groups of 

the region, like the Wichis and the Pilagh, who remember openly the rnurder and terror 

that the military caused arnong them (see for instance W.AA. 1994: 12, 18-20, 36). But 

the memory that most Toba men have of these clashes with the axmy, a memory not based 

on their own experience but transmitted to them by their parents and grand-parents, is not 

about terror. It is not about soldiers killing Tobas. Rather, it is about Tobas killing 

soldiers, and plenty of them. It is certainly tempting to emphasize the "subjective" 

components of memory when the narrative includes what seem to be "improbable" events 

(Smith n.d.). Memory is always a representation made in the present, which hinges upon 

clusters of meaning important for those who remember (Fentress and Wickharn 1992; 

Portelli 1997). And the memory of the battle seems to condense for current generations of 

Tobas strong meanings of resistance and pride. Ted Swedenburg (1991: 156) has argued 

that social memory often becomes "one front in the battle over hegemony." In our case, 

and more so than in other areas of their memory, the Tobas' recollection of the battle 

certainly challenges dominant accounts on their own history and the nature of their 

incorporation into the Argentinean nation-state. Moreover, it provides a counterpoint to 

the ambiguity which characterizes much of their memory of "the ancient ones," and brings 

to the fore values of resistance, defiance, and p i d e  which terror aims at suppressing. But 

it does it from a paradoxical position, which downplays the amount of suffering brought 



by the state and by doing so undermines its own potential to Nrn pain into a critical 

political force. In my experience with the Tobas, only once somebody pointed to the 

horror unleashed by the arrny. One moming in May 1996, Juliiin, a man in his late fonies, 

told me: 

There's a place, kodagi lakaego [the head of the mujana wild pigs], it has no name in 
Spanish. My old man used to Say that there, the military reached the ancient people, where 
they used to hide. There, it seems that the rnilitary got the people. There, a lot of people of 
our ancient ones died. There're other old men who Say that the ancient people didn' t die. 
But that's a lie. Many died, when the rnilitary came. 

The cornplexity of the production of social memory certainly defies an objectivist 

opposition between "true" and 'Yalse" accounts. Each in a different way, the Tobas' 

accounts about the battles point to the experiences of horror which in the 1910s were 

transforming their lives forever. Julihn's. certainly, does it in a more "transparent" way. 

But the other people's emphatic stress on their "victory" and the negation of their status as 

victims ("it's them who died!") reminds us of the point made by Michael Lambek (1996: 

246) that "... the smoother the story [remembered] the more evident that it is the product 

of secondary reworking."53 In other words, the unambiguous memory of the "victory" 

indirectly unmasks the threads which in those years were shaping the Tobas' expenences. 

It is partly through the memory of the events which followed the clashes with the army 

that we can reconstnict the various moments of the dialectic of terror in which the Tobas 

were then inserted. 

53 1 wodd add (and 1 know Michael wodd agree) <hat this "reworking" is inescapable to any memory. 



“Ali The People Were Scared" 

In the 1990s, people agreed that after the battle some Tobas stayed for a while at 

the Bolivian fort of Magariiios. Other Tobas seemed to have dispersed in different 

directions. But in the end, they al1 moved down the Pilcomayo to the temtory of their 

allies the Pilagis, in the Patiiïo marshes, north of the town of Las Lomitas. Most 

importantly, the Tobas temporally stopped migrating to the sugar plantations. For several 

years, so people remember, "the ancient ones" lived off hunting, fishing, and gathering, 

and occasionally selling skins and furs to itinerant rnerchants. In 1995, Mariano told me 

about those days: 

Toba people were fishing, selling skins, curiyu boas, changing [hem] for shotgun. Some to 
the direction of Lomitas, some to the direction of Formosa. Not in Lomitas, for the army 
lived there. There was no work in Formosa. They just lived. There was no clothing; there 
was food, fish, ostrich. 

Living in hiding "in the bush," however, was not enough to guarantee a protection 

from the army, which had by then fomnes al1 over the region. Besides, the Tobas needed 

to obtain commodities which had already become important in their social reproduction. 

In this regard, the battles with the koikolék led to a new twist to the cornplex dialectic 

tying up the bush and the plantations. For that violent expenence in the heart of their own 

territories strengthened the Tobas' perception that, in those new circumstances, only those 

who had an invested economic interest in their survival could protect hem from the 

military: the owners of the sugar plantations. In the 1990s, severai people argued that their 

ancestors were able to return to their lands and to reassume the migrations to kahogonaGd 



because of the mediation of Robustiano Patron Costas, the owner of San Martin del 

Tabacal, the newest sugar plantation in the San Francisco Valley (founded in 1920). By 

1921, this twofold return had already taken place.54 Moreover, several people were 

specific in the fact that Patron Costas wanted to protect "the Tobas" from the military's 

attempt "to kill them all." In 1996, for instance, Emesto imitated what, according to him, 

back then the contractors sent by Patron Costas told the military: "No! How corne you're 

going to kill them! . .. They're working people! With them we work in the factory and we 

have sugar, everything!" 

Nonetheless, this was only a moment in the dialectic of terror which was unfolding 

in the Chaco, because the plantations were places in which the administrations could 

protect their workers from the army but in which, simultaneously, they submitted them to 

hanh foms of repression. In fact, in the first decades of the century the ingenios had 

troops deployed in the area with the explicit purpose of curbing any unrest caused by the 

"wild Indians" (Payne and Wilson 1904: 45; Muir 1947: 23 1-234; Niklison 1989 [19 171: 

48). Consequently, the plantations became for the Tobas a temporary refuge from the 

terror unfolding in their lands but also places where they experienced terror in a direct 

way. In the 1990s, several old men told me that before the arriva1 of the missionaries in 

1930, several times the administration threatened "to kill them dl," often because of 

individual assaults on foremen. This tirne, in contrat to their mernories of the battles, 

people made it clear that "the ancient ones" were temfied of the soldien. Mariano, for 

instance, recalled that after one of these incidents "people quit work, because they were 

" That year, R. Lehmann-Nitsche (1925: 187) met the Tobas in Ledesma and heard fiom them about their 
"bloody" clash with the axmy and their recent r e m  to their lands. 



afraid, because the soldiers wanted to kill them all." Patricio told me a similar incident 

which began when a Toba shot an abusive foreman, according to him without killing him. 

The following day people didn't work, and the patron gronde arrived ... patron of the 
personnel, his name was Guillermo . . . He called the lenguardz [translater], he took him to 
the front . . . The lenguardz' name was Tigre, Keddk . . . Guillermo hit the Ienguctrdz. He 
threw him three times from a ravine. He threw him from a height like thai algarrobo. Al1 
the people were scared ... They wanted to kill them dl. They took hem to the ingenio. 
Because the factory had a chicken wire (alambre tejido). They stayed there. They wanted 
to kiII them al1 . . . 

That night -Patricio went on- while the patrones were deciding whether or not 

"to kill ail the Tobas," most people managed to escape. They hid in the thick jungle which 

covered the hills of the area and from there they reached the Bermejo, crossed the river, 

and fled back home to the Pilcomayo." 

'They Thought That They Wanted to K U  Them'' 

By then, the threat posed by the military was an over-reaching presence, which 

recognized no sanctuaries, no spatial boundaries. In their home temtones, this threat was 

heightened by the tense coexistence with the Criollos, who afler the events of 19 17 had 

consolidated their presence, moving in from the now overgrazed and overpopulated 

Colonia Buenaventura. By 1920, Sombrero Negro had 79 inhabitants, a store, and a 

national primary school nomes 1975: 33-34; Mendoza and Maldonado 1995: 3 1; Alsina 

1995: 216). Most Crioilos lived in poverty in scattered puestos spread out in the bush, 

55 According to Panicio, the Tobas who remaineci in the ingenio were finally "forgiven" by the patron 
because the foreman had not die& and they continued working until the end of the harvest. 



owned only a few cade (aside from a small number of sheep and goats), and looked after 

the cattle of better off settlers.56 Some Criollos hired Tobas on an irregular basis: to buiid 

up ranchos, corrals, fences, chop wood, or carry water (usually paid in kind), and 

purchased skins and furs from them. 

Since the lands of the region were the property of the federal government, Tobas 

and Cnollos shared the same tracts of land. The settlers were always a minority in the 

region and had their cattle roaming freely in the bush, and consequently the Tobas were 

able to continue reproducing their foraging practices. But this reproduction was now 

constrained by the acquisition of new goods and tools, a land encroachment which did not 

exist in the past, the subsequent decreasing productivity of foraging, and the growing need 

to migrate to the cane-fields. As we have seen in chapter one, the presence of free roaming 

cattle brought radical changes in the landscape of the region. The grasslands which used to 

cover most of the banks of the Pilcomayo were soon depleted, and with the interruption of 

fires thick monte began covering the old savannas. Besides, cattle often broke into the 

Tobas' fields, spoiled theK crops, and aie large quantities of valuable wild fruits in the 

summer. On an irregular basis, for their part, the Tobas continued killing cattle. This 

overall tension triggered some incidents in which some Criollos and Tobas were killed, 

but the experience of 1917 definitively curbed any attempt on the part of the Tobas to 

launch an armed rebellion. During the 1920s. Toba warriors organized some raids against 

their old enemies, the Nivaklés and the Wichis, and captured their last scalps. But the 

56 The cattle raised by the Crioiios of the Pilcomayo was regularly sent in herds to Embarcacion, in Salta. 
Part of it was purchased by ingenio La Esperanza and the rest was sold in Salta, Tucumin, and northern of 
Chile (Silva 1996 119 161: 4; Cast.eda Vega 1920: 9-10). Due to the few existing means of communication. 
then the Crioilos kept much stronger ties with Salta than with the senlements in the east of Formosa (Silva 
1996 f 19163: 2, 10; Rodas 1991: 61). 



tension were also on the rise across the river, where the Bolivian troops had increased 

their presence and the perspective of a war with Paraguay over the northem Chaco seemed 

now a feasible possibility. 

The Tobas' migrations to knhogonaGci continued, in spite of the threats looming 

over the plantations. In 1929, a group of Tobas was also hired for a few months in the 

construction of the railway between Formosa and Embarcacih, to do the clearings where 

the railway line was to be extended. In 1996, Marcelino, a politicai leader in his late 

fifties, remembered that when 'Vie ingeniero Juaiez" and other contractors came to look 

for hem, the Tobas were distmstful: 

The contratistas came. from the railway . . . They called the people and talked. The name 
of the ingeniero was Juiirez. Then, the ingeniero ... brought rnany meters of cloth, like a 
gift, to the caciques. He talked al1 the time, and ihen it seerns that they realized: "Ii seems 
that they want to take the people." But they didn't want to go out. They thought that they 
wanted to kill them. But they didn't. [One said] "Maybe they take the people to work." A 
chief then said: "Al1 right, 1 go, I go." Then, people went. quite many. 

In this particularly tense historical conjuncture in the Tobas' experience, a group of 

white-skinned men anived at the banks of the Pilcomayo, 80 kilometers upstrearn from 

their lands. The Tobas had seen them before, in the last stage of their journey to 

kahogonaGd, at a place called Mision Chaquefia, on the Bermejo River. What they did not 

know is that those gringos had been thinking about them for a long time. 



PART II: 
A 'SANCTUARY" IN THE BUSH 



m: 
"A CALL TO THE CHURCH OF CHRIST" 

It was very bad, before, when there was no 
missionary . . . Everybody wanted to kill the 
aborigenes. 

Tomds ( 1996) 

. . . it appeau that their idea of the mission is first 
and foremost a protector. 
H. Grubb and A. Leake, 
An Account of a Visit to the Tobas (1929) 

A Letter from Spaniard Harbord 

In August 185 1, Captain Allan Gardiner, of the British Royal Navy, was dying of 

starvation, scurvy, and exposure on the beach of Spaniard Harbour, Tierra del Fuego. For 

months, he and six cornpanions had been trying, without success, to attract the indigenous 

groups of the area to pursue missionary work arnong them. Out of provisions, facing harsh 

cold weather and the Natives' indifference, Gardiner seems to have longed for distant, 

w m e r  lands, and for less elusive objects of conversion. Sometime before he died, early 

in September, he wrote a letter addressed "to the Toba chiefs of the Pilcomayo River": 

This letter cornes to you with greetings. Our country which is called Great Britain, lies Far, 
very far From youn ... Our God, whom we serve, has made us great and happy, and we 
desire to see al1 nations as great and happy as we are. Our God . .. is the only mue God ... 
He has given us a Book in which we are taught al1 that He would have us do ... We have 
sent this Book to many other nations ... Why should the Toba nations be the last to receive 
this Book? It grieves us to think that you are still ignorant of it ... Let two of Our people 
visit you, let them dwell with you securely untii they have lemed to speak to you in your 
own language ... We are your friends, though you know us not ... Farewell, captains, and al1 
the Toba nations. May you be ever happy. Your foreign friends (quoted by Young 1905: 
207-208; see also 26-27, 138). 

Seventy-nine years later, in late October 1930, two young British rnissionaries 

from the South Amencan Missionary Society, the society founded by Gardiner, departed 

from the Selva San Andrés mission station on the Pilcomayo River. They headed to the 



southeast, down the course of the river, to set up an Anglican station among the Tobas. 

They planned to live with them, leam their language, and teach them about "the only true 

God." As we shall see in chapters io corne, the mission founded by these two men would 

have a deep influence on the meanings the Tobas associate with tha bush and the 

plantations. In order to fully understand this process, it is important to refer to the arriva1 

of the first British missionaries ir, the Argentinean Chaco and to their close connections 

with the English-owned cane-fields of ingenio La Esperanza. 

Missionaries in the Cane-Fields 

In 1844, five years before his death in Tierra del Fuego, Captain Allan Gardiner 

had founded in England a srnail missionary society called The Patagonian Mission 

(Makower 1989: 20). Even though the society initially focused most of its work among 

the indigenous groups of Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, in 1846 Gardiner made a trip to 

the Bolivian Chaco during which he paid a short visit to the 4'Bolivian" Tobas of the upper 

Pilcomayo. His short expenence in the Chaco, and in particular his fascination with the 

Tobas, proved to have a strong influence among his followers. 

In 1864 the Patagonian Mission became known as the South Arnerican 

Missionary Society (SAMS) (ibid.: 21). In the following decades the society increasingly 

focused its attention on the Gran Chaco. In 1889, a member of the society, Barbrooke 

Grubb, started missionary work in the Paraguayan Chaco among the Lenguas, and a few 

years later he started considering the possibility of extending the work of the SAMS to the 

western edge of the Chaco. In 1898, knowing that the sugar plantations of the San 

Francisco Valley were visited every year by thousands of "heathen Indians," Grubb made 



his first indirect inquiry to the Leach brothers, the owners of La Esperanza, "as to the 

possibilities and advisability of starting mission work on or near their estate" (Hunt 

19 12a: 22-23). The project was postponed for several years, but in 19 1 1 the first group of 

British missionaries, arnong them B. Grubb, finally started working near the plantation. 

The arriva1 of the SAMS in the Argentinean Chaco took place at a time when the 

British economic and politicai influence in Argentina was particularly strong. As a result, 

the missionaries' Protestant agenda of evangelization was carried out in a relatively 

favorable context, something which would eventually change in the decades to corne. At 

La Esperanza, the Leach brothers gave Grubb enthusiastic support and granted him "more 

than he either asked or expected" (SAMS 191 1: 83). They provided the missionaries with 

"a most suitable station" free of charge near San Pedro (ibid.: 83). from where the latter 

paid regular visits to the indigenous encampments at La Esperanza. Grubb's plan was to 

gain the trust of the "Indians" so that the missionaries could later on travel with them back 

to their home temtories and set up a mission station there. Since around that time the 

plantations' administrators were concemed with the difficulties of recruiting groups living 

in semi-nomadic bands, the project to settle hem in stations was strongly encouraged by 

the owners of La Esperanza, and became closely tied to their own interests. The 

missionaries were aware of this: 

The opportunities [of founding mission stations] are numerous and rernarkable. The 
Government, as well as private firms, now realize that the Indians are a vaiuable asset to 
the labour supply, cornpetition being very keen to secure their services, and endeavours are 
even now being made «, settle hem upon reservations, where they can be more easily 
govemed, and where the missionary could have a permanent station and brilliant prospects 
of evangelization (Hunt 19 13a: 62). 



In November 1912, a group of British missionaries set off for the Pilcomayo, 

airning to follow a group of Nivaklés; "then they would make for a point where two men 

from Messrs. Leach would be stationed, to recruit and receive Indians for the next crop" 

(Hunt 19 13c: 94). By 19 13, the missionaries had already made various joumeys dong the 

Bermejo and the Pilcomayo Rivers (Hunt 1926: 45; 1933: 274-275). In December 19 14, 

B. Gmbb founded the first Anglican mission in the Argentinean Chaco, Mision Chaquefia 

(also known as Algarrobal), on the Bermejo River, about 40 kilometers West of 

Embarcacih, in lands donated by the Leach brothers (B. Gmbb 1915: 42). Even though 

the beginnings of Misibn Chaquefia were difficult, in a few years "[tlhe Mission and its 

work became the theme of conversation among the thousand of Indians that passed along 

the road to the cane-fields . . ." (Hunt 1933: 293). 

"The Tobas Are On The Road!'' 

On their way to kahogonaG, the Tobas used to stop in Misi6n Chaqueiia to barter 

goods at the mission's store (SAMS 1924: 64). In the 1990s, Patricio recalled what his 

father had told him about those stops: 'nien, they an-ived at Mis ih  Chaquefia ... They 

stayed to rest. They didn't Say anything. The missionary asked hem questions, but the 

only thing they said was that they were Tobas."" In April 1927, a young rnissionary 

named Alfred Lake arrived at Mision Chaqueiia from Britain. One of the first things that 

caught his attention was the "tall and prouci'' Tobas who, corning from the Pilcomryo, 

passed through the mission: 

" Interviewed by Marcela Mendoza in Apnl 1994. 



[Alfred Leake] remembered vividly the thrill of the words heard once in his early days at 
Algrnobai: 'The Tobas are on the road!" Sure enough that very day he had seen his first 
Toba, striding through the mission compound as if he owned the place, and soon, while the 
scattered Matacos kept well out of sight, hundreds of them, tall and proud, had corne 
streaming past, on their way to the cane-fields (Makower 1989: 73). 

Soon after Alfred Leake's arrival, the missionaries at Misi6n Chaqueiia saw good 

possibilities of founding a mission on the Pilcomayo, in an area located about 80 

kilometers upstream from Toba temtory, in lands donated by an American businessman 

(SAMS 1928a: 40; Makower 1989: 63). After a preliminary trip to the area, in early 

November 1927, Alfred Leake and Colin Smith established the new mission station 

arnong Wichis (Makower 1989: 62-65). It was named Selva San Andrés, literally meaning 

"San Andrés jungle" (later on known simply as "San Andrés") (see map 5). A few months 

later, the missionaries received the visit of groups of Tobas "anxious to hear about the 

mission." 

'The ' Ancient Ones' Looked for a Missionary'' 

Today, the Tobas argue that when "the ancient ones" learnt that the British 

missionaries had founded a station among the Wichis, the most important haliaganék had 

a meeting and decided to request a mission for themselves and to send a delegation to San 

Andrés. In 1995, Tom&, a man in his late fifties, told me: 

The people couldn't live in peace. There was a missionary . . . He came from Salta. Fint, 
the Wichis, they already had an Anglican rnissionary. Then the caciqiies, the capiton 
[indigenous leader in the plantations] they had a meeting, to see how the people could have 
peace. The ancient ones looked for a rnissionary to see if they could live in peace. Then, 
the Toba people went to look for them. They went ail together, capitin, cacique. They 
were thinkùig that they were very tired, always fighting the other abongenes. Then [at San 
Andrés] the missionary put them dl together. He arranged a meeting with al1 the poor 
aborigenes. The missionary said . . . that they came from far away, from England. 



The first deputation of Tobas arrived at San An&& in early June 1928. Several 

weeks later, a new and larger group arrived: "the great chief of the Tobas, accompanied by 

fourteen lesser chiefs and nearly 200 followers . . . arrived and formally made their request 

for a mission be started arnong their people" (Hunt 1933: 328). According to rnissionary 

reports, the Toba chief Choliki told the missionaries that he knew that the mission was 

'hot out to make money or breed cattle," and that he was especially concerned for the 

education of their children at a school (SAMS 1928b: 100; Hunt 1928: 1 19). The 

missionaries noticed, however, that the Tobas were requesting a mission "not . . . because 

they were anxious to hear the Christian message, but because they wanted support in the 

face of ill-treatment and interference from 'the whites"' (Makower 1989: 72). 

At that moment, the SAMS had neither the funding nor the staff required to open a 

new station and the Tobas were told that the hilfillment of their request would take some 

time. But the missionaries were extremely pleased &y the Tobas' request. When 

Barbrooke Gnibb, then in Great Britain, learned about it, he wrote shortly before his 

death: "We have long been drawn to them, and they seem to have been in a wonderful 

way drawn to us. The fierce, hated Tobas . . . truly, it is remarkable . .. it is of God" 

(quoted by Hunt 1933: 328-329). The missionaries were also fascinated by the Tobas' 

looks, which they depicted with subtle erotic overtones: 

. . . what a cal1 to the Church of Christ. Here is a request from one of the noblest and Rnest 
of the hdian Tnbes of the Gran Chaco; the Tobas, the fierce wamors, the splendid hunters, 
the fearless speakers, the merry dancea of the Chaco (Hunt 1928: 119-120). 

They looked arnazing, the Tobas: tau, dignifed, some in traditional dress including 
feathered head-dress, long hair, beads and bushy anklets of ostrich-feathen; some in a 



weird collection of amiy tunics and other Western finery; one despite the heat. in a 
complete airman's leather combination suit he had picked up somewhere (quoted by 
Makower 1989: 72). 

In spite of the rnissionaries* waming that their station could take some time, a 

constant strearn of parties began pounng into San Andrés, and the Tobas' expectations on 

the mission seem to have been on the rise: "Deputations continued to pour in at fairly 

regular intervals, sometimes seeking protection, sometirnes asking advice, but always 

anxious about their own mission." (SAMS 1931: 38). In May 1929, Alfred Leake and 

Henry Grubb finally set out to visit the Tobas in their own temtory on horse-back to 

explore the possible location of the future station. Large and excited crowds of Tobas 

welcomed them: 

Crowds of Tobas, on foot and mounted, came with us everywhere; at every village 
everyone wanted to shake us by the hand. There was shouting and the singing of a welcome 
Song d l  the time. Of course we did not know then a single word of the complicated 
language ... and when we first listened to the conglomeration of sounds, we wondered if 
we ever would (H. Gmbb 1965: 17). 

A few months later, Grubb and Leake reported in the South American Missionnty 

Society Magazine that Sombrero Negro would be the best location for the new station. 

They also wrote: 

But let there be no misunderstanding regarding the Tobas' desire for and enthusiasm after a 
mission. What is it they want? ... it appears that their idea of a mission is first and 
foremost a protector. Harassed off the land their anceston roarned over, pressed into 
service on the distant cane-fields, threatened by their white neighboun, they seek a 
champion to plead their cause and to fight their battles, and they look to a "mission" to do 
it (Grubb and Leake 1929: 95). 



In 1995, Mariano remembered that Alfred Leake, "Alfredo," volunteered to be in 

charge of the new mission. According to him, "Alfiedo" told his colleagues: "1 c m  go; 

I'm going to live among them; I'm going to help the people." Mariano srniled and added: 

'They Say ihat Alfiedo raised the Bible and that they were happy, the gringos." 



SUC: 
"A KIND OF SANCrrrAIRY" 

1 drearnt . .. [that] 1 was taken to the mission. The 
rnissionary said: "What's wrong?." [1 said:] 
"Those people over there want to hurt me." [The 
missionary said:] "If they want to hurt you. we'll 
chase them, we'll burn their houses down. 
Nobody will hurt you." 
KedOk (1933) 

They seem to look on the mission as a kind of 
sanctuary. 
Olive Leake, 
Toba Mission Staff Notes (1932) 

"Happy, the People!" 

In the mid-1990s, the foundation of the mission in 1930 was for the Tobas the 

most clear tuming point in their history. In their eyes, it was neither the first migrations to 

kahogonaGd nor the arrivai of the Criollos or the battle with the army in 19 17 which 

marked the end of the times of "the ancient people." Rather, those times came to an end 

only with the arriva1 of "Alfredo." Nicacio told me about that moment, which he 

witnessed as a boy, while raising his right arm and making quick and sudden 

And the missionaries came. Happy the people! Some sang, some had littie flags. Happy, 
the people. They arrîved. Enrique spoke Mataco very well. and Aifredo also spoke Mataco. 
My dad, he understood Mataco . .. They said: "Let's go an have a service, al1 the people." 
But a lot of people! A lot! ... Happy the people, they had a God now. Yes. They didn't 
fight anymore . . . Al1 brothen, Chulupi, Mataquitos. 

Nowadays, the Tobas remember the amival of Alfred Leake as the beginning of a 

new era of peace. On the one hand, intemalizing decades of missionization through which 

their past was condemned as violent and heathen, some people emphasize that with the 



mission their grandparents "stopped killing other people." Tom& told me in 1995: 'They 

sent [a rnissionary] to the people so that they lived in peace, so that they didn't figbt wirh 

othen who are also poor . . . With that, the people lived a quiet life, they didn't go to fight. 

Then, they went fishing, they didn't thiiik about killing other people ..." On the other 

hand, in other circumstances this image of a new era of peace is more clearly articulated 

as a protection granted by the missionaries from previous experiences of terror. A few 

rnonths later, Tom& told me, this time shifting the emphasis on who was to blame for that 

violence: "It was very bad when there was no missionary . . . Everybody wanted to kill the 

aborigenes." 

In this chapter, 1 will andyze the first moment of the manifold and contradictory 

movement tying together the mission and the bush. This was a moment in which the 

emergence of the mission as "a protector," enhanced by the terror which still in the 1930s 

the army was unleashing arnong other groups of the region, gave new meanings to the 

Tobas' previous experience of the bush as a partial refuge from the rnilitary. This takes us, 

first, to the social, econornic, and cultural dynamics created by the mission station. 

46We Went to the Mission to Listen" 

Alfred Leake and a fellow rnissionary settled mision El Toba late in October 1930, 

three kilometers downstrearn from Sombrero Negro, in a clearing located between the 

river and "a dull uninteresthg forest" (SAMS 1937: 54). For several months, they lived in 

tents but by the end of 1931 '2he place began io assume something of the happy 

atmosphere and brîght appearance of a Mission station" (Leake, quoted by SAMS 193 1: 

39). The fxst stage of rnissionization arnong the Tobas was M e r  consolidated by the 



fact that between 1932 and 1936 they were not recruited by the plantations, due to serious 

conflicts they had in 193 1 at San Martin del Tabacal (O. Leake 1936: 126). Thus, for four 

years the Tobas stayed in their lands in direct interaction with the missionarks. 

At first, evangelical work faced the initiai obstacle of the missionaries' lack of 

knowledge of the Toba language. However, in a few years Alfred Leake and other 

missionaries became fluent in it, and aside from giving the services in Toba they also 

started translating fragments of the Gospels. In 1933, the Swiss ethnographer Alfred 

Métraux (1933b: 207, rny translation) visited the mission at Sombrero Negro and wrote: 

There is nothing more picturesque than to watch a Sunday holy service on the banks of the 
Pilcomayo. The listeners, with the face painted and the head adomed with feathers, pay 
careful attention to the sermon. They seem to have gathered for a war council and not to 
have corne to listen to the word of God. It is difficult to Say to what extent they participate 
in the rituals, but there is no doubt that the holy service is for them a feast expected from 
one week to the other with impatience. 

Aside from evangelical work, considered by the missionaries to be the rnost 

important, the mission was organized around three other "departments": "educational," 

"medical," and "industrial," following a pattern prevalent in the rest of the missions of 

the South American Missionary Society (SAMS 1933: 38). Schooling was a major 

concem both for the missionaries and the Tobas. By 1933, the school at El Toba had 90 

student and the same year Métraux (1933b: 206) wrote that "the eagemess of the Indians 

for reading is extraordinary" (cf. SAMS 1933: 38-39). The medical treamient provided by 

the rnissionaries was also of great importance, for a good part of the Tobas' trust in them 

seerns to have lain in their healing powee: "All missionaries whatever their qualifications 

are expected to be doctors to go into the wilds. The Indians would have no further 



dealings with a missionary who refused to give some sort of help to one who was ill" (H. 

Gnibb 1965: 50)Y 

The presence of the mission implied a spatial reamingement of the semi-nomadic 

pattern of the bands. A group of bands settled near the station, in what became the most 

important Toba village, "well within sight and sound" of the missionaries (Grubb 1933: 

41). The rest of the bands formed villages spread dong the river, in sites located in some 

cases more than 25 kilometers away from El Toba. The most important of these villages 

were Laguna Los Paces, Jesus Maria (upstream from Sombrero Negro), and Laguna 

Martin (downstrearn) (see map 6). The new villages attracted clusters of extended families 

corning from different bands and maintained much of the flexibility of the old band 

organization. Henry Grubb (1933: 4 1) reckoned in 1933, when the total Toba population 

probably hinged upon 700 or 800, that the number of Tobas living in the station varied 

between 200 and 400, "the numbers varying from time to time." This variation in numbers 

suggests that rnany people were moving back and forth between the mission, the rest of 

the villages dong the Pilcomayo, and the bush. 

By 1933, the mission had grown considerably. It consisted of a three-roomed 

house, a large school, and another building divided into store and dispensary. The station 

becarne a social, religious, and economic center which strongly shaped the social dynarnic 

of the other villages. The Sunday service at El Toba was the most important event 

connecting them. As TomAs put it: "Since Alfredo had teachings, and we lived in Jesus 

Maria, on Saturdays we went to the mission to listen." Thus, every Saturday aftemoon a 

58 Most missionaries, however, had only a basic training in f m t  aîd. Back then, in the Anglican missions of 
the Pilcomayo, ody Colin Smith at Selva San Andrés was a professional physician. 



large number of people converged into the mission, on foot and on horse-back and 

donkey, in order to attend the service the following day. They also went to sell and buy 

goods at the stores of the mission and Sombrero Negro, which became the most important 

source of manufactured goods in the region. In Sombrero Negro, the Tobas used to sell 

skins (iguana, boas), fun (wild cat, jaguar) and feathers (especially rhea), commodities 

which were then in high demand and paid in kind: usually cloth, sait, flour, and 

ammunition. The mission store also becarne an important source of commodities. The 

missionaries provided the Tobas with irregular work through the so-called "indus trial 

department" of the mission, which involved construction of buildings, a carpentry 

workshop, and fetching loads of wood or water; besides, they employed some women as 

house servants (Leake 1933: 69; 1935: 28; 1942: 23; Price 1933; Tebboth 1989 [1938- 

19461: 26). The missionaries also encouraged the commoditization of handicraft 

production by women, which they bought at the mission's store in exchange of goods and 

then sold either in Salta or Buenos Aires (cf. Makower 1989: 12 1; Tebboth 1989 [1938- 

19461: 99). 

In spite of these forms of petty cornmodity production, during the first decades of 

the mission (and while they were not away in the sugar plantations) the Tobas lived 

mostly off fishing, hunting, gathering, subsistence gardening, and herding. Once the 

migrations to "the mountains" reassumed in 1936, the social dynarnic of the mission was 

deeply shaped by the long absence of most men and women of productive age. On the one 

hand, the mission played an important role sustaining those Tobas who stayed home 

during those months, and many people did hegular work for the missionaries or sirnply 

begged them food (cf. Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461: 93, 1 17, 164). On the other hand, most 



services of the mission, especially schooling and church services, were severely affected 

(Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461: 85). For those who stayed in their villages, fishing was the 

rnost important subsistence activity, especially in the peak of the fishing season (May- 

July). In those months, several extended families went with their horses to sites on the 

river where fish was plentifid, and fomed a campsite for several days or weeks, where 

men fished day and night with individual nets, uanadanaGdt (a depth net) and heélaGae 

(a surface net), either in groups or individually.~g Carlos, a man in his sixties, told me in 

1996 about those fishing expeditions: 

In the past, people brought a lot of fish with the horses .. . Our custom was to go to a pool 
in the river (remunso): "Tomorrow we're going to go to the remanso. there", like the 
distance from here to Pozo de Maza, Vaca Perdida [20 and 10 kilometers respectively]. 
Then, we al1 went on horseback. When we retumed ... Ooh! We caught everything! 
Surubi, pacfi, dorado! Ooh! Happy the people! 

In those years, extended families also canied out prolonged foraging expeditions 

in other moments of the year and to different corners of their temtories. And even though 

these campsites were made with the explicit purpose of foraging, they also became part of 

the cornplex, often subtle, politics of social control, accommodation, and contention 

associated with the experience of missionization, as we shall see. But in those early years, 

the mission station becarne for the Tobas, fint and foremost, a sheltering place. 

59 The uanudnmGcir net is formed by two flexible sticks of up to three meten long and tied from both 
extremes. The heélaGae is made with two rigid sticks tied only from one edge. Many times men fished 
individuaily, but the most productive technique was collective fishing, especially at the peak of the fishing 
season (May-My), when the water was low and the fish plentiful. Collective fishing involved two groups of 
fishermen playing complementaxy roles: young men with uanudawGdt nets advanced from upstream, 
capturing fish and slowly pushiog the rest of the fish towards older men, who waited forming a line across 
the river and holding heélaGae nets. In those months, the productivity of fishing ailowed the Tobas to store 
Iarge quantities of fish (previously roasted and dned in the sun) in straw sacks (IOki) and extracted 'arge 
amounts of fish fat (stored underground in ciay pots or leather bags) in order to be consuned in the "hunger 
season" (Augus tfiepternber). 



During the first years of the mission the Tobas referred to the rnissionzries as 

kadetd, literally "our fathen."60 Kadetd, however, becarne also the customary translation 

for "God." Refemng to this twofold meaning of kadeta, Alfred Leake (1933: 67) wrote: 

"Probably in the beginning of the work this helped tremendously in srnoothing over the 

many problems encountered." However, the missionaries themselves seem to have ended 

up discouraging the use of kadeta as equivalent of "missionary," feeling uneasy with such 

close association between themselves and 'Gad" (cf. Makower 1989: 85-86). As Segundo 

once told me: "We used to Say 'missionary' in Our language 'kadeta, ' 'they're fathers.' 

Not anymore. Only God is Our father." It would be misleading, however, to regard this 

translation as a sign of the Tobas' initial belief in the "god-like" character of the 

missionaries -a type of cultural constnict which has become the object of a recent debate 

in anthropology (see Obeysekere 1992; Sahlins 1995). The Tobas regarded the first 

missionaries as human beings; but certainly as very powerhl ones. Gmbb (193 1: 88) 

wrote: "we are looked upon as a species of super witch-doctor." According to Alfred 

Leake (1933: 67): 

In the fint early days we were asked to do many and varied things: from casting a spell on 
a witch-doctor in order to cause his death to the recovery of stolen articles: from dnving 
out al1 Argentinean settlers occupying Toba temtory to causing it to min; and these and 
other incidents soon brought the realisation that in the eyes of the Indians, we were 
endowed with many strange and wonderful powen. 

60 Some people argue that bac k then ihey were also called paagén tamg&, "teachen." 



The Tobas' view of the missionaries as powerful, leading, protective figures was 

intertwined with the role they were playing vis-a-vis the armed institutions of the state. In 

the early 1930s, the Argentinean military were still engaging in clashes with the Pilagh 

and with some Nivaklé bands (which sometimes crossed the Pilcomayo into Argentinean 

temtory). And the level of tension caused by the threat of the army was very high arnong 

dl the indigenous groups of the area, the Tobas included. By then, the massacres 

cornmitted by the milicos had created widespread terror among these groups, and in many 

villages "consternation was general and great at the sight of a military uniform" (Makower 

1989: 110; see also Métraux 1933a: 204; 1937: 171; Saint 1936, part II: 244). 

In this regard, the Tobas found in the Anglican mission what they were looking 

for: an important institutionai protection from the army and the settlers.6' In 1932, for 

instance, the Tobas of two villages upstream who had conflicts with the Criollos moved in 

mass to the mission fearing an attack by the army. One of the members of the mission 

staff wrote: "They seem to look on the mission as a kind of sanctuary" (0. Leake 1932: 

93-94). The news of this protection soon attracted further requests for rnissionization: 

"Scarcely a quarter passes without Our having to report a deputation of natives asking us 

for a mission in their district" (Gmbb 1933: 42). By 1932, the Pilagk, the Tobas from 

Laguna Blanca in the lower Pilcomayo, and even a group of Tobas from the Bermejo had 

visited El Toba asking for a mission (Gmbb 1933: 42; Arnott 1933: 6). When in 

December 1932 Alfred Métraux arrived in the area of Descanso (Estero Patiiio), a group 

61 The same applied to the Wichis. At Selva San Andrés. a missionary wrote: "Several entire villages have 
moved down to join our people here ... al1 prornpted by the desire to shelter under the wing of the Mission. 
on account of alarm due to various military movements . . ." (C. Smith, quoted by SAMS 1933: 35; see aiso 
Métraux 1967: 171-172). 



of Pilagb decimated by an epidernics of smallpox which the military had contributed to 

spreading, thought that he was a rnissionary coming to protect them from the army: 

"Convinced that 1 was an English rnissionary, they had celebrated my arriva1 like the 

beginning of a new era, an era in which they would be protected from the vexations of the 

Argentinean rnilitary authorities" (M6traux 1937: 172. my translation). In 1935, a Pilagi 

group which had temporarily moved to Paraguayan temtory due to repeated clashes with 

the Argentinean army, arrived at Sombrero Negro looking for protection (Arnott 1936: 68- 

70). Since the total population of El Toba grew from 500 to 1,000, the missionaries 

decided to found a separate station for the Pilagh further downstream. Mision Pilagi was 

founded in October 1935, about 35 kilometers to the south-east, on Laguna Los Pijaros 

(Grubb 1936: 8; Makower 1989: 81-82). In the following years, both misibn El Toba and 

mision Pilaga becarne the temporary refuge of groups of Nivaklés harassed by the 

Paraguayan military (Leake 1934: 116; Tebboth 1939: 96; cf. Métraux 1978: 65-66). 

In the second half of the 1930s, in spite of the rnissionary presence, the tensions in 

the area seem to have increased. In October 1938, a boy going from misibn Pilagii to El 

Toba was shot dead by five Criollos, and Tobas and Pilagis were ready to take revenge 

with their own hands. The missionary then in charge, Alfred Tebboth, sent for the 

policemen in Sombrero Negro and tried to mediate in the conflict. In these circumstances, 

troops of the army arrived at the mission: 

It was bad enough having the claims of the police on our attention. but when owing to false 
nunours of a Toba uprising, soldiers appeared on the scene, we had to tread warily, for 
some false step on the part of the Toba would have meant their massacre and the end of the 
mission (Tebboth 1989 [l938- 19461: 58-59). 



In the mid- 1 WOs, 

milicos "wanted to kill 

some Tobas rernernbered the incident well and argued that the 

al1 the people." Al1 agreed that the rnissionary, however, 

interceded with the "Lieutenant" and thus was able to avoid bloodshed. He was basically 

able to convince this officer that the Tobas vere already "civilized." Mariano told me his 

version of the incident, pointing out, paradoxically, that the missionary told the lieutenant 

that "he had to kill just one": 

Soldiers came from far away, I don't know, maybe from Buenos Aires, and they wanted to 
kill ail the people . . . The rnissionary . . . right there he talked to the Lieutenant. [He said]: 
"What is it? ... How corne you want to kill? You've got to kill the one who's guilty! That's 
the one you've got to kill, but just one." That's what he said ... The rnissionary was 
already there, he stopped the war ... The Lieutenant asked the rnissionary: "What is it that 
you teach? What is it that you bnng?" [The rnissionary answered]: "1 just teach them so 
that they don? fight. I make a little school." Then, right there [the Lieutenant said]: "Let's 
see. What is it that the pupils sing?'Then, they sang the anthem right there. And then the 
man was happy, clapping his hands. Then, the man wasn't angry, he left them. The 
missionary had many permits from Buenos Aires. 

Soon after this event, one of the missionaries wenr to Formosa to meet the 

Govemor of the Temtory of Formosa to discuss the tensions between Criollos and Tobas. 

He had a "nerve-racking experience," Dora Tebboth wrote, "in trying to convert the 

prejudices of the Argentine rnilitary and other authorities to the tmth that the Tobas are a 

peaceable tribe of Indians" (1989 [1938- 19461: 62,60). 

This incident and the Tobas' current memory of it, expresses important aspects of 

the complex and tense relationship between the British missionaries, the Tobas, and the 

institutions of the Argentinean state. The Tobas were being imrnersed into the social- 

politicai symbols of modem Argentinean state-nationhood, paradoxically, by a British and 

Protestant institution like the South Amencan Missionary Society. In this regard, the 

Anglican missionaries had taken over tasks which in the eastern Chaco were being carried 



out by the Argentinean state through reducciones indigenas aimed at tuming the 

aboriginal groups into "civilized citizens" (Arengo 1996). In the 1930s and 1940s. while 

the old British influence was being replaced in Argentina by the emerging domination of 

the United States and the m e d  forces were experiencing a growing anti-British 

nationalism, the relationship between the British missionaries and the state-run 

institutions became particularly tense. 

The Anglican missionaries were not oniy citizens of a foreign and powerful nation, 

but also Protestant in a mostly Roman Catholic country. Moreover, they worked arnong 

people regarded as potentially rebellious and who still had to be turned into "citizens"; 

and they did right near a "hot" international border, shaken in the early 1930s by the 

Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay (as we shall see). And unlike the state- 

sponsored reducciones of the east -in 1924, one of them was the site of one of the 

bloodiest massacres in the recent history of the Chaco- the missionaries provided the 

Tobas with an important protection from the violence of the army.62 These tensions were 

further heightened at the local level by the Criollo settlers, who usually saw "los gringos" 

as protecting "los indios" in detriment to their own nghts. 

In this conflictive situation, while the missionaries protected the Tobas from the 

abuses of the rnilitary they also had to legitimize their actions vis-à-vis the state through a 

demonstration of the success of their civilizing project and their commitment to the 

symbols of Argentinean nationhood. Thus, when military or important civilian visitors 

62 In 1924, hundreds of men, women, and children (Tobas and Mocovies) were Hled by the local police in 
Napalpi (province of Chaco) in the mîdst of an indigenous movement with millenarian overtones. Napalpi 
was one of the most important reducciones organized by the federal government (see Arengo 1996: Cordeu 
and S iffredi 197 1). 



arrived at the station, the missionaries usually made the children of the school sing the 

Argentinean national anthem in front of them (see Saint 1936: 176; Tebboth 1989 [1938- 

19461: 37), exactly what Mariano remembered they did when the military arrived at the 

mission in 1938. The missionaries also took pains to show to visitors that in the school 

they were following "the official programs" as much as possible (Saint 1936: 176). These 

efforts, however, were not enough, and in 1944-1945 the authorities of the National 

Territory of Formosa demanded the cessation of al1 Protestant teaching to the Abongines, 

claiming that the constitution of Argentina stated that the latter should be taught "Roman 

Catholicism" (Makower 1989: 127; Grubb 1945: 16- 17). When Alfred Leake was notified 

of the ban, he wrote a letter to the Tobas in the sugar plantations to let them know about 

it: "What a stir it made! The Toba who received the letter was so upset by the news that he 

and his wife came home a month before tirne. He says that the tribe is finding it hard to 

sleep for thinking about the threat to the mission" (Tebboth 1989 [1938- 19461: 187). 

The missiona.ries had to keep a difficult balance between the trust the Tobas had in 

hem and the enforcement of the laws of the state. Thus, they mediated in conflicts with 

the settlers, handed over Toba offenders to the police, and in some cases started legal 

actions against Tobas denounced by their peers,63 a type of situation always hi11 of 

potential conflict (cf. SAMS 1933: 39; Makower 1989: 87). These conflictive mediations 

became for many Tobas a source of ambiguity about the actual role played by the 

missionaries, but they do not seem to have caused widespread negative reactions arnong 

63 See A.H.F. Erpedientes ludicinles, Caju Abortgcnes: ''Causa: hurtos niterado. contra el indigena 
'Caradura', denuncia de Don Guilienno Alfredo Leake," Sumario No 5/950." 



them.64 After ail, the missionaries provided them with an institutional, collective 

protection which went beyond individual offenses. 

This protection was so important that in the station where the Anglican 

missionaries were not able to halt the abuses by the army, it proved fatal ro the very 

survivai of the missionization. This was the case of the mission closest to El Toba: mision 

Pilaga. In January 1937, the military captured nine Pilagh from the mission on a hunting 

expedition, disarmed them, and shot them. Only two survived. This massacre severely 

undermined the Pilagk' confidence in the missionaries, in spite of the cornplaints by the 

latter to the military and civilian authorities of the region (Amott 1937: 1 12- 1 13; Cox 

1939: 82; Makower 1989: 11 1-1 13). Moreover, some Pilagis blamed one of the 

missionaries for the murder: "You told the soldiers to shoot our tribesmen! .. . You are a 

witch-doctor and bewitch Our people" (quoted by Arnott 1937: 113). After a gradua1 

decline, at the end of 1939, the mission at Laguna Los Piijaros was abandoned and the 

Pilagis retumed to their old temtones to the southeast.65 

In El Toba, by contrast, the missionarîes were successful in the construction of the 

mission as a sheltering place, and this protection becarne strongly embedded in the Tobas' 

subjectivity. As early as in 1933, Kedok, the "key informant" of Alfred Métraux told him 

about a drearn in which he fled to the mission escaping 

Ked6kYs experience at the mission with a still fresh memory 

from his enemies. Merging 

of warfare, in the drearn the 

For instance, in 1933, after handing over two Tobas who had murdered a Cnolio, one of the missionaies 
wrote: 'Thanks to God rhis was accomplished without losing the confidence of the other Indians" (SAMS 
1933: 39). 
65 Further factors contriiuted to the demise of this mission: the lagoon on which the mission was located had 
dried up and the missionary in charge, together with many other young missionaries. went back to Britain to 
fight in World War II. However, the missionaries acknowledged that the massacre of 1937 played a decisive 
role in the decline of the mission (cf. Arnott 1937: 1 12-1 13; Cox 1939: 82; Makower 1989: 1 L 1-1 13). 



missionary told him: "If they want to hurt you, we'll chase them, we'll burn their houses 

down. Nobody will hurt you" (quoted by Métraux 1937: 190). 

This protection included not only the Argentinean army but also the rnilitary forces 

of the other siates which had a presence across the river. At the beginning of 1934, the 

Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay (which broke out in 1932) involved in a direct 

way the area opposite to Sombrero Negro and mision El Toba, when the Paraguayan 

troops began a sweeping westward offensive dong the Pilcomayo. The Bolivian forts on 

the river started to fa11 one after the other. In early January 1934, the Paraguayans took 

fortin Esteros (opposite to Nuevo Pilcomayo) and days later there were important clashes 

close to Magarifios, the fort located opposite to El Toba (Ferniindez 1967: 56, 65; 

Estigarrîbia 1969: 127). Even though these battles did not affect the Tobas directly, in the 

1990s people remembered the fighting and the bombings shaking the opposite bank, only 

a few hundred meten away from their villages. Segundo, who was a boy at the time, 

remembered in 1997 that the bombing was so intense that he wanted to escape to the 

bush. In a context in which the mission, due to its very nature as a "civilized" space, was 

seen as a potential target of the contenders' bombs, the bush suddenly regained its old 

protection (and its old risks) as a "wild" space removed from the control of the dokohé. 

Segundo told me: 

There was a plane coming frorn above. 1 felt very strongly the bunting of those a m .  1 was 
very little, and 1 was most scared. Night and day, night and day ... 1 was scared and I 
wanted to go deep inside the bush. But my mom and my dad wouldn't let me. They caught 
me, [and said] that 1 shouldn't go to the bush, that there were mean anirnals and that 1 
would die. 



The Paraguayan army captured Magarifios on Febniary 9, 1934 (Femiindez 1967: 

56,65). The fighting continued further up the river and a tense calm gained the area. Even 

though the following year the war ended with the victory of Paraguay, the most serious 

conflicts involving the Tobas would happen later on. In April 1937, the Tobas engaged in 

a series of clashes with the Paraguayan soldiers, tnggered by attacks by the latter on men 

who crossed the river in order to fish or hunt, and several Tobas were killed (Leake 1937: 

127; Tebboth 1938a: 41 ; 1938b: 1 13). For severai months, the Tobas' access to the river 

was seriously restrained and fishing on the other bank was avoided al1 together. Alfred 

Leake (1937: 127) wrote: "People went to the river in feu, and men were seen to be going 

fishing with a net in one hand and a gun in the other." In the rnidst of this tense situation, 

the missionaries used their influence to protect the Tobas, and after several unsuccessful 

attempts at mediation, they were able to temporarily halt the clashes: "following a letter 

written by Mr. Grubb to the Major in charge, the Indians are now unmolested .. ." (Leake 

1937: 127-128; cf. Arnoa 1937: 1 13). However, in December 1937 there was a new 

skirmish with further casualties. It was only in 1938, when a new officer assumed control 

of the Paraguayan troops of the region, that the Tobas were fomally allowed to cross the 

border to forage. The missionaries were notified of the news by the new Paraguayan 

officer hirnself (Tebboth 1938b: 1 13). 

This aspect of the expetience of the mission reinforced and simultaneously gave 

new meanings to the Tobas' previous experience of the bush as a haven fiom threatening 

forces. 



New and Old Havens 

As we have seen, the bush had provided the Tobas with a partial protection in their 

first experiences with the military. However, after the clashes of 19 17 it was clear that the 

army was able to spread its destructive power even in the deepest hideouts of the Chaco. 

In this regard, the foundation of the mission station brought an important reformulation of 

the old protection associated with the bush. On the one hand, the mission was a place 

clearly separated from the bush, organized dong a clearly different set of values, rules, 

and practices. Furthemore, the effectiveness of the mission as a refuge lay itz its very 

differentiation from the bush. It was its very constitution as a neatly bounded "civilizing" 

place adrninistered by British missionaries which halted the action of the military. On the 

other hand, this protection went beyond the mission's physical limits. The mission station 

was a place clearly Nnmersed in the bush, which sprinkled the surrounding forest with a 

protective shade which mingled with the old quality of the bush as a sheltering place. In 

special events such as the Chaco War, when some Tobas felt that the mission could 

become a potential object of attack, the bush regained part of its old flavor as a safe place 

familiar to them and alien to the military. But the bush became a haven in another, new 

sense. For the mission station was for the Tobas not only a "sanctuary" from the military 

but also a place subjected to everyday forms of surveillance and social control. And this 

contradictory process tumed the bush into one of the few places where they were on their 

own and "fiee" from the missionary presence. 



SEVEN: 
"IN THE BUSH, YOU CAN DO ANYTHING" 

. . . the garnbling which often took place between 
the opposing teams in a hockey match . . . and the 
irnmoraiity associated with some of their 
dancing were banned on the mission station. 

Henry Grubb 
The Land Between Rivers (1965) 

In the bush, you can do anything: chew coca, 
drink al*, sing ... 

Segundo ( 1996) 

In the 1990s, most adult Tobas remembered Alfred Leake as a man with very 

strong zeal to make their ancestors abandon the "old ways." Many argued that when 

"Alfredo" first arrived he was not like that: he just wanted "to watch" the pioGondq and 

"the customs of the old people"; he "took pictures" and "took notes," without interfering 

with them. However, at a certain point, so the Tobas remember, "Alfredo" changed his 

attitude and started a firm and systematic campaign against these practices. When I 

listened to the Tobas telling me detailed stories about Alfred Leake's eager attempts to 

suppress shamanism, drinking, dancing, and singing, I usually noticed a subtle but 

persistent arnbiguity in their accounts. At an explicit level, for most Tobas "Alfredo" was 

certainly doing the right thing. He was the rnissionary, the one who was protecting them, 

who was guiding them into a new and confusing world about which they knew Iittle. Most 

Tobas would probably agree that "Alfiedo" wanted to suppress those practices "for their 

own good." As Tom& put it: ''Mredo defended us ... from al1 the vices." At the same 

tirne, however, in most accounts people usually maintained a cautious distance from the 

depiction of the rnissionary's actions. That is, most people portrayed the Tobas chased by 



"Alfredo" as passive, resigned, even naive victims of the missionary's rebukes, as if (so 

my interpretation goes) they were expressing a repressed sympathy for those who were not 

allowed to perform what, after dl,  were just their "old customs." In this chapter, 1 will 

analyze how the social control imposed by "Alfredo" and the other missionaries tnggered 

a complex process of "conversion," arnbiguous accommodation, and resistance which 

shaped in very important ways the constitution of the bush as a place of autonomy. 

"Aifredo Didn't Like It'': Or the Cultural Politics of "Conversion" 

In April 1939, Alfred Métraux amîved at mision El Toba corning from mision 

Pilagii and the missionaries gave him a cold welcorne. At dinner, Alfred Leake told 

Métraux (1978: 77, 78) that he and his colleagues regarded ethnographers such as him as 

"supporters of paganism" who "bounce upon people" and "ransack past old things." In his 

personal diary, Métraux described Leake as "a madman," "a fanatic." He also wroie: "I'm 

astonished at the fanaticism of Leake, who says that the social work accomplished at the 

mission doesn't count at dl, and only sees the conversion of the Indians to Christ." In 

other Anglican missions of the Pilcomayo, Métraux was equally stmck by the 

b'fanaticism" of the British missionaries. In San Andrés, a missionary taked to him about 

the "perseverance of darkness" and "the devil" as if he were -so Métraux wrote-- "a 

monk of the Middle Ages" (1978: 78,79,80).66 

66 These critical observations about the British missionaries corne from Métrawt's personal diary, which was 
published afier hLs death. It is intereshg to note that they are totally at odds with the accounts that Métraux 
published about the Angiican missions of the Pilcomayo during his life. For instance, in a bnef piece of 
1933 (right afier his first journey to the area), he took pains to emphasize the respect that the missionaries 
showed towards the native customs and the positive climate thai prevailed in the missions (Métraux 1933b). 
This attitude probably cornes from the fact that, overaii, M6traux considered that the missions played an 
important social role vis-à-vis the military and the settlers, for whom M é w  frequently expressed an overt 



Like the Jesuits working on the fringes of the Chaco in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries (cf. Lozano 1989 [1733]), the first Anglican missionaries working in 

the Argentinean Chaco considered that the major obstacles to evangelization were "the 

rulers of the darkness of this world" (SAMS 1933: 38; Leake 1933: 67; Grubb 1965: 7). 

Thus, indigenous practices thought to be in contradiction with the Gospels were 

considered to be inspired by "the Devil," "Satan," or "the evil one" (Gmbb 1948: 15; 

1965: 7; SAMS 1933: 36) and treated accordingly. 

In the Tobas' memory, the pnmary targets of Alfred Leake's actions against "the 

Devil" were clearly the pioGondq. Indeed, shamans were for the Anglican missionaries 

the most serious obstacle to evangelization (SAMS 1949: 25-26); rnoreover, they were 

regarded as "Satan's chief weapon" (SAMS 1935b; 12 1). Besides, the missionaries knew 

that by performing healing practices themselves they were "cornpeting" with the 

pioGoniq and that consequently their own success and prestige as rnissionaries depended 

upon undermining the social and symbolic power of the latter?' in the 1990s. people 

agreed that every time "Alfredo" learnt that the pioGon6q or other people were doing 

things that "he didn't like," he went directly to their houses to make them stop doing it. 

Eduardo, a man in his early forties who becarne a committed member of the Anglican 

church, told me about the general attitude of "Alfredo" towards the pioGondq: 

1 got to see that a bit, that's why I remember. They Say that that man controlled the people 
a lot, because there was brujenir [sorcery]. At night somebody who was a piuGonuq w u  

anupathy. Nevertheless. his 1939 diaries show chat the personal uneasines he then felt towards some of the 
missionaries dated from his first trip to the area in 1933. 
67 As Leake (1933: 68) wrote: "Medical work is in many ways the most difficult, because of the opposition 
of the witch-doctors. This work bas to be carried on with great caution, for the witch-doctors, although 
rarely openly hostile, are quick to Iay at the door of the missionary any serious sickness or death." 



singing, then the missionary went to look for him . . . He went to talk to hirn so that he left 
that custom. 

The target of these actions included not only the pioGondq but also people who 

were performing practices "inconsistent with the Gospel" (Grubb 1965: 18). One of 

them was the dbnagan, an individual singing (of both seduction and grief) that men 

perfomed at night with a poketti (gourd). Mariano told me that "Alfredo" emphasized 

the connection between this singing and "the Devil," and that he used to tell them: "that 

. .. singing, is the singing of the Devil. So 1 don't want you to sing. You must sing with 

the word of God. We go with that. That's much better." Julih, for his part, told me 

about this singing: 

At night people sang. At four in the morning, they aiso sang. The singing is called dbnagan 
. . . Did Alfiedo like it? No, he didn't like to listen to it. If he listened to it from the distance, 
then he got up at night; he brought a flash light. He didn't want them to sing. in the end, it 
seems that they dropped everything, everything. 

The nomi, a collective dancing carried out in the evenings, and the nimatiq, the 

male "dnnking feast" associated with the brewing of aloja, was regarded by the 

missionaries as "a prelude to immoraüty" (Leake, quoted by Makower 1989: 67) or 

"Satan victories" (Grubb 1965: 57). Like in Selva San Andrés (SAMS 1933: 35; Métraux 

1967: 171), they were explicitiy banned at the mission station. Henry Gmbb (1965: 18) 

wrote: 

As we got to know the Tobas better, we found that some of their custorns were quite 
inconsistent with the Gospel and the way of life we preached. We had not the l e s t  desire 
to tum them into imitation foreigners, but the gambling which often took place between the 
opposing teams in a hockey match and brought great hardship upon the losea, and the 
irnmorality associated with some of their dancing, were banned on the mission station. 



Several Tobas remember a particular event in which "Alfredo" broke to pieces the 

carved log of a yuchin tree where some Tobas had brewed aloja for a "drinking feast" 

(nimat&). Mariano, for instance, told me: 

The celebration of los antiguos; that's called nimatdq, when al1 the people got drunk .. . 
Then Alfredo took the members of the church .. . [and] arrived where the man was doing 
nimatdq ... The missionary said: "What you're doing, )ou9re not going to do it anymore. 
You can't do it because I'm with you. Now, I'm going to pour it al1 away and cut the 
yuchan." "Al1 nght," said the man, "Al1 nght, I don't Say anything." Then they called the 
rnissionary from the church with an ax and they broke everything to pieces. Then, there 
was nothing left of dI that the anciano was d ~ i n g . ~ ~  

The rnissionaries' attempt to restrict "the customs of the old people" also included 

the polké, the "hockey" game practiced by most groups of the Pilcomayo which some 

missionaries regarded as "a satanic practice" (Métraux 1978: 8 1). As Diego, a man in his 

rnid-sixties, remembered: "When the missionary arrived . . . [he] ordered that we shouldn't 

screw around with that, because he didn't like it. He first watched. Somebody got hurt, the 

foot, the head, it bled. That wasn't good." 

These fonns of social control included the condemnation of "vices" like the 

chewing of coca leaves -which the Tobas acquired at the sugar plantations and from the 

Criollos- and smoking (Makower 1989: 106; Saint 1936: 177) and the weekly 

"inspections" in the village after the Sunday service: "It was a visit, but it also was 

something of the nature of an inspection -if things weren't clean enough, the family 

68 In one of his reports, Alfied Leake referred to what seerns to be the same event, aad the sharp conmt 
between his account and that of Mariano tells us something about the uneven processes of culturai 
production invoiving the different social actors who iived in the mission. Leake (1933: 67) wrote: "On one 
occasion we came across a smail drinking party .., and the drinkers acted more afler the manner of small 
children caught in an act of disobedience than grown men. They said the beer was not a good thing to drink, 
and poured it away and went so far as to ask us to break up the gourd in which it was brewed." 



would be told to sweep up!" (D. Leake, quoted by Makower 1989: 123). Mariano pointed 

to this zeal to keep cleanness when he remembered that "Alfredo" once anived at the 

house of a pioGondq who had been drinking aloja: "Alfredo said: 'It's stinking here ... 

It's stinking here! You don? have to live here. You have to live over there ...' The 

rnissionary always went to see those who did bad things, those who didn't obey." 

These types of surveillance practices, together with the image that "Alfredo" was 

endowed with special powers, seems to have led the Tobas to respect him to the point of 

being afraid of him. Alfred Leake was aware of this and wrote in 1933: "One of the things 

that stnick us before we had been long with the Tobas ... was their apparent fear of 

incurring Our wrath .. . [A] Toba will rarely if ever disagree with a missionary to his face 

.. ." (1933: 67). Pablo told me about the way in which some people reacted to the 

interruption of a drinking party by "Alfredo": 

People were drinking aloja. When don Alfredo saw them from afar, he went where the 
people were .. . And the people didn't want to be contrary to Aifredo. they didn't want to 
be against the missionary. People simply went away, they hid. They didn't want to Say 
anything in front of  the rnissionary . . . They didn't want to get into trouble. 

The daily presence of "don Alfredo" as kadetd, charismatic leader, teacher, and 

"super witch-doctor," as a authorituian and paternalistic figure who protected the Tobas 

from extemal threats, gradually undemiined the Tobas' initiai resistance to adapt to the 

new values of "religion." In November 1934, four years after the foundation of the 

mission, the fmt Toba converted. In about four weeks he was followed by 16 men "al1 of 

whom prayed, confessing their sins, claiming saivation through Christ and asking for the 

indwelling presence and help of the Holy Spirity7 (Makower 1989: 80). Even though some 



of them later 'Yell away" in the following six months over 250 people converted (ibid.: 

80). Two years later, in November 1936, the first tobas were baptized (O. Leake 1937: 

38). By then, some Tobas had constructed at their own initiative "prayer huts," 

tamnaGaiki, in order to gather and pray among themselves, both in El Toba and other 

villages (Price 1934b: 142; SAMS 1937: 59). In a few years, several Toba "evangelists" 

went to pray to the other villages on a regular bais (Tebboth 1938a: 4 1 ; 1938c: 146; 

Leake 1939: 85). 

This "conversion" to Christianity involved much more than a changing religious 

identity (cf. Comaroff and Comaroff 1991: 250-251). It was part of a more embracing 

historical transformation, intertwined with the experience of terror with the m y ,  the 

growing presence of the settlers, and the migrations to the sugar plantations. The 

subjectivity so being shaped was far from fitting the religious canons that the missionaries 

might have regarded as "ideal." Alfred Leake was well aware of this. In 1937, he lamented 

that many Tobas did not appear to "have entered really deeply into the things of God" and 

that wornen were "particularly unresponsive" (Makower 1989: 8 1). Decades later, when 

he had retired in England, Lealce sent a tape to the Tobas in which he remembered those 

frustrating moments and told them that they were initially "tough" to convert. In August 

1997, after the tape had been replayed at a Sunday service, several peo~le repeated this 

phrase to me, "the Tobas were tough," with a smiie in their faces, amused at the 

conservatism of their grandparents. 

Nonetheless -to borrow an expression frorn Jean and John Comaroff (1991: 

25 1)- the "long conversation" with the missionaries was having a deep cumulative effect 

among the Tobas. It was a "con~ersation'~ which invoived not simply a "circulation" of 



messages but also forms of cultural production embedded in daily practices, and which in 

the long run reformulated rnuch of the meanings of the Tobas' everyday life.69 In 1939, 

when Alfred Métraux visited Sombrero Negro for the second time, he hardly recognized 

the mission he had seen six years earlier. He wrote in his diary that at the service, instead 

of the Tobas with painted faces and feathered heads (1933b: 207), he found "dressed" 

Tobas singing "boring" psdms "without beauty": 

1' m going to the Mission, which I hardly recognize: two new buildings have been built . .. 
The Tobas live now in huts with walls plastered by mud, grouped inside an enclosure. The 
village site has changed and has expanded . . . 1 go to a service at the same little church that 
1 loved so much. 1 don't find any of the impressions of the past. The Indians are now 
dressed, and the songs they sing are without beauty: the boring psalms. They are engaged 
in their masquerades (concentration, head resting against m), exactly like the people at 
Algarrobal. The sermon is way too long, but the Indians appear to listen to it with attention 
(Métraux 1 978: 64, my translation). 

The missionaries themselves dso noticed that, even though many Tobas were 

abandoning the "heathen ways," they lacked the bbenthusiasm and vigor" of the old days. 

The same year of Métraux's second visit, Alfred Leake (1939: 86) wrote with a 

paradoxical sense of nostalgia similar to the one expressed by the S wiss ethnographer: 

It is strange perhaps but the old fiery zeal, which was so evident in the heathen days in the 
frequent speeches of the chiefs as they harangued theu people, and the enthusiasm and 
vigour shown by the witchdoctor as he practiced his craft, or by the young men as they 
took part in the old tribal dances, seems to be almost entirely absent from their testimony 
as Christians. 

-- 

69 This "productive1* conversation, as could not be otherwise, also transforrned the missionaries' 
subjectivity. As noted by Jean and John Comaroff (1991: 54), this aspect of evangelization has been usually 
overlooked in anthropology. In our case, the analysis of the Anglican missionaries' own "accuIturation" goes 
beyond the scope of this work. Suffice is to say that the missionaries at El Toba were clearly fascinated by 
many of the Tobas' pracaces. Thus, some of them seem to have imitated (consciously or not) some of the 
"Tobas' ways," Iike fishing in the river, hunting, tanooing, eating "bush food," horse nding, among others. 



The arnbiguity which today ovefflows people's memory of "Alfredo" leads us not 

only to the ambiguity which pervaded the early expenence of missionkation but also to 

the everyday f o m  of contention it conveyed. 

Ambiguity and Contention 

As we have seen, the mission becarne for rnany Tobas a cornplex, contradictory 

place which rningled the protection from the rnilitary and the promise of a new era with 

daily foms of social control. Somehow condensing the arnbiguity resulting from this 

twofold process, in 1935 a visitor to El Toba noted: "In general, the adult Indians profess 

a respecthl subrnission not exernpted of a certain distmst towards the reverend 

missionaries ..." (Saint 1936; 178, my translation). Along these lines, even though at first 

the Tobas called the missionaries kadeta, "our fathers," they ended up using a more 

generic term to refer to them: dingolék, "the gringo people," a term which rather than 

kinship, proximity, and reverence (kadeta?, emphasizes cultural and linguistic distance. 

At first sight, two broadly defined groups of Tobas stood in tension with each 

other: those who became committed "believers" and those who rejected the missionaries' 

ways. Simultaneously, a large number of people seemed to have been trying to engage 

with the missionaries while maintaining a certain distance from them, to domesticate and 

harness their resources (like material goods and services) while critically rejecting their 

order and discipline (cf. Comaroff and Comaroff 1991: 247). This ambiguity probably led 

a missionary to write: "The Tobas as a tribe are very erratic, embracing with enthusiasm 

new movements, then gradually falling off' (SAMS 1937: 59). 



A story gathered among the Tobas by Métraux (1946a: 135) about the "trickster" 

uaiakalcichigi ("fox") brings to light other ambiguous meanings associated with the eariy 

experience of missionization. For this story is basically a parody of the missionaries, in 

which fox-the-rnissionary fools the people: 

Fox pretended to be a man from God. He sent a man to gather the people. They made a 
house like the one we are sining in, and built a big staircase at each end. Fox sang and 
sang. Al1 the Indians gathered. Fox went down to greet them. He had taken the shape of a 
man so nobody recognized him, and everyone thought he was a man frorn God. When the 
people asked him for something, he divided up a big cheese. He also gave them a big sack 
of corn to be shared among themselves. The people were very pleased. When they asked 
for mate, he gave them horses' excrement. As the people were ignorant, they took it for 
good mate. Fox climbed to his house again and sang. The people stared at him. Fox threw 
among [hem the value of seven pesos in nickels. People believed in him and thought he was 
a missionary because he was throwing away money. He told them "Corne and work here, 
make a big village. 1 shall give you clothes." 70 

This story is very significant, for it reflects the fact that many Tobas saw the 

missionaries mostly as a source of material goods, something of which the latter were 

partially aware (cf. SAMS 1937: 54-55; Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461). As to the 

distribution of money, Métraux (1946a: 136) rightly noted that Y . .  it expresses only a 

secret wish on the part of those who would like nothing better than to have the 

missionaries spread coins arnong them." And the fact that fox-the-missionary was 

basically fooling the Tobas and lying to them (from a position of spatial and social 

asymmetry) condenses part of the confusion existing in the minds of many people as to 

the exact character of the missionaries (ibid.: 136). In chapter nineteen, 1 will retum to this 

image of the "riches" associated with the mission station. 

70 The story ends when Carancho. kakadekichigi, discovers fox and reveds his hue character as an 
impostor. As a result, the people cut fox into pieces and burned hirn so that he could not lie anymore 
(Méuaw 1946a: 136). 



Even Tobas who were comrnitted "believers" were not free of ambiguities. The 

missionaries occasionally suspected that many bbfaithf'ul" Tobas had "converted" mostly to 

please them or obtain some type of benefit (cf. Leake 1933: 67-68; SAMS 1935a: 87). 

When Métraux (1978: 60) visited El Toba in 1939, he noted that the attitude of many 

people during the service seemed to be that of an affected concentration, very sirnilar to 

the one he had observed in Mision Chaqueiia among the Wichis (1978: 64): "During the 

prayer, men cover their head against their arms or keep the head low. They give al1 the 

impression of a great concentration. It seems to me, however, that it is more fictitious than 

1 Y real ... 

Feeling that their power and prestige were being undermined, the staunchest 

opponents of the rnissionaries were the pioGondq, and at first some of hem launched 

unambiguous forms of resistance against them. However, in the 1990s most people argued 

that "Alfredo" was too powerful for them to cause him any h m .  Mariano told me the 

following story about severd pioGondq who "died" stmck by lightning when they 

attempted to kill him: 

Alfredo didn't want the pioGondq to sing . . . And the pioGondq got angry. They . . . got 
angry, but they were scared ... Maybe because they had already seen that Alfredo had 
power . . . Well, there was a pioGonciq . . . He wanted to kill Alfredo that night . . . There 
was like a light, coming out of the door of Alfredo's house . . . The pioGontiq had seen it. 
The other pioGom'q were close to Alfredo's house . . . And sorne of them were touched by 
Lighming, and they died. Why war there a lightning? So that al1 the devils couldn't kill 
&do. Did Alfiedo send it? Well, he was begging, begging, begging . . . When he was 
praying, he begged so that they dib' t  p t  him ... Then, God gave it to him. Did God 
protecf Alfiedo? Yes, he did. Then al1 the devils went away ... They couldn't. Al1 of them 
died . . . 

Nicacio, himself a pioGontiq, told me that "Alfiedo" once resisted the pioGon6q 

who wanted to kill him by "tying up with a chain" the puyak, the evil spirit or "devil" 



which provides the shaman with power. He added ihat "Alfredo" prevailed "because he 

had the spirit of God." However, since the pioGondq also participated in some of the 

benefits of the mission, they also seem to have adopted ambivalent attitudes, even though 

maintaining a critical distance from the missionaries. For instance, in the village of 

Laguna Martin, three kilometers downstrearn from El Toba, people continued singing and 

dancing for a longer period of time than at the mission and the pioGondq there were 

arnong the staunchest in their opposition to the mission (cf. Tebboth 1938a: 4 1 ) .  Mariano 

rernembered in 1996 that Carancho, a famous pioGondq of Laguna Martin, continued 

singing and dancing "because the missionary was far away." However, these pioGondq 

rarely defied the missionaries openly (cf. Leake 1933: 68) and their dissent often came to 

light in their interaction with the Toba preachers. In 1938, for instance, one of these 

pioGondq, while drunk, threatened to kill a Toba evangelist with his rifle "unless he 

desisted from visiting his village to preach the Gospel" (Tebboth 1938c: 146). These 

Tobas who were critical of evangelization, nonetheless, also benefited from the mission: 

after d l ,  the dingolék protected them from the arrny and the settlers and provided them 

with valuable resources. Dora Tebboth captured this ambivalence when she wrote that the 

people of Laguna Martin "have moved just far away from the mission not to corne 

regularly to church, and yet near enough to hear local gossip and to sel1 any handiwork 

they rnake" (1 989 [1938-19461: 106). 

The experience of missionization became an arena swept by complex processes of 

social control, resistance, and accommodation. In the midst of these processes, the Tobas 

were able to maintain some of the practices censured by the missionaries, most noticeably 

shamanisrn, even though the experience of missionization has reformulated the way it is 



enacted and the meanings it conveys (as we shall see). Some everyday practices at odds 

w ith strict Anglican standards like coca-chewing, wine-drinking, and smoking persist 

until today, but the missionaries have been quite successful in inculcating that they are 

"vices" with negative connotations.71 In spite of this, in the long run many of the practices 

of "the ancient ones" were abandoned. 

By 1933, the Tobas had destroyed, according to European ethnographers, al1 the 

scalps taken from Nivaklé warriors (M&aux 1937: 180, 396; Rydén 1980 [1935]: 1 ). At 

the mission, people stopped practicing the nimatdq ("drinking feasts") soon after the 

arrivai of the missionaries, but years later people were still holding them in Laguna Martin 

(Leake 1931: 52; 1933: 67; Tebboth 1938a: 41). Even though in the rarly 1940s, the 

missionaries reported that there was an increase in drinking of aloja and a general 

resurgence of "irnmorality" (Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461: 170, 134), in the long run this 

practice was abandoned aitogether. The Tobas conducted the nomi, the collective round 

dance, in the mission for a few years, at least when Alfred Leake was away (Every 1933: 

126; Rydén 1980 [1935]: 4). In other villages, people continued dancing for several years, 

but this practice was eventually abandoned there as well. The nomi, nonetheless, was 

reproduced in a totally new social context, fat from the missionaries' reach. For several 

decades, the Tobas carried it out only at the sugar plantations, where it acquired new 

meanings of bbexcess" and "freedom" in a context of exploitation, alienation, and terror (as 

we shall see in part m). The constitution of the mission as a place where the Tobas saw 

The Tobas, however, see smoking as a Light and tolerable "vice." Sorne Tobas who are committed 
Anglicans m k e  brand tobacco when they can afford it. 



tl~emselves unable to carry out many of the practices into which they had been socialized, 

had an important influence on the way they experienced the bush. 

''In the Bush, You C m  do Anything" 

Men and women were continually moving between the mission and the bush in 

search of food, firewood, and other natural resources, and this permanent movement 

enhanced the contrast that was being created between the two places. And as part of their 

own subtle foms of dissent with the rnissionaries, the Tobas turned the bush into a haven 

from the "sanctuary." There was only one other place where they were also able to put 

limits on the missionaries' surveillance: the sugar plantations. Nonetheless, the 

experiences behind the construction of these two domains as places free of missionary 

control are utterly different. In the bush, unlike in the plantations, this autonomy was 

enhanced by their daily practice of productive activities over which they exerted a direct 

control, and which they conducted in a familiar place. 

Firstly, the bush became the "natural" place where people who were being 

subjected to bbAlfredo's" rebukes could hide from him. Pablo, a person uncornmitted to 

Anglicanism, told me that the people who were afraid of the missionary's censure simply 

escaped to the bush: 

People were drinkllig aloja. Men don Alfredo saw them from afar, he went where the 
people were . . . People simply went away, they hid . . . Where did they go? Over there, to 
the bush, to the f i g e  of the bush. They hid for a while ... The people went away, the 
people escaped. 



Along similar Iines, Mariano told me about the desperate escape by Miguel, a 

pioGondq who was drinking aloja and who did not want to be reprimanded by "Alfredo": 

He was drinking, Miguel. And then his woman was looking at the road -"Look! Here 
cornes Alfredo!"- And then the old man got up and fied as if he was an animal. He didn't 
use the little door of the house, he left through the other side, through the wall, but . . . it 
was a hut, tufderia ... Since he was a pioGondq ... he was with the darkness. He saw that 
the missionary was like light. He didn't want to see the light . . . And he was afraid, he went 
to the bush . . . He ran into the bush. 

The bush was not only the shelter for people on the run but also the place where 

the Tobas could perform those very practices censured by the missionaries. Alfred Lake 

reported in 1933: "In the first hot season drinking-feasts were held very quietly or in 

hiding in the forests away from the villages. On one occasion we came across a small 

dnnking party behind a rough bush fence" (1933: 67). These practices also were canied 

out when entire households set off to conduct foraging expeditions, which as we have 

seen could last for several weeks or months. These foraging parties were usually formed 

by ". . . an Indian leading carrying a gun, followed by his womenfolk bearing their string 

bags containing a very few necessities slung on their backs . . . whilst the children seated 

on donkeys bring up the reai' (Tebboth 1936: 154). Located far from the mission and 

frorn the rest of the villages, these foraging campsites, nemachaqa, provided an ideal 

opportunity to carry out unmolested those practices censured by the missionaries. The 

latter certainiy looked at these campsites as a hindrance to their evangelical work. In 1938, 

for instance, the Tobas carried out a particularly massive "return to the bush" and quite a 

large number of people abandoned the mission. Alfred Tebboth (1938b: 113-1 14), one of 

the missionaries, wrote: 



Just recently there has been a retum of the Indians' natural nomadic spirit and quite a 
number of them have already left us to retum to their old haunts of the days before the 
Mission. This is a pity, for we are not able to visit them as we would like, owing to lack of 
staff right now. Only the keenest Christians arnong them retum for the Sunday moming 
service. 

Four years later, in 1942, this "return to the bush" seems to have reached a critical 

level. Dora Tebboth cornplained that "spiritually" the Tobas had reached "a low ebb" and 

that there was "a retum to witchcraft, dancing, immorality, coca-chewing, stealing, cow- 

killing," which she associated with the fact that for seemingly "insignificant reasons" the 

Tobas moved away from the mission (1989 [1938-19461: 134). The missionaries lamented 

not only these massive retreats of the Tobas "to their old haunts," but also the shorter 

foraging trips they carried out just for a few days. Roth types of forays affected the 

attendance at school and at the religious services; furthemore, according to the 

missionaries they undermined the very religious "enthusiasm" of the Tobas (cf. O. Leake 

1937: 38; Leake 1940: 9); as one of them put it: "more often than not, other dulies, such 

as fishing and fruit-gatherîng, are given first place by the unconcemed when the Gospel is 

preached" (Arnott 1938: 2 1). The "cd1 of the forest and the river" was also seen as an 

important obstacle in their attempt to impose "work habits" among the Tobas: 

On the whole, they have proved rather disappointing workers, and not yet become keen on 
regular employment. The river and forest call them before they have been at work very 
long, and they cannot settle down after this call has corne, untii they have spent a few days 
in roaming about the forests in search of food or in fishing in the river (SAMS 1933: 39). 

Nonetheless, the missionaries had their own ambiguities on this issue. They 

understood the economic importance of these foraging expeditions and some even 

regarded fishing, hunting, and gathering as part of the Toba traditions that could be 



preserved (cf. Leake 1940: 8; Grubb 1965: 18-19; Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461: 140). 

Regino, a man in his sixties who was for many years a "non-believer," told me that 

"Alfredo" did not oppose these foraging campsites "for at that time there was nothing. He 

knew that the people looked for food." Moreover, Nicacio told me that "Alfredo" enjoyed 

eating "bush food" and that he encouraged people to continue doing so, for -he used to 

tell hem- "that's the food that God made for the poor." Still, these long foraging 

expeditions were for the missionaries practices that they somehow distmsted. Aside frorn 

taking people from the school and religious services, these nemachriqa, "campamentos," 

became the temporary refuge of those who wanted to sing, chew coca leaves, and drink 

aloja undisturbed. Segundo told me that those who were "into vices" used to participate in 

these foraging expeditions very often, "because deep inside the bush, you cm do anything: 

chew coca, aioja, sing ... look for a yuchhn to make aloja." 

As part of this close association between the bush and practices at odds with the 

missionaries' teachings, Regino told me that when he was a "non-believer" he lived in the 

bush for prolonged periods. He recalled his past experiences in the bush while we were 

standing right outside a church packed with people who were listening to the Anglican 

bishops of the region, and while 1 was desperately trying to write down everything he said 

in my notebook: 

Before 1 became a believer, 1 was dways in the bush, foraging. I liked it that way, 
wandering, huntiag in the bush. Since then, up to now, I'm with this religion, for 33 years. 
Afer you converted. did you continue doing these campsites? Not anymore, because ail 
that's gone. When 1 wasn't a believer maybe the vices always kept me going [to the bush] 
. . . drlliking wine, chewing coca. You rnean. the vices made you keep on gohg to the buh? 
Maybe that's why. Maybe that's the reason why I liked to go out. Because of the vices. 
Whot did you do in the campsite? We always stayed, like that, in the bush. Then, we had to 
look for a place where it was possible to hunt any animal. That's the way it was. How long 
did you use to stay there for? Maybe one month, or two months. Because there was 



nothing. There were no jobs like there are now. These new ones already have a little job. In 
those days there was nothing. Then, you had to go out and make a campsite. You had to 
stay there. Did you go with your family? Yes . . . but we were dways fine. Nothing 
happened. 1 didn't mention the spirit of God at al1 . . . No thinking a b u t  praying . . . 1 never 
s&d thanks to God. 

Later on, Regino told me that he first thought about "converting*' when, while in a 

campsite deep inside the bush, he looked at his face in a small rnirror. He was impressed 

by what he saw: long, thick dirty hair, a dirty face, a long beard; the true picture of a 

vidgahik, a montaraz, a "bushman." 1 then told him: "it sounds like your beard was just 

like mine." His reply was as quick as it was intense and took the conversation back to the 

senous point he was trying to make: to emphasize the connection between "the bush" and 

"the vices." Regino stared at me and told me: "But you're not chewing coca!" 

In this active process of cultural production the bush was charged with multiple 

and overlapping meanings. For the Tobas who wanted to have a respite from the 

rnissionaries' surveillance, the bush became a place of "freedom" where it was possible to 

reproduce "the good old things" of the past. At the sarne time, for the "believers" the bush 

became a space which, while providing for their daily livelihood, was associated with 

"vices" and "sinful" practices. Moreover, like in the case of Regino, for some 

"converting" to Christianity w as tantamount to "dropping the bush." However, this 

"conversion" did not imply a rejection of al1 that the bush represented as a place of 

autonomy; rather, it implied renouncing the bush as a "heathen" place removed from the 

moral values taught by the rnissionaries and consmicted in opposition to them. 

The field of cultural production created between the bush and the mission was not 

restricted to these two places. Rather, it was part of a wider set of social relations and 



experiences which for decades had absorbed the Tobas into the plantation econorny of the 

San Francisco Valley. Consequentiy, the meanings of the bush as a haven and a place of 

their own and the meanings of rhe mission as a "sanctuary" and as place of social control 

were also being shaped in a deep manner by the Tobas' seasonal experiences in the cane- 

fields. 



PART m: 
SmLETONS IN THE CANE-FIELDS 



EIGHT: 
"Tm PROMISED LANID'' 

What it is hard for me to understand, and fills 
me with admiration, is how you have been able 
to accomplish such a magnificent work with a 
mentally inferior human element. 
An English traveler, 
on San Martin del Tabacal ( 1  946) 

San Martin dei Tabacal was . . . the Biblical 
miracle of the promised land. 

Emesto Artioz, 
Vida y obra del doctor Patr6n Costas (1966) 

The mernories of their labor experiences at the sugar plantation are a recurrent 

theme among the Tobas, men and women, who are over 50 years old. Many casual 

conversations with them at one point or another trigger on their part an anecdote, an 

event, a comment about the years they spent in kahogonaGd. Being part of a pattern of 

labor migrations which was interrupted in the late 1960s, but which stretches back for 

decades to the tirne of the "ancient ones," the Nlgenios weigh in the memory of the older 

generation of Tobas like a haunting collection of images which seems to conjure their 

hallucinatory power, to surpass their capacity to make sense of it. The ingenio was a place 

which was central in the constitution of their own identity and which is centrai today in 

their reconstruction of their own sense of history: a history wrapped up in a seemingly 

never-ending tension between "the mountains" and home. 

The sugar plantations which ai the beginning of the century dorninated the first 

experiences of the Tobas were, as we have seen, Ledesma and La Esperanza. In the 

decade of 1930, this situation had changed significantly. Parailel to the missionization 

which was transforming the Tobas' lives in their own villages, their labor migrations 



becarne deeper and deeper immersed into the orbit of San Martin del Tabacal. This 

plantation had already recmited the Tobas several times in the 1920s. From the 1930s on, 

and except for a few migrations to Ledesma in the early 1940s, most of their migrations 

focused on '%the ingenio San  arti in."" Consequently, the Tobas' current memory of 

kahogonaGd is deeply connected to the particular spatial configuration of Tabacal. 

<'The All-out S tmggle Against Nature and Men" 

The polo matches that the Leach brothers used to organize at La Esperanza, right 

near the sugar-cane fields. were not restricted to the Englishmen who directed the 

plantation. Young members of the aristocracy of the province of Salta also participated in 

these matches. Prominent among them was a young lawyer named Robustiano Patron 

Costas (Adoz 1966: 35). Born in Salta in 1878, Patron Costas would become one of the 

most important and active political figures of Salta and Argentina during the first half of 

the twentieth century. He would also become the cofounder and head of San Martin del 

Tabacal, one of the most powemil sugar plantations of Argentina, and aiso a central 

figure in the Tobas' current social memory. 

In 1908, Robustiano Patron Costas and his brother bought lands, then covered by 

jungle, in the area of Orin, on the Bermejo River. In the following years, in association 

with Pedro Mosoteguy, they continued purchasing lands in the area, and when the railway 

reached O r h  in 1916 they decided to start the cultivation of sugar cane (San Martin del 

Since 1927, the recruitrnent of indigenou laborers was supervised by the Comisih Honoraria de 
Reducciones de Indios, which was part of the Ministry of the Interior. fn 1931, San Martin del Tabacd 
received a formai "authorization" fiom the Cornision to remit the Tobas of Sombrero Negro (Beck 1994: 
182). However, these controis were rarely put into effect, and in the 1940s Ledesma and San Martin del 



Tabacal S.A 1946). In 1918, Patron Costas became the director of the collective society 

formed to mn the new ingenio, called from then on "San Martin del ~ a b a c a l . " ~ ~  One 

thousand men were then employed to clear the jungle in order to tum it into sugar-cane 

fields. The factory was installed and started miiling cane frorn the first harvest in July 

1920. Patron Costas (1966 [1934]: 57, rny translation) rernembered years later: 'The all- 

out struggle against nature and men had started." 

San Martin del Tabacal becarne soon a paradigrnatic symbol of the "progress" 

accomplished in the wilderness by a successful entrepreneur. The plantation was: ". . . the 

first trail of progress opened in the thick jungle of the Chaco saltefio, which in a few 

years would make the Biblical miracle of the prornised land" (Araoz 1966: 27, my 

translation). Unlike La ~ s ~ e r a n z a : ~  San Martin del Tabacal was an entirely Argentinean 

Company. Furthermore, due to the political ascendance of its administrator, it was the 

plantation most closely tied to the dynarnics of class struggle in the region and in 

Argentina as a whole. By the time he founded San Martin del Tabacal, Robustiano Patron 

Costas was already a prominent political figure; he was national senator for Salta and had 

previously occupied key positions in various provincial govemments of Salta, including 

that of governor between 1913-1916 (Luque Colombres 1991: 7 1-75). But it was in the 

1930s that he became more influential in the national political arena. In September 1930, 

a rnilitary coup overthrew the democraticallyelected govemment of Kipolito Yrigoyen 

and Patron Costas emerged as a staunch and leading supporter of the new regime. With 

Tabacai were competing to recruit the Tobas regardless which plantation had the appropriate "permit" 
(Leake 194 1). 
" A.H.S., Prorocolo del escriban0 ptiblico W. Urutrte. Salta, 19 de julio de 1918, fojas 469473, and 
Protocolo del escnbano prlblico Carlos Figueroa, Vol. 3. Salta 11 de agosto de 1934, fojas 601-603. 
74 in the following decades, however, La Esperanza would be purchased by Argentinean businessmen. 



the coup, the traditional land-owning elite recovered part of its old power, which had 

been threatened by the rising politicization of the working and rniddle-class. The sugar 

barons of northern Argentina were particularly hvored by the new de facto govemment. 

The world crisis had lowered the international pnce of sugar and the government 

protected the sugar industry by increasing the taxation on imported sugar (Rutledge 1987: 

187- 188). Thus, the plantations enjoyed a favorable context which allowed them to 

experience significant growth, especially after 1935 (cf. Bisio and Fomi 1976: 12). 

This expansion was led by San Martin del Tabacal, which had already grown 

considerably in the second half of the 1920s (Bisio and Forni 1976: 14- 15). In the 1930s, 

the political ascendance of Patr6n Costas strengthened the leading position of this 

plantation. He was elected senator for Salta in 193 1 and provisional president of the 

Senate in 1932 (positions for which he was reelected in 1937). In 1940, when president 

Oniz resigned due to hedth problems, Patron Costas became vice-president of Argentina. 

Moreover, in September 1942, Patron Costas became provisional presiden t w hi le 

president Castillo was absent on a trip (Luque Colombres 1991: 159-160). These 

processes had their close correlation in Salta. Following an old blend of inbreeding 

between the sugar industry and the regional political structure, Robustiano Patron Costas' 

brother (Luis Patron Costas, 1936- 1940) and then his son-in-law (Abraham Comejo, 

1940-1943) were elected govemors of Salta, usually through systematic electoral fraud 

(Rutledge 1987: 19 1; G6mez 1992: 7). 

W i t b  this ''favorable" political context, in the 1930s San Martin del Tabacal was 

the plantation with the highest growth rate in land surface planted with cane. Between 

1930-1940, it expanded from 4,805 to 7,616 hectares (Rutledge 1987: 189). In 1940, it 



produced 34% of al1 the sugar coming out of Salta and Jujuy, the highest share it ever 

reached (Bisio and Fomi 1976: 14). Due to this expansion, the administration looked for 

new sources of laborers, to be added to the Aborigines frorn the Chaco and the 

Chiriguanos. The indigenous peasantry of the highlands of Salta and Jujuy, an area 

known as the Puna, became a primary target of this new strategy of labor recruitment, 

based on the systematic purchase of old haciendas. These peasants used to pay rent to 

their hacendados in goods or cash, and from then on they were forced to pay it in the 

form of labor services at the harvest in San Martin del Tabacal (Rutledge 1987: 195, 198- 

199; Bisio and Fomi 1976: 25, 44-45). A similar situation occurred in a large estate 

located in the Calchaqui vaileys, in Salta, bought by Patron Costas in 1928 (Bisio and 

Fomi 1976: 40). In the 1930s, San Martin del Tabacai dso started recniiting 

impoverished peasants from the provinces of Catarnarca and to a lesser degree La Rioja, 

usually through a web of rural store keepers to whom the peasants were indebted (Solxi 

1937: 122-123; Rutledge 1987: 205-206). After the Chaco War (1932-1935), there was 

also an increase in the flow of Bolivian workers to the Argentinean plantations, 

foreshadowing the massive increase that was to take place in the 1940s and 1950s. 

In those days, Patron Costas was able to create -paradoxically- a powerful aura 

of benevolent paternalism over many of his workers. As a good conservative pauician, 

Patron Costas led the plantation on a personalized, "face-to-face" basis, and this had an 

important ideological and political effect among workers such as the Tobas (as we shall 

see). This aura of protectionism was an aura of power, nourished by the amdgamation 

between the fmt part of his composed last name, ''Patr6nY' (his father's sumarne), and his 

status as patron, as boss of the plantation. Moreover, this status as pot& gained in the 



eyes of the aborigenes more strength than his actual last name. As we shall see, for the 

Tobas his last narne was simply b%ostas," and "Patr6n" was the way people used to 

address him as boss. Because of this, they usually refer to him in Spanish as "el patron 

Costas," i.e. ''boss Costas." 

Nourishing this image of a powerful yet accessible and sensitive patrbn, Patron 

Costas used to emphasize in public his "concern" for the well-being of his workers. In 

1934, for instance, while addressing the president of Argentina at Tabacal, Patron Costas 

(1966 [1934]: 55, my translation) said that the worker "is a human force of inestimable 

value, which is necessary to consider with the love that our religion compels us to show 

to al1 our peers." The b'social sensitivity" of Patron Costas, however, was based on a 

politicai philosophy rooted in a firm belief in the infenority of the working class. He 

opposed universal suffrage because (he argued) the working people were "unprepared to 

vote" (Luque Colombres 199 1: 61, 217, cf. Patr6n Costas 1937: 3) and argued that the 

government of Yrigoyen (overthrown in 1930) "had destroyed al1 idea of a genuine 

hierarchy in the social and intellectual values, by the systematic elevation of those who 

are stupid and infenor" (Patron Costas 199 1 [1933]: 2 10,2 12). 

In the 1940s, however, the political situation favorable to Patron Costas becorne 

unstable. The conservative govemment niling the country since 1930 was unpopular and 

the rnilitary were increasingly hostile to the perspective of the fraudulent perpetuation of 

the regime in the elections planned for 1943. Patron Costas became the paramount 

symbol of the elitism of the regime, and the nationalist and the pro-allies members of the 

army alike strongly opposed him (Potash 198 1: 265). IR spite of this, in February 1943 the 

pro-govemment forces proclaimed the head of San Martin del Tabacal as the pre- 



candidate for president. Due to the well-oiled system of electoral fraud upon which the 

conservatives relied, this was almost equivalent to proclaiming that Patron Costas was 

going to be the next president of Argentina. 

Populist Winds 

On June 4, 1943, the same day that Patron Costas was to be proclaimed candidate, 

the military took over. A young lieutenant who participated in the coup and occupied an 

important position in the new govemment, argued that the "revolution" was made in 

order to "impede the fa11 of the govemment into the hands of the reactionary" and called 

Patron Costas "a big exploiter" (quoted by Luca de Tena, Calvo and Peicovich 1976: 34. 

my translation). This oEcer7s name was Juan Dorningo Peron, and the events of 1943 

represented the beginning of his rising political career. The military coup syrnbolized the 

end of a whole political era in Argentins, characterized by the rule of the land-owning 

aristocracy, and the beginning of a new one shaped by the rising of populisrn and the 

unionized working class; it also meant the abrupt end of Patron Costas' political career. 

With the ascent of a series of govemments hostile to his figure, Patron Costas retreated to 

Salta and devoted most of his time to running San Martin del Tabacal, which continued 

under his finn grip. 

The social and political changes brought by the new rnilitary govemment (1943- 

1946) and by the fmt governments of Per6n (1946-1955) had an important impact on San 

Martin del Tabacal. The estaturo del pebn, passed in 1943, arneliorated the working 

conditions in the San Francisco Valley, especially among the permanent factory and 

plantation workers, even though the estatuto had some points aimed at increasing labor 



control (Rutledge 1975: 1 12; 1987: 2 12-2 15). Also in 1943, the government abolished the 

payrnent of rent in labor services and as a result the direct control that San Martin del 

Tabacal exerted over the peasantry of the highlands came to an end. Most peasants, 

however, continued rnigrating to the sugar-cane harvest out of economic necessity 

(Rutledge 1987: 2 19-222; Bisio and Forni 1976: 26). 

After the expansion of the mid-1930s, the 1940s represented a period of economic 

crisis for the sugar industry, a cnsis which nonetheless started before the coup of 1943 

(Bisio and Fomi 1976: 15). In the decade 1940- 1950, San Martin del Tabacal decreased 

its participation in the regional production by 7%, and from then on Ledesma took the 

leading role arnong the sugar plantations of Salta and Jujuy (ibid.: 15). However, in spite 

of the new political climate in Argentina, the govemment of Per6n did not get to curb the 

power of the ingenio-owners (Rutledge 1975: 1 12). San Martin del Tabacal continued 

being one of the most powerful plantations of Argentina; in 1945 (two years after it 

became a limited liability company) it encompassed 45,202 hectares, of which 1 1,800 

were sugar cane fields, dwellings, and plantations of citms and Cotton. The rest, 33,400 

hectares, were covered by jungle and used for the sawmill and as a reserve for firewood 

for the factory. By then, it was the plantation with the highest daily production of refined 

sugar in the world (San Martin de Tabacal S.A. 1946: 12). 

The changing dynamic of class struggle in Argentina had an impact not only in the 

Pace of growth of San Martin del Tabacal but also in the composition of its Iabor force. 

With the advent of Peronisrn, the unions of the sugar plantations strengthened their power 

and launched strikes more frequently. The administrations responded by sending more 

labor recruiters to Boiivia in order to hire men without working permits and thus weaken 



the power of the unions. Consequently, the Bolivian workers soon becarne the bulk of the 

labor force employed during the harvest, especiaily after the military coup which 

overthrew Per6n in 1955 (Whiteford 1981: 22, 24-25; Rutledge 1987: 204). By the Iate 

1950s, the Bolivians formed more than 50 Z of the seasonal workers in San Martin del 

Tabacal (Bisio and Forni 1976: 49). 

The incorporation of new groups of workers brought an important change in the 

role played by the indigenous groups of the Chaco, among them the Tobas, in the 

productive dynamics of the plantation. Basically, since the 1930s the workers from the 

Chaco started to be replaced by Puneiios and Bolivians as cane-cutters, for the 

administration regarded the latter as more "efficient" and "productive" than the former. 

Even though the abongenes of the Chaco lost part of their share in the productive 

structure of Ledesma and La Esperanza, they continued rnigrating rnassively to San 

Martin del Tabacal. But the Tobas, Wichis, Nivaklés, Chorotes, and Pila& becarne a 

floating m a s  of unskilled workers employed in tasks complementary to the harvest. 

Medals and Silences 

In the bourgeois imagination, San Martin del Tabacal was the product of the skills 

and initiative of a class which had to struggle, as an English traveler who visited the 

plantation put it, against the "mentally inferior human element" which provided the 

plantation with its labor power (quoted by San Marti'n del Tabacai S.A. 1946: 13, my 

translation). Moreover, it was the product of a class which, according to an administrator 

of Ledesma, deserved "a gold medal" for the ''civilizing task" they were carrying out 

arnong "la indiada" (quoted by Lagos 1989: vü). It is not surprising then that for those 



directing the plantations, the tension opposing the bush and the plantations inverted the 

meanings embedded in the indigenous cultural practices. As part of ideological and 

cultural constructs which go back to the beginning of the twentieth century, the 

plantatians emerged for these actors as numiring places pouring light into the wilderness 

of the Chaco; as places of healing where the "wretched indiadas" were able to recover 

from the sufferings and wants of their life in the bush: 

The Matacos arrive here thin and tired, but after six or seven months, when the harvest is 
over .. . they return to the bottom of the Chaco inflated with sugar like bees (Huret 1988 
[19 1 11: 35, my translation). 

The civiliting and beneficial work of the factories reached the jungles of Chaco and 
Formosa and the east of Bolivia, whose wretched indiadas go to the factones of Jujuy 
every year dunng the harvest ... [Alfter a short penod of time, they recover from their 
corpod rnisery, returning to their homes with the necessary fortinide to sustain 
ihernselves until the following harvest (Schleh 192 1, quoted by Beck 1994: 179- 180. my 
translation). 

For those eyes which looked at the sugar-cane fields from the balconies of the 

factories or from cars supervising the Pace of work, the plantations were certainly a 

"promised land" with religious overtones, to which long lines of savages went in 

pilgrimage every year in search of their share in the benefits of capitalism. This 

construction was based on the silence and anonymity of the thousands of men, women, 

and children who every year left their sweat -and often their lives- in the sugar-cane 

fields. 



NINE: 
"IT SEEMED LIKE W .  LIVED IN THE INGENIO" 

1 always remember when the times of 
the ingenio. It seemed like we lived in 
the ingenio. 
Marcelho (1995) 

Whispers in the Dark 

In the silence of the night, at four in the moming in the winter, at three in the 

moming in the spring, the head foreman of the lote, the capatdz mayor, rang the bell. The 

assistant foremen started walking around the huts of the Tobas, screarning "jarriba, 

arriba!," "get up, get up!" It was utterly dark, and in the winter it was freezing cold. The 

Tobas sat around the fires which illuminated the interior of their huts al1 night long, 

sprinkling the lote with dozens of trembling lights. The warm mates passed from one 

hand to another. Sorne people, the most comrnitted "believers," prayed, almost 

whispering, for the well-being of their families, as the rnissionaries had taught them to do. 

Others shook their gourds, the poketd, and sang monotonous and wordless Song which 

filled up the air before the break of dawn. Later on, still in the dark, people left their huts 

and walked to the warehouse of the lote, where they gathered around the capai& rnayor. 

Under the light of lantems, the capatdz instmcted the Toba who acted as translater, the 

lenguarkz, on the different tasks of the day and decreed how many people were needed 

for each of them. The lenguardz then translated the directions to the rest of the men, 

wornen, and youngsten. Axes, shovels, hoes, pickaxes, machetes, and knives were then 

taken from the warehouse and distributed, according to the task of the day, to the 

members of the different work gangs. 



Before the break of dawn, led by other foremen called mayordomos, the different 

groups walked to their assigned places of work, taking their tools with them. Sometimes, 

they had to walk up to ten kilometers to get there. When the Sun emerged from the east, 

illuminating the imposing silhouette of the Andes, the men, women, and boys were 

already working, cutting trees, wood, weeds, or cane with tools in continuous movement. 

Another day at San Martin del Tabacal. 

The Journey to Kolici 

The waidomd (contractors) from Tabacal usually arrived at mision El Toba 

between March and Apnl, a time which depended on the changing demand for labor of 

the plantation.7s The anticipation of the migration provoked a great deal of anxiety and 

expectation among the Tobas. On Apnl 6, 1939, Alfred Métraux (1978: 73) witnessed 

the arriva1 of the moyordomos and wrote in his diary: 

This aftemoon the recruiters of Indians arrived. Great emotion in the village. In a few 
moments, there is a whole crowd around our house. These ctintratistas have a very 
"Chaco" look, with their guardn monte [leather chaps], their revolvers and their hats. They 
have descended all dong the Pilcomayo, letting the Indians know of the proximity of the 
harvest and telling them to get ready. The Indians seem to know them well for they corne 
to give them friendly greetings. The recruiters must have a good memory, for they cal1 
hem by their narnes and mat them with farniliarity. 

The arrivai of the waidomk was usually followed by a negotiation with the Toba 

capiranes, the leaders which mediated the relationship with the ingenio, regarding the 

rationing and the type and amount of goods to be distributed in advance. The promises of 

the muyordomos sometimes helped people forget previous experîences of exploitation 

'' Hence, the Tobas sometimes were recniited as early as in February and as late as in June. 



and mistreatment. In 1938, for instance, the Tobas had decided not to go to the sugar-cane 

harvest due to the bad experiences of the previous year, "but the promise of money in 

advance, new clothes, and good food on the joumey made them think again.. ." (Tebboth 

1938b: 1 13, see also 1943: 36). The nurnber of people who rnigrated varied every year, 

and depended on the experience of the previous season, the demand for laborers, and the 

abundance of natural resources in their home temtories. The missionaries' reports reflect 

that usually between half and three-quarters of the total Toba population left for the 

plantations. In the village at the mission, for instance, 300 people rnigrated in 1936 and 

1937, out of a population of about 500 (0. Leake 1936: 126; Leake 1937: 127- 128). in 

1950, when the population of the mission was 700, about 500 people ieft? As a result, 

the mission and the rest of the villages were usually left semi-deserted. Men, women and 

children participated in the joumey; "they don't take any belongings except perhaps 

blûnkets" (Tebboth 1989 [1938- 19461: 32-33). 

In December 1930, the railway between Embarcacion (Salta) and Formosa was 

inaugurated and Ingeniero Juhez was founded as a railway station. 70 kilometers 

southwest of Sombrero Negro. Ingeniero Jutirez soon grew considerably due to the 

commerce mobilized by the Chaco War and became a necessary stop on the way to "the 

mountains." As a result, the trip to the San Francisco Valley was no longer made al1 the 

way down on foot. Angélica told me about the joumeys from Sombrero Negro to 

Ingeniero Juirez: '"Two days. Two days waiking. And two nights. But people went slowly 

. . . The capitin never separated fiom the people. He went always in front . . . He was the 

76 A.H.F. Expedientes Judiciaies: Cajas Aborigenes; Causa: Huno reiterado. contra el inddigena 
"Caradura, " denuncia de Don Guillermo Alfieab Leake ( foja I y I vta.). 



one who looked after the people the most." During the joumey, people were fed with beef 

and packaged food that the mayordomos bought from local merchants. Once in Ingeniero 

Juhez, they boarded the train which took them to Embarcacih, on the Bermejo River. at 

the mouth of the San Francisco Valley. At Pichanal, across the Bermejo, the Tobas got 

into another train; within minutes, they were in San Martin del Tabacal (see map 3). 

Usually in the station of Tabacal, some other times in O r h ,  they boarded the 

small Decauville trains which took them to the lote (lot) assigned to them: the units of 

agricultural management and residence of the plantation and named after femaie relatives 

of Robustiano Patron Costas: "Delia," "Maria Luisa." "Maria Angélica," "Josefina," 

"Magdalena," "Mercedes," among others? The lote assigned to them was usually 

different every year, and people could be relocated during the same season. Sometimes 

the administration split the Tobas in various groups and sent them to different lotes. In the 

Lote, the Tobas -1ike the rest of the aborigenes of the C h a c e  had to build huts 

themselves with whatever materials were at hand: cane leaves and boughs. Sorne people 

bought canvas tents from the administration, which they used inside their huts as the only 

protection from min. 

From their lote, the Tobas could see, to the north, across the road and railway line 

connecting Pichanal with Orh ,  the low forested hills which surrounded part of the town 

of Tabacal, where the factory was; to the east and south, the open, wide extensions of the 

valley; to the West, the roclq rnountain range of O r h  and San Andrés, which seemed to 

absorb the semantic density of the ingenio. In those days, most of the lands of the 

n The lotes were grouped into coloniai (colonies) oamed after letten of the alphabet (Bosio and Forni 1976: 
49; cf. Karasik 1987: 7). 



plantation were densely forested, something which enhanced the multiple dangers the 

Tobas associated with the mountains, as we shall see. The fear of these dangers was an 

indissoluble component of the experiences 1 will analyze in this chapter: the labor 

practices, foms of payment, living conditions, and overdl fields of power which shaped 

the Tobas' experience of the plantation. 

Aside from the term kahogonaGd, which applies in a broad sense to al1 the 

plantations of the valley, the Tobas cal1 San Martin del Tabacal kolid, "tobacco fields." It 

was because of the tobacco fields of the area, tabacal in Spanish, that the site of the 

factor). was narned "Tabacai" and the plantation called "San Martin del Tabacal." 

Mariano remembered that when they began going there "there was little cane planted, and 

a lot of tobacco." The Cuba scholar Fernando Ortiz would have probably found 

remarkable the fact that a sugar plantation was named after the plant of tobacco. For Ortiz 

sugar and tobacco are cornmodities that are defined in sharp opposition to each other at 

multiple economic, cultural, and social levels: one of them being the different type of 

productive units they are associated with: large-scale plantations in the former, small or 

rnid-size farms in the latter (Ortiz 1983 [1940]: 2 6 - ~ 9 ) . ~ ~  In the area, the tobacco fields 

were gradually replaced by sugar-cane fields run by large capital. San Martin dei Tabacal, 

however, maintained a hidden contradiction between its name and its size, social 

structure, and the comrnodity it produced. This is a subtle and unnoticed tension which 

Oniz's analyns certainiy has to be taken in relation to the panicular context of the history of Cuba- 
However, his conclusions have broder implication for a cultural history of commodities. My brief reference 
to the opposition between sugar and tobacco certainly does not do justice to the richness and complexity of 
OrWs analysis, which combines botany, history, production, consumption, culture, and politics in a 
remarkable exercise of dialecticai thinking. 



nevertheless suited the mani foid social, econornic, and ethnic contradictions shap i ng the 

experiences of those who worked in the cane-fields. 

<They Were Worth a Lot, Not Like Us" 

The laborers at San Martin del Tabacal forrned a very heterogeneous mosaic or 

groups. In 1962, for instance, the plantation employed 8,345 people: 2,214 permanent 

workers in the factory and the fields, mostly Criollos and Chiriguanos, and 6,13 1 seasonal 

worken, most of whom were field workers: Bolivians, "Coyas," Criollos, and aborigenes 

from the Chaco (Bisio and Fomi 1976: 18). The plantations reinforced this heterogeneity 

of groups by a systematic policy of hierarchical segmentation of the labor force dong 

"ethnic" lines, through which each group was assigned a different set of tasks and paid 

different wages. In this regard, the plantations created a particular "ethnic" landscape as 

part of a historical processes of confrontation, in which stnicturally dissimilar groupings 

were asyrnmetricall y incorporated into a single politicai economy (cf. Bourgeois 1 988: 

328-329; cf. Comaroff and Comaroff 1992: 54, 50). The Tobas internalized much of this 

ethnic segmentation. For them, this hierarchy became somewhat natural and expressed 

the objective features of the various groups of workers, most notably the "higher value" 

of those which were not aborfgenes. As a result, the Tobas incorporated a sort of 

"inferiority cornplex" with regards to other groups of workers located on top of them in 

the iabor hierarchy. 

This attitude involves, firstly, the permanent Cnollo workers. who were clearly at 

the top of the rank of manual workers: bbexcellent workers" according to an inspector of 

the Department of Labor (Vidal 1914: 15). The Criollos came to the plantations from the 



provinces of Salta, Jujuy, and Santiago del Estero, gained the highest wages among the 

manual workers, and were provided with housing by the administration (cf. Vidal 19 14: 

15-16). However, the Tobas had little interaction with hem, and saw them as a very 

distant group of workers. 

The Chiriguanos or "Chaguancos" occupied the highest status among the 

indigenous workers. The administration considered hem to be the "most civilized," even 

the "kings" or the "aristocrats" arnong the "Indians" (Bidet-Massé 1973 [1904]: 95; 

Vidal 1914: 17). They came from southem Bolivia (usually by themselves) and many 

settled in the San Francisco Valley, either for several years or permanently. They were 

provided with basic housing and earned salaries only slightfy lower than the Criollos 

(Bidet-Massé 1973 [1904]: 95-96; Vidal 1914: 17-19; Zavalia 1915: 13). In San Martin 

del Tabacal, they worked as permanent laborers in the fields (as personnel in charge of 

irrigation, tractor drivers, etc.) and also as hacheros, wood-cutters who provided the fuel 

for the factory. Since the Tobas also worked in the fields, they interacted with the 

Chiriguanos quite ofien, but without reaching the degree of intirnacy they had with other 

groups of the Chaco Iike the Wichis or Chorotes. The Tobas usually regard the 

"Chaguancos" as important workers who were always well informed about what was 

going on in the plantation, and who since they were paisanos like themselves, often 

wamed them on the dangers lurking in the plantation and the factory. 

The Bolivians, the Toyas," and the Cnollos from Catarnarca were the cane- 

cutters, the most important source of seasonal labor in the fields. Even though they were 

well above the Aborigines of the Chaco in the hierarchy of the administration, they were 

not as highly regarded as  the permanent Criollos and Chinguanos. By the 1950s, the 



Bolivians were the most important group of cane-cutters in San Martin del Tabacal, were 

paid by piece-work, and were also provided with housing. They rnaintained a certain 

distance from the unionized Cnollo workers and the administration saw them as good and 

relatively docile laborers (Whiteford 198 1: 65-67). The "Coyas" -the peasants from the 

forested Andean slopes (yungas) and the Argentinean Puna- and the impoverished 

Cnollo peasants from Catamarca (catamarquefios) and the Calchaqui valleys (Salta) had 

wages and housing provisions sirnilar to those of the Bolivians. 

The group of workers with which the Tobas contrast their situation most often are 

the cane-cutters, "los peladores de caiia" (or "cortadores de caM"), a category which 

they usually associate with the Bolivians. This contrast was particularly apparent for the 

Tobris: the cane-cutters were seasonal field workers like themselves but who, unlike 

them, received housing and enjoyed (in their eyes) "high wages." Along these lines, when 

people talked to me about the "peladores de cana," they always referred to them as 

important people for whom they professed a respectful admiration. Mariano, for instance, 

told me: 

The Bolivian is pelador de coiin. He worked the most, a lot. at night. the whole day . . . The 
Bolivians were paid pur tanto [by piece-work]. They were worth a lot, not like us. The 
rnissionary used to tell us: "You're like people under age (menores)." We didn't cut cane, 
because the cane is very costly. 

As part of this contrast, many Tobas emphasize that the Bolivians were "rich," had 

"nice houses," "had document0 (ID.)," "knew how to read," "knew how to go on strike." 

In the mid-1990s, as the best "proof' of the wealth accumulated by the peladores de 

cana, several Tobas pointed to the fact that former Bolivîan workers at San Martin del 



Tabacal had settled as merchants in Ingeniero Jutirez. Horacio told me, also emphasizing 

a self-blame 1 will retum to in other chapters: 

Look at me Solivians, how well they're in the wealth ... [They] have a store . . . stores 
everywhere ... But since we're indios, we don't know how to administer the money. And 
we gave it to those who didn't go to the ingenio: 'Take it, go and spend it. go and spend 
it" ... 1 should have thought about keeping it in the bank instead. I've already woken up, 
but it's too late [iaughs]. There isn't work anymore. 

The lowest end, in terms of wages and working conditions, of this segmented 

ethnic landscape was occupied by los aboBgenes, a term which in northern Argentina is 

restricted to the indigenous groups of the Chaco and often excludes the indigenous 

peasantry of the highlands or the Chiriguanos. The ethnic segmentation created by the 

plantations, in itself a reformulation of oId ethnic hierarchies, certainly reinforced the 

distinctive identity of the Tobas as abongenes. In the 1930s and 1940s, as we have seen, 

the aborigenes had become a floating mass of unskilled laborers who were paid not by 

piecework but by a system of tareas ("tasks"), had to live in huts built by themselves, and 

lacked any social benefits. The aborcgenes, however, were at the sarne time a very 

heterogeneous set of peoples, with different languages and cultural and histoncal 

backgrounds: Tobas, Wichis, Chorotes, Nivaklés, and Pilagis, which also had interna1 

sub-groupings within them. And the administration manipulated this heterogeneity as 

well. Even though all abongenes received similar wages, following an ideology which is 

centuries 016 the administration regarded the "Matacos" -the derogatory term used to 

refer to the Wichis- as  the paradigrn of savagery and hence as the les t  "productive" 

group of workers. By contrast, the administration usually saw the Tobas as "cleaner," 



"more civilized," and better workers than the former -but still not as good as the 

Chiriguanos (cf. Bidet-Massé 1 973 [ 19041: 95). 

Prior to the experience of wage labor, the Tobas had their own feeling of pride and 

superiority vis-à-vis the Wichis, whom they often fought and defeated. The experience of 

the plantation reinforced and gave new meanings to this old "pride" and "arrogance" - 

especially when the Tobas felt that, far the administration, they were less important than 

other groups of workers. As part of this attitude, today it is very common to hear the 

Tobas refer to the Wichis with the condescending term "mataquitos," "little Matacos ." 

Expressing a recurrent view, in 1992 Maiano told me that when the administration 

needed abongenes to cut cane, they used to cal1 the Tobas rather than the Wichis: 'The 

Wichis" -he told me with pride- "were weaker than us." 

Tareas, Capitanes, Indios, Chinas, and Osacos 

When the Tobas talk about the labor they performed in Tabacal, they often express 

that one of their major concems was to be able to finish the tarea, the "task," assigned to 

them at dawn. The tarea was the basic system through the administration organized and 

paid the labor of the abongenes. It was afied quota of labor which had to be fulfilled by 

the workers in order to tarjar, in other words to receive from the tajador their daily 

ration (50 % of the daily payment), and a mark in their individual file that would credit 

the rest (the other 50 8) for the fmal payment in the arreglo grande. If a worker was 

unable to finish the work load of the tareu, he or she would simply get no payment, no 

matter how much work he or she might have completed, something that happened 

frequently (cf. Zavalia 1915: 40; Niklison 1989 [1917]: 86-87). This system was a sui 



generis form of payment which was neither flexible (like piece-work) nor fixed (like 

payment by the day); it was a highly exploitative one which forced the worker to keep a 

steady Pace of work (sirnilar to that of piece-work) but which, at the same time, provided 

a reward not proportional to the work done (as in payment by the day).79 Moreover, 

unlike piece-work and payrnent by the day, by leaving "inefficient" workers without any 

payment, the system of tareas had often the unique feature of extracting surplus value for 

free, 

The Tobas had to hilfill in a day some of the following tareas, with a work Ioad 

which could be different in different seasons: for instance, cutting down three trees, 

chopping and piling up five meters of firewood, planting five furrows (100 meters long) 

with cane, and so on. Even though some men remember with pride that they asked to be 

assigned two tareas per day (for instance, cutting down six trees instead of three) in order 

to receive double payment ("doble tarja"), people usually point to the high level of 

pressure imposed on them by this system. Esteban, a man in his mid-thirties, told me: 

"My father says that he suffered a lot. Those who didn't get the tarea, they weren't paid. 

Then, they just had to finish the tarea." Facing this pressure to finish, some men pierced 

their flesh with sharp ended bones (kana, "needle," which they always took with them to 

the plantation) from animals known for their strength (especially a species of wild pig 

know as ucikae) in order to absorb it. Besides, relatives usually helped each other when 

sornebody had problems finishing their tarea. Horacio told me: "If you had a family, you 

Because of its NO-fold character. this f om of organization of labor has brought some conhision in the 
andyses of the fonns of payment received by the Aborigines of the Chaco in the sugar plantations of Salta 
and Jujuy. Thus, some authors have argued that the systern of tarea was by 'piece-work" (Vidal 19 14: 9; 
Muir 1947: 235; Conti, de Lagos, and Lagos 1988: 22; Gordillo 1995b: 111) and others that it was by "a 
fixed salary" (Beck 1994: 167). It was both systems and neither of them at the same time. 



could get help. For instance, back then 1 was Young, seventeen years-old. My uncles were 

there. When they saw that 1 was tired, they were ready, so they al1 came. Then 1 was able 

to rest, earlier than hem." 

The amount of payment the Toba workers received per tarea depended on the 

"category" to which they belonged. The aborigenes of the Chaco were divided in 

different categories according to their political role, their gender, and their age - 

something which created a further hierarchy in the iabor force." In San Martin del 

Tabacal, these categories were: 1) capithn ("captain," or leading headman); 2) lenguarciz 

(translater); 3) indio (adult male); 4) china (adult fernale); and 5) osncos (boys up to 

fifteen years old). The highest wages were earned by the capitanes and lenguaraces, even 

though they did not work as hard as the rest (cf. Unsain 1914: 86). Ordinary adult men 

usuaily made between haif and two-thirds of those wages. Women and osacos usually 

received, respectively, two-thirds and one third of the wages paid to adult men." Those 

who fulfilled al1 their tareas ("tarja completa ") received extra "incentives": weekly and 

rnonthly bonuses in cash and pieces of clothing ("prendas") to be deducted at the arregio 

According to Tom&, Patr6n Costas distrîbuted clothing because "he said that 

people shouldn't be naked, so that they donPt Say over there that Patron Costas doesn't 

pay to the people." 

" This type of segmentation can be traced in the San Francisco Valiey back to the late eighteenth century 
(Gullon Abao 1993: 3 16- 17.337-338). 

In the 1910s the salaries of women were higher in relative terms. and therefore closer to that of men. In La 
Esperanza, for instance, whereas men were paid 1.15 pesos a day, women received 1 .ûû a day, and asacos 
0.50 (Zavalia 1914: 52; for similar relative differences see Vidal 1914: 8; Unsain 1914: 86-87; Conti, de 
Lagos and Lagos 1988: 24; Lagos 1995: 136). Decades later, according to Horacio, in San Martin del 
Tabacal at one point men made 2.95 pesos per tarea, women 1.95, and osacos just 0.70. 

Men with raja completa received four prendas of their choice (e-g. pants, shins, shoes, etc.) whereas 
women in a same situation received just two. The capitanes and lenguaraces dways received four prendas. 



At the beginning of the twentieth century, the administrations of the plantations 

justified this hierarchy on the "customs" and "social organization" of the "tribes" (Unsain 

19 14: 86; NiHison 1989 [ N  171: 57). Even though this system had some resonance with 

the relations of leadership and gender of the Tobas' social organization, as 1 will discuss 

below, it was above al1 a policy which suited particularly well the interests of the 

administration: by gaining the allegiance of the indigenous leaders and overexploiting 

over half of the work force, women and youngsters. As they remember this hierarchy in 

the 1990s, most Tobas do not seem to question the higher wages to capitanes and 

lenguaraces. They look at it as part of the important responsibilities held by these figures, 

but also as part of the taken-for-granted state of affairs which dominated life in the 

plantation. Regarding the wage inequalities dong gender lines, there is not a similar 

consensus. When asked about it, men usually Say the situation was certainly "unfair" to 

their women. However, when they refer to the abuses which took place at the plantation 

very few mention the low wages of their wives. Women, by contrat, are usually open in 

their grievances against this wage differentiation. Angélica told me: "We [women] also 

asked for a raise, because the work was very heavy ... Because this salary they gave us 

wasn't enough for anything . . . They paid a pittance. Instead of making [some money] . . . 

they only gave us half a salary. It can't be that way." 

Wage labor, however, was for women a contradictory experience. They received 

lower wages because of their gender, but at the same t h e  they were able to make some 

money independently of their husbands. I asked Marcelina, a woman in her late fifties, 

"Did you like the ingenio?" Her husband, Emiliano, was sitthg near us, and while she 

answered he nodded several times as sign of approval: 



Yes, I liked it, before, because Paabn Costas gave work to us. We, women, gained on our 
own. We bought something. We bought what we needed. Patron Costas paid to us, because 
we Iike to work. We are women, but Patron Costas gave us work. So, we made Our own 
money, separate. Now, not anymore, only men [get paid] . . . 1 liked the ingenio because we 
[women] worked, and my salary was separate fiom men. Not anymore . .. Now, men give 
us food only when they've been paid. For instance, we eat tortilla only when he gets credit 
from the store. 

The hierarchy which dominated decades of the Tobas' labor experience shaped 

and reformulated aspects of the dynamics of leadership and gender of their previous 

social organization. During the first decades at Tabacal, some capitunes were haliaganék, 

headmen who were powemil pioGondq and who had been warriors in their youth. 

Capitdn Moreno, for instance, who passed away in the 1980s, is today remembered as 

one of their most powerfbl pioGondq ever. These first generations of capitanes, however, 

knew very little Spanish. Hence, their power was strongly mediated by a new and key 

figure which was a direct product of the experience of wage labor: the lenguark or 

translater. It was through the latter that the foremen gave work directions, the capitanes 

channeled grievances to the administration, and people were paid in the arreglo grande. 

The key role played by these men came to the fore when a new generation of capitanes 

emerged in the 1960s. The latter were no longer pioGondq, but instead men who spoke 

fluent Spanish and had skills at negotiating with the CriolIos and the administration 

(Mendoza and Gordillo 1989; Mendoza 1998). 

According to reports wrinen between the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century, among the groups of the Pilcomayo women played an active and respected role 

in public affairs and were very rarely mistreated, but had to bear a rnuch heavier work 

load than men (Nordenskiold 1912: 80, 82; Karsten 1970 119231: 20; Niklison 1990 



[1916]: 59). The valorization of male work over female work in the plantations, through a 

hierarchical commoditization of labor that was (and is) absent within the household, 

seems to have strengthen these previous, although subtle, foms of male domination; and 

by doing so, it created an arena of contention which follows a clear gender divide, to 

which I will refer in a section below. 

Working at Tabacal 

The labor of rhe Tobas was supervised b] iell organized hierarchy of employees 

assigned to their lote. The highest authority was the lotero (with assistants called 

contmdores). Diego told me about the lotero: "He was the one who ordered the most, the 

biggest. He always walked around to see the work." The staff in the lote also included the 

capatdz mayor (head foreman) and the capataces ayudantes (his assis tan ts), the 

mayordomos (in charge of taking the people to their work sites and controlling their work, 

not to be confounded with the contractors of the same name) and the tarjadores (in 

charge of marking completed work and rations in the workers' files). The capai& rnayor 

was the one who assigned the tasks to the Tobas every day before dawn. Tom& descnbed 

to me those early meetings with him: 

The capark was there, and said: "30 people to cut cane, ody with rnachete; 20, 25 with 
shovel and pickax to make a channel two meters wide, one meter and 20 centimeters deep; 
50 women with machete ody, to clear the bush from weeds. Another gang of women: 60 
women with knife to plant cane." That was the work. 

The tasks assigned to men and women changed throughout the year, according to 

the changing needs of the administration and the different stages of the harvest. The tasks 



assigned to women were various. Weeding the fields was an important female task, to the 

point that today most adult wornen are very skillful at weeding their own fields. In August 

1997, 1 was in one of the gardening campsites the Tobas settïe cn the Pilcomayo 

marshlands. It was close to sunset, and while I was chatting with Marcelino 1 noticed that 

Valeria, his wife, continued working in the field, tirelessly weeding the soi1 with a hoe. t 

pointed to her and told him: "a hard-worker, Valeria." He immediately replied: "Of 

course, because of the ingenio. There, women leamt to work well." 1 was still thinking 

about the answer, especially about its gender overtones, when Emiliano came to visit and 

joined us. 1 was struck when, talking again about the weeding skills of Valeria, Emiliano 

made exactly the sarne casual comment: "Of course, because of the ingenio." 

Doing clearings (usually upon their mival at Tabacal) was a task in which women 

and men cornplemented each other's work: women went first in order to clear wesds and 

shmbs with machetes, and then men carne to cut down large trees. Planting cane was 

another important female activity: it required cutting cane into shorter pieces with a large 

knife, taking them to the furrow, and planting them parallel to the hinow. The final stage. 

covering the cane using a shovel, was usually a task in charge of their husbands, but 

sometimes women did it themselves with hoes. Women also cleared imgation channels, a 

task which sornetimes they did together with men. In the 1960s, the administration of San 

Martin del Tabacal introduced the burning of fields in order to get rid of the cane leaves 

(cogollo) and Save labor costs. The Toba women were then employed to gather the bumt 

cogollos and throw them away. 

While carrying out these tasks, a recumnt concem for women were their babies 

and little children. Sometimes, women left them in the campsite of the lote under the care 



of their older children. But they usually had to take them with them to the work site. 

Daniela, a woman in her late fifties told me: "The kids sometimes cried and 1 couldn't 

work." Angélica, who has about the same age, said to me: 

We were suffering so much, the women, before, when we had two kids like this [she 
pointed to her two year old granddaughter playing near us], or when we had another one 
who was srnaller. We had to take the older in Our backs, and the s d l e r  in front. And on 
top of that, the tools. Did you work like that? We did. With a kid in your back and anolher 
in front? Yes ... The srnallest, it was very complicated because 1 had to breast feed him. 1 
had to have hirn well wrapped. 1 had to keep hirn right hem, well tied up so that he fell 
asleep ... But with kids like this [she pointed to her grand daughter], you could leave them 
playing around there. That's why we also had to take something to eat there. At least some 
bread. because, well, that's the way it was when we were there. We suffered a lot. A lot of 
suffering. 

Men, for their part, also had to perform varied tasks. One of the most important 

ones was to clear the jungle surrounding the cane-fields, especially dunng the first 

decades of expansion of San Martin del Tabacal. Men cut d o m  the biggest trees after 

their wornen had cleared the lower vegetation. Mariano, who often enjoyed rernernbering 

the "hard work" he was able to carry out at the ingenio, told me: 

1 cut trees. There were trees which were big, and othen which were small. Three trees per 
tarea. 1 cut t h e  trees d o m  and my tarea was over . . . Some had big trees . . . But that was 
a big monte. We were cutting it dom, big monte. Al1 type of people, Wichi people, 
Nivaklé people, also Chorote, and us as weii. Al1 of us. Pilagis as well. And it was 
dangerous, when ai l  the trees were falling dom. Some died. caught. Because when they 
fell, one tree was faliîng over there, another tree was one falling over there . . . 

Another important male activity was to chop wood to be used as fuel for the 

factory (and also for the Decauville trains which took the cane to the mills). Men also dug 

channels for irrigation and furrows for cane-planting. On some occasions, they covered 

with soi1 the cane just planted by their wives. Many tirnes they were also in charge of 



weeding. On an irregular basis, groups of men were sent to the factory, which the Tobas 

cd1 viy6, literally "mortar," for as Mariano put it: "the factory was as if they were 

pounding sugar, like when we pound algarroba, with a viyb." There, they did 12 hour 

shifts and carried out various unskilled tasks: cleaning up, sealing sugar-bags, pilling 

them up, and so on. 

The Tobas, men and women, were occasionally employed as cane-cutters as well: 

men cutting and peeling the cane and women taking it and Ioading it into the zorras 

(small cargo cars) of the Decauville train. However, the Tobas were called out to cut cane 

only when the cane-cutters went on strike or when at the end of the season there was a 

delay in the Pace of harvest ("atrasaba la cosecha"), a situation in which the 

administration needed ail available "brazos" cutting cane. 

People usually finished their tarea around noon, but that depended on each one's 

ability and strength and on the type of tarea. The foremen (usually the mayordomos) 

reviewed the work and gave the people a boleto (ticket), with which the Tobas went to 

see the tarjndor. The latter made a mark in their planillas (their individual work files) and 

gave them a ration in cash, half of what they made per tarea. Then, people went to buy 

food from the tachera: a Criollo woman who cooked for the workers of the lote every 

day. They received almost always the same food: corn meal with a few vegetables and (if 

lucky) a cheap cut of meat -a diet which seems to have been the same on the plantations 

for decades (cf. Unsain 1914: 52). As Javier, a man in his early sixties who is a nurse and 

a committed Anglican, told me: "They gave us that al1 year-round. We didn't know there 

was rice, or pasta, or anything. We oniy knew maiz pelado (corn meal)." 



Since the Tobas had ken working since dam,  in the aftemoon they usually 

rested, but that depended on the needs of the administration (and therefore sometimes 

they worked as well, especially at the end of the harvest). After lunch, some people rested 

in the tolderfa, drinking mate and chatting. Others went in groups to the cane fields to 

chew cane (a practiced banned by the administration). Some women washed clothing. 

The Tobas usually did not go out of the lote alone and parents always kept a watchful 

eyes on their children, for there were many dangers lurking in the plantation. As the 

sunset approached, young men started preparing themselves for the nomi, the collective 

round-dancing they performed every evening together with Wichis, Chorotes, Nivaklés, 

and Pilagh. When the Sun sank behind the rnountains and night covered the cane-fields, a 

monotonous, rhythrnic collective singing emerged from their lotes, as men danced in a 

large circle holding each other's waists and young women surrounded them from behind 

and chose the man they wanted to sleep with. The end of another day at San Martin del 

Tabacal. 

'Tt Seemed That We Lived There" 

When the Tobas remember their expenences in San Martin del Tabacd, they 

usually point to the extended period of time they spent there. As Mariano told me: "It 

seemed that we lived there. When we came back here, we stayed only for two months." 

Even though the sugar cane harvest lasts from five to six months (from June to 

November-December), the Tobas were usually recruited a few months before the harvest 

to be employed in other activities. The years when the Tobas were recruited in February, 

they ended up staying in the plantation fiom nine to ten months. 



People remember that they had to spend those long months living in appalling 

conditions. Several people told me that the huts they had to live in looked like "bird 

nests," and emphasized that they provided no protection whrtsoever from cold and min. 

According to Segundo: "We had like nests. They weren't like a house, simply straw put 

together on top ... most filthy. That's why lice came out of the dirt." In those huts, fleas 

and lice made living conditions hard to bear. Diego told me: "It wasn't possible to sleep. 

You had to go to bed totally naked. If 1 didn't take my shirt off, the next day I had blood." 

In 1936, an inspector from the Ministry of Interior wrote that San Martin del 

Tabacal was the plantation where the aborigenes lived in the most dreadfbl conditions 

(Pardal 1936: 56). However, administrators, labor inspecton, and anthropologists have 

desctibed the campsites in the sugar plantations (usually referred as huetes) as a 

reproduction of the "traditional" indigenous huts in the Chaco (cf. Niklison 1989 [ 19 171: 

69; Pagés Larraya 1982 Vol. ICI: 51). This analogy, aside from being superficial, was 

particularly suitable to the interest of the plantation administration, which in this way 

made huge savings in housing costs (cf. Unsain 1914: 46; Vidal 1914: 13; Niklison 1989 

[1990]: 88).83 When building their folderias in the lote, the abon'genes certainly relied on 

the techniques they used at home to erect basic dwellings. However, the marerials 

employed (mostly cane leaves), the weather (more rainy), and the living conditions (little 

space, overcrowded huts, appalling sanitary conditions) were very far from being those of 

the Chaco. Besides, by the time the Tobas were rnigrating to San Martin del Tabacal on a 

" In a book published in 1946 by San Madn del Tabacal. one can read in the caption of a picture of a 
quaint Chiriguano rancho that the workers coming fkom the Chaco "build their own houses and live in 
complete independence accordiig their own uses and customs. Thus, they are comfortable and happy ..." 
(San Martin del Tabacal S A  1946: 19). Expressing a similar sensitivity for "culturaI reIativisrn," an 



regular basis, they had already replaced in their villages the oval huts with the solid type 

of ranch used by the Criollo setaers (a square roof made with a mixture of straw, sticks, 

and adobe, supported by solid poles fixed to the ground, and walls of straw and adobe). 

In the lotes, the only drinking water available was that of the imgation channels. 

Some people told me that the water "was nice," but noted that sometimes it had "soap 

foam." Before the advent of the govemment of Perh in 1946, there was almost no type 

of health assistance to the seasonai workea. Even after 1946, the clinics were totally 

insuficient to deal with the large number of workers employed. An author reported in 

1962 that the hospital at San Martin del Tabacal had 35 beds, four doctors, and one 

ambulance to cover 6,000 seasonal workers (Shapiro 1962: 243; cf. Bisio and Fomi 1976: 

18). Javier, who was trained as a nurse by the Anglican missionaries in the late 1960s and 

then began working at San Martin del Tabacal, once told me: 'Then, we didn't use the 

hospital of the ingenio and from the hospital they didn't visit the people either." 

According to Mariano: 'They didn't take us to the hospital. It seems that the hospital 

asked for documenta ... We didn't have documento. Only the pioGoniq healed." The 

plantations, including Tabacal, usually preferred to resort to massive and cheap 

"preventive" health measures, Wre applying vaccinations to the aborigenes upon their 

arriva1 and spraying their huts, and their bodies, with DDT. In the Tobas' memory, the 

amount of disease, epidemics, and death in the lotes reached dreadful proportions, and the 

imagery of death became central aspect of their experience at San Martin del Tabacal, as 

we shall see. 

advocate of the sugar industry argued that "it rnakes no sense to offer the Indian kom the Chaco a house and 
a roof, under which, he will probably feel asphyxiated ..." (quoted by Beck 1994: 170). 



While living in these conditions, and aside from dancing in the evenings, the 

Tobas used their free tirne in various activities. When they were in a lote located close to 

the town of Tabacal, on weekends sorne went to see rnovies projected by administration 

(free of charge) on a large screen near the facto~y.'~ On Sundays, men played soccer 

games and sorne people, as we shall see, watched in awe the tricks of the "magicians" 

who used to visit the lotes. When the Tobas were on lotes located not far from the rivers 

of the area, men usually went to fish with nylon fishing lines. Occasionaily, some men 

went out to the jungle surrounding the cane fields to gather honey or hunt. However, this 

practice was relatively rare, for the Tobas feued those imposing tropical forests which 

descended from the mountains: they were full of unknown dangerous animais and 

potentially deadly "devils." Besides, for some people the sole idea of foraging in the 

plantation was a contradiction in terms. The ingenio was about "trabajo" (work) not 

about bbmarisca" (foraging). Segundo, for instance, found my question "did you go to 

mariscor in the hgenio?" totally out of place. He told me: "No, no. How are we going to 

mariscar if we were busy with trabajo? Al1 day, from night to day. We didn't rest." Still. 

people rnissed "bush food," especially fish. Aside from fishing in nearby streams, many 

purchased fish from itinerant merchants who entered into the lotes. And those who came 

to visit from the Pilcomayo usually brought packages with dried-up fish. On their way 

back home, these visitors took with them letters and remittances of cash and clothing. 

Letters and rernittances were also mailed by post or taken by the missionaries who paid 

brief visits to them. 

This practice goes back to the beginnùig of the century. and was carried out '70 morally educate the 
peop te" and prevent the consumption of alcohoi (Zavaüa 19 15: 8). 



When the end of the harvest approached, people became more impatient about 

going back home and longed for "bush food." By then, the harvest entered into its final 

stage and the pace of work in the plantation increased. Usually around mid-November, 

sometimes a bit later, the harvest carne to an end. It was time for the event al1 the Tobas 

had been waiting for: el arreglo grande, the final payment of the part of their salaries 

which the administration had retained during all those rnonths. 

El Arreglo: "Happiness Among al1 the People'' 

1 believe that 1 only truly "understood" the fascination but also the confusion the 

Tobas might have felt during the arreglo one day in late 1995, when I was chatting with 

Tom& We were having a nuite when he said, ail of a sudden: "Gaston, 1 wanted to ask 

you something." 1 said "sure, go ahead." Tomk thought about the question for a few 

seconds: "Could you explain to me the difference between a 10 pesos note and a 100 

pesos note?" I remernber the cold shivers going down my spine, my initial conhision, and 

the brutal, disturbing, sad "illumination" at the taken-for-granted forms of power and 

powerlessness associated with "details" such as this. Still somewhat shocked, and while 1 

was awkwardly trying to tell him what that "difference" was al1 about, 1 asked him: "So, 

how did you guys do when you were paid at the ingenio?" 

Oh, we never undentood how much we were behg paid. That was for sure something we 
never understood, how much they were paying us per day, in pesos. But w h r  about the 
capitanes. the lenguuraces? They didn't undentand either ... But since people got many 
things, they were happy. 



The arreglo grande, originally justified as a means of encouraging "saving habits" 

among the indigenous workers (Araoz de Larnadnd 1914: 41), was the coronation of an 

already highly efficient system of extrûction of surplus value. Firstly, the administration 

received from the workers a huge interest-free credit for an extended period of time 

(Rutledge 1987: 215). Secondly, by postponing the payrnent until the very end of the 

harvest the administration inhibited many aborigenes from quitting work and retuming to 

the Chaco -a practice which was not rare. Thirdly, since by then each worker was owed 

a relatively large amount of money, by paying it al1 at once and in kind, the arreglo gave 

the aborfgenes -most of them illiterate- the impression that they were rnaking geai 

gains, even if the administration or the employees in charge of paying them were keeping 

part of those arnounts for them~elves.~~ This is exactly the image that the Tobas had of 

the arreglo: a moment of abundance and excitement, something which remind us of the 

point made by June Nash (1993 [1979]: 242) that the worker often "rneasures his 

satisfaction from the job in terms of concrete utilities." As Omar, a cornrnitted Anglican 

in his rnid-fifties, surnmarized it: 'The day of the arreglo, happiness among al1 the 

people ." 

That day, al l  the Tobas gathered around the store of the lote from early in the 

moming. One by one, they proceeded to the window accompanied by the lenguardz. The 

employee of the store checked their individual file (where the tarjadores had marked, day 

" This happened very often. In 1914, for instance. an inspector of the Department of Labor wrote about the 
arreglo grande in Ledesma: 'The employee who pays [the "indiad'] c m  wrïte down any type of swn, $12 
or $96. The Indian wiii always pick up the receipt, with any type of amount wrinen on it, because he does 
not know how to distinguish the numbers" (Unsain 19 14: 7 1). The same year, at La Esperanza, another 
inspector noted the same thing: the Aborigines confidently received what the administration decided to give 
them. This inspector went on to analyze the work files of 300 indigenous workers who had been paid at the 



by day, and month by month, the number of tareas fulfilled) and told them the balance 

pending. As translated by the lenguark the worker then started asking the goods of his 

or her choice. The employee brought hem, deducted hem from the balance, and new 

rounds of requests were made. When the balance was paid, it was the time for the next 

person. As a plantation policy, part of the "balance" was paid in cash. The Tobas usually 

used this money to buy packaged food to take back home (large bags of sugar, yerba 

mate, corn flour) and to purchase the train ticket to Ingeniero Jutkez. 

It was the end of a long season, people had large loads of highly desired goods, 

including horses and donkeys, and were anxious to return home. The algarroba was 

already ripened in the bush and this was always an object of concem, for if the return to 

the Pilcomayo was delayed too much the alganoba pods would be spoiled by the heavy 

rains of Decernber. The Tobas bumt the to1detia.s where they had dwelled for so many 

months, carried their loads of goocls with them and took the train back to Pichanal. With 

the donkeys and horses in the cargo cars, in Embarcacih they boarded the train to 

Ingeniero Jujrez. 

They had already notified their relatives at the mission of their date of departure. 

Thus, some people went from the Pilcomayo to Ingeniero Juiirez to wait for their 

returning kin with horses and donkeys for the joumey back. Once in "Juhez," the rest of 

the people hired trucks for the trip to Sombrero Negro, for -as Omar put it- 'We had 

rnoney to pay. We had plenty of money. The truck was full." The arrîval of the migrants 

caused great excitement, both among those who had stayed and those who had left. With 

arreglo grande. He found that none of <hem had received what they werr owed. Furthemore. in many cases 
they simply got nothing (Zavalla 1914: 50-51: see also Niklison 1989 (19171: 92). 



the cash and goods brought from the plantation people bought or bartered animais from 

the Cnollos; as  Omar put it: "cows to eat, horses to raise." Being the peak of the ripening 

season, women went in groups to distant corners of their temtory to gather aigarroba and 

other wild fruits. Men fished in the river and engaged in foraging expeditions to the bush. 

The old men who had stayed and had cultivated their fields near the river were now 

harvesting watermelons, pumpkins. maize. Once again people packed the church of 

mision El Toba to listen to the preaching of the missionaries. Many people, however, 

were still mourning their dead: adults, youngster, and children killed by the scores of 

"devW which haunted San Martin del Tabacal. 



TEN: 
THIE DIABOLICAL FACES OF TIERROR 

The alienation of the worker fkom his product 
means not only that his labor becomes an object, 
assumes an extemai existence, but that it exis~q 
independently, outside himself, and alien to him, 
and that it stands opposed to him as an 
autonomous power. The life that he has given to 
the object sets itself against hirn as an alien and 
hostile force. 

Karl Marx, 
Econornic and Philosophicai Manuscripts 
( 1844) 

That place is hi11 of devils. Plenty, a lot. It's 
cailed ingenio Tabacal. 

Segundo ( 1995) 

A View of the Ridges 

When one stands in the San Francisco Valley on a clear day, it is impossible to 

disregard the imposing, powerful silhouette of the Andes rising to the West. Since the tum 

of the century, several Europeans who visited the sugar plantations of the valley were 

impressed by the view. In March 1899, a member of the Leach brothers' expedition to the 

Bermejo described those ridges as "magnificent" (Clunie 1899: 205). In 19 12, a British 

missionary who had just arrived at La Esperanza wrote: 'The mountains with their ever- 

changing colours, the transition of light from shade on the foliage, the glistening of the 

snow on the lofty peaks, are a source of constant delight to the eyes and relief to the 

mind" (Hunt 1912b: 27). The Tobas were also impressed by those ridges, and as we have 

seen, they called the plantations knhogonaG6, "the mountains." Their own view of those 

ridges, however, had little to do with the relaxed contemplation of European eyes. 

Because for the Tobas the mountains were, to a great extent, the spatial condensation of 



an experience of terror. Eariy in 1996, 1 asked Ernesto, who was at San Martin del 

Tabacal when he was a boy, why was there so much disease at the ingenio. He looked 

straight into the ground and told me: 

It's hard to describe. It was like a disease attacking. 1 don't know which disease, but it was 
tremendous. It's like, it attacked sornebody dunng the day, and then the following day he 
was already finished off. According to the pioGondq, it's the devils who live in the 
mountains ... There's plenty of devils in the mountains . . . When the devils saw the 
people, they said: "Where do these people corne from?' And then they said: "Let's go 
down there . . ." 

The Mountains and the "Devils" 

San Martin del Tabacal was for the Tobas an unparalleled place of disease and 

death. Countless "devils" inhabited the mountains overlooking the cane-fields. Invisible 

and like a silent breeze, they came down to the lotes and spread deadly diseases arnong 

the workers. On the slopes circling the sugar plantations, they sometimes came out as 

short and hairy humanoids, and in that part of the ingenio -as Diego put it- "there was 

no peace, because the devils wandered, but like men." When 1 asked the Tobas about 

these "devils," 1 was always stnick by their unanimous and expressive exclamations. 

Take, for instance, these three men between their fifties and seventies, who answered my 

question: "were there 'devils' at the ingenio?" 

Ooh! There were plenty of them, because they had the mountains. Many devils. Those 
were the worst (Tom&). 

Ooh! There were many devils. Plenty of devils. AU the diseases. That's why the kids died; 
the grown ups, women, girls, everybody. Why were there so many devils? We lived close 
to a mountain, that's why (Sebastih). 

Ooh! Plenty of hem! Because of the mouniain ... And were there diseases? Plenty, there 
was plenty of them. We didn't lack disease (Patricio). 



This abundance of "devils" was further enhanced by the towering tropical forests 

which covered the base of the rnountains. For the Tobas, the "devils" are particulariy 

abundant in very thick forests, and the jungles of the San Francisco Valley were of a 

density and height unparalleled by the bush of the Chaco. According to the Tobas, there 

were f'urther dangers lurking in the mountains: large monkeys (woyém) which often 

kidnapped women wandering alone in the fringes of the forest, and "lions" and "tigers" 

much bigger than the hawdgaik (puma or "lebn") and the keddk (jaguar or "tigre") of the 

Chaco. Severai people told me that 'the large lion," the hawagaikpdio, has "a lot of hair 

in the neck" and that the Cnollos cal1 it lebn afrcano, "African lion." They also agree 

that "the large tiger," the keddepolio, unlike the keddk, has "black stripes." Several Tobas 

saw them a few times at a circus in Ingeniero Juikez, but they argue that their original 

home are the mountains near San Martin del Tabacal. Further up in the rocky and treeless 

heights of the mountains, "the ancient ones" explained the presence of columns of smoke 

by the action of wédaik, short and black humanoids known for their ability to make fire 

without wood, and which back home lived in the river. But the most dangerous creatures 

inhabiting those mountains were certainly the evil, non-human, and powerfd "spirits" 

which the Tobas c d  diablos in Spanish and pay6k in their language. 

As noted by Alfred Métraux (1937: 174; 1946a: 16), on the one hand pay6k is for 

the Tobas an amibute of creatures or phenornena they cannot explain or understand, and 

as such it is often used as an adjective. But on the other hand, for the Tobas this condition 

is most graphically condensed in the evil 'bspiriis" which they cal1 by the same name. In 

fact, most of the times people use the term paMk in this latter sense. The Tobas 



incorporated the tenn diablo as translation of paydk especially through the Anglican 

rnissionaries. By doing so, they did not embody the Western idea of "the devil" at face 

value, as a singular and abstract entity; rather, they reformulated this imagery in terms of 

their previous cultural experience. But in so doing -and as part of the colonization of 

language associated with rnissionization (Fabian 1986: 76, 83)- the negative features of 

the paydk, now seen as diablos, were enhanced. And the missionaries reinforced this 

refomulation through a permanent preaching focused on el diablo as the epitome of evil 

and a dualistic opposition between "good" and "evil" which was originally alien io the 

Tobas (cf. Cervantes 1994: 40-41). Along these lines, before the arriva1 of the 

missionaries, the p a y a  had for the Tobas probably a more arnbiguous character than 

today? Though reforrnulated, this ambivalence can be seen nowadays in the fact that the 

paydk which inhabit the Tobas' temtory, though feared and potentially dangerous, engage 

in forms of reciprocity with humans (by providing the pioGondq with healing power and 

helping the foragers to find food). These arnbiguous features are totally absent arnong the 

paydk of the ingenio. Over there, the paydk are simply alien and utterly evil beings, 

diablos which cause unparalleled levels of death. 

In the Tobas' memory of the sugar-cane fields, the death caused by the paytik is a 

powerful, recurrent image. People usually argue that adults and especially children died 

by the score, that whole families were decimated. As could not be otherwise, the death of 

children is for them a panicularly strong and painful image. In 1996, Daniela told me: 

"when people went to the ingenio, almost al1 the children died there. And when they were 

back, all the women cned for the children." The death toll was so high that many people 

86 See Cordeu and De los Rfos (1982: 149-151) for a similar nfomulation of the ah& among the Wichis. 



argue that the iabor migrations to Tabacal decimated them as a group. 1 once asked 

Andrés, a man in his fifties and today a successful farmer, if many people went to the 

ingenio. He answered: 

Ooh! Many! That's why al1 the people of about rny age . . . were finished off at ingenio San 
Martin. That's why you see that we're very few now. For when we worked at the ingenio. 
when people reninied al1 the kids died. They died. Boys, girls, grown-ups. Then. people 
were shrinking. 

In 1996, Emesto told me that the dead were buried "anywhere." 1 will never forget 

when he added: "Ooh, at the ingenio there must be skeletons in the middle of the cane 

fields." This emphasis on the "bones" of dead people scattered in the fields is also 

widespread among the Wichis who worked in Tabacal (see Segovia 1998: 16 1, 163, 165) 

and condenses these people's feeling that their last and most basic possession, their own 

bodies, were being swallowed by the cane-fields. 

The epidemics and the very high mortality rates arnong the aborfgenes of the 

Chaco at the plantations of Salta and Jujuy have been documented in numerous reports 

since early in the twentieth century. In 1917, an inspector from the Department of Labor, 

José Elias Niklison (1989 [1917]: 65, my translation), wrote: 

The indigenous mortality rate during these fmt weeks acquires dreadful proportions. 
Families and tribes are wiped out, are sadly reduced. "If it would be possible to investigate 
how many leave their lives there -a missiocary friend of mine wrote m e -  the numbers 
would be homfying." 

In 1936, another inspector noted that at San Martin del Tabacal the Aborigines 

had "the aspect of beîng sick, malarial men" (Galindez 1936: 31). In 1958, a member of 

the mission staff at El Toba visited the Tobas at Tabacal and wrote: "It was distressing to 



see the cramped living quarters . . . [and] the number of sick persons" (Kitchin 1958: 26). 

In 1967, Javier, the nurse trained by the missionaries, kept a record of 24 children and 

four adults who died during that season at Tabacal, out of a total of probably around 400 

or 500 migrants. 

Many Tobas were certainly aware that the appalling sanitary conditions in the lote 

had a very negative effect on their health. Tom&. who on another occasion had told me 

about the diseases caused by the paydk of the mountains, told me: "In winter, it was very 

bad, very cold. When it rained, people got wet. Some had tents, but others didn't. That's 

why there were so many diseases in the ingenio." Furthermore, some people blarned the 

administration for the bbpests" that swept the lotes. Horacio, a man who has been involved 

in politics for many years, told me: "Many people died there. Maybe because the patron 

didn't look after the people. He didn't give medicines, he didn't send the doctor, he didn't 

give housing. He only gave [us] that toldeh." Still, for most Tobas the effect of those 

sanitary conditions and the action of the puyak do not exclude each other. Even though 

most people interpret most diseases and deaths as caused by the action of the payik. 

either by their own initiative or by the action of pioGondq using their power, they dso see 

appalling living conditions as a factor that c m  undermine one's health (Bargallo 1992). 

But what was the Tobas' attitude vis-&-vis the death caused by the paybk? How 

did they cope with such a high mortality rate? First and most importantly, it seems that 

this situation did not deter the Tobas from going to the plantation every year. Their 

dependence on and fascination with the commodities available in the ingenio, a 

fascination which 1 will analyze in the coming chapter, seem to have been stronger than 

the looming threat of death haunting the lotes. Secondly, and in spite of this, in order to 



protect their children many people did not take them to the plantation, as long as they 

could leave them with relatives in their home villages (something which often was not 

possible, for most people left to kahogonaGa). In the midst of the horror created by 

recurrent deaths, other people simply escaped from the ingenio. Segundo told me: 

That place was full of devils. Plenty, a lot. It's called ingenio Tabacal. Many people died. 
Because the devils killed the people, women, children. That day there were Ries, black, 
srnall, coming out. There were plenty of them in the house, inside. One person that died. 
And 1 fled to O6,I didn't return io the ingenio. 1 dropped the ingenio. 1 fled, because it 
had many devils. 

In the 1990s, nonetheless, many people argued that there was little that could be 

done about the high mortality rates at Tabacal, and remembered them with a certain 

resignation. On the one hand, people certainly counted on the protective and healing 

power of their pioGondq. Before departing to kahogonaGd, they made sure that a 

p o w e f i l  pioGondq was going with them to provide them with "protection against the 

evil spirits that cause illness" (Tebboth 1943: 36). Some people remember that in the 

lotes, at night, one could hear the loud healing songs of several pioGondq healing 

simultaneously. On the other hand, the power of the pioGonciq was only partially 

effective against the paytik of the mountains. According to Diego: "some were healed, 

some weren't." 1 asked Sebastih, a man in his late fifties, whether the pioGonbq could 

"stop" those "devils." He said: "No, the pioGondq didn't stop them. They didn't stop 

them. If there was somebody who had secret [power] . . . [pause] But 1 don? know. We 

don? know. Or maybe he was afiaid." This feeling of relative powerlessness vis-à-vis the 

p@k also included the view that the medical doctors of the plantation had a very limited 

ability to control those diseases. Segundo told me: "Many devils ... Many people died. 



There was a medicarnent, but it didn't stop them. Even the doctor died." In these 

circurnstances, for many Tobas the disease and death at Tabacal seem to have become a 

harsh but unavoidable fact of life." Expressing this ''fatalism," Marcelino told me: 

When we arrived there, 1 don? know how many dead ... Ooh! Many died there in the 
ingenio. Many diseases, Gaston, rnany diseases. Patron Costas had medicine, but people 
died. When it was cold, people had pimples ail over their bodies, they had bichos. The 
ingenio was awful, but we went anyway. We didn't think about dying. If somebody died, 
he died. 

The deadly paydk of the mountains were not the only dangers lurking at the 

plantation. A very particular and dangerous group of people inhabited different areas of 

the San Francisco Valley. They were big and tall, had long beards, used pieces of cloth 

wrapped around their heads, and were very wealthy. And they were also cannibals. 

The KiyaGaikpk 'They Didn't Eat Cow Meat'' 

1 was conducting my second field trip among the Tobas in 1988 when I noticed 

that several times, upon my arrival at a household, little children desperately ran away 

from me, crying, and looking for the sheltering atms of their parents. Thinking that they 

were afraid of me because 1 was a stranger from Buenos Aires, 1 always tried to show a 

comforting smile, which usually met the smiles of their parents. Some men cornrnented 

that what scared their children was my beard, which 1 did not have in my previous visit. 

Some of them added, laughing: "Since you're white and you have a beard, they think that 

you're a KiyaGaikpi." 

- - 

" See Segovia (1998: 165, 167) for a similar attitude among the WictiTs. 



According to the Tobas, the KiyaGaikpi, "the big eaters," were a group of people 

who inhabited the surroundings of San Martin del Tabacal and whose most striking 

feature was lhat they ate human fleshea8 Emesto was the first Toba who told me a story 

about the KiyaGaikpi. Even though he never saw them personally, his father had told him 

about them in detail: 

When 1 went [to the ingenio] those people didn't corne out anymore. When my father used 
to go, there were some groups. but they lived in campsites. According to him, once, when 
they were working doing clearings . . . close to a mountain, there was a campsite of those 
people. One of them [a Toba] went to take a bath, because there was a ditch. Then, he was 
getting closer and a bearded man came out. He was making gestures so that he came, and 
the Toba was getting closer. When he saw the campsite, he saw ail the flesh hanging frorn 
wires. There was the leg of a person hanging there, instead of the leg of a cow. The man 
escaped right away and told the others: 'There's a group of bearded men, with the ieg of a 
person!" Ooh! The people didn't know what to do, they wanted to leave. The rnayordomo 
and the foreman told them that they shouldn't be scared, that that people were staying over 
there. 

The KiyaGaikpi are part of the direct experience of the generation of Tobas who 

are now approximately 60 years and older. They saw the KiyaGaikpi in person at the 

sugar plantations when they were young and passed the memory of hem to the younger 

generations. Thus, those who worked in the plantations in the following decades knew 

well who the KiyaGaikpi were and were afraid of coming across hem, even though they 

did not get to see them penonally. Emesto told me: "1 couldn't believe it, but the old 

people saw them." 

The meanings associated with the KiyaGaikpi condense many aspects of the 

experience at the plantations, as well as its contradictions. Firstly, according to most 

a8 Kiydgaik means "big eater" and p i  is a s u f . 6 ~  for group of people. Kiyagaik is also the narne the Tobas 
give to the beetie bat the pioGondq puts inside a penon's body to cause a disease. The disease, and the pain 
resulùng fiom it, is caused by the k t  that the beetle eats the flesh 6rom within the body. 



people the KiyaGaikpi came from the place they feared the most: kahogonaGd, the 

mountains. However, people argue that the KiyaGaikpi also dwelled in campsites located 

in the two other major plantations of the valley: Ledesma and La Esperanza. Some old 

people have a vivid and detailed memory of their looks. Nicacio, making vivid gestures, 

described them to me: 

They have a mustache like this, al1 around here in the face [he puts his hands al1 over his 
face]. Eyes very small, they can't see . . . They have a big cloth on, red, white, on the head. 
They donit use bat. They have chiripa [cloth wrapped around the waist], no pants. Most 
ugly clothing . . . 

Some persons argue that the KiyaGaikpi had "another language." Bemardo, a man 

in his sixties, remembered: "We were watching them. They chatted, but 1 didn't know 

what they were saying. They had another Ianguage . . . They talked, but aloud." Regarding 

some of their features, people give conflicting descriptions. Firstly, most people depict 

them as "white," "very white." However, others claim that they were "black" or 

"mulatto." Secondly, some people argue that the KiyuGaikpi were workers at Ledesrna 

and La Esperanza and that on several occasions they went to San Martin del Tabacal 

looking for work and human fiesh. Others, by contrast, deny that the KiyaGaikpi were 

workers at d l ,  and argue that when they approached the sugar plantations they just 

wanted to kill and "eat" people. For some, the reason why the KiyaGaikpi could not have 

been worken lay in a feature most people acknowledge: they were "very rich," 'Ki11 of 

money." Mariano told me that they were fearless because of their wealth: 

The KiyaGaikp' ... looked as if they were the owners of everything. They say that they 
Live on the other side, beyond the big rnountain. They came down with trucks, for they 
were many. They have trucks, they're very nch. They have everything. They Say that they 



have airplanes ... They have money, they have plenty of money. That's why they're not 
scared. 

A few people explain the wealth of the KiyaGaikpi by the fact that they were 

merchants. Daniela told me: "Sometimes they sold their things, they went where the 

people were staying." For others, their wedth came from "a factory of salt," a commodity 

which many Tobas knew also came from the rnountains. Fernando, an eighteen year old 

who has never been to San Martin del Tabacal, told me about what his father had told him 

about the KiyaGaikpi: 

They're white, ta11 and fat ... They Say that they have a lot of money, a lot of money. 
Why? They have a factory, that's why they eam something. Are they rich? Yes, they are 
the ones who rnake the sait, they're the owners of the factory. Where is if? In that place 
where they live. They Say that they have a town. It's close to ingenio San Martin. farther 
up, in the mountains. 

The experience of the commoditization of social relations prevalent in the San 

Francisco Valley shaped the imagery of the KiyaGaikpi in a strong manner, not only in 

their image as "rich" but also in the interpretation of the way they obtained their "food." 

Nicacio told me that the KiyaGaikpi used to Ieave small packages of money by the road, 

tied with a string, as a "bait" to attract and capture people. Other Tobas argue that the 

KiyaGaikpi used their money to "buy" people and eat them. Thus, the people whose only 

commodity while at the plantations was their labor power were being bought and sold as 

a new type of commodity: as meat, "just like an animal." The attitudes of these cannibals, 

in this regard, condense the very experience of commoditization associated with the 

plantation, where workers were reduced to objects deprived of a Iife of their own. The 

KiyuGaikpi used to "purchase" human flesh either from other workers, or as Gervacio - 



a man with political experience- put it: ''from the people who have money and contact 

with the authorities." Mariano, for his part, told me: "Weil, they say that a Chaguanco 

was very upset [for the KiyaGaikpi had killed one of them]. He was upset, but they gave 

hirn money, a lot of money. Then he wasn't angry anymore." 

Moreover, the workers' flesh was for the KiyaGaikpC not only a use-value to be 

bought and consumed, but aiso a commodity used as a means of exchange. Along these 

lines, Segundo told me a particular story about a Toba man who did a changa, a day's 

labor, for the KiyaGaikpi. They paid hirn with a macabre commodity: the hand of a dead 

worker "wrapped up in a piece of paper." When the Toba saw the hand, Segundo told me. 

"he threw up, poor man, he threw everything up. He didn't eat anything. The next 

moming he was sick, always dizzy. Fierce men ... They gave hirn that for the work, at 

noon, for lunch." This objectification of workers also cornes out in something several 

people told me about: that when the KiyaGaikpi captured a man, before eating hirn they 

often castrated him, put hirn inside a paddock, and raised hirn "like an animal." according 

to Mariano giving him "galletitas," "crackers," in order to make him gain weight. 

The presence of the KiyaGaikpi was an important cornponent of the climate of 

terror prevalent in the plantations. The Tobas agree that the fear of being devoured by 

"the big eaters" was omnipresent: people always had their children with them and 

avoided going out of the campsite at night or done. As Pablo told me refemng to their 

fear of the KjraGaikpi: "People were very scared, very fiightened. They didn't want to go 

out ... they were scared." Unlike the "devils" fiom the mountains, however, the 

KiyaGaikpi were human beings. And this enabled the Tobas and the rest of the workers to 

defend themselves. Nicacio, for instance, told me that the "ancient people" once shot and 



killed two KiyaGaikpi; however, they did it following orders from Patron Costas, the 

owner of the plantation. In this regard, people are unanimous: Patron Costas "didn't like" 

the KiyaGaikpi. Thus, some argue that when he discovered that the KiyaGaikpi were 

"eating people," he immediately "chased them away" from San Martin de! Tabacal. These 

accounts bnng to light an important aspect of the experience of the ingenio: the image of 

"protection" associated with the administration and in particular with Patron Costas, an 

image which (as we shall see soon) was deeply contradictory. 

The Tobas were certainly homfied at these tall, bearded, and cannibal people. 

Even so, many people argue that the KiyaGaikpi did not kill Tobas or other aborigenes 

from the Chaco. The reason? They did not like the "bad taste" of their flesh and 

"preferred" instead to eat Chiriguano, Bolivian, "Coyas," and Criollo workers. This 

distinction is remarkable, for it is based on a reproduction and at the same time a 

resignification of the ethnic hierarchies prevalent in San Martin del Tabacal. On the one 

hand, the Tobas project into the KjaGaikpi the despising attitude which was dominant in 

the plantation towards the aborfgenes. On the other hand, this tirne the Tobas considered 

that these hierarchies played to their advantage. For what saved them from the 

KiyaGaikpi was the very fact that they were aboeenes who ate "bush food." Condensing 

this widespread perception, Bemardo told me when 1 asked him if the KiyaGaikpi "ate 

Tobas": 

No, they didn't eat Tobas. They say that they don't want to eat Toba people, for they Say 
that they faste very bad. They Say that they don? find the flesh tasty. That's what the old 
people Say, because the abodgenes don? eat nice things, they eat anything. The old man 
spoke like that. They'd rather have white people much better, for whites have nice food 
and they find their flesh very nice. 



The Tobas certainly had difficulty classifying the KiyaGaikpi, who did not quite 

"fit" into the heterogeneous ethnic landscape of the San Francisco Valley. In the 

confusion which pervades many of their accounts, however, some people add further 

details about the practices and identity of the KiyaGaikpi. Thus, some remember that 

other workers and members of the administration called them "hindues," "Hindus." 

Others told me that they did not like cow meat. As Segundo put it: ' n iey  didn't eat cow. 

If one of hem ate cow, he threw up. Fiesh from people, that's the nicest for them." 

In 19 12, La Esperanza contracted about 400 Sikh workers from India, as part of 

the administration's attempt to find workers more suitable to the harvest than the 

aborigenes of the ~ h a c o . * ~  The presence of the Sikh workers at the plantation, described 

by an administrator as "handsome fellows with wondemil curled beards" (Muir 1947: 

264), added a new element to the complex and dizzy kaleidoscope of cultural production 

emerging form the sugar-cane fields. In 1913, while visiting La Esperanza, the 

Argentinean President Roque S h e n  Peiia was greatly disturbed by the sight of the Sikhs 

cremating one of their dead (Muir 1947: 271). The Tobas and many other indigenous 

workers were certainly distressed as well by the presence of these strange looking men. In 

1914, an inspector of the Department of Labor who visited the San Francisco Valley 

(Vidal 1914: 15, my translation) described sorne of the features of the Sikh workers 

which caught the Tobas' attention: their wandering habits, dirty clothing, thrifty spirit, 

and especially their custorn of not eating cow meat: 

" Around that time the plantations also brought from overseas smaii groups of Russian, Japanese, Italian. 
and Spanish workers 1914: 13-15). 



Regarding the hindues ... the results of their work have been poor ... They are weak 
Vojos) and extremely nomadic. They corne and go, without settling definitively, 
wandering in dl the ingenios. They can be seen at the railway stations in groups, barefoot. 
excessively thin ... They live in huts with zinc roofs, without women and without any 
contact with the rest of the population ... Those who stayed are employed cleaning 
machines and buming boughs. They are extremely thrifty and one of them, days before my 
anival, changed a note of 1000 pesos. Due to their religion, they do not eat cow meat. 
They take frequent baths, but they do not wash their clothes. 

The fact that the bbhinddes" were relatively well-off was noted by another 

inspector, who wrote that they were "sober and thrifty, and deposit most of their salaries 

in the bank of the estate" (Zavalia 19 15: 19). In 19 14, only two years after their arrival, 

there were only 50 or 60 Sikhs left in the region (Vidal 1914: 15; Zavalia 19 15: 18). 

Judging by the age of the Tobas who claim having seen them personally, it  is possible 

that a group of them continued working in the plantations for several years. But in the 

long run most of them settled in different towns of the valley. Today, some of their 

Argentinean children and grandchildren, recognized by their Sikh last names, are well 

known merchants in towns of the region (Lagos, personal communication 1997). 

The feu  of the KjaGaikpi points to the disturbing experiences which shaped the 

Tobas' early experience of the ingenio. The fear of cannibalism does not seem to have 

played an important role in the Tobas' cultural practices previous to their migrations to 

the plantations.g0 Nourished by the rumors of their distaste for cow meat, the fear of the 

KiyaGaikpi expresses to my rnind a particular aspect of the Tobas' experience of labor 

" The ody reference to cannibalism which codd be said to be previous to the experience of wnge labor is 
included in a "myth" (today only known by the elderly) about the origin of the plant of tobacco. In this rnyth, 
a woman started eating people, among them her husband, until she was h a l l y  kiiied by her children and 
b u t  down to ashes. It was îkom these ashes that the plant of tobacco first grew. Of the dozens of interviews 
1 conducted about the KiyaGaikpi, only Segundo made a connection between them and this myth. When I 
asked hirn whether there were KjaGaikpi in their own lands in the Chaco, he told me: 'There aren't around 
here. Only a long tirne ago, there was a woman who ate her husband. But only a woman, the plant of 
tobacco. But a long time ago." 



in the San Francisco Valley: the fear of the destruction of one of the few things that they 

still owned while working there, their own bodies, permanently consurned by exhausting 

work, mistreatments, diseases, and death. In fact, the San Francisco Valley has been 

haunted by rumors of cannibalism for a long tirne?' And metaphors of "being consumeci" 

or "eaten up" by the estates are common among plantation workers around the world (cf. 

Stoler 1985: 197- 198). 

In the Tobas' memory, there are sorne indirect but remarkable connections 

between the plantation administration and the cannibalism of the KiyaGaikpi. Even 

though people argue that Patron Costas "chased the KiyaGaikpi away," they attribute to 

hem features which put them remarkably close to their patrPn: they were rich, "white." 

and did not work. Most Tobas see a direct continuum between weaith, whiteness, and not 

being a worker. In spite of the arnbiguities and overlaps in their characterization, the 

KiyaGaikpi add a fouah element to the list: to eat human flesh. With al1 its subtlety and 

contradictions, the Tobas' view of the KiyaGaikpi as rich, white, and non-worken points 

to the cannibalistic aspect of capitaiist exploitation: to the consumption of the bodies of a 

social group by the "hunger" of profit of another social group. And it also inverts the old 

attribution of cannibalisrn to the indigenous groups of the Chaco by the Spanish, who 

considered for instance, that the Tobas of the Pilcomayo were dl "eaters of human flesh. 

extrernely perfidious and not to be trusted by their word" (Lozano 1989 [1733]: 83). 

-- - -- 

'' For instance. in the 1910s CrioiIos from the province of C k o  working in Ledesma were horrifïed at the 
deged 44~annibalism" of the Chiriguanos, who according to them had already eaten "quite many people" 
( G o d e z  Trilia 1921: 263). Around that tirne, the Wichis at Mision Chquefia -not fat fiom the San 
Francisco Vdey- regarded the first English missionaries of the South Amencan Missionary Society, 
closeiy associated witb the English owners of La Esperanza, as cannibds (Makower 1989: 40). 



Patron Costas hirnself was immersed in the blend between wealth, race, class, and 

cannibalism. For the one who ultimately consumed the workers' bodies was the owner of 

the temfying social machinery at work in the cane-fields. The cannibalism of Patron 

Costas, the cannibalisrn permeating the amiosphere of the plantation, was concentrated in 

the factory of Tabacal. It could not be otherwise, for as an adrninistrator of La Esperanza 

put it (Muir 1947: 235): "The sugar mil1 is a huge, insatiable monster which must never 

be allowed to remain for a moment without food for its jaws." 

"A House of Terror": The F d a r  

When one approaches San Martin del Tabacd dunng harvest time, what first 

catches one's attention is the impressive and dense column of white (sometimes black) 

smoke emerging from the middle of the sugar-cane fields. It is a towering figure which 

seems to emerge out of the very bowels of a green sea It is only when one gets closer, that 

it is possible to see that the endless succession of puffs is expelled by the chimney of a 

huge factory: a monster of steel which processes sugar cane day and night, without respite, 

spreading its breath into the sky, a permanent reminder to the thousands working in the 

fields that their work is devoted to feeding the mills. For ail the dynarnics of the 

organization of production in the cane-fields hinges upon the p x e  of work in the sugar 

mills (Whteford 198 1: 57; Mintz 1956: 356, 358). When the mills are running, the cane 

cannot be left long after it is cut (never more than 24 hours), for the sugar juice 

deteriorates rapidly. Hence, the hundreds of tons of cane cut every hour -before the 

mechanization of the hmest- by thousands of arms and rnachetes in full swing are 

rapidly taken to the hem of steel beating in the middle of the plantation. Probably inspired 



by similar images, Karl Marx (1977 [1867]: 389) wrote in volume 1 of Capital: 'The 

'House of Terror' for paupers, only drearned of by the capitalist rnind in 1770, was 

brought into being a few yem later in the shape of a gigantic 'workhouse' for the 

industrial worker himself. It was called the factory. And this time the ideal was a pale 

shadow compared with the reality." 

In San Martin del Tabacal, the factory was one of the places of the plantation most 

feared by the Tobas and many other workers. According to most of them. it was the refuge 

of a diabolical creanire known as "el Familiar." The Tobas usually define the Familiar as 

a paydk entity, as a diablo. However, unlike the anonymous and generic paydk of the 

rnountains, the Familiar is an individual being with specific traits: a non-human, evii, and 

powerful creature which had a "pact" with Patron Costas and lived in the basement of the 

factory. Some Tobas argue that sometimes he also wandered in the cane-fields and even in 

the nearby town of Orh .  The Familiar usually appeared after midnight and acquired 

different physical shapes: a white man, a gringo dressed up in a suit, a hairy humanoid, a 

big dog, or a big lion. Other people mentioned that he could also tum into a gendarme 

(military in charge of border areas), a policeman, a black cow, an ostrich, a tiger, a large 

snake, a cat, or a pig. Emiliano told me that "sometimes he cornes out like a kid, a little 

kid with as suit, tie, shoes. He cornes out at night. Like a kid walking . . . with a suit. A 

white kid." Even though most Tobas portray the Familiar as a "devil" with male features, 

Tom& told me that he can also corne out as "a girl." 

The imagery of the Familiar and its association with the sugar industry is very old 

and widespread in northem Argentina. Furthemore, the term "Familiar" and its 

association with "the Devil" has its histoncai roots in the Europe of the Middle-Ages. 



"Familiar" was the name then given to the Devi1 (or to one of the lesser demons under his 

comrnand) which dwelled in the home of a witch, usually acquiring the form of a cat 

(Jones 1967: 2 1 1-2 12; Godbeer 1992: 162- 168)?* In northern Argentina, the Farniliar 

emerged as an important component of the cultural landscape of the sugar plantations of 

Tucumh, Salta, and Jujuy and became part of the experience of the diverse populations 

which were providing the ingenios with their labor. Due to its widespread geography, 

different social groups describe the Farniliar as having various, heterogeneous feat~res?~ 

Still, in most cases the Familiar is basically depicted as a "diablo" or as a diabolical 

creature which has a pact with the owner of the i t~~enio. '~  

In the San Francisco Valley, the local population and the plantation workers 

associate the Farniliar with the three major ingenios of the region: Ledesma, La 

Esperanza, and San Martin del Tabacal. At Tabacal, the Tobas incorporated the fear of 

this "devil" through their interaction with other workers, especially the Chiriguanos. In 

this regard, the Tobas remernber that the latter told them many stories about the Familiar, 

as some put it, "because they live there and they know." After decades of work at San 

Martin del Tabacal, the Familiar becarne for the Tobas as embedded in their own 

practices and subjectivity, as "cultural" and as "red," as the paydk of the mountains who 

decimated their children, as the tareus they carried out every day, as the KiyaGaikpi who 

-- .- 

The Inquisition used to consider heretics "those who had or had had Familiares, invoking demons" 
(Rosenzvaig 1986 vol. II: 248) and during the witch-hunts in New England prosecutors used to look for 
"diabolicd fadiars" as proofs of the defendant's identity as a witch (Godbeer 1992: 162). 
" Thus, in some cases the Familiar is presented either as a large black dog (el perro Familiur) or a large 
snake (vibordn). However, the F d a r  is often seen as having a changing physical shape, including that of a 
well-dressed man (Vessuri 197 1: 6 1; Fortuny 1974: 169; Coluccio and Coluccio 1987: 5 1). 
91 See Rosenberg (1936: 133-137), Jijena Sanchez and Jacovella (1939: 145). Vessuri (1971: 60-62). 
Fortuny (1974: 169), Paieari (1982: 185-1 86). Rosenzvaig (1986: 248)' Coluccio and Cohccio ( l987: 50- 
52), Isla and Taylor (1995), and Isla (1998). 



wandered in the valley looking for human flesh. In 1996, TomAs described the Familiar to 

me in a way which condenses the image of a creature able to acquire both human and 

animal feabres: 

There was a Fadliar in the factory ... The man always comes out, in the court of the 
factory. A big dog comes out, a big lion, al1 bichos to look after the factory. Sometimes he 
comes out even with in a suit and a tie, with shoes. Beautihl man. i've seen him. There's a 
change of shift, and then people h o w  it's the time when the Familiar comes out. It's mie. 
He comes out at two or three in the morning . .. Handsorne man, he has a beard, long hair. 
But people are scared of the man. He always looks after the factory . . . Here he comes, and 
people hid, silent. Tie, suit, he has education. Is he dangerous? When he doesn't know 
somebody, they say that he kills ... When the man gets angry, he comes out. He has a lot 
of light, because of the factory. 

Patricio told me that when the Familiar was in the basement of the factory he was 

"hairy like a large monkey," but that when he came out he tumed either into different 

animals or into a "gendarme" or ~olicia." 

When he w a h  inside the factory nobody recognizes him, [for] he goes out like 
gendarmeria. He tums into a person, and cornes out with clothes of gendarmeria ... For 
several days he goes out again, iike a gringo, and nobody recognizes him. The Familiar 
goes through the streets with a truck, in Oh. Nobody recognizes him. He goes like a 
poiiciù, a gendarme. 

Whenever 1 asked the Tobas about the meaning of the term "Familiar," most 

people replied that they did not know what it referred to. They usually added that 

"Familiar" was simply the term used by the rest of the workers. However, the literal 

meaning of the term Familiar in Spanish (fmiliar, "relative") was for some of them a 

source of speculation about the existence of some kinship relationship between the 

Familiar and Patr6n Costas. Moreover, Tom& told me that more than being relatives they 

were maybe the same person: "Maybe the Familiar is a familiar [relative] of Patron 



Costas. Or maybe he and Patron Costas are the same. He tums into the Familiar." Most 

Tobas, however, regard the Familiar as a creature different from Patron Costas. But it is a 

difference constmcted symbiotically and defined by the very existence of the Familiar as 

a metonymical extension of the owner of the plantation. For a key defining feature of the 

Familiar is his "deal" with Patron Costas, a pact which ties them together in a particular 

version of the old Faustian theme of the pact with the ~evil? '  In this "deal," Patron 

Costas was in charge of feeding the Familiar with workers. As part of the images 

associated with the commoditization and objectification of workers, some Tobas argue 

that Patr6n Costas bought with his money the complicity of "the govemment" vis-à-vis 

those deaths, and even the silence of the victims' relatives. Moreover, in an account 

similar to some of the stories about the KiyaGaikpi, Patricio told me that Patron Costas 

used to capture people, castrate them, and make them gain weight before handing them 

over to the Familia.: "When he was really fat, the Familiar ate him .. . Then, [Patron 

Costas] prepared another one. He invited him over to eat, but he took his balls off." 

Many people contend that the Familiar also went out to kill people by himself. In 

that case, it usuaily capmed workers "that he didn't know," who came from distant 

regions. Others claim that it used to cause the death of people working at the factory by 

making it look like an accidsnt. And most agree that when the Familiar came out, the 

lights of the factory went off. The sign that it had killed sornebody was the sound of the 

95 Mark Edelman has argued, from his own field matenal in Costa Rica, that the imagery of the devil-pacts is 
rooted not only in economic exploitation but also in sexual domination, and that as a result men thought to 
have pacu with the devil are believed io have a predatory sexuality (Edelman 1994: 73.78). This is certaînly 
not the case of the Tobas' view of Patron Costas. 1 repeatedly asked men and women about Patr6n Costas' 
sexual nputation, and for them the topic was simply not an issue of their knowledge or concem. 



siren of the factory. Emiliano told me that when the siren was on: "People knew already 

[and they said:].'Ah! The Familiar got a person, poor person!"' 

As counter-part of the pact with Patron Costas, the Familiar looked after the 

factory, provided Patron Costas with riches, and made sure that the sugar-cane fields were 

always green. As Emiliano put it: "That's why Patron Costas had rnoney. Not because of 

politics, but because he had a Familiar." Enrique also expressed surprise at the fact that 

Patron Costas ended up dying like any other human, something which happened in 1965: 

"1 don't know what the Familiar is. 1 always Say that. Why did Patron Costas die if he had 

that bicho? W h y  did he die having that . . . like a God? . . . Was the Familiar like a God? 1 

don' t know what is it. Others say it's like a diablo." 

Since the Famiiiar and Patron Costas had such a close relationship, for the Tobas 

it is no coincidence that the large residence of Patron Costas at Tabacal, an imposing 

mansion of Spanish colonial style, is located in front of the factory. Most people agree 

that there is a tunnel connecting the house with the basement of the factory. There, Patron 

Costas and the Familiar had their rendezvous. At times of strikes, Patron Costas hid in the 

tunnel and the Familiar was especially alert protecting the factory from intruders. 

Gervacio told me: "They Say that when there was a strike, and the p a n h  didn't corne out, 

nobody dared to enter. That's what the old men said." 

The Tobas usually worked in lotes located in distant corners of the plantation, far 

from the factory. However, on several occasions the administration allocated them in a 

lote located on top of a small hill (called "la loma") overlooking the factory and the town 

of Tabacal. When the Tobas were living there, people were particularly scared of the 



Familiar. Ernesto, who was then a young boy, recalled the fear of the women who were 

then looking after him: 

They said that the Farniliar lived there, that's why that year no person ever walked around 
alone, especially women. Women were always together, you know that women are very 
shy. One says something and they get scared. And since 1 was with when 1 saw that. They 
were scared of the Familiar. 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, sometimes the administration sent 

parties of about a dozen Toba men to work in the interior of the factory to do various 

tasks. These men once saw the Familiar and Patron Costas together in the basement of the 

factory. Enrique depicted this encounter, recalling the terror they felt at the sight of the 

Familiar turned into a large white man with suit and tie: 

We once went undemeath the factory .. . There was a jefe (foreman) who was with us and 
he said: "If a fat person cornes out" -the jefe was talking with a low voice- "a person 
sort of red, nobody has to tak, you don't have to tak." We were twelve, they gave us little 
lamps. There was an old man who was very scared. [He said:] "Now 1 know where the 
Familiar is." [The foreman said:] "You don't have to talk, othenvise something will 
happen." And he came out, a very big person. with a suit, a tie. But he didn't talk. There 
[was] a tunnel which goes straight to the house of Patron Costas ... [The foreman said:] 
"Patr6n Costas is coming." And we d l  started sweeping, we al1 had brooms . . . There they 
came, the ingeniero, Patr6n Costas, and the fat man. [Patron Costas said:] "God morning. 
These are my brave and strong people (mi gente guapa)." And he gave a cigarette to each 
of us and also matches. And the fat man was right beside hirn, with a black suit, black tie. 
He didn't tallc, but we knew, because the foreman had explained to us. None of us said 
anything. "Al1 right'' -the Patron Costas said- "My sons, my brothers; hard working 
people." He tumed and he went to another corridor with that man. He told our foreman: 
'Take these people [with you]." Then, one of us said: "Let's go, let's go, let's go!" We al1 
ran, we went up. We al1 talked about how scared we were: '4 think that was the Familiar. 
the one who was with us! That's it!" ... The old Naid6 said: "I'll never go down there 
again. I'm reaily scared." We didn't know hhn, but the jefe told us that we shouldn't talk 
to hirn or get close to him, because he was the Faxnilia. 

The memory of this encounter points to an important factor of the "culture of 

terror" prevalent at San Martin del Tabacal: the fact that the fear of the Familiar was 



encouraged by the plantation administration. Many Tobas told me that sometimes, aside 

from the Chiriguano workers, those who warned them "to be careful" with the Familiar 

and not to wander at night close to the factory were the Criollo foremen. In this regard, 

the construction of a climate of terror around Patron Costas and the most important 

facility of the plantation became an important instrument of social control. It contributed 

to reinforcing a respectful submission to Patron Costas' authonty and to maintaining the 

factory free from intniders. Still, it would be misleading to reduce the Familiar as the 

product of an utditarian strategy of social and ideological control designed by the 

plantation administration, as Rosenzvaig (1986: 249), among others, has claimed. The 

manipulation of the Familiar by the administration seems to be a successful attempt to use 

for its own convenience an old and widespread culturd practice created and recreated by 

the workers themselves out of their own experiences of exploitation and terror. 

Even though the Tobas make it clear that they were terrified by the Familiar, most 

argue that it did not kill Tobas but workers from other regions. Exactly like in the case of 

the KiynGaikpi, the Tobas explain this by the fact that they were "aborigenes." This 

particular incorporation and refomulation of the ethnic hierarchies of the plantation is 

diverse and contradictory. Patricio argued that the Familiar, like the KiyaGaikpf, did not 

eat Tobas because "thzy Say the Familiar doesn't like them. Why ? He knows that that the 

people don? eat what the Chnstians eat. They have a smell." Emiliano - o n e  of those 

who saw the Familia. with Patron Costas undemeath the factory- argued by contrast that 

the Familiar "forgave" the Tobas: "Because we have God, the Familiar forgave us. 

Because we're poor. And the Wites? It killed them. Sometimes it got two, sometimes it 

got one. The factory was dangerous." 



The Tobas remember the Farniliar as a "devil" so powerful that any type of 

resistance against hirn was futile. When I asked them whether it was possible "to defend 

yourself' from the Familiar, some people looked at me with a certain wonder at the 

extravagance of my question, Sefore answering "no, it's not possible." As we shall see, 

the Tobas' attitude towards the Familiar was part of their overall sense of political 

powerlessness in the ingenio. By contrast, among workers with experience in unionized 

foms of stmggle there are many stories of individual men who not only fought the 

Familiar but also defeated it and killed it (Rosenberg 1936: 135, 136-137; Vessuri 197 1: 

62-63). These men are usually "mythical workers," anonyrnous and lonely figures who 

after defeating the Familiar leave the ingenio without leaving any trails (Isla and Taylor 

1995: 3 18). Conversely, for the Tobas the Familiar somehow condensed the almighty and 

paralyzing power of the plantation and Patron Costas, a power in which non-human and 

human actors were closely intertwined. 

"We Were Afraid of Gendarmerkz" 

As I have argued in chapter four, in the 1920s the plantations of the San Francisco 

Valley emerged for the Tobas as contradictory places which, on the one hand, provided 

them with a partial and temporary refuge from the massacres unleashed by the army in 

their home temtories but which, on the other hand, exerted their own forms of repression 

and terror. In the 1930s, this latter feature gained strength over the former. As mision El 

Toba became a "sanctuary" fiom the army at home, the plantations emerged as the places 

in which the presence of military and police uniforms became most recurrent and 

threatening. 



in San Martin del Tabacal, the surveillance and control of the workers was in 

charge not only of the staff of the lote but also of the plantation's infarnous private police 

force. fh is  police "was the same or even worse" than the one in Ledesma -which 

unionized woricers called "the Gestapo" and was often used to intimidate and beat up 

activists (Nelli 1988: 41, 42). This social control was supported by the squadron of 

gendarmeria deployed in Orb,  which often curbed unrest in the plantation?6 Violent and 

often deadly forms of repression of dissent and strikes have been recurrent in al1 the 

plantations of the San Francisco Valley (Rutledge 1977: 219; cf. Rosenzvaig 1986 vol. II: 

250-255; Nelli 1988). But various sources coincide that probably the harshest conditions 

of repression were those prevailing in San Martin del Tabacal, where, according to the 

testimony of a Criollo worker, people were treüted "with cruelty" (Rosenzvaig 1995: 35; 

cf. Nelli 1988: 41). Being not only the head of the plantation but also a powerfbl and 

prominent public figure, Patron Costas was the condensation of these displays of power: 

"He was like the grace of God, for he was everywhere" (Araoz 1966: 61). Aside from 

showing -as Michel Foucault (1975: 53) would put it- the unrestrained presence and 

superiority of those in power, terror becarne in his plantation an invinsic component of 

the system of production (cf. Taussig 1987: 100). 

The Tobas' experience of intense fear in San Martin del Tabacal was certainly 

connected to the previous expenence of terror with the m y ;  but the fear they felt in the 

ingenio acquired different, more polysemic expressions. On the one hand, in the 1920s, as 

we have seen, the administration threatened "to kill dl the Tobas" on 

and the panic of king killed by the power structure of the plantation 

severai occasions, 

still weighs in the 

% See La Nacion 23/10/1946. 



memory of several old men. On the other hand, this close 

administration and terror cornes to the fore in other domains, 

association between the 

especially in the Tobas' 

views of El Familiar. Unlike the Criollo workers, for whom the victirns of the Familiar 

are usually politicized laborers regarded as "troublesome" by the administration (Vessuri 

197 1 : 62; Rosenzvaig 1986: vol. II: 248; Ida and Taylor 1995: 3 18), the Tobas usually 

make no explicit connection between the victims of the Farniliar and their level of 

political activism. However, they do associate the Familiar with forms of repression ai 

numerous levels. Firstly, as we have seen, some people daim that the latter used to corne 

out as a gendarme or policia. Mariano, for instance, told me: "We were afraid of the 

Familiar. And we were afraid of gendarmeria as well. Why? Well, gendarmeria was there 

because of the people who went on strike. That's what we were afraid of." Secondly, the 

terminology some people use to refer to the Familiar is similar to that which becarne 

customary in Argentina in the 1970s to refer to state terronsm. In 1996, Gervacio, who 

was in San Martin del Tabacal as a young boy, told me about people who "disappeared" 

because of the Farniliar and about rumors which attributed their death to "electric shocks" 

-terms which in a country like Argentina almost automatically bring to mind images of 

torture and state terrorism: 

The old men Say that they made a big hole [below the factory], and that there's a house 
down there. M a y  people died there. Some say that [they died] because they got an electric 
shock. But it wasn't because they got an electric shock, but [because the Farniiiar] got 
them, and they died. They disappeared and nobody saw hem anymore. 

The forms of repression prevalent for decades in the sugar plantations were the 

bais for the combination of state and capitalkt terrorism which spread, with unparalleled 



violence, in the San Francisco Valley in the second half of the 1970s, when the Tobas 

were no longer remited by the sugar plantations. This had its peak in "el apagbn," "the 

black out" of Ledesma, the night of July 24, 1976 (four months after the onset of the 

military dictatorship). That night, the t o m  of the ingenio Ledesma, Libertador San 

Martin-Calilegua, was left in complete darkness. In vehicles provided by the 

administration of Ledesma, a combined force of army soldiers, gendarmes, and private 

policemen of the plantation kidnapped 300 workers from their homes. Thirty of them 

remain missing (Neili 1988: 1 17; Rosenzvaig 1995: 62). Between 1975 and 1980, the 

"black outs" -the same that many Tobas associate with the appearance of the Familiar- 

became the customary method used by the plantations and the armed forces to detain and 

kidnap workers and union leaders. Even though the Tobas did not expenence this last 

wave of terror, the way some people talked about the Familiar in the mid-1990s seemed 

to combine the influence of the (at les t  partial) knowledge of the terror brought by the 

rnilitary dictatorship in the second half of the 1970s and their less violent, but equally 

vivid, experiences of terror at San Martin del Tabacal. 

The Tobas' cultural experiences of terror in the ingenio, nonetheless, also 

acquired dimensions which, tough indirectly linked to forms of repression, were not 

reducible to thern. This was parficularly clear in the case of the paydk: faceless, 

anonyrnous, usually invisible forces with no connection with the power structure of the 

administration, but which in the Tobas' eyes were responsible for the death which 

haunted the lotes. A sirnilar, but less indirect, distance applies to the KiyaGaikpi. which 

stand in a particularly contradictory place: they had no direct connection with the 

administration either but were closely associated with features of their patrones. Beyond 



al1 these complexities, mediations, and ambiguities, the Tobas' intense fear of the 

Familiar, gendanneria, the paytik, and the KiyaGaikpi became a recurrent cornponent of 

their experience in the ingenio. And feu, as argued by Gavin Smith (1989: 220), c m  be 

"no doubt as emotionally pregnant as a circumcision, face-scarring, or other 

manifestations of 'cultural specificity'." 

But what is behind the manifold articulation between the Familiar, the puyak of 

the mountains, and the KiyaGoikpi, as they are currently remembered by the Tobas? How 

can we analyze these representations of expenences of terror shaped by imageries of 

"devils"? 

The Diabolical Faces of Terror 

In anthropology, The Devil and Commodity Fetishism in South America (1980) 

and Shamanism, Colonialism, and the Wild Man (1987) by Michael Taussig, are probably 

the best known books, respectively, on the devil irnagery and on terror in their connection 

with capitalist exploitation." These books, however, have an independent thematic 

structure, and Taussig has not attempted to connect the issues which are central in each of 

them, narnely the devil and terror. How can we analyze this connection, which is so 

crucial in our case? Taussig's (1980: 36, 37) argument that the devil imagery merges 

comrnodity fetishism with an indigenous form of fetishism -which he calls "pre- 

capita1ist"- is still an insightfd staaing point. But as noted by many reviewers of his 

- 

" These book are very different fkom one another. n e  Devif became a controversial and thought-provoking 
analysis of the association of the devil-imagery with capifalist exploitation in the Cauca vailey , in Colom bia, 
and in the tin mines of Bolivia Shamanisrn is a more ambitious and experîmental book: an historicd and at 
the same t h e  de-constructive ethnography aimed at analyzing the complex dialectic between the terror 



book, Taussig's mode1 is stnictured dong dualistic oppositions -between "exchange 

systems," "modes of productions," and "forms of fetishism"- which oversirnplify much 

of his own anaiysis (see Taussig 1980: 18-19, 1 14, 125; see also Platt 1983: 64; Gregory 

1986: 67; Trouillot 1986: 86-87; Turner 1986: 105; Roseberry 1989: 222). In this regard, 

some components of Taussig's analysis require to my mind a more historical 

refonnulation. 

Firstly, this devil irnagery, rather than being inherent to the way rurai peoples 

perceive capitalisrn -as a reading of Taussig may suggest- should be analyzed as the 

result of specific historical and culnirai circumstances and particular experiences of labor 

(Nugent 1996: 281; Rosebeny 1989: 221). In our case, very important aspects of the 

fetishism associated with the puydk were part of the cultural habitus of the Tobas 

previous to their experience at the plantations: a set of subjective dispositions amenable 

to explaining disease and death by the action of powemil forces beyond human control 

(what Taussig would cal1 "pre-capitalist fetishism"). In other words, the "cultural 

background" which the Tobas brought with them in their first migrations to kahogonuGd, 

which included the figure of the paydk, provided them with symbols with which they 

tried to understand the new experiences which were affecting their lives. And the 

experience of missionization at home charged the p@k, by turning them into diablos, 

with lùrther negative meanings. In the case of the Familiar, the Tobas incorporated it 

from their daily interaction with other workers. But after decades of labor migrations, the 

meanings associated with these different "diablos," the Farniliar and the paykk, were 

brought by the rubber boom in the Amazon and the historical conformation of shamanism as a practice with 
a strong counter-hegernonic component. 



shaped and refomulated by their recurrent experience in the cane-fields of San Martin del 

Tabacal; in other words, they became semantically embedded in a historicdly situated 

and localized experience of alienated labor and terror. 

A further historical-cultural feature which is specific to these "devils" is that the 

Tobas had no type of reciprocity with them. Thus, the notion of making "pacts" with 

them in order to increase productivity and wealth -central in the cases of Colombia and 

Bolivia analyzed by Taussig (1980)- is totally alien to the Tobas. For them, it is not the 

workers but the patron, Patron Costas, who made "pacts" with the Familiar. Other groups 

of laborers working in the plantations of the San Francisco Valley, however, considered 

possible to make those types of deals with "the Devil," like the Bolivian cane cutters who 

were paid by piecework (Whiteford 1981: 55). The Tobas simply had few possibilities of 

increasing their wages through higher productivity; for they worked (as we have seen) not 

by piecework but per tarea. Besides, they did not have, like the Bolivian workers, a long 

experience of immersion into the values and ideology of market economy. Thus, iheir 

construction of the "devils" as totally alien and evil beings is to a great extent rooted in 

their experience of being at the bottom of the labor force. 

Taussig's mode1 partially hinges on the problem of "alienation;" thus, for him 

whereas commodity fetishisrn is based on the sepuration of the producer from his 

product, 'pre-capitalist" fetishism is based on the unî , between the two (1980: 17, 37).98 

In my opinion, this concept should be put to the fore, especially because of the connection 

In a more recent piece, Taussig (1995: 398) offered a reinterpretation of his original thesis of rhe "devil 
contract," in which he abandoned references to labor processes and alienation. In this new interpretation, the 
"devil contract" is analyzed as a phenomenoa of shber excessiveness and wild exuberaace resmcted to the 
sphere of circulation: instances of "giving without receiving." 



"alienation" entails between labor and subjectivity. Because alienation is not merely a 

"philosophical" way of refemng to what should be simply called "exploitation," as Louis 

Althusser (1993: 105) has suggested in one of his many critiques of the concept. Rather, 

the concept alludes to the subjective aspect of the experience of being exploited, to the 

experience of feeling separated from the products of one's labor. When the young Marx 

wrote about alienation in the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, he was 

concerned with what we would cal1 today "cultural experiences" of exploited labor, in 

which the worker, in Marx's words (1963 [1844]: 122-123), feels that "his labor becomes 

an object, assumes an external existence, but that it exists independently, outside himsel f, 

and dien to him, and that it stands opposed to him as an autonomous power." Along 

these lines, the Tobas' view of the paydk of the mountains, the Familiar, and the 

KiyaGaikpi as distant and alien entities cannot be fully understood without reference to a 

cultural experience of estrangement; an experience rooted in the last anaiysis in the 

alienation from their own labor but also shaped, in a powexful way, by the death which 

haunted the lotes and the intense fear which dominated their expetience of labor. As 

argued by Aiwa Ong (1988: 34) regarding female factory workers possessed by spirits in 

Malaysia, the lurid images associated with workplace speak of the Tobas' lack of control 

over the conditions of labor. This situation was fuaher heightened by the Tobas' seasonal 

retum to the bush, which allowed them to contrast their experience in kahogonaGd with 

practices over which they exerted a direct control (cf. Taussig 1980: 92-93, 1 15). 

Being shaped by an experience of aiienated labor, but not reducible to it, the 

imagery of the "devils" creates a reification similar to that of comrnodity fetishism, which 

objectifies the social relation between labor and capital in creatures with a life and will of 



their own. In so doing, this construction partially blurs the social relations lying behind 

the production of commodities, the appalling living and working conditions irnposed by 

the plantation administration, and the terror exerted by it. However, as noted by Taussig 

( 1980: 18, 129, l32), these constricts are at the sarne time very different from commodity 

fetishism, for they associate a place dominated by capitalist relations of production such 

as San Martin del Tabacal with evil, negative, iemfying features. In this regard, these 

forms of reification have the opposite effect of cornmodity fetishism, which is the 

naturalization of social conditions of production, and consequently they can be said to 

have an underlying critical cornponent of conditions of exploitation.99 Terence Turner 

(1986: 11  1) has argued that the image of "the devil" in contexts such as these represents 

power rafher than capitalism. This caveat deserves attention, for in Our case the paydk and 

the Familiar certainly symbolize beings with powers beyond human control. But 1 also 

believe that Turner's point should be reformulated, because it would be misleading to 

reduce the power of these diablos to "power" in the absuact. Their power is rooted in a 

very particular place which is the product of particular historical forces: the plantation 

and its sunoundings. This is clear in the fact that the Tobas see the p y d k  of the 

mountains as more &en, deadly, and powerful than those of their home territones, and 

that the Familiar lives in the place which is the greatest symbol of the power of the 

plantation: the factory. Hence, the power of these "devils" ailudes to the power of a place 

ruled by particukr relations of production: îhose of capitalism. 

Some authors have contested Taussig's assertion that the devil-imagery implies a critique to capitalism 
(see Edelman 1994: 78; Da Matta 1986: 62-63; Turner 1986: 110-1 11). Even though these critiques are well 
grounded especially in the case of the Bolivian tin mines (see PIatt 1983: 65-66; Nash 1993: nxxvii), I. 
consider that Taussig stiii has a point f also think, however. that the critical component of the devil imagery 
is more subtle and ambiguous than what Taussig suggests (cf, Taussig 1980: 120-12i). 



This image of the paramount symbol of the power of the whites, the ingenio, as a 

place haunted by evil, diabolical creatures also implies an inversion of the demonization 

of their own cultural practices carried out by the Anglican rnissionaries in their home 

villages and in general of the old European view of the "Indians" of the Chaco as led and 

inspired by "Satan" (see Lozano (1989 [1733]; cf. Cervantes 1994). Thus, by constructing 

the plantation as a "diabolical" place the Tobas also projected back ont0 their oppressors, 

in a mostly unconscious and not necessarily reflective way, many of the negative features 

that the latter had constnicted about them. 

The critical component of meanings such as these, though important in their 

denaturaiization of conditions of exploitation, is not clear and straightfonvard; rather, 

these critical meanings are contradictory and deeply arnbiguous. These contradictions 

include the Tobas' view of Patron Costas. For most Tobas, he was "a nice old man" who 

"cared" about his workers. Furthemore, many times people so descnbed him right after 

mentioning his connection with the Familiar. Like Tom& who told me: 

Patr6n Costas had a FamiIiar. PatrOn Costas was the nicest, very nice. Thin, very thin, tall. 
He had pants. He was always wearing a white jacket, white pants . . . High boots, so nice. 
The Farniliar. rnaybe he's r relative mmiliar] of Patron Costas. He tumed into Familiar. It 
was the tirne, he came out. People got silent. 

The capacity of the Tobas to remember Patron Costas as a man who fed the 

Familiar with workers and who was also "nice" takes us to another important set of 

meanings associated with the ingenio. For the sugar plantations were for the Tobas not 

only fields of death and terror but also mesmerking places of abundance and wealth. 

These imageries of terror and wealth are closely related, for the latter were also nurtured 



by experiences of estrangement: in which commodities, riches, and hidden treasures 

shone in front of the Tobas' eyes like a close, promising, yet unreachable Baby Ion. 



ELEVEN: 
"WII IUE'ïUFtNED RICH" 

It was nice at the ingenio San Martin. We 
retunied rich. 

Pablo (1996). 

'Like Candies, the Money" 

Many Tobas remember it clearly. The train stopped at Tabacal, and presideni Juan 

Domingo Per6n himself emerged from one of the cars. Excited masses of workers, among 

them the Tobas, had gathered at the train station to see him. Per6n reached the bags 

carried by several assistants and a few seconds later the air was filled with hundreds, 

thousands of coins, flying from his hands to the stretched, desperate, hands of the 

workers. Diego remembered with excitement the day when Per6n "threw money" to them 

in San Martin de1 Tabacal: 

In Tabacal, we saw him. It was him that we saw; we didn't see another man. In those days, 
he traveled by train. When Per6n saw the people, he got off. Many people. And al1 the 
secretarîes had little bags. And the people didn't believe that he carried money, in little 
bags like those. When hc fmished talking to d l  the caciques and capitanes, [it was] only 
then he threw the money. But coins, new ones. He threw money, he was throwing it like 
this. The people were bumping into each other, rnany kids, women. Many 20 cent coins, 
back then when they were worth something. Then, you found quite many pesitos and 
bought a shirt. Then, when he left, we never corne across P e r h  again. 

Many ernphasized that the attempt to gather the money thrown by Perh caused a 

chaotic excitement among the people. According to Bemardo: "He grabbed a handfûl of 

money and threw it. Ooh! The people gathering money over and over again. They were 

pushing each other. The younger kids cried, the grown ups were stepping on them." 

Along these lines, some people used metaphors which rernarked the animal-like or 

childish nature of the Tobas' desperate, impulsive attempt to gaiher the money. Pablo told 



me: ''The people like hens which are being fed with corn. They came like that." Mariano 

said of the sarne event: "When he threw the money, like candies the money ... And 

everybody run, the kids, the grownups, everybody." 

The image of president Per6n throwing money to them stands in a special place in 

the memory of the elderly Tobas. And it stands as a particularly dazzling condensation of 

their view of the plantation as a place of abundance and wealth. In this chapter, I will 

focus on different aspects of this representation: the abundance of commodities and the 

t=iches and various expressions of fetishized wealth and money which were unique to the 

plantation. And 1 will analyze the memory of this ingenio as it is shaped by the 

unresolved tension between the Tobas' simultaneous feeling of participating in it and 

being excluded from it. 

"We Returned Rich'' 

The enchantment with the arnount of goods they were able to earn at the ingenio 

ernerges very often and strongly in the Tobas' memory. Moreover, they often argue that 

the ingenio was a "nice" place where they were able to earn plenty of goods. These goods 

were for the Tobas not only use values but also exchange values: Le., comrnodities in the 

strict sense of the tem. For even though they were unaware of their actual monetary 

value, back home many of them were sold and bartered to the Criollo settlers, and as a 

result they became an important source of income. 

Among the many rernarks made by the Tobas on how "nice" the ingenio was, 1 

remember the excited reply by Nicacio to my question "did you like going to the 

ingenio?" He raised his right a m  and vehementiy told me: '9 Lked it a lot! When the 



mayordomo arrived, 1 left without doubting!" Right away he explained why: "1 bought 

shotguns with bullets, cartridge belt. The old woman got a mare. Some bought 

donkeys ..." Most times 1 asked people whether they liked going to San Martin del 

Tabacal, they replied dong similar lines, putting the emphasis on the large amount of 

goods they e m e d .  Moreover, 1 aiways noticed that men and women alike loved giving 

me a detailed and seerningly endless list of goods in a rhythmical, cumulative tone, which 

gained rnomentum and a bizarre, dizzying strength as the listing increased. Mariano 

described the arreglo grande as follows: 

The money was worth a lot .. .Then I bought a large blanket, shotgun, shells, gun powder. 
reins, bit, spurs, cloth for drrss. 1 bought ten pieces of cloth of three meters each, two 
shirts to go out, five working shins, cloth for bombachas [Cnollo pants], eight meters. 1 
bought pants, bombachu, as if was chaquefio [Cnollo], hat, boots, shoes, a full suit for 
Sundays. [The employee] summed up, and then there was still a bit left. Then 1 bought a 
flashlight, needle, thread, soap, mirror, handkerchiefs, socks . . . 

In her own "listing," Marcela, a woman in her early forties referred to the items 

cliosen by the femaie workers: "A lot of clothing, blankets, dresses ... cooking pots, 

buckets, money, purse . .." The commodities that people brought back to their villages 

also had a contagious effect on the British rnissionaries. Dora Tebboth (1989 [1938- 

19461: 59) wrote about the amount of goods brought by the migrants from the ingenio 

with the same in crescendo rhythm used by the Tobas themselves: 

You should have seen the new trousers, bombachas, skirts, coats, vests, shoes, socks, hats, 
caps, boaters, handkerchiefs, frocks, cheap rings, bah, soap, cigarettes, food and goodness 
knows what else, ducks, hoaes and dogs too. They al1 look like figures in a spectacular 
stage show. 



The fact that the Tobas earned al1 at once a relatively high number of goods in the 

arreglo grande was key in creating this dazzling image of abundance. Hence, this 

concentration of goods at the end of the harvest had an important ideological effect, for it 

contributed to obscunng not only the exploitation they were subjected during the year but 

also the fact that they were usually being deceived in the amount of balance owed to 

them. 

The arreglo had a further dazzling, ideological effect. When the Tobas referred to 

the distribution of commodities in the arreglo, they usually presented it as if they were 

somehow in charge of the situation; as if the power balance at the plantation had been 

suddenly inverted. It was they who decided which type of goods they were going to take 

home. And -as long as there was a "balance" left- they were able to do it over and 

over again, as if they were being served, like good patrons of the house, by respectfui 

employees just willing to comply to their wishes. As Tom& put it: "They gave us 

whatever we wanted." Emphasizing both this image of being served and the abundance of 

cornmodities associated with the arreglo, Diego told me: "You went to the almacén, and 

they asked you: 'What do you take?' You asked what you wanted and the pile started 

growing: poncho, cloth for women, blanket, shoes. The bag was full like this, but there 

was still money left. Then, you continued asking . . ." 

On many occasions, the Tobas' references to the abundance of goods in Tabacal 

came out right after dreadful descriptions of the death, suffenng, and terror they were 

experiencing. 1 was dways struck by the ease with which they were able to shift from one 

topic to the other. For instance, Marcelino was taiking about the Familiar and he suddenly 



made a comment, followed by the customary listing of commodities, on "how nice" it 

was when they worked at the sugar plantation: 

When you saw a black dog you had to escape, because it was the Familias ... When it 
wanted to, it was going to kill people. Ooh! At that time there was a lot of work in the 
ingenio. But the work was nice, it wasn't much. But when you worked, you earned clothes, 
a lot of clothes, bicycles, record players for music, radio, shotgun, donkeys, hones ... 

An important feature of the memory of the ingenio as a place of abundance is the 

fact that it is constnicted in tension with the current experiences of wage labor in the bean 

and cotton fanns, which the Tobas, particularly the older generations, see as providing 

them with very little goods. It is to a great extent in this very contrast that the ingenio 

ernerges as a place where the Tobas were able to "retum rich" to their home villages. 

Pablo told me: 

It was nice the ingenio San M d .  We returned nch. We bought boots, spurs, bombachas, 
hat, revolver. Others bought shotguns, boxes of bullets. Another one bought a rifle, bullets. 
Now, it's not like that. Now, people go to harvest beans, to harvest cotton. But they aren't 
going to eam a good fuearm, a good pair of shoes, a good hat. Nothing. Just something to 
eat. 

The abundance of the ingenio is also constnicted in terms of the different 

purchasing power attributed to money back then and today. For instance, some people 

argue that back ther, a few "cents" enabled them to buy several goods, whereas today the 

same amount of money is totally worthless. Marcelino told me that in the ingenio "the 

money was worth a lot, even though it was twenty cents, the cents were like American 

dollars." The Tobas' view of the ingenio as a place of abundance where money "was 

worth a lot" leads us to the different constmcts about "money" associated with San 



Martin del Tabacal. And this takes us back to the memory of the money that president 

Juan Domingo Per6n threw at them. 

Per6n9s Factory 

Some Tobas argue that the reason why Per6n threw large arnounts of money to 

them is that he owned a "money factory." This private factory was located, depending on 

different versions, either in the city of Salta, up in the mountains, or in Buenos Aires. Ail 

of those who mentioned this "money factory" made a close association between owning it 

and being president of Argentina. Mariano traced a particular sketch of Perth's political 

career, in which he was ''fkorn England" (the sarne country of the missionaries) and his 

"money factory" was the key means which enabled not only him to becorne president, but 

also president Carlos Menem to succeed him: 

The story goes that Per6n had a money factory ... They Say he came from England. Eva 
manied him in Argentina . . . And Per6n had a lot of money also. Then. when there was a 
vote, they were elected to be the govemment. Since he had that money factory, he was 
going to govem, to govem al1 the people. Then when he died, they say that Menem 
[became] president. They Say that Menem stole that money factory from him. For they Say 
that Menem was Per6nts secretary . 

bbFactories" became for the Tobas key fetishized symbols of their experience in the 

sugar plantations of the San Francisco Valley; powemil places which create wealth 

independently from human labor. As we have seen, because of the "pact" with the 

Farniliar living in its basement, the factory at Tabacal was the key to the wealth of Patron 

Costas. And the Kiyagaikpi, the cannibal people wandering in the valley, were "rich" 

according to some because they had a "salt factory" in the mountains. The Tobas certainly 



saw the factories as temmng places, but they were also fascinated by them as the source 

of the wealth of the dokohé. These fabulous producers of riches, however, had somewhat 

distinctive features. The factory which was closest to the Tobas' experience, the imposing 

sugar mil1 at Tabacal, was a threatening and diabolical source of wealth which required 

(through the Familiar) a regular flow of human flesh for its very functioning. The "rnoney 

factory" of Perh, by contrast, was located in very distant lands and produced the most 

powerful of ail commodities: money. This made it a hypnotic condensation of the 

econornic system of the dokohé. As mesmerking as the image of Per6n as it is 

remembered by the Tobas: him stepping off the train in Tabacal and throwing to the 

workers the money produced by his machinery of steel. 

Juan Dorningo Perbn, however, never visited San Martin del ~ a b a c a l . ' ~  In the 

carnpaign for the presidential elections of November 195 1, when Per6n was running for 

re-election, several trains went al1 around Argentina with functionaries of the govemment 

which threw money and gifts to the crowds at the stations -a practice which had become 

customary in the Peronist govemment (cf. Pavon Pereyra et al. 1974: 68; Eloy Martinez 

1995: 193). Furthemore, these functionaries usually combed their hair like Per6n and 

were surrounded by an impressive Peronist paraphernalia: large pictures of Peron, the 

lm Having in mind the Tobas' vivid depiction of the money that Per6n threw fo the workers at Tabacal. 1 
devoted weeks of bibliographical research in Buenos Aires and Salta looking, without success, for any 
published reference of the episode. Firstiy, none of the rnost important biographies of Per6n report a visit to 
the San Francisco Valley. Secondly, since the Tobas agreed that the train had amved at Tabacal close to the 
end of the harvest (the 'Eva Per6n Train'*, see below, arrived at that time), 1 reviewed the October and 
November issues of a mainsiream newspaper during the time of Per6n's first two presidencies (1946-1955), 
and no trip by him to Tabacal is ever mentioned. Tom& Eloy Martlnez (personal communication, 1997), 
one of the most distinguished writers and historians on PerBn, aiso agrees that there is no evidence of such a 
trip. The closest that Per6n seems to have been to San Manni del Tabacal was in his tour by train fo Salta 
and Jujuy during the presidential campaign for the elections of February 1946. However, he did not visit the 
sugar plantations of the San Francisco Valley. Mer dl, these plantations, and especidy San Manin de1 
Tabacd, were the strongholds of some of his rnost bitter political adversaries. 



symbol of the Partido Justicialista, and banners with the slogan "PerPn Presidente" 

(Eloy Martinez, personal communication 1997). One of these trains, called "Eva Per6n 

Sanitary Train," arrived at San Manin del Tabacal on October 28, 1951, a few days 

before the elections. 'O' 

At that tirne, the Tobas knew very little about Per6n and about the political 

situation in Argentina in general. Tom& told me, rernembering the day they "saw" Perh: 

"You know, we didn't know Per6n. Per6n arrived at ingenio Tabacal. We didn't know 

who Per6n was." The arriva1 of the "Eva Per6n" train at San Martin del Tabacal most 

probably triggered among the Tobas, as well as among other groups of workers, great 

expectations as to the possibility of seeing the distant president from Buenos Aires. A few 

Tobas even claim that Evita was in that train, side by side with Per6n. Situations like this 

were then widespread in Argentina, and people often "saw" Per6n and Evita in places 

they never went to (Eloy Martinez, personal communication 1997). 

The Tobas' memory of Per6n's visit to San Martin del Tabacal is important not 

because of this "gap" between their subjective experience of the event and the "actual" 

identity of the man who threw money to them. Rather, what is significant about it is the 

various clusters of meanings it conveys to hem, among them the contradictory view of 

the plantation as a place of wealth and abundance. But this memory points to something 

else. People's recollection of their own desperation at reaching the coins thrown by 

Perbn, the fact that they gathered them like "hens" running after "corn grains," uncovers 

the other side of this imagery of wealth: that they also felt alienated from it. This twofold 

process, the fascination with wealth and the simultaneous sense of estrangement from it, 

'O1 El Mundo 26/10/1951; 811 Ill9Sl. 



emerges in accounts by the Tobas of a type of money '%th a life of its own" which was 

exclusive to San Martin del Tabacal. 

c6Living" Money 

The abori'genes of the Chaco were caught by the "hypnotizing" effects of money 

since their very early experiences in the plantations. In 19 12, one of the first British 

missionaries at La Esperanza was trying to leam the Chorote language, and he was feeling 

frustrated by the Abongines' indifference to his questions about the word for "water." 

One of the Leach brothers, the owners of the plantation, was by his side; he showed the 

aborfgenes "a dollar bill," and -the missionary wrote- '&the effect was marvellous": 

Taking a dollar bill out of his pocket and holding it up so that ail could see it, Mr. Leach 
said in Spanish, "Hen is a dollar for the word for 'water' in the man's language." The 
effect was rnarvelbus. Excitement grew high, and the interpreters were running in every 
direction. After a little while two Chunupi men appeared, who claimed to know the 
language, but they could not speak Spanish (Hunt 19 13b: 79). 

The enchantment with money was embedded in many other aspects of life in the 

plantations. In the early 1910s, an administrator of La Esperanza descrïbed the "Coya" 

workers as people who were "perpetually counting their money" (Muir 1947: 250). In 

1933, when Ked6k told Alfred Métraux (1937: 188-189) about his dreams, the first thing 

he mentioned was: "1 drearn of my trips to the sugar mills . . . of sacs full of money . . ." 

In the context of the commoditization of social relations prevalent in the 

plantation and of the experience of alienation associated with it, many of these images of 

money in kahogonaGk are strongly fetishized. In that particular place, money, Iaikawi - 

Iiterally "iron," due to the metallic character of coins, the first type of money known to 



the Tobas- had on several occasions a life of its own, moved from one place to another, 

and was able to breed more money, independently from human labor. This form of 

fetishism is recurrent in other parts of Latin America, and has been analyzed by Michael 

Taussig (1980) regarding the so-called "baptism of money" in the Cauca Valley, 

~o lornbia . '~~  The Tobas do not have such a notion of "baptism," but the sarne type of 

fetishism is recurrent at various levels in various of their accounts about money in the 

plantation. And al1 of these accounts have something in cornmon: the Tobas felt that this 

laikawd was alien to them. 

This fetishized money is firstly associated with white men from distant regions, 

called by the Tobas "magicians" or "artists," who arrived at the lotes on Sundays and 

performed various and remarkable tricks to entertain the workers. People depict the 

"magicians" as strange men with wonderful powers; some argue that they had a "secret," 

something which made them brujos (shamans) with powers provided by a paydk. And 

their most remarkable trick, men in their fifties and sixties agree, involved the creation of 

money out of other objects or sirnply out of thin air. Thus, the white "magicians" of the 

ingenio successfully mastered the very secret which govemed the econornic system of the 

dokohé: the creation of money. 

When the Tobas recalled the acts of these "magicians" in the rnid-1990s, they 

gave d l  the impression that they used to watch them in awe, as perplexed and passive 

spectators. This attitude was not unrelated to their own expenence of labor. After dl,  they 

were aborfgenes living in utter poverty who were witnessing in front of their eyes, on a 

'02 This "baptism" occun when the godfather conceals a bank note during the baptism of the child. The bill 
is then "baptized" instead of the child and wiU return to its owner after any purchase (Taussig t 980: t 26). 



day-to-day basis, the creation of vast amounts of wealth from which they were estranged. 

Emesto did not get to see these "magicians" but heard about them from his father. When 

he told me about hem, he expressed a resigned frustration for not being able to do 

something like that: 

They are white people from the ingenio. They were Young, some with beard . . . and they 
Say they were like rnagicians ... Fint, they pulled out a white paper, and then they 
transformed it . . . and a brand new bank note came out. They also took one [bill] from their 
mnning shoes. He put the hand there, and brand new bank notes came out . . . They say it's 
ail like that . . . How corne? 1 wish 1 could be like that, me, that I'm poor . . . 1 don't know 
how is it. 

According to other people, these men could produce peso notes out of various 

objects: like burned paper, eggs, or playing cards. Furthemore, they could also make 

money breed more money, by tuming, for instance, a simple coin into "ten thousand 

pesos." Tom& who saw these tricks performed in the lote several times, told me: 

if there's a coin, then he made like this with the hand [he moved his fingers], with the 
coin. Then he showed it to the people. The hand was empty. Where did the coin go? ... 
Then, after a while he said: "Al right, I'm going to check my pocket. It seems that I have 
money." Then he puiled out the money, and the rnoney came out, paper rnoney like 10,000 
pesos, from the coin . . . The coin was worth 10,000 pesos already . . . The man seemed to 
have a lot of knowledge. 

There was a further feature of the money created by the "magicians": after a 

purchase, this money retumed to its owner; moreover, it also brought more rnoney with it. 

That is the reason why some Tobas also referred to the "magicians" as carteristas, 

"pickpockets" (kachdGaik). In this regard, some argue that some people who were 

watching their show sometimes lost all the money they had in their pockets. The bank 

notes of the carteristas had simply taken that money away. 



In San Martin del Tabacal, there was another type of money with "a life of its 

own," able to breed more money. It was money hidden in "boxes" buried in various parts 

of the sürroundings of the plantation and especially in the rocky heights of the rnountains. 

Some Tobas cal1 the boxes of money by the term "the gold" and for them they were 

associated with the pay&103 The image that the Tobas have of the money buried in these 

"boxes" is also associated with a deep sense of estrangement from it. For people 

unanimously agree that no aborigen has ever been able to find them. Only some bold 

Criollos and Chiriguanos were able to discover them and had consequently "become 

rich." However, many of these treasures were located in the mountains, the paramount 

home of the paydk, and very few people dared to look for it. Mariano told me: 

Those mouniains, the people were afraid of them . . . People said that neither planes nor 
nothing went around there . .. It was forbidden for planes to go up there. They said there 
was a gold up there. A gold? Gold, silver. Forbidden to go. Maybe there was somebody 
who had nothing, and then the man who was up there was going to give him the money ... 
They said that many tried to get up there, but they didn't make it. When they were almost 
there. the plane fell dom. Did you say there was a man up there? No, no person lives up 
there . . . There're many devils . . . Many devils. 

Boxes with rnoney were dso buried close to the plantation, usually in the heart of 

a forest, and their location was rnarked by a thin yellow flame, according to the Tobas 

"like a candle." S i d a r  stories of money associated with "the devil" and buried in places 

marked by Bames, are common in other parts of Latin America (cf. Crain 1991: 76). In 

our case, this "candle" ignited and faded in regular intervals, coming out of a small hole 

'a Other people mentioued that there was aiso "gold" and "silvei' hidden in the area, but the term "the 
gold" usually refers to these buried boxes. Stones of treanires near the sugar plantations seern to have been 
widespread among other indigenous workers from the Chaco. For instance, in the late 1960s some Wichi 
groups bad oral accounts in which the culniral hero tokwtij found "a pot fidl of gold coins" near Ledesma, 
where "there was a yellow mountain which was aii gold" (Pages Larraya 1982 Vol. II: 245, my translation). 



in the ground. The Tobas emphasize that only the Criollos and the Chinguanos knew how 

to find these flarnes. Moreover, only the most courageous among them set out in their 

search, at night and in forests known for their dangers. After seeing the flame from the 

distance, they had to approach it very slowly and to hdt every time the Rame faded. Once 

near the flame, they had to cover the little hole from which it emerged with either a knife, 

hat, or bottle, and then return home. The following day. they had to return with a shovel 

to dig up a hole to get to the box. Emesto told me: "They Say that right there there's a 

little golden box. And it has like a little key. And then you open it and al1 the bank notes 

are right there. Al1 the notes very well ordered." The money included in these boxes - 

like that of the "magicians9'- had dso the power, once spent, to retum to the pocket of 

the person who found it and to bring more money with it. Ernesto added: 

You pull one bill out and you take it to the store ... and the foilowing day you open the 
little box. The note that you spent is already there, and it cornes with the othen, with the 
other notes of the store .. . And then you're getting ncher and richer. Ooh! Until you have 
so much dough that you don't know what to do with it ... My brothers used to Say: "Ooh, 
how 1 wish 1 could corne across that thing of the story." But here nobody found them. 

People argue that only once was a Toba man able to see, from the distance, the 

flarne marking the presence of these fabulous boxes. However, while he was trying to get 

closer, he lost sight of i t  Tom& argued that the Tobas never found one of those boxes 

"because . . . we don't know that money of gold. We don? know that. We don't have 

knowledge. We're new ones, we don't have knowledge." 

The meanings associated with this rnoney and with the "gold" point to several 

aspects of the Tobas' experience of wage labor. On the one han& the image of money 

%th a Life of its own" draws elements from capitalist culture and ideology: the idea that 



capital breeds more capital without the intervention of human labor. And the Tobas' 

fascination with it is also a fascination with the eternal -but always postponed- 

promise of the bourgeois ideology: that ordinary people always have the possibility to 

becoming "rich." On the other hand, in its implicit association with the payik,104 this type 

of money bas for the Tobas negative, somehow evil and unnatural connotations, which 

undermine some of the elements of bourgeois ideology. 

Estrangement and Fetishism 

The Tobas were immersed in a productive system whose main dnving force was 

the creation of vast amounts of wealth. And they captured this central aspect of the 

ingenio in dazzling and contradictory images of abundance. This is a memory enhanced 

by the Tobas' current poverty but also rnolded by their back then very actual acquisition 

of goods which had become central in their life. Moreover, the renewed promise of this 

acquisition became the powerful force that every year pulled hundreds of Tobas out of the 

bush, in spite of the disease and death that awaited them in the cane-fields. Since they 

were paid with numerous goods at the arreglo, the Tobas felt that they were indeed 

participating of the wealth of the ingenio. After dl, every year they returned to the bush 

"rich," and this experience mornentarily "suspended" their simultaneous experience of 

terror and exploitation. 

But this "suspension" was never total, and the contradictory aspects of their 

experience of labor maintained a permanent, creative tension among each other. As part 

104 The Tobas do not articulate the idea that the discovery of this money implied a "pact" with the paydk; 
they simply mentioned that it was "money of the devil." 



of these tensions, in spite of feeling momentarily "rich," the Tobas were somewhat aware 

that the secret of the wealth of the dokohé was still unknown, alien to them. That is why 

their accounts usually include an attempt to understand the origin of the wealth 

impregnating San Martin del Tabacal: through Patron Costas' pact with the Familiar, the 

"money factories," the people with powers to create money out of thin air, the money 

which breeds more money, the buried boxes of "gold." These attempts at explanation are 

tentative, arnbiguous, and not necessarily rationalized as such; and above dl, they are 

fetishized accounts, in which the creation of wealth has no connection with human Iabor: 

with their own labor. This fetishization increased the Tobas' sense of distance between 

themselves and the wealth associated with the plantation, seerningly at the reach of their 

hand but actually shining behind an abyss they were unable to cross. For ultimately, in the 

Tobas' eyes, this weaith and the knowledge on how to creaie it were restricted to actors 

like Patron Costas, president Perh, white strangers, and the Criollo and Chiriguano 

workers who were at the top of the ethnic hierarchy of the plantation. 

As 1 have argued, the meanings associated with the plantation were created in 

permanent tension with the Tobas' expenences back home, in the mission station and the 

bush. For this reason, aside from being a contradictory place of terror and abundance, Sm 

Martin del Tabacal was for the Tobas also a place of unrestrained "freedorn" from the 

social control exerted by the rnissionaries. 



TVVELIJE: 
"DANCING, DANCMG, DANCING" 

I hope those Chnstians who have gone away 
will keep straighi, for it is awfùl to hear of some 
of the things these Indians get up to down there 
at the cane-fields. 
Dora Tebboth, 
With Teb Among the Tobas (1938) 

When we arrived at the ingenio, the dancing 
started right away. 
Tomds (1996) 

Mimesis and Memory 

1 was sitting with five or six men in a circle, having a mate in the shade on one of 

those Chaco summer aftemoons swept by the overwhelrning heat of the north wind. We 

were in the town of El Potrillo, located about 70 kilometers to the northwest of the Toba 

villages, where a contingent of about 60 Tobas and myself had gone over a weekend (in a 

slow joumey in a tractor trader) to participate in a religious meeting hosted by their Wichi 

Anglican peers. We were having a break from the long (and for me exhausting) meetings 

in the church, and at one point a Wichi man whorn they d l  seemed to know joined Our 

round of mates. Mer a few minutes, they al1 started remernbering the days of San Martin 

del Tabacal, where they had originally met, and where they had worked together for so 

many years. At one point, the Wichi man monopolized the conversation and started 

talking about the dancing that al1 of them, Wichis and Tobas, used to perform together 

every evening in the plantation. Standing in front of us, with a wide srnile crossing his 

face, he imitated the rhythm of the dancing. His arms fust stretched to both sides as if he 

was holding the waists of two other persons in a circle. Then, he imitated the rhythmical 

movement of somebody shaking a gourd. The laughter was general. My Toba 



companions, most of them in their fifties, followed that monologue and that performance 

with spontaneous srniles. While laughing, some looked at the ground and shook their 

heads repeatedly. None of hem, however, said a word. They just laughed. 

A very special climate emerged out of that circle of men who were remembering 

the "wild" dances they held in San Martin del Tabacal. They were remembenng a practice 

which had been central in their youth but which at that moment was so distant, so 

removed from that hot aftemoon of February 1996, when they were celebrating the 

Christian values received from the missionaries. 1 felt that those shared but silent srniles 

indicated a subtle but nevertheless noticeable complicity. It was an ambiguous compiicity 

about "youth sins" which were at odds with the very Anglican values they were now 

celebrating and which somehow reminded them of how much they had changed since 

those days at kolid. 

"The People Deceived the Missionaries With Thaty' 

San Martin del Tabacal was for the Tobas a place which condensed multiple 

foms of "excess." Excess of disease, death, and terror; excess of cornrnodities and 

wealth; excess in the search of bodily forms of pleasure. Paramount among the latter were 

the nomi, the collective male dances (known in Spanish as "baile sapo") which the 

aborfgenes of the Chaco used to perform every evening, al1 together, in the lotes where 

they had their campsites and which were the prelude to generalized and casual forms of 

interethnic sexual intercourse. 

On the one hand, the various expressions of "excess" ernerging out of the 

practices held in the plantation were tied to each other in a tense ensemble and 



consequently one cannot be fully understood without reference to the other. 1 will refer to 

their connection later on in the chapter. On the other hand, the bodily forms of "excess" 

associated with dancing was for the Tobas directly tied to their expenence of 

missionization in their home villages, where they were subjected to everyday forms of 

social control. One of the defining features of the plantation was the absence of Anglican 

rnissi~naries;~~~ hence, the ingenio became a place where people felt free to cany out the 

practices banned and censored in the mission station and in their home villages. 

The nomi emerged as the most paradigrnatic expression of the constitution of the 

plantation as a place free from missionary surveillance. Thus, in the mid-1990s many 

Tobas saw the dancing carried out in the ingenio as the best expression of their 

"disobedience" of the strict paternalism exerted by Alfred Leake. Along these lines, 

Patncio told me that in the hgenio: "People sang with gourd ... singing of the devil. 

Everybody sang. Al1 the people didn't remember God, nothing, because there was no 

missionary." Expressing this image of noncornpliance, Mariano, nowadays a committed 

Anglican, told me: "When the people went to the ingenio they didn't pay attention to the 

missionary. There, people sang." Late in 1995, Tom&, aiso a regular follower of the 

Anglican credo, described with a srnile on his face how they "deceived" the rnissionaxies, 

pretending to have dropped ("hW) the nomi in the mission. 

People were the worst, at the ingenio. Many people: PiIag6, Chorote, Chulupi [Nivaklé], 
Mataco. They were the wont, ail mixed up the people. Did you dance? A lot of dancing, 
ai i  night long, every night ... We hugged, we did a large round ... That's what we did 
when we worked. Not anymore. We're used to the church. Did you dance at the mission? 

'Oj In San Martin del Tabacal there were sorne Franciscan missioraries at "La Mision", a mission founded in 
1937 among Chiriguanos in lands owned by the plantation (Pistoia 1989: 102). However. aside from 
occasional visits by them to the lotes, the Tobas had Little direct interaction with these CathoIic "curas", 
whom they saw as members of a Church which was not their own. 



When we retunied to the mission, we didn't do it anymore. You had to hide. We hid it. 
When they took the people out of the mission, and we arrived at the ingenio, the dancing 
started right away. When we retumed we hid it, because there was missionary already [he 
smiled]. The people deceived the missionaries with that, the dancing. 

These dances in the ingenio were not a recreation, in a new place, of a 

"traditional" Toba practice; rather, they were created by the Tobas' very experience in the 

cane-fields. The nomi was originally of Chorote ongin (cf. MCtrau~ 1937: 380) and due 

to the intense experience of interethnic socialization in the sugar plantations it was soon 

incorporated by other abori'genes. At the beginning of the twentieth century, it was 

already practiced by most indigenous groups of the Pilcomayo River, both in the ingenios 

and in their home villages. In the 1990s, many Tobas acknowledged that the nomi was not 

originally "their" dance but the Chorotes', and that the most skillful dancers and singers 

were Chorotes, followed by the Nivaklés. 

In October 1932, the Anglican Bishop E. Every visited Mision El Toba. Alfred 

Leake was then on furlough in England and Every (1933: 126) witnessed a dancing 

session conducted by the Tobas in the evening. His description of the event is sprinkled 

with the erotic overtones which dorninated the missionaries' initial fascination w ith the 

Tobas: 

Later on again we went down to the village and watched them, the young men at least, ai 
their dances. It was a wonderhl sight, these ta11 gracefbl men, in headdress, blankets, 
belts, anklets, rnoving in perfect time to rhythmical chants. A circle seemed the favourite 
figure. There must have been Nty or sixty taking part, and the effect in the moonlight was 
exiraordinarily attractive, suggestive of the grace and strength of manhood. 



Soon after, due to the missionaries' pressure, the nomi stopped being conducted 

by the Tobas: first in the mission and a few years later in the rest of the villages. 

Thereafter, the dancing becarne strictly limited to the lotes of the ingenio. 

"Ail Night Long, Every Night" 

AI1 the groups from the Chaco working at the ingenio, depending on the way they 

were distributed in the lotes, participated in the nomi: Wichis, Chorotes, Nivaklés, 

Pilagh, and Tobas. The nomi becarne a central syrnbol of their aboriginality; it was, as 

some Tobas put it: "the dance of the aborigenes." While performing the nomi, the 

Chorotes and Nivaklés in particular deveioped distinctive "roles," as we shall see. But 

something stronger tied them al1 together while dancing: their statu as aborfgenes living 

and working in San Martin del Tabacal under very sirnilar conditions, something which 

condensed the very foms of ethnicity created by the sugar plantations. 

Those who performed the nomi were young single men. 'These dances," 

Nordenskiold (1912: 76) wrote, "are the life of the youth." Far from being aimed at 

halting the threat of the pay6k, as claimed by Rafael Karsten (1 970 [1923]: 271, the nomi 

was above al1 a male display of eroticism performed to seduce young fernales. As Patricio 

told me: "We danced to make women fall in love and to sleep with us." Consequently, it 

was very important for men to look attractive during the dancing. As Mariano put it: 

"Very clean the men, very well dressed, very beautiful the men" (see also Nordenskiold 

19 12: 72-73). 

In this regard, the nomi required an esthetic arrangement of the male body with 

key markers of aboriginal identity, an arrangement which stood in sharp contrast to the 



appearance of the same body while working in the fields. Firstly, for the nomi the Tobas 

took off their working clothing, pants, and shirts, and put their own indigenous clothing 

on: the chiripa, a large piece of cloth wrapped around their waists. Secondly, they painted 

their faces and parts of their bodies in red and black; some also rubbed their skins with 

Ieaves of koukolék, a plant known for its power to seduce women. Many wore anklets and 

necklaces. This careh1 preparation for the evening dances was maintained for several 

decades. However, it eventually faded as a new generation of dancers, socialized by new 

experiences, took over the dance floors of the lotes. Thus, during the 1 s t  migrations to 

San Martin del Tabacal conducted in the 1960s younger men usually danced wearing 

pants and without paintings. 

The nomi consisted of a group of men grabbing each others' waists and dancing in 

circles. Sometimes they simply formed a long, straight row which moved back and fonh. 

Singing was a central component of the nomi. These songs had no words, and some of 

them were shared by different groups (Nordenskiold 1912: 76). The canchero ("the 

person of the caneha," or dance field) was in this regard a key figure: he was often a 

Chorote, a skillful singer who led the singing and was followed by dozens, hundreds of 

howling throats. This singing included the one called by the Tobas dbnagan, which was 

accompanied with the shaking of a poketd (gourd). Erland Nordenskiold (19 12: 76) 

described these dances as he saw them being performed by Chorotes and Nivaklés on the 

Pilcomayo in 1909: 

1 have seen several times hundreds of men taking part of this dance in the same circle. The 
movement is unially very slow, and all of a sudden, without transition, it becomes diuy; 
the dust rises, and the only thiag one can distinguish is a whirlwind of undulating ostrich 
feathers. At the same tirne, all the place becomes full with singing and shouting. 



Even though young women were not the main dancers, they played a very 

important role in the nomi, for they were the ones who took the initiative to start sexual 

intercourse. Thus, they observed the sweating male dancers from outside the round, at one 

point approached the round from behind, and grabbed the man of her choice from the 

waist or from the handkerchief hanging from it. Then, they either danced with him or 

took him out of the round. Occasionally women slipped in at different parts of the round 

and danced side by side with men (see Nordenskiold 1912: 78; Tnnchero and Maranta 

1987: 82-83, also note 9). 

In their accounts of the nomi held in the ingenio and of the generalized casual sex 

that followed it, the Tobas gave me the image of an uncontrolled prorniscuity, which 

stands in contrast to the more restrained sexual practices of the present.'Ob Mariano told 

me in 1996: 

People danced . . . You grabbed a woman, and you slept just one night. A woman grabbed a 
man, and they slept together one night. Another night, one more man . . . Not like now. You 
already live married ... Back then, some had two women. Some women had two men, 
three men, and they sang, and sang ... Now we've dropped it because we know well ihat 
the nomi is not good. 

Because of the intense dancing and sexud intercourse, many young people had 

very little sleep. I asked Andrés whether because of that he felt sleepy during the day. He 

said: "Yes, yes, yes [laughs]. But 1 was young. 1 was sleepy, but what could 1 do." Some 

106 Because of the high rate of exchange of sexual partners, venered diseases at the ingenio seems to have 
been rampant. Mariano told me that, because of that, he was then carefd when it came to choosing his 
sexual partners: 'T didn't go with the women who fooled around with anybody." 



people argue that, because of this, the most enthusiastic dancers were not able to finish 

their tareas the following day and therefore eamed Iess goods at the arreglo. 

Emerging as a practice which stood in explicit and clear tension with the values 

being received from the missionaries, the nomi became an arena of contention over which 

both the Tobas and the missionaries condensed much of the cultural politics of 

missionization, 

"They Didn't Want to Listen to the Word of God" 

The missionaries were perfectly aware that the hgenio was a place which stood in 

sharp contrast to the controlled space of the mission and which undermined their 

authority and influence. Thus, references to the "negative" influence of the plantations 

were very frequent in the missionaries' reports: 

Thus the Indians retum from each absence a little less interested in the Gospel than before, 
and so gradually lose ground. It should be noticed that the yean of our greatest advances 
in the way of baptisms and conversions corresponded to a period when the Indians did not 
go away in search of employment (Grubb 1945: 17). 

The missionaries tried to deal in different ways with the prolonged dismption 

caused by these migrations in their direct influence on the Tobas. Firstly, while people 

were in their home villages, the missionaries frequently preached in the service about the 

"evils" associated with the dancing and promiscuity of the ingenio. However, this 

preaching was not effective. 1 asked Emiliano whether "Alfredo" knew about the nomi in 

the ingenio, and he said: "He knew. Then, when people went away, they danced a lot. He 



told us about the word of God, but people didn't pay attention. When they went, they 

danced again. They didn't forget [Iaughs]." 

Aside from preaching, the missionaries counted on the influence of the Toba 

evangelists who migrated to the plantations with their peers. In 1943, a year the Tobas 

went to hdesma, four Toba evangelists went to the cane-fields. Alfred Tebboth (1943a: 

37) wrote: "A lot depends on them and their willingness and ability to keep meetings 

going, and to be the foundation Stones of a dam against the spate of evil that will attempt 

to drown them in a godless place like Ledesma." When people remember the evangelists' 

work in the ingenio, however, they usudly emphasize that most people simply ignored 

them. Erniiiano told me: 

There was a preacher in the ingenio ... In the ingenio, at five in the aftemoon he rang the 
bell, "tin. tin, th," to preach. But noi many people arrived, because they were dancing 
aiready, the people. Just two [ar~ived]. The people didn't pay attention. They just danced; 
they most liked it. They didn't want to listen to the word of God. Just dancing al1 the time. 
It seems that they didn't Listen to the bell. 

Furthemore, some people clairn that the Toba evangelists did not tell the people 

to stop dancing for they were afraid of their reaction. 1 asked Mariano whether "the Toba 

preacher" said something about the nomi and he replied: "No, he didn't Say they 

shouldn't do the nomi. He was afraid. There were many people, me was] afraid someone 

was going to get upset." The missionarîes were aware that these evangeelists prayed "in 

the face of the rnockery of unbelievers" (Makower 1989: 109); still,  they continued 

putting pressure on them to put some limits to the nomi In 1954, for instance, Alfred 

Leake (1954: 90) suspended a Toba capitcin from preaching for he had been unwilling "to 

stop the heathen dancing and drinkingt' in the cane-fields. 



Facing these pmblems in their ability to restrain the "sinful" practices held in the 

cane-fields, some of the missionaries used to pay short visits to the Tobas while they were 

working in the plantation. On these visits, the strong and charismatic figure of the 

missiondes and especially of Alfred Leake seem to have mornentarily grabbed the 

attention of a significant number of Tobas. For instance, Leake (1940: 9) went to San 

Martin del Tabacal in 1939 and wrote: 

It was a surprise visit, and 1 shall not forget the scene as 1 arrived in the bright moonlight 
to be atmost overwhelmed with brown bodies as they crowded round in an endeavour to 
shake hands al1 at once. A meeting was held as soon as the excitement had died down, and 
the following morning at dam the keenest of them gathered for a short prayer meeting 
before they went out to their work. 

Because of these mornentary displays of enthusiasm, and because of the positive 

references received from the administration about the ''ski11 and moral integrity" of the 

Tobas, the rnissionaries usually wrote positive reports about these trips (cf. Tebboth 1940: 

73; cf. Leake 1940: 9; Tebboth 1989 [1938-19461: 91). However, when the Tobas 

remember these visits, they emphasized that they were very short and that many people 

continued dancing anyway. Other rnissionaries, in this regard, were cautious about the 

influence of these sojourns: "True we are able to pay them short visits, but these have to 

be so short as to be aimost useless, for any spiritual purpose" (Grubb 1945: 17). 

As we cm see, the lotes of the plantations became very important arenas of 

contention for the very process of missionization which was shaping the Tobas' lives in 

their home villages. The unresolved tension between the Tobas' enthusiastic dances in the 

plantations and the attempts by the missionaries to halt them lasted for decades. And this 

tension deeply shaped the dialectic being consûucted between the plantation and the 



mission, and consequently between the plantation and the bush. In spite of the 

missionaries' efforts, the Tobas continued practicing the nomi until the very last 

migrations to San Martin del Tabacal in the late 1960s. The end of these migrations due 

to the mechanization of the harvest and other labor processes also meant the definitive 

end of the nomi 

Different factors contributed to its dernise. The nomi was by then deeply 

embedded in a very particular place: the lotes of San Martin del Tabacal, where numerous 

abotigenes lived together for a long pied of time. With the end of the migrations, the 

Tobas lost that particular place of socialization of which the nomi was a particular 

product. In 1976, a group of Tobas was recntited for a few months by ingenio Ledesma. 

That was the last time the Tobas migrated to the sugar plantations of the San Francisco 

Valley, and on that occasion they did not conduct any dancing. In the farms the Toba have 

been migrating to since the 1970s and 1980s, the conditions of residence and labor are 

very different from the ones of the ingenio. These f m s  hire a much lower number of 

workers and for a shorter period of time and the Tobas do not develop the type of fluid 

interactions which they had with other abongenes in the ingenio. By the 1970s, the norni 

was already for the Tobas a practice of the past. Being a central component of their 

construction of place in the sugar plantations, the nomi came to an end together with that 

whole penod in the Tobas' historical experience. The long-term influence of the 

rnissionaries' preaching also contributed to the abandonment of the nomi. Furthemore, 

this influence ended up shaping threads of ambiguity in much of the Tobas' current 

appreciation of it. 



Thus, when the Tobas remembered in the 1990s the dancing and casual sexual 

intercourse they carried out three or more decades earlier in San Marti'n del Tabacal, they 

seemed to have mixed feelings about them. This arnbiguity is tied to their current varying 

degrees of cornmitment to Anglicanism and has very different, and contradictory, 

expressions. Firstly, rnany people - e v e n  those who are today committed Anglicans- 

clearly enjoyed telling me how they danced and sang in spite of the continuous efforts of 

the missionaries to halt them. Moreover, as we have seen, they usually srniled at the 

image of themselves disobeying the missionaries. The rnemory of the nomi becomes then 

a reminder of their own ability to keep an space of autonomy in spite of the strong 

influence of "Alfredo" and his colleagues. Secondly, some people downplayed the 

"sinful" character of the nomi by emphasizing that people "just danced" and that they 

were not involved in "vices": i.e. that they did not drink wine or chew coca leaves, even 

though others daim, by contrast, that people did indeed consume dcoholic beverages. In 

this regard, these persons attempted at maintaining a positive appraisd of the nomi but 

from a perspective rooted in a selective reference to Anglican noms of morality. 

However, many other people, including those who enjoy the recollection of their 

noncornpliance vis-à-vis the missionaries, acknowledge today that the nomi was 

somewhat "sinful" and "evil." Along these lines, some men who are today committed 

members of the church told me that "God" did not Like the dancing and the sexual 

promiscuity in the ingenio and that because of that He sent a series of naturd disasters to 

the lote as punishment, like an earthquake (Mariano) or very strong winds (Erniliano). 

Other people try to underline how much they have changed since those days. For instance, 

Emiliano told me: "When I was Young, I did dance. Now I've already changed. 1 stopped 



drinking, I stopped talking no sense. 1 always pray to God. When I'm sick, 1 pray to God." 

These attempts to detach themselves from the nomi also corne out in remarks which 

emphasize that those who organized the dances were actudly not the Tobas themselves 

but the Chorotes, the Wichis, and especially the Pilagh -who are remembered as being 

particularly enthusiastic dancers, for, as Tom& put it, "they had no religion." Thus, sorne 

people argue that they simply ''joined" these dances, implying then that they were not 

directly responsible for them. 

Even though the nomi was deeply shaped by a movement of domination and 

contention vis-à-vis the missionaries, it was not restricted to it; it was also rooted in an 

experience of dienation, terror, and death. 

'Tartying Until They AI1 Die" 

The fact that the Tobas danced in the same lotes where they lived in appalling 

conditions, where their children were decimated by the paycfk, where they woke up every 

morning before d a m  to carry out exhausting tasks, made the nomi a practice which was 

also deeply caught up in an experience of labor. It could be argued that, aside from being 

a contestation to the missionaries' authority, the nomi was the Tobas' way of 'konjuring," 

"counteracting," or even "resisting" the ahenation of their lives in the plantation. 

Certainly, "the dancing of the abon'genes" was a collective assertion of vitality, 

sensuality, and ethnic pride which contrasted to the death, terror, and exploitation which 

dominated San Martin del Tabacal. Yet this aspect of the nomi should not obscure 

something else: that the bodily intensity which Nled the lotes with human sweat in the 

evening was part of the same movement which exhausted the abongenes' bodies in the 



fields duhg the daytime. Andrés told me that when they were at Tabacal, they had "two 

works" : 

At the ingenio, there was dancing, dancing, dancing . . . That's why many times I Say to my 
son: "When 1 was young, when 1 went to work to the ingenio, 1 had two works. There was 
dancing at night. 1 had another work at night, for 1 was young." The nomi. We only slept 
two hours . . . The old people didn't [dance], they were more quiet. But us, since we were 
young, we worked again at night. So incredible, che! 

The enthusiastic, unrestrained, search for bodily forms of pleasure was still part of 

an overall experience of alienated labor, of "work"; and its very excess was triggered and 

caught up by an expenence of estrangement. In the late 1960s, a Wichi from San Patricio 

(Salta) (quoted by Pagés Larraya 1982 vol. II: 257) had an apocalyptic vision in which the 

Wichis were to be taken in a final trip to the hgenio. There, they were going to dance to 

death: "They will be partying al1 the time, until they al1 die." Resonating to threads like 

these, the nomi and its unrestrained forms of sexuality were to my mind closer to a bodily, 

cornplex, expression of anxiety than to an "everyday form of resistance." In fact, the 

administration tolerated the nomi and the Tobas agree that they always danced 

unmolested by the foremen. The Tobas' resistance to exploitation was expressed in other, 

different domains: in practices through which, individually or collectively, spontaneously 

or premeditatedly, but with different degrees of awareness, they tried to undermine the 

plantation's seerningly unshakable power. 



TrnTEEN: 
THE CONCRETE MOMENTS OF T m  STRUGGLE 

We didn't go on strike . . . The rich, they went on 
strike. 

Patricio ( 1996) 

In reality one can "scientifically" foresee only 
the struggle, but not the concrete moments of 
the stmggle, which canot but be the results of 
opposing forces in continuous movement. 
Antonio Gramsci, 
Prison Notebooks ( 192% 1935) 

The dense fields of power which dominated San Martin del Tabacal shaped in a 

very important form the way in which the Tobas attempted to cany out practices of non- 

cornpliance to hinder exploitation in the cane-fields. And this situation reminds us of Lila 

Abu-Lughod's point (inverting the famous quote by Michel Foucault) that "where there is 

resistance, there is power" (1990: 42). In other words, resistance is neither a "reactive" 

force nor a sign of "human freedom," independent or outside a system of power, but 

rather an expression of the very fields of power in which actors are immersed (Abu- 

Lughod 1990: 43, 47). In Our case, the Tobas' foms of resistance were strongly molded 

by the ethnic segmentation of the labor force and the policy of "benevolent conservatism" 

carried out by the administration and personalized in the figure of Patr6n Costas. But 

what do 1 understand by "resistance"? Many authors who, influenced by the work of 

James Scott, have discovered biinconscious forms of resistance" at almost any level of 

social practice usually forget that Scott hirnself has rightly argued that "[a] definition of 

resistance . . . requires at least some reference to the intentions of the actors" (1 986: 26, 



his emphasis; see also Smith 1989: 232-233).lo7 Along these lines, the forms of resistance 

that I will analyze in this chapter are mostly spontaneous, improvised, and at times 

individual and fiagmented; but al1 of thern, at different levels, include a certain intention 

on the part of the Tobas to challenge and change the conditions imposed by the 

administration. And these forms of resistance, even though entangled in the webs of 

power set by the plantation's administration, also contributed to shaping the dynamic 

fields of force which constituted San Martin del Tabacal as "a practiced space." 

The Capitanes and Patron Costas 

In the rnid-1990s, many Tobas remembered that on a regular basis Patron Costas 

used to visit different corners of the plantation and that he often stopped to chat with the 

workers and listen to their grievances. This cultivated image of accessibility was much 

internalized by the Tobas. On the one hand, "el patrh Costas" was certainly for them the 

personalized and feared condensation of the power of the plantation, the haliaganék (as 

the Tobas translate the term patron) of the ingenio who, as we have seen, fed the Familiar 

with worker~ . '~~  On the other hami, because of his relative visibility, Patron Costas was 

for the Tobas a "nice old man," a generous, protective figure who cared about their 

concems and well- being. Thus, most Tobas are usually at pains to distinguish Patron 

Costas from the foremen, making it clear that those who abused them or exploited hem 

were only the latter. Emiliano told me: "Patdn Costas was nice. But the encargado, 

107 The notion of 'luiconscious" forms of resistance is to my mind analyticaiiy shallow and politically risky, 
for it reduces to a similar status very dif5erent fonns of oppression and contention, and therefore 
"diminishes, rather than intensifies, our sensitivity to injustice" (Brown 1996: 730). 
'"" However, the Tobas never invert thk translation, Le. they never cal1 their own huliaganék (headman) by 
the term patrones. For hem, panones are almost by definition white people associated with wage labor. 



lotero, capatk, they weren't. They didn't pay attention to the people. But the big patrbn 

didn't Say anything ... He didn't order nonsense. Because Patron Costas was most nice, 

very nice ..." This positive image is also associated with the memory that it was Patron 

Costas who, after the clashes of 1917, convinced the military "not to kill the Tobas" and 

interceded to allow them to retum to their home territones.'* 

Seeing Patron Costas as a protective figure who was sensitive to their concerns, 

the Toba capitanes and lenguaraces usually tried to channel their grievances and 

demands through a face-to-face contact with him. This practice became probably one of 

the most important strategies the Tobas relied on to put pressure on the administration. 

Mariano described how the lenguardz would approach Patron Costas to put forward 

particular demands : 

#en the Patron Costas was visiting the work, the capith or lenguurdz, he ran [towards 
him] as soon as he saw him . . . He threw the hat in the middle of the road so that the truck 
would stop. It stopped right thzre ... Then, the lenguardz talked, and talked, and talked .. . 
The lenguar& asked for alpargatas [light shoes], he asked for clothing, because some 
people had the working pants tom up. The Patr6n Costas said: "AU right. Tomorrow or the 
day after tomorrow, I'm going to send a telegram to let them know, in order to give you this 
clothing." Then the lenguarciz said: "...Tonight, I'm going to talk to the people." Then. 
around seven, or eight, he said [to the people]: "Attention, attention!" Then ... he talked, 
and taked, and talked . . . Then, everybody screamed: "Hey! Nice!" . .. They knew that he 
got the clothing. Then, the people were already happy. 

The capitmzes had a vested interest in strengthening these direct demands over 

other fomis of protest. They benefited from a higher salary and other privileges and their 

occasional dealings with Patr6n Costas contnbuted to increasing their prestige among 

their own people. Thus, occasionally the c n p i r ~ e s  seem to have discouraged the Tobas' 

'" According to Mariano, when the rdïtary arrived at the mission in Sombrero Negro in 1938 (see chapter 
su), Patron Costas also sent an "inspecter" so that the military "don't kill them." 



direct involvement in strikes. 1 was talking to Andrés about the Tobas' lack of 

participation in strikes and he said: "Our capitan ... always gave advice to the people ... 

He advised the people to work; he said: 'That's why we came here. We didn't corne to 

fool around. We came to work, so that when we go back home we take something with 

us'." Still, on several occasions the capitanes led more direct forms of protest, especially 

when the assigned tarea was "very heavy." In these cases, the Tobas simply decided to 

stop working while the capitdn channeled their grievances directly to the administration, 

preferably to Patron Costas himself. Gervacio told me: "Sometimes we stopped working, 

for the work was very heavy, and they paid little. It was not worth it for us and we 

complained. But directly to the patron. The patron said: 'Yes, no problem. We're going 

to pay.' Yes, they gave a raise." 

Most Tobas do not see these improvised actions organized by themselves as a 

huelga, "a strîke" in the strict sense of the term. For them, a huelga implied a more 

organized form of resistance held by the cane cutters and the sindicato, the union, and 

their attitude about them was affected not only by their fearful respect of Patron Costas 

but also by the ethnic segmentation which dominated San Martin del Tabacal. 

"The Rich, They Went on Strike9' 

The Tobas' subjective intemalkation of the gap separating the abongenes from 

the Criollo, Chiriguano, and Bolivian workers severely hindered the organization of joint 

f o m  of struggle with them. When in the 1990s 1 asked the Tobas about "h~elgas'~ in San 

Martin del Tabacal, most argued that they did not participate in them. As Tom& put it: 

"When the union protested, we the aborigenes had nothing to do with it ... We had 



nothing to do with it." The reasons were almost unanirnous: "We didn't have 

 document^.""^ Without ducmento, the Tobas were almost 'honcitizens;" and aside 

from not being registered votea in federal and provinciai elections, thcy could not join 

the union. But the Tobas interpreted the lack of documento at a deeper level: as a 

confirmation of their status as people who worked at the bottom of the social scale of the 

ingenio and "were not valuable;" moreover, the lack of documento was something which 

they felt as paralyzing, and which made them feel that they did not even had the right to 

go on strike. 

The Tobas had other reasons for not going on strike: they were too poor to afford 

it. Strikes were in their eyes a sort of a "luxury" of "rich" workers like the Bolivians or 

the Criollos, who had enough money and resources to feed themselves while not working. 

As noted by June Nash (1993 [1979]: 9, 241, 330), the dependence of wage laborers on 

their incomes and hence the wlnerability of their daily subsistence is a factor which 

strongly undermines militant action. This problern was particularly apparent for the 

Tobas, who received the money for their daily plate of food only upon completing their 

daily tarea. The prospect of Iosing this food was for the Tobas a particular strong 

deterrent for strikes. This fear was clearly expressed by Mariano: 

We didn't go on strike. Why? Because if we went on saike, what were we going to eat? 
We didn't have money. The Bolivians, they went on strike because they have money 
saved. They had union. We didn't. Why? We didn't have documento. None of us had 
docwnento. We were working as if we were underage. 

"O The Tobar only got rheir fint documentos in 1968, when the migrations to the sugar plantations were 
about to corne to an end. 



Many people intertwine references about the lack of dociunento and about only 

workers going on strike, with allusions to the fact that Patron Costas told them 

"not to get involved." Patricio and myself had the following dialogue: 

Did the Tobas go on strike? No. What about the Coyas? Yes, they did. Why didn 't you? 
Because another race. Because the Tobas didn't have documenro then .. . Al1 the people 
working like ignorant, they didn't have a paper. Patron Costas taught them not to get 
involved, so that they were not hungry. The nch had things already, then they went on 
strike; they already had something to spend. Were the Bolivians rich? Ooh! Not only the 
Bolivians! The Caiamarqueiios, Riojanos, Tucumanos, Santiagueiios . . . Those were the 
ones who went on strike. 

Sherry Ortner (1995: 175) has argued that since the powerful "ha often 

something to offer, and sometimes a great deai" to those who are dominated, the latter 

have many grounds for ambivalence about resisting domination. This certainly applies to 

the Tobas. In their eyes, the plantation provided them with many and highly desired 

goods, but only upon condition of working hard most of the year. Moreover, on many 

occasions, the administration succeeded not only in keeping the Tobas away from 

organized foms of protest, but also in using them to break strikes. An important political 

weakness of workers in the sugar industry is that cane work, being usually unskilied, cm 

be performed by any worker, something which makes slrike-breaking common (Mintz 

1956: 399). This is exactly what happened in San Martin del Tabacal. When the 

peladores de caiia were on strike, the administration was usually able to rely on the 

Tobas, Wichis, Nivaklés, Chorotes, and Pilagh to cut cane in the fields. 

Nonetheless, the Tobas had contradictory attitudes about huelgas. Part of this 

ambiguity can be seen in their current memory of the large strikes which took place in the 

1940s, when the rising figure of Juan Domingo P e r h  was encouraging the emergence of 



sindicatos in the plantations of the San Francisco Valley. In February 1946, a violent 

strike shook Ledesma and the Tobas happened to be there. The country was in the midst 

of a tense presidential campaign and weeks earlier, at the end of December 1945, 

candidate Per6n had been in the cities of Jujuy and Salta. His presence in the region 

increased the politicization of the plantation workers. In Ledesma, the workers on strike, 

armed with sticks and Stones, cut telephone and telegraph lines, the supply of electricity 

and water, and did not allow the management personnel to leave the plantation. The 

gendarmeria and the army arrived and four people died in clashes (Rosenzvaig 1995: 35; 

Nelli 1988: 43).lL1 Before the administration yielded to most demands, several stores of 

the plantation were looted and the Ministry of the Interior "declared that the acts of 

looting were caused only by the Indians [of the Chaco]" (Rosenzvaig 1995: 35, my 

translation). The Tobas were among those "Indians," but nowadays they recall the unrest 

sweeping Ledesma as something that had little to do with them. They argue that those 

who were destroying the stores were the people on strike; what they and other aborigenes 

did was simply to take advantage of the large piles of goods scattered everywhere. Tom& 

told me in 1996: 

I remember the time of the ingenio Ledesma. when there was a strike . . . Those who were 
on svike tumed over al l  the materials, al1 the stores, dl the guns ... The people broke 
d o m  all the houses because they wve~en't paid. And there was a lote full of scattered 
mercaderias.. . Did the aboeenes also break things? No, no, no . . . People just stayed 
there, standing, until the army passed by, and they retumed to the lote . . . Then, when they 
saw that there were no people. they went. The houses, the windows, all broken. There, the 
aborigenes gathered pots, shovels, mercaderius, which were scattered. But the others said 
nothing to them. Yes, I remember. Fucked up times! 

p.- - -- -- - 

"' See also El Intransigente L14N1946. 



The memory of those events in Ledesma condenses much of the attitudes which 

the Tobas had vis-&vis huelgas. Strikes were conducted not by themselves but by other 

people; but at the sarne time, they were actions which they could benefit from and in 

certain circumstances join. Unlike other seasonal workers of the ingenio who saw the 

union as a bureaucratic institution "sold out" to the administration (Whiteford 198 1 : 65- 

67; cf. Rosenzvaig 1995: 139-140), the Tobas regarded el sindicato as the epitome of 

radicalism. And in spite of the distance they felt vis-à-vis the cortadores de cana, many 

people express admiration at their ability and boldness at challenging the administration 

so openly. Hemh, a man in his forties who was in Tabacal as a boy, expressed this 

respect when he told me about the Bolivian cane-cutters: 'They knew the work. They 

didd t forgive the government of the ingenio."' l2 

Along these lines, in particular moments the Tobas put away their reticence and 

joined the cane cutters in their strikes. Some people talked about it as if it was a question 

of pride. Pablo told me in 1990: "It wasn't that we worked just like that, that easily, 

without protesting." People remember going on strike to protest high prices in the 

plantation stores and to demand salary increases. Still, the Tobas remember that they 

"didn't understand much" what was going on and that those who directed the strike were 

the people from the sindicato. In 1997, I was taking to Angélica and her husband 

Horacio about their experiences at San Martin del Tabacal, and she was complaining 

about the low salaries received by women. Then, Horacio said: 

'IL It is interesting to note that the Tobas make a close association between the union and the Boiivian cane- 
cutters. However, other sources show that the BoIivian workers had usuaiiy a negative image of the union 
and saw it as a distant and bureaucratic institution mn by the permanent workers (Whiteford 198 1 : 66-67). 
Besides, it should be remembered that tfie eariy migrations of Bolivians were encouraged by the ingenios CO 

curb the power of unions (ibid.: 36). 



That's why we went on a strike. But, fortunately there were many sindicatos.. . Like the 
Bolivians, they had sindicoto. Then when the Bolivians went on strike, they came where 
we were [and said] ..." You have to go on strike so that we ask for a raise" . . . Then, since 
there was an old man, our capitth ... they went directly to the man, to let him know, so 
that the people go on strike. Then, around eighl or nine in the evening, our cacique 
shouted: 'Tomorrow, nobody has to move! Today the sindicato came [and they told me] 
that there has to be a strike like them. They're on strike." Then, the following day, nobody 
moved. If we were lucky we suffered only one day, we didn't eai. Or two days. What 
could we do. Till they made an arrangement. Until the Bolivians made an arrangement. 
and we too. 

Together with these collective, often ambiguous, forms of resistance, men and 

women carried out everyday forms of contention which put them in a tense relation with 

the most visible agents of labor control. 

"Sweiled up with SugaP 

Since the late nineteenth century, one of the most recurrent cornplaints by the 

administrations of the ingenios about the aboBgenes was that they chewed enormous 

arnounts of cane. Already in 1889, a governor of Salta argued that the salaries of the 

"indios" were in fact "very high ... because the whole farnily of the Indian chews cane 

from dawn to dusk, with the result that one fifth of the harvest is lost in the insatiable 

stomach of the Indians" (quoted by Schleh 1945: 293; see Unsain 1914: 48). Many 

witnesses reported that because of this the abongenes retumed to the Chaco with their 

bellies distended, "sweiled up with sugar like bees" (Huret 1988 [1911]: 35; cf. Unsain 

1914: 48). 

The "chupe de caiia" became an everyday and at moments politically tense arena 

of contention between the indigenous workers and the administration. In San Martin del 

Tabacal, the administration allowed cane-chewing during the harvest time, but "el chupe" 



was strictly banned while the cane was still growing. Nevertheless, the Tobas canied out 

furtive forays into the cane-fields during that period. In order to enforce the ban, the 

administration deployed chacareros, foremen mounted on mules and armed with 

revolvers or shotguns, who made regular rounds dong the callejones, the "corridors" of 

about ten meters of widih which cut across the cane-fields every 100 meters. 

On the one hand, the Tobas chewed cane out of sheer necessity. They were poorly 

fed and needed extra sources of calories to perform, and finish, the demanding tareas of 

the day. In this regard, this practice could be simply seen as a "survival strategy." On the 

other hand, this was a politically charged survival strategy, which irnplied a recurrent and 

conscious challenge to the niles of private property of the plantation; a tense process of 

test and renegotiation of the fields of power of the ingenio, in which the Tobas tried to see 

what they could get away with from the social margins of labor control (see Scott 1986: 

18). 

Because of the surveillance of the chacareros, people had to be particularly 

careful when chewing cane. Men and women usually set out in groups for the cane-fields 

in the afternoon, after they had finished their tareas. They usually hid in the intenor of the 

cane-fields, far from the sight of the chacareros, where they chewed as much cane as 

possible and also cut heavy loads of cane to carry with them to the lote. Still, fights with 

the chacareros were cornmon. Mariano told me about an incident in which a chacarero 

caught a group of them and a young Toba man hit him with a Stone: 

When we were hungry, we went to look for cane, to chew, to take with us ... Then, we 
entered in the cane-fields. And the chacarero came, and the capatciz came too. And they 
alrnost caught me, and 1 got out [of the cane fields]. The other one . . . didn't leave. We 
were shouiing at him: "Corne! Corne that the capatck is comuig! They're going to get 



you!" . . . They got him. When he got off the canes, the chacarero caught him . . . We had a 
pile of cane me this . .. The chacarero aimed at us with a revolver, and we laid in the 
ground to hide. And the chucarero was hit by a big stone. The boy hit the chacarero. He 
hit him well . . . A Toba boy hit him with a large stone . .. The man lay right there. 

These assaults on foremen take us back to another period in the Tobas' experience 

of wage Iabor; to the first decades of the twentieth century, when the fields of power 

structuring the plantations were somewhat different, and so too were the forms of 

resistance the Tobas relied on. 

'That's What the Abongenes Did in the Past'' 

When in the 1990s the Tobas remember their own lack of participation in stnkes 

in Tabacal, some people contrasted this attitude with that of "the ancient ones." Hemiin 

told me about the strikes in the ingenio: 'That, we didn't know how to do it. 1 listened to 

the old people. They say that the ancient ones, they did go on strike ... When [the 

patrones] didn't want to pay thern, when they didn't want to give them a raise, the people 

went on suike."ll3 But what the Tobas remember most clearly about the defiant spirit of 

"the ancient ones" in the ingenio are their assault on foremen and other staff members. 

This phase of violent, mostly individual forms of assault on the lowest and most visible 

representatives of the power structure of the plantation is similar to what the situation was 

at the begiming of the twentieth century in the plantations in Sumatra analyzed by Ann 

Stoler (1985: 52-53). Tnese assaults seem to be associated with the early incorporation 

'13 There is Little historical information about strikes launched by Aborigines at the beginnùig of the century 
in Ledesma and La Bperanza To my knowledge, the ody one registered took place in 1914, when the 
Aborigines openly resisted some of the changes included in a aew "contract? An inspecter fiom the 
Department of Labor wrote: "The hbes refused to recognize [the contract], and wanted it to be modified. As 
a sign of protest they refused to go out to work" (Unsain 1914: 85). 



into wage labor of groups not used to direct forms of abuse but still unfamiliar with 

organized and collective forms of struggle. 

Today, the Tobas remember these assaults as part of the untamed and rebellious 

spirit of the toiéts. In these accounts, los antiguos are presented as proud, impulsive 

people who would not stand abuses by the foremen. Emphasizing that this is a spirit 

which has been somehow lost, Erniliano told me about these fights: 'That's what the 

aborigenes did in the past." According to the Tobas, these assaults occurred when the 

foremen refused to pay for unfinished tareas or rnistreated peopie.'14 Patricio told me 

about one of those assaults, which occurred before the arriva1 of the missionaries, and 

emphasized that the Toba involved in it "was mean, nervous": 

Those who didn't work well, they didn't get boleto .. . The foreman encountered a person 
who spoke up, who was mean. nervous. Right there the person was upset. But since there 
wasn't a knguarciz .. . the boy didn't understand what he was being explained ... And 
when the foreman retumed, [the boy] started shooting at him, started shooting at him; 
luckily he didn't hit him ... [He was a] mean, nervous person. He didn't respect what the 
foreman said. 

The Tobas remember another f o m  of contention which was unique to the first 

decades of work in kahogonaGd: the bewitching of foremen and administrators by the 

pioGondq. Thus, some elderly people claim that several pioGon6q joined their power to 

kill two well remernbered "ingenieros" who mistreated the abodgenes: "Guillermo" 

(who once beat up capi th  Ked6k) and brè6f~o.""5 In 1996, Patricio told me about how 

"' At least on a couple of occasions these incidents provoked repressive meanires by the administration, the 
collective abandonment of work, and the suspension of the migrations to the plantations for several years. 
One of these incidents took place in 193 1 (see Leake 1970). Yean later a member of the mission staff wrote 
about the incidents of 193 1: '2hat year they caused such disturbance chat the administrators refused to have 
them again until this yeaf' (0. Leake 1936: 126). 

Literaiiy, "ingeniero" means in Spanish "engineer". Most Tobas, however, consider that "ingeniero" is a 
term deriving from their admto'itrative work in the ''ingenio." In theû experience, they ofien heard that 



a pioGontiq sent his paydk, the one which gave him power back home, to kill 

"Guillermo" and 'Te6filoW: 

Did the pioGonkq ever kill a foreman? Bewitched. That's why Guillermo died. Two 
ingenieros died: Te6filo and Guillermo. Was this pioGondq a Toba? A Toba pioGon6q 
killed him. He bewitched him with the paMk ... Who was the pioGonciq? I'm not going to 
tell you who he was. He was an old pioGonciq. They are ail dead already . . . They Say that 
Guillermo died al1 of a sudden. The paydk stopped the heart. The paydk has power, 
powerful. Te6filo also died ail of a sudden ... He died. 1 was in the ingenio. But al1 the 
doctors didn't even know who the pioGondq were. Al1 the doctors, if they knew, they'd 
have caused much trouble to the indios. Fortunately, the docton didn't know. 

Nowadays, people unanimously agree that the pioGundq of those days were much 

more powerful than those of today. That is why they were able to do something that the 

pioGondq are not able to do today: to kill powerful dokohé like Guillermo Otero and 

Teofilo Mayer. The former was jefe de cultivas, "head of cultivadon" of San Martin del 

Tabacal during the first years of the plantation; the latter, administrator at Tabacal 

between 1923 and 1942 (Araoz 1966: 68). With regards to Teofilo Mayer, "people told 

terrible stories about him. In particular about the way he treated the Indians" (Rosenzvaig 

1995: 35, my translation). In the decades to corne, these direct, sometimes violent forms 

of contention were gradually transformed and softened by the changing fields of power of 

the dynamics of labor in the San Francisco Valley and the consolidation of the Anglican 

rnissionization at home. But there was an option which the Tobas, like their proud and 

warlike ancestors, continued relying on to counteract exploitation. 

important administrators of the plantation, who in many cases were indeed ingenieros, were called 
accordingiy by the foremen. 



The Shade of the Bush 

Quitting work and returning to the bush was a practice the Tobas carried out since 

the very beginning of the migrations to kahogonaG6. It was usually a collective practice 

which mobilized clusters of extended families tied by kinship or groups of single work 

mates. Even though on some occasions the capitanes negotiated with the administration 

to get paid the group's train fare to return to Ingeniero JuArez, abandoning work implied 

losing the incornes saved for the arreglo. Sometimes the working conditions were so 

harsh that -as some put it- '"people didn't care" about leaving and losing it all. S till, 

because of the importance of the arreglo, these "retums to the bush" usually did not 

involve ail the Tobas. In 1996, Patricio told me: "Some retumed because they were weak 

. . . Those who were strong didn't quit; they just kept going, till the end of the work." 

As we have seen, in the first decades of the century several "retums to the bush" 

were caused by violent incidents with foremen and the threat of a military reprisal. Later 

on, as  people remembered in the 1990s from their own personal experiences, an 

important reason for retuming home was the "heavy work" required to finish the tarea. 

Mariano told me about one of those experiences, emphasizing that people left ignoring 

the patron 's demands for "forgiveness": 

Once I retumed here and 1 quit the work. The work wasn't what it used to be. Before then, 
we worked weii. But then, we did another work which wasn't good. A lot, a lot of work. 
Then, the people quit the work. The patron came, he didn't want us to go: He said: 
"Forgive me! Corne! Don? go!" But they left anyway. 

A further strong reason for quitting work, especially close to the end of the 

harvest, was to forage in the bush and to eat "bush food." Herniin told me: "The algarroba 



was ripening, that's why people quit work. They couldn't [work anymore], for in the 

ingenio there was no rest .. . They retumed. They didn't care about losing the money." 

Diego told me about a massive abandonmcnt of work which took place sometime in the 

1960s, when "half the people'' returned to the Pilcomayo: 

The people were screaming bat the work was very heavy. The parrDn gave them a very 
heavy work, twenty furrows per person [instead of seven] . .. Then half of the people came 
back here ... Those who stayed there, they retumed naked. Me. over here. eating fish al1 
day . 

In accounü such as this, quitting work becomes a practice which enhances the 

tension opposing the bush and the plantations. For unlike the other forms of resistance 1 

have analyzed, this practice implied not only an inability or unwillingness to endure 

oppression any longer but also an assertion of partial autonomy from the administration, a 

reliance on the existence of a place alternative to the plantation and very different from it. 



PART IV: 
UNTU THE END OF THE WORLD 



FOURTEEN: 
A PLACE: OF HEALING 

We're aborigenes; we're not going to die 
because we have the food from the bush. 
Pablo (1996) 

. . . healing can mobilize terror in order ro 
subvert it . . . 
Michuel Taussig, 
Shamanism, Colonialism, and the Wild 
Man (1987) 

Mourning and Healing 

One mild afternoon of September 1995, 26 years after the Tobas had been to San 

Martin del Tabacal for the last time, Javier was telling me about the powers that the 

current generations of Tobas have lost, like the capacity to decipher the language of 

animals. We were standing near the dispensary of one of the villages, and he then gave 

me the example of Miguel, a powerfbl pioGonhq who died in 1 9 ~ 4 . " ~  ~ i ~ u e l  was once 

hunting with a group of men across the Pilcomayo River, deep inside the bush in 

Paraguayan territory, when al1 of a sudden he heard the "singing" of a fox. Javier added: 

"It was like a letter, but there was no letter; but the pioGundq understood." Through this 

bbsinging," the fox told Miguel some tragic news: that his son had died in San Martin del 

Tabacal. "And right there," Javier went on, "everybody started crying." Shocked by the 

news, Miguel and the group of hunters set out to return to the mission. Before crossing 

the Pilcomayo River, Miguel received another message, this time from a bird. The bird 

confmed the news, "like a telephone, and al1 of them cried again." When they arrived at 

mision El Toba, Miguel found a letter sent by his relatives from the "ingenio San 

"' That year, Miguel was killed by another Toba (Leake 1954: 90-9 1). 



Martin." But he had already received the news about his son, faster than "letters" and 

"telephones," through his power to communicate with the forces inhabiting the bush. 

As exemplified in this account, the rnemory of death associated with San Martin 

del Tabacal is often that of mouming for those who died in the cane-fields. And people 

usually remember this mouming as an action which took place in the bush, in a place 

relatively free of the horrors of the ingenio. The moment of the return of the hundreds of 

men, women, and children from San Martin del Tabacal was particularly important in the 

tense semantic articulation between the bush and the plantation. When in the mid- 1990s 

people remembered that moment, they emphasized the painhl contrast between the 

number of those who departed to the ingenio and that of those who retumed back. By 

pointing to this contrast, people implied that when they were in the bush they were 

healthy. J u l i h  told me how this contmt led people to sing sad songs of mouming, 

especially at the sight of their now semi-empty homes: 

When people went to the ingenio, they took all the family. When they came back here, 
there was one who was rnissing. Some lacked two, dead at the work in the ingenio . .. 
Some people sang with a gourd because their grandchildren had died, or their sons or 
daughters had died. They remembered hem, and then they sang when they got back here 
... They were sad, they were sad. They were rernembenng their children. their 
grandchildren. They had seen the house. And the daughter, the grandchildren, they weren't 
there anymore. Then at night, they sang. At four in the morning, they also sang. 

Ernesto, the school teaching assistant, emphasized this contrast between those 

who left and those who reninied relying on precise percentages and pointing to the 

children who left the bush "beautiful and big." I asked him if there were "diseases" in the 

ingenio, and he said: 



Ooh! That's what killed 40 percent of ail those who went. When they came back [home], 
they were few; more people dead thm alive . .. The kids were those who died the most. 
When they went [to the ingenio] with their parents, only a few survived. 1 remember one 
of my nephews, he was beautifid, big. When the mayordomo came, he went [to the 
ingenio]. When they came back, he didn't exist anymore. 

The Tobas' experiences in the cane-fields have shaped their current views of the 

bush in complex, mediated ways: as a refuge from direct domination, as a place of 

endurance, as a contradictory place of poverty and non-cornmodified abundance. 1 will 

analyze the unfolding of these various meanings in coming chapters. And in particula. 

their experience of disease and death in the cane-fields has made the Tobas perceive the 

bush as a place of health defined in contrast to that experience. This view emerges not 

only in the implicit suggestions that people left the bush in good health, but also in 

explkit references about the radical contrast between the two places. Diego told me in 

In the ingenio there were al1 types of diseases. You didn't lack disease: coughing, fever, 
smallpox. That's why every time we mived over there, they vaccinated on us [he looked 
at his arm]. Every year. But people got diseases anyway. That's why rnany kids died, many 
grown ups too ... The diseases came from the mountain ... Here [in the bush], there's 
almost no disease. There's some, but after a linle while it goes away ... In the ingenio, 
there were tons of diseases, they didn't go away. Here [in the bush], they don't show up. It 
seems that over here we don't have what they have over there. 

In the days of the migrations to San Martin del Tabacai, the construction of the 

bush as a place of health was dso molded by the presence of the mission station at El 

Toba As was analyzed in chapter six, the Tobas saw the rnissionaries as powemil heaiers 

and this also molded the contrast between the ingenio and their home temtories. Mariano, 

for instance, told me: 



Over there [in the ingenio], 1 don? know how many kids died. Many kids died. When we 
came back the kids were dead already .. . Two of my sons almost died at ingenio San 
Martin . . . The next time I returned to the ingenio, 1 didn't take my kids with me. 1 went 
there on my own, my wife stayed. Because in Sombrero Negro there was no disease. It was 
very nice. There was no disease because the missionary was always there, praying in the 
morning, in the aftemoon. He didn't stop [praying]. When there was a missionary, there 
was no disease because he always prayed. 

But the bush became for the Tobas more than a place of health. It also became a 

place of healing where they were able to counteract, at least partially, the experience of 

disease, death, and terror in the Nigenio. Already in 19 16, Father Rafael Gobelli (19 16: 

216) noted that the abongenes retumed from the plantations "totally demoralized and 

attacked by disgusting diseases." And in 1938, Dora Tebboth (1989 [1938- 19461: 58) 

wrote that on their retum from the cane-fields to the mission station the Tobas "always 

bring back epidemic illness." In the bush, people were able to recover from these diseases 

in a physical, bodily sense. But health and illness are for the Tobas much more than a 

corporeal, individual state: ihey are a social condition, emerging from tensions over 

moral values (which trigger the darnaging actions of the pioGondq) or from social 

environments seen as alienating and dangerous (which favor the action of the pydk).l17 

Consequently, the Tobas also experienced the bush as a healing place in a social sense: as 

a place where they reconstructed practices, social relations, and a whole "social fabric" 

which counteracted collective experiences of sufTering. For, as argued by Michael 

Taussig (1987), healing is one of the ways in which the social effects of terror can be 

subverted. In this chapter, I will analyze the Tobas' manifold view of the bush as a place 

of healing in its various expressions. These domains include the most important product 

- - 

lL7 See Miller (1979: 152) for a similar social conception of health among the Tobas of the eastern Chaco 
(which he nonetheless anaiyzes Eom a somewhat different perspective). 



of the Tobas' subsistence practices, "bush food," and the non-human, invisible forces 

which inhabit the bush and provide the pioGondq with their healing power. 

"We're not Going to Die" 

There is something that the Tobas emphasize over and over again when they talk 

about fish, honey, wild fruits, and game meat; in sum, about "bush food": that this type of 

food is the rnost important guarantee of their health and well-being. Moreover, for many 

people "bush food" is not just a healthy food but also a food with healing properties. For 

instance, since Andrés is now a full-time farmer, I once asked him if he still eats fish. He 

said: "Only when 1 get the flu. Then, I feel like eating fish. When 1 had the flu, 1 wanted 

to eat fish so badly! Then, 1 told my wife: 'Tomorrow 1'11 go to the Stream, to get 

palorneta."' A similar connection between "bush food" and healing came out in 

September 1995, when 1 saw that Reinaldo, a man in his late sixties who had been very il1 

for several weeks, was being taken to the back of a pick-up truck. A few weeks earlier, he 

had corne to the village located deepest in the hinterland (where 1 was staying) in order to 

be treated by the collective healing prayers conducted by the local members of the church. 

But his condition had not improved and he decided to return to his home village near the 

marshes, where "bush food" was more plentiful. While we were standing near the truck, I 

asked Gregorio, his nephew, why he was returning home since he was still so ill. He told 

me: "He wants to go back. He wants to eat fish and honey." 

These meanings of heaith and healing associated with "bush food" are constructed 

in terms of complex historïcal experiences, among which the experieiice in "the 

rnountains" has played a centrd role. While the Tobas were at San Marth del Tabacal 



experiencing diseases on an everyday basis, they vied to consume "bush food" as often as 

they could, especially fish, the type of food more readily available there. As we have seen, 

in their free time people fished in the rivers and streams of the plantation, bought fish 

from itinerant merchants, or received dried-up fish from visiting relatives. The Tobas' 

anxiety to eat "bush food" intensified as the date of departure drew near. In October 1995, 

Diego told me: "Around this tirne of the year, people were already feeling flabby. They 

wanted to corne back; [they were] thinking that they wanted to eat fish, honey." 

Moreover, in their return back home from the ingenio, even before arriving in their 

villages on the Pilcomayo, people began picking up and chewing algarroba pods in an old 

hunting ground located a few kilometers before Sombrero Negro. Diego told me: "When 

the algarroba was ripe, then the people left. That's why when we got to Vaca Perdida, we 

began chewing algarroba, up to the border." 

The rneanings of health and healing embedded in "bush "food" are also 

constructed in opposition to those associated with "store-bought food" (pasta, rice, corn 

flour, corn meal, yerba mate) a type of food which the Tobas link to weakness and 

disease. "Bush food," in this respect. is a recent concept which the Tobas did not need to 

identiQ as such in the past and which refers to the food that they obtain through their own 

productive practices.'18 The fact that most people include within "bush food" an item 

"' For instance, in the Toba language the terms for dinerent types of food classify them according to the 
fom of preparation: i) ndhik refers to boiled food eaten directiy fiom the pot: most notably boiled fish, but 
aiso packaged food which is prepared this way (like rice and pasta, even though most people use the term 
corni& to refer to the latter); ii) ndhe refers to boiled food which is taken out of the pot once it is ready (this 
inçludes wiId fniits which need a Iong boiling process iike nelotmi and elké or produce U e  purnpkin); iii) 
iavdk alludes to barbecued fish and meat. 



obtained in the manhes such as fish is a further sign of the cultural weight of "the bush" 

as the place which the Tobas see as condensing the base of their live~ihood.'~~ 

"Bush food" and "store-bought food," in this regard, are for the Tobas expressions 

of different social conditions. This emerges clearly in the Tobas' memory of their 

ancestors, for people agree that "the ancient ones" were a remarkably strong and healthy 

people, mostly because they only ate "bush food." Along the same lines, most people 

agree that the new generations of Tobas are "fiabby" and prone to diseases because they 

are getting used to merazderfa. Condensing a widespread view, Teodoro, a nurse in his 

mid-thirties and also an active participant in local politics, told me: 

What's ruining us is the pasta, the rice. In the past, it wasn't at ail Iike this. People used 
their own food: for instance, aigarroba, honey. fish. Now we're very weak because of the 
yerba, because of the sugar. Our life has aiready changed, pop drink (gaseosa), [synthetic] 
juice. Very weak the people. Maybe they're going to have even more diseases. We don? 
have the energy that we had in the past. 

The existence of strong values of health and well-being associated with "bush 

food" does not mean that the Tobas are not attracted by mercaderias. They certainly are. 

People's generalized view that "store-bought food" causes "fiabbiness" is as strong as 

their dependence on, and fascination with, this type of food; a dependence and fascination 

rooted in the current incapacity of foraging to guarantee the Tobas' subsistence and the 

influence of hegemonic values about the "higher value" of the white man's ways. For 

instance, most Tobas usually refer to the "store-bought food" with the Spanish word for 

- 

'19 Some people also use the broader (non-spatialued) expression "our food" or 'Vie food of our own" ro 
differentiate packaged food fiom the one produced by themselves. Being more inclusive, this term also 
includes produce fiom their own fields (pumpkin, watermelon, maize). 



"food," cornida.'" Thus, several times 

comida" when they had a pot full of bo 

1 heard people saying 

iled fish near them or a 

"today, we don't have 

lgarroba pods drying up 

under the Sun. In other words, by "comida" they rneant packaged food. Moreover, many 

people refer to comida as "nice food" (nbhik dnaGaik or comida linda). Many teenagers 

are open about their preference for packaged food, even though most of hem still 

regularly eat fish, honey, and algarroba Some adults complain bitterly about this trend, 

and argue that it will be negative for the well-being of the new generations. Andrés, in 

spite of being a full-tirne faxmer, told me that he often tells to his children: "If you don't 

l e m  about the food from the bush you're going to die of hunger!" 

Despite the ambiguous meanings associated with 'bstore-bought food," and as the 

last quote suggests, for the Tobas the well-being and health associated with "bush food" 

are their ultimate guarantee against the hardships of poverty. People know that "bush 

food" will always be available for those too poor to afford mercaderias, and in their eyes 

this makes "bush food" to be a source of social endurance. Furthemore, the Tobas' 

perception of the endurance allowed by "bush food" is shaped by their survival of past 

expenences of terror and death; an endurance which has saved hem not as individuais 

but as a group; not rnerely as Tobas but as aboeenes. This conneciion emerges in the 

Tobas' perception that "bush food" protects them not just fiom hunger but also from 

death; and not just from any death, but from intentional atternpts at murdering them. 

Pablo told me once, in a particularly intense tone: 

l m  The Tobas have even adapted the word cornido to their own language, and some people (especialiy old 
women who speak little Spanish) use the term comi'ida to refer to nce, pasta or flour. 



Sometimes I've heard that they're going to make a war to kill those who have nothing, so 
that the aborigenes die, dyhg of hunger. Sometimes 1 Say: We're aborigenes. We're not 
going to die because we have the food from the bush .. . I'm poor, but I'm not going to die, 
because 1 have something to mariscar, to fish, to gather honey ... Of course we're not 
going to die! We're not going to die. 

It is certain that, in some respects, the Tobas' emphasis on "food" entaiis a 

fetishization of social relations. People tend to explain the hedth of "the ancient ones" 

and the weakness of "the new ones" in terms of the relative nutritive value of their diets, 

not in their different insertion within social relations of exploitation. However, when the 

Tobas talk with pride about "bush food," they not only challenge hegemonic views of 

what "nice food" is supposed to be but also refer to food that belongs to them; that they 

have obtained with their own handr. Hence, talking about "bush food" becornes an 

indirect way of talking about labor practices carried out by themselves in a place of their 

own. For this reason, "bush food" becomes the ultimate condensation of the practices and 

collective social relations which define their form of production as it provides them with 

a relative protection from experiences of domination. The place where the Tobas obtain 

"bush food" is saturated with other social foms of healing power, which the pioGondq 

obtaîn from the rnost powefil inhabitants of the bush. 

The "Other" P a y a  

When the Tobas were falling il1 in San Martin del Tabacal, the only ones who 

were able to heal at least some of them were the pioGontiq. On the one hand, the 

pioGon6q's symbolic capital was being undermined by the rnissionaries' active and firm 

condemnation of their practices. Consequently, today most people censure the practices 



of the pioGondq as "the work of the devil" (even though this attitude is not free of 

ambiguities). On the other hand in their very stniggle against shamanism, the 

missionaries contributed to creating it as a new social force (Taussig 1987: 143, 377). In 

other words, the pressure exerted by the rnissionaries shaped the contours of Toba 

shamanism along lines of defiance to new forms of domination, and some pioGondq 

emerged as staunch and defiant keepers of the "old ways." It was a defiance to 

domination which also emerged in the cane-fields, where the pioGondq were able to kill 

powerful and abusive "ingenieros" and especially heal some of the diseases spread by the 

deadly puyak of the mountains, in a process in which shamanic practices became a 

"means of asserthg their own dominance over the otherwise uncontrollable forces of 

natural and cultural oppression" (Chevalier 1982: 423). The experience of death in 

kahogonaGa, consequently enhanced the healing power of the pioGoniq, for "sharnanic 

healing . . . also develops its force fiom the colonially generated wildness of the episternic 

murk of the space of death" (Taussig 1987: 127). 

The healing of the pioGondq took place both in the plantations and the bush, but 

had its roots in the latter; in particular in the forms of reciprocity that the pioGondq 

maintain with the "other" paydk: those which inhabit their home temtories. On the one 

hand, the Tobas also c d  the latter diablos in Spanish and consider them potentially 

threatening and dangerous, as we shall see in chapter sixteen. Like those of the 

rnountains, they are usually invisible but can also acquire the shape of a humanoid and 

hairy dwarf with male features. On the other hand, the payik of the bush are utterly 

different from those of the plantations. First and most irnportantly, they engage in forms 

of reciprocity with humans that are unthinkable among the former. Aside from providing 



the shamans with the power to heal, they are "owners" of most species of animals and 

fish and as a result help the Tobas to find their most valuable source of well-being: "bush 

food." Secoodly, unlike the anonymous p@k of the ingenio, they often have 

individualized features: there are payik in the water, the underground world, and the sky, 

and there is a also a fernale "devil," PayaGb, which provides healing power to the 

piogonaGd, the today quite rare female equivalent of the pioGondq. Still, these "devils" 

are essentially male and their paramount spatial domain is the thickest section of the 

bush; and even though they can act during the day, their ultimate tirne domain is the 

night.12' Being also a particular condition associated with non-human phenornena (see 

chapter ten), paydk is also the attribute of other creatures which are not confounded with 

these "devils," like wosdq, "rainbow," and kadhchi, "whirlwinds." 

But how do the pioGondq acquire their power? Many do it through a father or a 

grandfather who was also a pioGondq, but many others are offered healing powers by a 

paydk after encountering it in the bush or through drearns. In the past, the initiation of a 

pioGondq by a paydk required of a relatively prolonged stay in the heart of the bush. 

Based on his fieldwork among the Tobas in 1933, Alfred Métraux (1937: 176- 177) wrote 

that once contacted by the puydk the future pioGondq had to live in isolation in the bush 

for three or four weeks, fasting and singing continuously until the secret healing songs of 

the pay6k were revealed to him. Today, most pioGontiq do not go through such an intense 

phase of initiation. A few people remember that some old pioGondq (now dead) had to 

131 This is why the Tobas sometimes cd1 the paydk viigahik 'Vie one who wanden in the bush" ( v i 4 :  bush) 
or piydgahik, "the one who wanders at night" @@ak night). However, viOgoht and pjrdgahik are generic 
terms and as such they c m  also be appfied to any person or animai wandenng in the bush or at night. For 
instance, the Tobas call vuigahik the Wichfs who used to roam in the bush of the hinterland, and in this case 



spend up to "two months" in the bush. But nowadays the Tobas either argue that the 

pioGondq does not have to stay in the bush at dl, or that he has to do it for a few days 

only. In spite of this, the acquisition of heding power is still deeply associated with the 

bush, foraging, and the ability to acquire "bush food." The paytik usually approach men 

who are frequent foragers; being creatures of the bush, they "like7' men who spend a great 

deal of time wandering in the bush. As Mariano put it: "If the man . . . always wanders in 

the bush, in the bush, in the bush, then, the paydk likes him. Yes, he likes him, he likes 

hirn, for he always goes to the bush. Then, the paydk wants him to do his work." The first 

sign that a paydk is interested in tuming a forager into a pioGontiq is that, al1 of a sudden, 

it becomes much easier for him to capture prey. TomAs, for instance, told me: 

For example, one day I go to the bush to look for honey, iguana. If I'm not lucky, the 
paytik's around there. It hides, 1 don't see it, but it sees me. 1 find Zachiguuna, extranjera. 
iguana. I fmd al1 the bichos as if they were tame. The paydk gives me al1 those bichos . . . 
That's what it teaches ... [Then] it shows up like a man, U e  us ... [And it says]: "Look. 
my son. I'm giving you al1 these my tools, so that you don? lack anything to eat, so that 
you c m  get anything from the bush." It gives me the power to eat everything from the 
bush, everything. Then 1 already have the secret, and al1 the bichos [are] as if they were 
tame. When 1 sleep at night, the p e k  cornes and we chat. 

As we can see, the ability to find "bush food" is very closely associated with the 

reciprocity links developed between paycik and foragers. "Bush food", the paytik of the 

bush, and the acquisition of healing power are then intertwined in a dense semantic 

ensemble which perrneates the bush with social forms of healing at various levels. For the 

Tobas, by contrast, it is simply unthinkable to receive healing power from the paydk of 

the ingenîo. I once asked Mariano whether the latter gave people the power to heal. He 

the tem can be translated as "bushmen." Along the same Iines, the Toba name for viscacha, a night 
m d ,  is piycigahik 



replied rather categorically: "No, they didn't." Another day, 1 asked him the sarne 

question in a different way. He insisted: '&NO, they only gave the disease." Furthemore, 

for the Tobas the contrat between the p@k of the bush and those of the "ingenio San 

Martin" is so sharp, so radical, tnat when 1 asked hem to compare the two places, people 

often got to the point of denying that there are paydk in the bush. Luisa, a woman in her 

late twenties, was telling me what her mother had told her about the ingenio. 1 asked her 

whether there were paydk there, and she said: 

Oh yes, there were tons of paydk at the ingenio, because the rnountains are very close. 
There, it was much more dangerous than here in this zone. There. [the p@k] came out 
during the day, during the night. It was more dangerous than here, that's what they Say. 
A r o d  here, are there payak like those? No. There's almost nothing here. There're no 
stories of sornebody seeing the paydk in the road. But over there, there are. 

1 asked this type of contrasting questions between the paydk "around here" and 

those "over there" to several people. The answers were strikingly similar. Like that of 

Arnalio, a man in his early thirties who in other occasions complained bitterly about the 

paydk of the bush: "No, I never saw them around here ... Over there, there are paydk. But 

over here, it's more quiet." In this opposition between puydk of totally different places 

and in contradiction with the general characterization of the payak as evil diablos, people 

even argue that the paydk of the bush "teach" the pioGondq to use their power "only to 

heal." In 1988, Celestino -a shaman then in his late sixiies who always professed a 

public (and for some, suspiciously too passionate) faith in the Anglican "religion"- 

imitated a p&k lecnuing a brujo, a pioGondq, in terms of a reformulated Anglican 

morality: "Now that you've got my power, you shall be like a great helper of your people. 



If there's a sick person, then you have to heal .. .You shall not kill, you shall love each 

other, you shall love your brother." 

Along these lines, many people argue that when a pioGondq kills too many people 

his paydk "punishes" hirn for rnisusing his power and eventually kills him. In fact, the 

Tobas have explained in this way the death of several pioGondq. The healing capacity of 

the pioGontiq, nonetheless, has been gradually undermined not only by the prolonged 

influence of the missionary preaching, but also by the transformation of the structure of 

leadership, which tumed the pioGondq into men devoid of political power, and by the 

fact that people now have access to alternative healing practices. The fact that the 

pioGondq charge for their services (in expensive goods like a bicycle, a shotgun, or a tape 

recorder) rnake these other alternatives (free of charge) appealing: i) the biomedical 

practices, carried out in their villages by Toba nurses and midwives but centered in the 

hospital of Ingeniero ~uiirez;'" ii) the collective prayers held by cornmitted Anglicans in 

one village; iii) and the ecstatic meetings of the Pentecostal Iglesia Evangélicu Unida in 

the Barrio Toba of Ingeniero luirez, to which a few Tobas converted in the 1980s. The 

last wo practices, in spite of having opposed institutional affiliations, invoke the healing 

power of the "Holy Spirit." The Tobas tend to count on a variety of practices at different 

stages of a disease; but when what is at stake is a serious illness (inevitably attributed to 

sorcery) they usually seek either the collective prayers or the pioGondq (cf. Bargallo 

1992). Along these lines, the pioGuntiq find themeIves in an ambiguous position. They 

'" Even thou& the hospital is public and fiee. going there implies expenses which many people cannot 
afford (e.g. for dmgs or the living expenses of those relatives who go to "J&z9' to be with the patient). 



are less powefil than in the past and perform practices at odds with "the missionaries' 

teachings," but are often sought after when what is at stake is a serious disease. 

The end of the migrations to San Martin del Tabacal and hence of the massive 

experience of dearh and temr in the cane-fields, together with the retreat of the Anglican 

missionaries in 1982, also deprived the pioGonkq of the instances that made them gain 

force as "counter-hegemonic" agents of non-cornpliance. However, this force had always 

an intrinsic limitation: it was based on an individual expertise, not on a collective practice 

of resistance. As Jacques Chevalier (1982: 423) has rightly argued, "rnost of this 

shamanic rebellion is hidden, lost as it were in the nocturnal silence of individualized 

rituals, none of which is adapted to the particula. exigencies of popular democratic 

confrontations or real class struggle." Among the Tobas, the force of shamanism as a 

"counter-hegemonic" practice faded as the more powerful pioGondq died one after the 

other and as the prestige of the new generations of shamans was undermined by the 

processes just analyzed. Nonetheless, the everyday practices of the pioGonbq still remind 

the Tobas of the healing forces lying in the depths of the bush, and of their power to 

counteract -in subtie, mediated, contradictory ways- experiences of social suffenng. 

The tensions between the imageries of health and healing of the bush and the 

images of death and terror of the plantations ultimately takes us to contradictions between 

experiences of labor. As the paydk, the Familiar, and the KiyaGaikpi in San Martin del 

Tabacd were fetishized expressions of forms of alienated labor carried out in a context of 

terror, the healing properties of "bush food" and the payak of the bush are fetishizations 

of a different sort: of practices and social relations carried out in a place of relative 

autonomy molded as such by long experiences of domination. 



FIFTEEN: 
FORAGING UNTIL TRE END OF T m  WORLD 

We have to go out to the bush, for the poor's life 
is like this, like the old man says ... Thus, we're 
going to live with this because we hzve nothing. 
We're gohg to forage until the end of the year, 
until the end of the world. 
Ange1 ( 1996) 

Foraging, the Tobas are invincible ... 
José E. Niklison, 
Los Tobas (19 16) 

A 'cReturn" to the Bush 

A central aspect of the Tobas' experience of the bush associated with the decades 

of seasonal migration to kahogonaG6 h a  been its constitution as a place of endurance, as 

a place which in their eyes will allow them to penist against al1 odds. The end of the 

migrations to San Martin del Tabacal in the late 1960s has recreated but also reformulated 

some of these meanings. The decline in the importance of seasonal wage labor, in spite of 

new forms of labor migration in which they began participating, implied that the Tobas 

had to rely on foraging much more often than in the past. This "return" to the bush was 

also rnolded by the radical reformulation of the Tobas' experience of place brought by the 

fioods of 1975, which meant the destruction of the mission station, the disappearance of 

the river, and the formation of the rnarshes. Until the Iate 1960s, the Pilcomayo River, 

mision El Toba, and San M a t h  del Tabacal were part of the same spatial, cultural, and 

economic ensemble. Thus, in those days the productivity of foraging was to a great extent 

favored by the fact that most Tobas spent eight to ten months in the ingenio, something 

which considerably reduced the pressure on the resources of the bush and the river. 



Besides, back then the Tobas relied on very productive fishing techniques, which 

provided them with large quantities of sun-dried fish and fish fat to be stored for the 

"hunger season" (August-Septernber). This productive capacity disappeared dong with 

the river in the flood of 1975, and this became the bais of the current nostalgia for the 

times "when there was a river." The destruction of the mission also brought to an end a 

place which had become central in the Tobas' expenence of the bush. This was Further 

altered by the withdrawal of the missionaries during the Malvinas (Falklands) War in 

1982 and the growing pnsence of state-run institutions throughout the region following 

the return of democracy to Argentina at the end of 1983. 

in these circumstances, the Tob& "return" to the bush was associated with an 

important refomulation of their experience vis-&-vis the missionaries and the state, and 

implied an increase in their practice of foraging under more precarious conditions. In 

spite of this, foraging continues providing the Tobas with "bush food" which is central to 

counteract the hardships of poverty in their own villages and new experiences of 

exploitation in distant 'places of work." And this expenence of the bush, also nourished 

by the memory of the times of kahogonaGd, has become a central aspect of the Tobÿs' 

subjectivity. In this chapter, 1 will analyze the practices, social relations of production, 

and meanings through which in the mid-1990s the Tobas constmcted "the bush" as a 

place of endurance. In particular, 1 will look at: i) the social relations of production 

through which people have access to means of production and regulate the distribution of 

the social product; ii) the foms of organization of production and the various practices 

through which the Toba households conduct their iivelihood, paying attention to the 

meanings of endurance and safeguard korn poverty associated with hem; iii) the Tobas' 



capacity to rely on petty commodity production as a means of avoiding seasonal wage 

labor and consolidating their practices in the bush; and iv) their access to the resources of 

the state as a further means of reproducing their form of production. As we can (and 

shall) see, it is in the cornplex, sometimes tense articulation of these factors that the 

Tobas are nowadays able to constnict the bush as a place of relative autonomy. 

Relations of Production: ' W e  Still Have the Custom of the Old People9' 

A central feature in the Tobas' expenence of the bush as a relative haven from 

outside forces is its collective nature, which in 1989 gained legal recognition when they 

were able to obtain legal title to 35,000 hectares of land. This title includes an area over 

30 kilometers in width which reaches 15 kilometers into the hinterland (see map 2). Most 

of these lands are covered by thick monte but also include sections of manhes, where the 

Tobas center their fishing expeditions and many hunting trips. The title gave formal 

recognition to something which had been centrai in their relations of production al1 dong: 

that d l  Tobas have right of access to the land, the bush, and al1 its resources. Once a 

household clears a field and fences it (with wire and thomy boughs to protect it from 

animals, especially cattle), it is acknowledged that it "belongs" to its members, but this 

has not implied so far a right of private property. The title has meant a clearer 

delimitation of the location of the Tobas' fields and the Criollos' paddocks, but Tobas 

and settlers (14 Criollo families live inside the perimeter of their lands) continue sharing 

large tracts of land, which for the most part are not fenced. Thus, the Tobas continue 

foraging in the lands (either public lands or lands owned by settlers) that surround the 

bits of their property towards Paraguay. And some CrioiIos continue grazing much of 



their cattle on Toba lands. However, conflicts over the construction of paddocks, the 

practice of logging, or the granting of pasture permits are very common. 

Households are the main units of production; they usually consist of a matrilocal 

extendel family: an adult couple, their single children, and the nuclear farnilies formed by 

their married daughters. Labor tools (firearms, nets, shovels, axes) usually have an 

individual owner, but are used by the rest of the members of the household. These tools 

are often shared with kin or neighbors from other households. Cooperation between 

households related by kinship is comrnon in practices like horticulture and fruit- 

gathering. Women are in charge of food preparation, gathenng firewood and water. 

handicraft production, gathering wild fruits in the ripening season, herding sheep and goats, 

and weeding and harvesting the gardens. Men fish, hunt, gather honey, and engage in al1 the 

stages of gardening: clearing the field, sowing, weeding, and harvesting. Still, this division 

of labor is not rigid: some men gather fruits in the gathering season and women can gather 

some species of honey. Women have a much higher share in domestic production than men, 

but they keep an important control over the dynamic of the household and impose a "moral 

obligation" on their husbands to hand the product of their labor to hem (see Métraux 1937: 

386; see dso Lee 1982: 39). 

Sharing, awachét, plays a key role in the social distribution of the production of 

foodstuffs, both wirhin the household and to other households tied by kinship and vicinity. 

The obligation to reciprocate, though important, is not specific regardhg the type of item 

involved or the moment in which it should take place. Unwillingness to share is sanctioned 

by public accusations of "stinginess" and ulîimately by the threat of sorcery of a 

pioGonriq or a kondnaGae -the latter are fernale sorcerers who only cause h m  and are 



particularly feared. This situation creates a strong social pressure to share which has been 

noted among other foraging groups (see Woodbum 1982; Lee 1988, 1993; Peterson 

1993). 

Since the late 1980s. the Tobas have been experiencing an incipient process of 

social differentiation associated with jobs in state-run institutions and more recently with 

commercial horticulture, and generaiized reciprocity is playing an active role in the way this 

differentiation is king molded. On the one hand, the poorest Tobas put a steady pressure, 

o ften through b'casual visits," on the better-off households to receive mercade rias from 

hem, a distribution which they see as a righi sanctioned by "the custom of the ancient 

people." On the other hand, some of the employees and agricultores (horticulturists) are 

reluctant to give away what they see as their well-deserved gain, and often cornplain about 

the drain of resources they are subrnitted to by their peers. These tensions often trigger open 

conflicts, in which some of the better-off Tobas are accused of being "stingy," hemoik. 

Thus, people often interpret cases of serious illness arnong the employees or their relatives 

as a fom of "punishment" conducted by jealous pioGondq or kondnagae (Gordillo 1994; 

see also Lee 1979: 412-414). Out of this social pressure, the poorest Tobas are able to create 

and recreate very significant circuits of redistribution of packaged food which contribute 

to alleviating their situation. Thus, many people make it clear that sharing is key for those 

%ho have n ~ t h i n ~ . " ' ~  Pablo told me, praising an employee known for his generosity: 

la According to surveys I conducfed in a sample village between 1991 and 1992 (at lhree differeni moments of 
the year) amng the poorest households (those with no reguiar incorne), about 55% of d the packaged fooà 
they had consumeci came origïnaily b m  househoIds of public employees. In another sample village with a 
lower number of public employees, that percentage was somewhat hwer but nevenheless significant: about 
45% (Gordiilo 1994: 70). 



We're not Lice the white people. When they slaughter a cow, they dodi share it with their 
sister. We, the aborkenes still have the custom of the old people. You slaughter a goat and 
then ancther cornes. He cuts a piece and he leaves . . . We also do that when the employees 
get paid . . . Javier [the nune] gets paid and he helps the brothers, those who have nothing. He 
fills up a dish with flou and [the other person] takes it. Rice, he gives it to the brother. He 
helps them, because he knows that they have nothing. 

The right of any Toba to have access to "the bush" and demand from better-off 

people the distribution of resources provides them with an important safeguard from the 

conditions of extreme poverty. This can guarantee the reproduction of households even in 

the cases in which their members are subjecied to systematic extraction of surplus value and 

therefore it also provides them with a partial protection from over-exploitation. In this 

regard, the collective relations of production which the Tobas inherited from their ancestors, 

rather than being the mere reproduction of a somewhat "natural" moral economy (see 

Leacock 1982; Roseberry and O'Brian 1991), get much of their current dimensions and 

meanings in their immersion in experiences of domination. Negotiated through intricate 

local webs of power, these social relations are reproduced an everyday basis by the practices 

which the Tobas carry out in the bush. 

"eYre Going to Forage Until the End of the World" 

For the Tobas, the food they obtain in the bush is not only defined by its healthy 

nature but also by the fact that it is always available for those in need. This availability 

stands in contrast to the commodified and hence restricted character of mercaden'm and 

makes many Tobas call "bush food" simply the 'Yood of the poor." As Nicacio put it: 

"The rich eat bread. We the poor eat all that food, our life ... Because we' re not rich. The 

Tobas eat fish, in the bush dl day long: honey, osûich, deer, wild pig." But what exactly 



do the Tobas mean by being "poor"? As I believe is by now clear, most people associate 

being "poor," pidGoik (or choGoddk), pobre, first and foremost with unsatisfied basic 

necessities, especial!~ involving clothing, food, and shelter. As Martin, a man in his early 

thirties, put it: "He's pibGuik, he has nothing; he has nothing to eat." At a broader level, 

some people and especially public employees implicitly associate "poverty" with lack of 

accumulation of desired goods. Thus, even though the latter eat everyday, usually live in 

brick houses, and Wear good clothes, they also see themselves as "poor," mostly because 

they lack fancy stereos, vehicles, or cattle. This identity is also strongly tied to their 

aboriginality, to the fact that for most Tobas being aborigen is tantamount to being 

pibGoik. As the reverse of this same notion, for the Tobas to be "rich," newoybk, rico, is 

associated with owning large amounts of goods (and hence having no unsatisfied 

necessities). As Mariano put it: "He has al1 the clothes, al1 the machines, like an airplane. 

Then, the man is newoydk, he has everything, he has a house, everything." But for the 

Tobas, aside from being deeply "material," wealth is also associated with forms of power 

and knowledge in which the human and non-human realms are intertwined. Thus, the 

paytik of the bush are often closely associated with material riches and the Tobas see 

powerful men like Patron Costas as obtaining their wealth from dealings with a diablo (in 

this case the ~amiliar)."~ 

But there is a further component in the Tobas' identity as "poor": that it is deeply 

tied to the practice of népe or marisca in Spanish, a concept which people in al1 the 

'" Pablo Wright (1997: 502) has argued that the Tobas of Eastern Formosa see themselves as bbpoor," 
chKodaik, mostly vis-à-vis the powers of the non-hurnan realm of mwét. In our case, even though people 
also see the payak as having powers and riches beyond their reach, they define their own poverty, first and 
foremost, vis-à-vis the wealth of other human actors. 



region (Tobas, Wichis, and Criollos aiike) use to refer to the foraging practices of the 

aborlgenes. At one level, marisca alludes for the Tobas to the diversified and flexible 

practice of male foragers. Even though a man may set out to the marshes with the explicit 

purpose of fishing, he often takes with him either a hunting dcg, a large knife, or a 

firearm in case he fin& wild animals or beehives. Thus, men often combine fishing, 

hunting, and gathering honey in the same trip, and the term marisca expresses this 

diversified practice. At one level, marisca does not include gathering wild fruits and 

women's practices in the bush are not surnrnarized under an equivaient generic term.'" 

However, when people refer with this concept to their overall pracuces as  foragers, 

bcmariscu" acquires a broader meaning which implicitly includes the practices of both men 

and women. 

The meanings of marisca are to a great extent constructed by the tensions which 

oppose this concept to "work," nontdq or trabajo in Spanish. For the Tobas, "foraging" and 

"work" are mutualIy exclusive terms, and the latter refers to wage labor, either in 

plantations or state-run institutions, agriculture, herding, and craftsmanship. Even though 

this notion of "work" as something separate from "foraging" is nowadays contradictorily 

mingled with meanings of "trabajo" inculcated by the state, it is also rooted in the Tobas' 

own experience that there are places where they "work," the sugar plantations and 

nowadays various farms, and a place very different from the latter where they "forage": 

the bush. Thus (and beyond further meanings which 1 will analyze later) trabajo implies 

l x  Moreover, even the most important female practice in the bush. g a t h e ~ g  bits. is refened to with different 
verbs, depending on the type of f h i t  involved: hatoGbn, "to gather h m  the ground," regarchg bits which 
fa11 from the tree (such as algarroba and mistol), and hapogaGh, "to puii out" (the same verb for "harvesting"), 
regarding fiuits which have to be picked fkom the boughs of trees and plants (k bola verde, sachasandia, and 
poroto de monte). 



for the Tobas a responsibility, sacrifice, regularity, and submission to a certain discipline 

which is absent in murisca. Marisca, by contrast, involves practices of a very different 

sort, defined to a great extent by rnovement, flexibility, satisfaction, and relative freedom. 

Furthemore, marisca presupposes important skills which are absent in trabajo: a detailed 

local knowledge of the bush and the foms of reciprocity needed to interact with the paydk 

which are the "owners" of natural resources (as we shail see). In 1916, José Elias Niklison 

(1990 j19161: 121-122) outlined some of these aspects of marisca when he wrote "La 

'mariscada' ... is carried out with visible satisfaction ... 'Mariscando' the Tobas are 

invincible and tireless," a description closely tied to his sirnultaneous report on the 

dienation of the indigenous experience of "work" in the sugar plantations. Eighty years 

latzr, Tom& expressed this sense of gratification associated with "marisca" when he 

remembered with nostalgia the practice of collective fishing "when there was a river": "1 

lived that and 1 liked that. Al sorts of fish. It was very nice ... People got together; they 

laughed, happy, when they got together." These meanings of autonomy and satisfaction, 

rather than an expression of the "non-dienateci" character of marisca, are to a great 

molded by the contrast between this practice and the Tobas' experiences of estrangement 

in trabajo, especially seasonal wage labor (and in Tomh' case, dso by the contrat 

between a present of poverty and the memory of a past of abundant fishing). 

A further aspect of marisca as it is defined by these experiences of domination is 

that since rnost Toba households can count simultaneously on a wide array of subsistence 

practices, foraging dows them an important flexibility to accommodate to the constraints 

imposed by a cash economy. The fact that foraging, unlike agriculture, has an irnmediate 

r e m  which allows for the acquisition of resources on a daily basis, becomes a funher 



valuable asset in a context of poverty and uncertainty. This retum depends on the changing 

availability of natural resources and as result has important fluctuations throughout the year. 

But as w e  can see from table one, during most of the year households produce an average of 

70% of me foodstuffs they consume and even about 50% during the beginning of the penod 

of highest scarcity (July-August), a productivity which is a central component in the 

constitution of mariscu as a safeguard ftom poverty. This safeguard cannot prevent 

people's need to sel1 their labor and other cornmodities in order to obtain goods central to 

their reproduction (as we shall see). However, in certain moments, it can partially limit the 

negative effect of the fa11 in prices of commodities they sel1 or the overexploitation of 

their labor. In this section, I will analyze how this capacity changes throughout the 

different moments of the annual cycle. 

TABLE 1. PERCENTAGE OF FOOD PROVIDED BY SUBSISTENCE PRACTICES 

Wild fruits 
Honey 
Game meat 
Produce 
Dom. Animds 

Fish 

TOTAL 1 75% 47 % 72% 

MARJAPR JUUA UG. DEC. 
42 % 28% 19% 

Source: Gordillo 1995b, based on surveys conducted between 1991 and 1992 in the 13 households of a 
sample village. "Packaged food" includes rice, corn meal, pasta, beans. and tortilh (home-made 
unleavened bread). The percentage per each period is the result of an average emerging fiom 10 
different surveys conducted on each household throughout a period of two weeks. Therefore, each 
penod of the year includes data nom 130 surveys. These figures ody intend to be approximate. 



The wet season, between November and April, is marked by the relative 

abundance of resources, especially wild fruits and honey, and also by the harvesting of 

their fields, a situation which allows many households to have a somewhat greater margin 

of maneuver vis-à-vis the constraints of poverty. As Amalio put it: "When it's the time of 

the algarroba, people almost don? suffer." In October, the chaiiar ( t h e ,  Gourliea 

decorticans) ripens, and in November is the tum of the algarroba (rnipa, Prosopis alba and 

paatdk, nigra). When the algarroba pods start falling into the ground it is the time of wde, 

"the time of the fruits," and women engage in what becomes for them the most intense 

subsistence period of the year. Women gather as many fruits as possible during several 

weeks, for the heavy Ans of December spoil the pods left on the ground. Besides, the 

households aim to store large quantities of fruits in their storage huts (trojas) elevated from 

the ground. Luisa told me about the pressure many women feel while gathering fruits: 

The hits of aU kind are very important for the kids, for the grown-ups, and for al1 the 
farnily. That's why when it's the time of the fruits, there're women who get desperate and 
don't sleep. Every morning they have to get up and go to the bush to look for very many 
hiü .  For instance algarroba, chaÎïar, mistol. AU kind of fruits. There're fruits which are 
stored for a long time. Why do they ger desperure? Because they want to have rnany, to store 
al1 the things. To put them into the troja, to store hem in bags. You store al1 the food that's 
available, for a long tirne. Then, the women get desperate because they want to have lots of 
h i t s  . . . Maybe the algarroba ripens and two days later a stonn cornes, wind, min. And then, 
the stonn does harm to the fruits. 

Women always gather fniits in groups, formed by the women of the same household 

and sometimes by other women related by kin. The gatherers, taking a donkey with them, 

are usualIy led by an older woman -a Mhogolaté, "pmtera"- respected for her expertise 

in g a t h e ~ g  techniques and for her knowledge of the bush and of the best places to find 

fniits. Some women carry with them a kedé, three to four meter-long sticks with a dented 



end, used to take d o m  npen pods which are still in the trees. Gathering is usually carried 

out in the nonakapiGdt, the relatively o p n  sections of the bush, where most of the forests 

of alganobos are. When the group arrives in a suitable spot, the wornen form an improvised 

"campsite" where they leave the donkey and one or two large bags made out of chagüar 

fiber, called uénaGa. Then, wornen split in different directions to gather fmits in smaller 

bags, and return regularly to the "campsite" to load the uénaGa. In order to know each 

other's location and not to get lost, al1 the women ''whistle" at regular intervals. 

Aside from algarroba, early in the summer women also gather mistol (of the 

smaller, nt5naGahe variety, Zizyphus mistoi), bola verde (neluma, C~pparis speciosa), 

sachasandia (elké, Capparis salicifolia), and poroto de monte (tigik, Capparis retusa), 

some of which are available until the end of the summer. Still, the most popular fruit is by 

far algarroba, and at that time of the year the villages are filled with a regular, distinctive 

sound: that of women pounding algarroba pods in their mortars to tum them into flour, 

which will then be consumed with water as ikîénik (afiapa in Spanish, a paste whose 

sweet "juice" is sucked with one hand). After being sun-dried, a large percentage of the 

fruits are stored. Moreover, fruits like sachasandia, bola verde, and poroto de monte are 

gathered mostly to be stored for the time of scarcity in August-September. In their 

gathering expeditions, women can also gather honey if they corne across a hive of the 

varieties of bee which are not considered aggressive, like bala (uaGato3, lachiguana 

(katék), moro-moro (konoytik), yana (maayeî, or carana (neejal). If they find a hive of 

konaiapolio, "large bees" (of European origin, called exîranjera in Spanish, Apis 

melifera), they will usually leave it and later on tell their husbands about its location. In 

January, it is the tirne of the year called nolaGa, "when the algarroba is over." 



In the wet season, men also intensiQ the practice of marisca in the bush and the 

marshes. In December, the productivity of fishing increases due to the annual flooding of 

the Pilcomayo, and as a result men go out fishing more often. Nowadays fishing is an 

individual practice, even though srnall groups of lakaia (brothers or first-cousins of the 

sarne generation) often go together to a fishing site. Since the nets heélaGne and 

uanadanaGdt used "when there was a river" are unsuited for fishing in shallow marshes, 

the Tobas nowadays use only a smaller version of the uanadanaGdt net (called pugaGdik 

and used to capture small fish). Nowadays, men fish mostly with chiquena (fja in 

Spanish), an harpoon made out of a barnboo cane and a sharp iron head, and hooks and 

nylon lines. The decrease in the productivity of fishing since the floods of 1975 has meant 

that people are not able to store fish like in the past. At most, people keep barbecued fish 

for a few days. Even the variety of species of fish has decreased, and large fish like 

surubies (Pseudoplatystoma coruscans) and dorados (Salminus maxilocus), common even 

until the late 1980s, are now very hard to obtain, something which the Tobas attribute to 

commercial fishing upstream and/or to people "stopping" the flow of fish from Bolivia. 

In the 1990s, the most common catches were palometas (Serrasalminae), paciis 

(Co Lossoma mitre& viej as del agua (uédae) , and sibalos (ProchiLodus platensis). 

Due to the abundance of honey in the wet season, men (individually or in pairs) 

often set out with the explicit purpose of gathering honey (haoalék, or melear in Spanish), 

especially when they h o w  the location of a hive in advance (either fiom their wives or 

from a previous foraging trip). Honey is arnong the Tobas' most valued food, and men 

with many children (who are particularly fond of honey) are usually active looking for it. 

Techniques of gathering vary according to the type of bee, but in most cases involve 



setting a small fire with green boughs in order to neutralize the bees with the smoke, and 

cutting down the hive to small pieces (to be canied in a bag) with a machete or ax. 

Due to the depletion of garne and to the dificulty of finding animals, hunting has 

become an activity of secondary importance in tems of its contribution to everyday 

subsistence. Unlike fishing and honey-gatherhg (which can involve two or three men in a 

same excursion) hunting is usually an individual practice. Today, a great number of men 

simply hunt with their dogs and, depending on the prey, a knife, a stick, a shovel, or an 

ax, a type of hunting condensed in the verb haydGan. The Tobas distinguish this practice 

from hainaganéGe, to hunt with a weapon, either a caliber 22 rifle or a shotgun. Among 

those men who practice hainaganéGe (and therefore use f irems) many are public 

employees, and those engaged in haydGan are usually those who are simply too poor to 

afford a f i rem.  The most skillful foragers arnong the Tobas, the epidGuyuik or 

mariscadores, are usually the poorest Tobas and usually hunt without firearms. 

The Tobas cal1 the sections of the viaqddaik ("large bush") that have abundant 

animals or honey vidq bnaGaik, "nice bush" (monte lindo in Spanish). This section of the 

bush is defined to a great extent in opposition to the vidq hakoiMk, "the evil bush" 

(monte malo), a dangerous area inhabited by pay6k but which due to the presence of roads 

and vehicles nowadays exists only in Paraguay. Since different animal species live in 

distinct sections of the bush, when a hunter looks for an specific prey he has to go to a 

particular place of the v i 4 .  Large mammals like conuela ( tanhga ,  Mazarna) and wild 

pigs (koddGi [Tqassu tajacu], Uakae [Tayossu pecan!, and ndaGue [Catagonus 

wagnenl), are captured deep into the viaqidaik. In the relatively open sections of the 

bush, the nonakopiMt, men capture smaU animals like rabbits (nejehak, Syivilagus 



bruiliensis paraguarensis), viscacha (a rodent, piydgahik Lagostomus maximus), and 

small birds like charata (kochi'ili, Ortalis carnicollis). In the marshes and the surrounding 

open areas, men hunt ostrich (mafit! Rhea urnericana), carpincho or "water pig" 

(machigihé, Hydrochoerus hydrocoeris notialis), and birds like '%rio110 duck" (tagaiil, 

Cairina moschata), chaj6 (tahdak, Chuuna torquuta), white heron (dQIayaGaik, Egretta 

alba), and yulo (tomaGolkohdt, Tantalus americanus). 

In the wet season, many Tobas focus much of their expectations on the harvest of 

their fields, most of which are once a year flooded by the marshes (between December 

and May). This technique of cultivation on flooded lands, the most productive for an area 

with little rain like this (less than 600 miIlimeters a year). is very old among the Tobas, 

but in the early 1990s it has been regaining a growing importance.'26 Horticulture is 

usually directed towards the households' consumption but also towards the market. 

Nowadays, the most important crops are those already cultivated by the "ancient ones": 

watermelon (koda, Citrullus vulgarir), pumpkin (toini, Cucurbita maxima), anco (ldlaga, 

Cucurbita moschata), melon (newaké, Cucwnis melo), and corn ( thaga,  Zea mays). 

Harvesting (hapogaGcui, '?O pull out") takes place in December, before the marshes flood 

the fields.127 Most fields range from a quarter of a hectare to two hectares, but a srnail 

group of successful farmers works four to six hectares each. In 1997, the fields in use by 

Mer the disappearance of the river in 1975, the missiodes cleared large fields in the hinterland near 
several villages and this mobile technique was ody practiced by few households. For severai years, many Tobas 
cultivated the large fields, but the combination of sparse rain and high temperatures ruined most of the harvests. 
In the early 1990s, this seasonal and mobile horticulture began gaining again popularity and a few years later 
many Tobas stopped using the large fields in the hinterland. 
In Some households cultivate small gardens cleared inside snips of viaqd&iik, somethuig which happens 
especially when then are abundant rains. In these cases, dependhg on the iim of sowiog, harvesting usuaiiy 
rakes place Iater in the summr and even early in the fall. 



al1 Toba households -spread especidly dong the edge of the marshes in dozens of 

different locations- encompassed a total of 86 hectares. 

It is at this time of the year, in the summer, when households can rely on a 

relatively wide mg of subsistence practices (see table 1), that people have a base from 

which to be more selective in decisions involving access to manufactured goods and 

consequently to avoid those considered less worthwhile, especially seasonal wage labor. 

But this selectivity only rests in sound grounds when households count on alternative 

forms of access to cash. This leads us ta the importance of the interconnection between 

petty comrnodity production, wage labor, and the resources of the state, because 

subsistence practices aione cannot provide the Tobas with resources which are key for 

their reproduction. This cm be seen in the fact that, even though the summer is the season 

of relative "abundance," when the contractors from the bean fams anive in February or 

March, many Tobas (up to 250) migrate for work in order to obtain goods such as 

clothing, blankets, or utensils. In spite of this, most households are able to stay in their 

villages: not only because they can rely on "bush food" but also because they cm sel1 

iguana skins and especially part of their crops. 

The end of the summer marks a weakening in this relative capacity of maneuver. 

Between March and April, people have already consumed the reserves of algarroba stored 

in the trojus. This is the time of the fall, kap, the flower of the quebracho colorado, which 

signals the ripening of other edible wild fruits, some of which are also gathered by 

women: rnistol (nila, Zizyphus mistol, of a larger variety than the one which ripens in the 

summer), doca or tasi (ChdGadae, Monenia odorata), tuna ma&% lokb, and tusca 

(paGdk, Acasia aroma). At this tirne of the year, April or May, households which had 



cultivated small fields in the bush may still be harvesting them. But from then on, 

resources in the bush get scarce and people become increasingly dependent on fishing. 

The peak of fishing starts in May, when the marshes recede and large shoals migrare 

upstream. In this period, men fish in areas of the marshes in which strearns concentrate 

the bulk of water, and many households form seasonal fishing campsites, nemachiqa 

located in the heart of the marshes, where they stay for a period ranging for a few days to 

several months. 

Since the rnid-1990s, these fishing campsites have been increasingly associated 

with the practice of horticulture. It is at just this time of year, in May or June, when the 

rnarshlands recede and leave their rnargins humid and covered with rich sediments, that 

people prepare their fields for plowing. In order to do so, some households (especially 

from villages relatively removed from the edge of the marshes) settie a temporary 

carnpsite near their fields, where they live mostly off fishing, hunting, and gathering 

honey. These are the dry months of nakaviaGd, "winter," when it rarely ever rains and 

there can be a few frosts. Nowadays, plowing is financed by the ICA and done with the 

tractor of a successful Toba fanner. People often sow (hnaGdn) in late July or early 

August, when they consider that the last frost has passed and hopeful that a rain in August 

will help their crops resist the very hot north winds of early spring. While rnany 

households are preparuig their fields, in late May or early June the contractors from the 

bean farms in Salta arrive at the largest villages, and an average of 150 men, women, and 

children leave to work as harvesters for a period ranging between four and six weeks. 

At the end of nakaviaG6 in late July, when the productivity of fishing decreases, 

the Tobas face the toughest moment of the year, dominated by scarcity and hunger. As 



Amalio put it: When it's winter time, that's when people suffer the most. The fish is the 

only thing that saves people. When the fish is over, people suffer too much." Between 

August and September, there are no wild bits in the bush, wild animais are scarce and 

difkïcult to catch, and bee hives are only available in the marshland. In those months it is 

common to corne across people who have spent several days without any food, and to see 

in many households pots boiiing with sachasandia, bola verde, or poroto de monte, the 

most durable of the wild fruits stored in the surnmer. Aside from relying on fishing, many 

households intensifi hunting in the rnarshland, where the shallow waters of the dry 

season make it is easier to capture carpinchos. Some households also harvest sweet 

potatoes @oGolak?é, Ipomea batatas) from their fields in the hinterland or gather an 

edible liana called naybk (Odontocarya asarifiola). In bis unfavorable situation, the Toba 

households have an increased need for access to cash and packaged food; consequently. 

they have a lower degree of choice when looking for access to cash and do it in worse 

conditions than in previous months. Moreover, at this time of the year there is aiso a 

decline in the demand for goods and labor and no contractors arrive in their villages. It is 

especially at this moment of the year that some young men look for wages at the 

Paraguayan ranches, where conditions of exploitation are severe. In the midst of these 

months of scarcity, people look forward to the ripening of wild fruits. Already at the 

beginning of navoG6, "spnng," in September, when the algarrobo trees get their fust green 

sprouts, people begin speculating about the quality of the coming harvest of dgarroba, 

which cm have strong variations fiom year to year. Thus, a heavy early min (beneficial for 

the harvest) or a prolonged heat wave (which has negative effects) usually triggers 



comments about its implications for the quality of the pods. In October, the npening of 

chaiiar finally marks, once again, the beginning of niaGd, "the time of the fruits." 

Together with subsistence activities which are characterized by a strong seasonal 

pattern, the Tobas also practice a year-round activity which may serve as a buffer from 

poverty: the herding of sheep, goats, and pigs. Herding, practiced by the Tobas well 

before the arrival of the Criollos, has experienced an expansion since the early 1990s. On 

the one hand, many households with public jobs have been investing part of their salaries 

in livestock, especially, goats, sheep, and pigs, usually raised for their meat (although 

sheep are also an important source of wool for craftsmanship and pigs are often sold to 

the Cnollos). A few political leaders have aiso been investing in cattle. On the other hand, 

many households living in poverty also have a handful of pigs or goats. These animals 

have becorne living reserves of meat and potentid commodities on which they cm rely ai 

times of scarcity, especially in August and September. 

The fact that throughout the year most Toba households rely on a wide array of 

changing subsistence activities provides them with an important buffer from the 

hardships of everyday life. When the Tobas are overexploited in the Cotton and bean 

fanns and are able to obtain very few resources, upon their retum they can still count on 

"bush food." This rneans that this over-exploitation does not necessarily undermine the 

reproduction of their labor power. Consequently, the safeguard provided by "the bush" is 

embedded in a paradox; on the one hand, it has been historically 'Wnctional" to the social 

actors which have exploited the Tobas' labor, for it reproduces them as a cheap pool of 

readily available and over-exploitabie seasonal laborers; on the other hand, the endurance 

associated with marisca can provide the Tobas with means with which to avoid the 



harshest foms of domination and maneuver in contexts of extreme poverty and economic 

uncertainty . 

The potential strength of this capacity of maneuver, as well as its lirnits, came to 

the fore dunng the hyperinflation crisis that hit the Argentinean economy in May 1989, 

when inflation reached a peak of 200% a month. The whole country entered into a penod 

of social and political instability and in major cities like Rosario and Buenos Aires the 

urban poor looted numerous food stores and supermarkets. In July, still in the midst of la 

hiperinfacibn, 1 visited the Tobas for three weeks. Several of the villages were semi- 

deserted. Unable to purchase mercaderias in a context in which the value of cash 

evaporated within days, a great number of people had simply rnoved into the marshes to 

form fishing campsites. That penod coincided with the peak of the fishing seasori (May- 

July) and most Tobas were living off fishing and gathenng honey. On a regular basis. 

those living in the marshes were bnnging fish and honey to their relatives who had stayed 

in the villages to look after their belongings. In those days, Javier, the nurse in one of the 

villages, told me that several people in the Banio Toba of Ingeniero Juirez, pushed by 

hunger, had moved "back to the bush" and were foraging in the marshes. He also told me: 

"Malnutrition among the children in Barrio Toba is now very high. We don7t have 

malnutrition here." The massive "exodus" to the marshes dso showed the importance of 

the relative mobility associated with fishing, hunting, and gathering as the bais of a 

flexible capacity to maneuver vis-à-vis conditions of poverty and scarcity, a mobility 

which is ultimately sustained by the collective property of land. 

This "retreat" to the marshes, however, met its lirnits. During those months of 

mid-1989, most Tobas were living off foraging but in precarious conditions. In these 



circumstances, when in June contractors fiom the bean farms in Salta arrived looking for 

harvesters, about 150 people (rnostly single men and young couples) decided to go. 

Among those who were temporarily living in campsites in the marshes, the decrease in 

the productivity of fishing in mid and late July forced about 200 people (men, wornen, 

and children) to cross to la banda to work in the Paraguayan cattle ranches. In spite of the 

severe conditions of exploitation, they managed to regularly bring mercaderias to their 

relatives on the Argentinean side, and this contributed to alleviating the impact of the 

crisis. However, while in their villages 1 noticed that what allowed most Tobas to 

withstand the "crisis" was their everyday reliance on "bush food." 

The partial safeguard from hunger and exploitation associated with marisca is a 

recurrent component of the Tobas' current subjectivity, even though this perception is not 

free of contradictions and ambiguities (as we shall see in coming chapters). As we have 

seen, being aborigen and "poor" are almost synonymous for the Tobas. But in the 

dialectic between their poverty and their aborigindity, the latter -their systematic 

reliance on the "bush food'- provides them with an ultimate protection frorn hunger 

which the non-indigenous poor lack. The Tobas point to this contrast between themselves 

and the urban poor quite ofien. In May 1996, for instance, 1 was chatting with half a 

dozen men in the largest village and at one point Juan Manuel, an important leader in his 

late fifties, began telling the rest of us about his latest trip to Buenos Aires. He had been 

impressed by the poverty he saw, and described the beggars and Street kids who had 

neither shelter nor a regular source of food. Florencio, a young leader in his thirties 

cornmented: "Here, we're poor, but we go out with a shotgun and we have charata, ducks, 

mimals." Juan Manuel nodded, and then said, with a touch of irony that is typical of him: 



"We have cats, but we don? eat them yet." He then stared at me looking for confirmation, 

and said that he had heard on the radio that in the city of Rosario people were so poor that 

they were "eating cats." 1 confirmed the news, which was then being aired al1 over the 

country.'28 A general rurnor emerged out of the group. Some men looked at each other 

and shook iheir heads. A few seerned incredulous. Horacio was sitting near me and 

added, while assenting with his head: 'That's what they Say they do over there." 

At that moment, 1 found these comments about the hardships faced by the urban 

poor, and people's shocked reactions about practices which for them are unthinkable, to 

be very revealing of how the Tobas perceive the protection from poverty that foraging 

provides them. When Florencio said that they are poor but that at any time they can go 

out to the bush in search of food, he expressed the fact that the Tobas' identity as pi6Goik 

( "poor") is deeply tied to their spatial experience in the bush; to their reliance on a wide 

spectrum of resources lacked by the urban poor. Moreover, for the Tobas their reliance on 

the bush is deeply tied to a notion of resilience, of permanence against al1 odds 

consmcted through experiences of terror and social suffenng. As Pablo put it: 

The whites are going to die. When the mercaderia they have in the house is over, they're 
going to die. But the aborigenes won't. I remember, the old people lived like this. They 
didn't die of hunger. The old man didn't how the mercaderta. There were no 
pensionados [people with pensions]. Nobody had a cargo [public job]. But they lived, 
foraging in the bush. They had sornething to eat ... Maybe they found doca . . . That's what 
they ate. It's fine then. Then, they took a nap, and the little kids had a good rest . . . That's 
the way it is. 

"To forage in the bush," in this regard, becomes a symbol of autonomy from the 

cash economy and the state (from "mercadeBas," "pensionados," and bbcargos") and also 

128 See for instance Pggina/l2, 17/5/1996. 



a symbol of protection from death. Moreover, this resilience of the aborfgenes is focused 

not only on a particular place, a "here," but also on the promise of a "forever." Eduardo 

articulated this notion clearly when he told me: "Since we're kids we're born in misery, in 

poverty. . . . But we don't cornplain, we don't feel it. Not like the poor people in the city ... 

We don't have to worry because we7re abonfgenes. We're going to be here forever." 

But probably no Toba articulated more clearly than Angel the emergence of 

mariseu as a "security" which will allow the aborigenes, those "who have nothing," to 

endure forever. Angel is a man in his thirties, one of the most remarkabie mariscadores I 

know but also a man who often works for the Criollos. He told me early in 1996, while 

we were chatting in his house near the marshes: 

The aborlgenes live just like that, because that's our custom. 1 don't Say just like that. for 1 
Say security. Like the old man says, ours is the life of the poor, bom without anything until 
the end of the world. The poor person al1 year goes on foraging because he has nothing, 
because he doesn't use money ali day long ... We have to go out to the bush, for the poor's 
life is like this, like the old man says ... Thus, we're going to Live with this because we have 
nothing. We're going to forage until the end of the year, until the end of the world. 

The fact that historical processes of domination often tum the practice of foraging 

into a last resort people can count on to hinder poverty, has generated various debates on 

the very notion of what it means to be a "hunter ruid gatherer," most notably in the so- 

called "Kalahari debate" (see Wilmsen 1989; Wilmsen and Denbow 1990; Solway and 

Lee 1990; Lee and Guenther 1991) but also in other regional contexts (see Chang 1982; 

Woodbum 1988; Peterson 1991). In the case of the Gran Chaco, over several centuries 

the region became an indigenous haven through its violent interconnection with the 

Spanish and then Argentinean ffontier, and this process had certainly a profound effect on 



the social dynamics of many groups. However, it would be misleading to sustain (as a 

reading of the position of Wilmsen may suggest) that the foraging practices and social 

relations of groups like the Tobas were the result of this long siege on the Chaco. Until 

the end of the nineteenth century, the Tobas' foraging practices were not molded as they 

are now by experiences of direct subordination and exploitation. Consequently, in those 

days the meanings currently associated with marisca and "bush food" were most probably 

absent. An important aspect of the reformulation of the practices and social relations the 

Tobas inherited from their ancestors is that their "perseverance" in the bush, and their 

capacity to avoid seasonal wage labor, also depends on their capacity to produce 

commodities. 

"Let's Do Our Own Things" 

Petty commodity production is also affected by systematic exploitation by locd and 

regional agents of merchant capital. The bolicheros (local store keepers) and the larger 

extra-local merchants usually pay very low pices for the Tobas' products and in kind. 

However, due to the mediated nature of exploitation in petty commodity production, the 

undermining of labor associated with it is usually lower than that associated with seasonal 

wage labor. Besides, the production of cornmodities allows the Tobas to stay in their own 

villages and recreate a wider set of relations in which they have a direct control over the 

pace of labor. Consequently, the Tobas often prioritize this practice over seasonal wage 

labor when it provides what they see as a worthwhile income, though this may not be a 

rationalized strategy (Gordillo lW6a). 



This situation is clear vis-à-vis horticulture. The commoditization of this practice 

began in the early 1970s, when the Anglican missionaries launched a series of arnbitious 

(but eventually short-lived) cash crop projects in several missions in the Chaco, among 

them El Toba Before then, as Julih put it, people cultivated only "to eat and share." Even 

though those projects failed, they provided the Tobas with an experience that becarne 

important in future attempts at developing cash crops. Over the last few years, encouraged 

by the financial support granted by the ICA and the (now declining) assistance provided 

in a few villages by the Anglican mission at Ingeniero Muez, horticulture near the 

marshes has become quite an important source of cash for a growing number of 

households. The Tobas sel1 the crops to the merchants of Swan descent of Ingeniero 

Ju&rez who dorninate the retail business in the region, known as "los turcos," and also to 

merchants who corne from the province of Salta. In some cases, people take their crops to 

Ingeniero Juiirez in the tractor of the Toba farmer (who charges for it), but the merchants 

often send in their own trucks. Once the pnce is negotiated, rnost people usually barter 

their crops for clothing, packaged food, domestic utensils, or tools. As already noted, a 

handful of households are beginning an incipient social differentiation through horticulture. 

Even though they still rely exclusively on their own labor, they are reinvesting part of their 

gains in production and are in the process of becoming full-tirne farmea. Furthemore, one 

of them has recently purchased a tractor from the missionaries (through a financed payment) 

and the ICA pays him to plow the rest of the Toba fields. It is among these farmers that the 

preference for horticulture over seasonal wage labor is most clearly articulated. As one of 

hem, Andrés, told me: "Now, we don? leave anymore [tu work in farms]. We used to do 



it, but we didn't bring anything back. And we said: 'let's do Our own things.' And that's 

the way we live, until now." 

Still, most households direct much of the crops towards their own consumptim 

needs, and the income obtained from a sale is often used to satisfy very basic subsistence 

needs. In August 1997, Emiliano told me he how he was "saved" by the sale of 200 

watermelons to a merchant fiom Tartagal (Salta). He did it in a way that made clear that 

his family's urge to satisS very basic needs did not leave him much room for negotiation: 

[The merchant said:] "1 sel1 cheap, one kilogram of sugar: one peso [ l  L'$SI; yerba: one 
peso." 1 was fiat listening. He was offenng. He said: ''1 have pants, ten pesos." Since 1 have 
many kids, 1 was thinking. My son said: "Dad, how corne you're not going to barter the 
watermelon!" . . . II told him] "I'm thinking, don? huny" . . . [The merchant] said: "Mosquito 
net, ten pesos, for the mosquitoes." My other son said: "Dad, let's do the exchange!" . . . And 
well, 1 finaily accepted, bulk sale. He paid me t h e  pesos per each [watermelon], the size 
didn't matter, buik sale . . . Then, the man said: "Al1 right, take 200." Then, I &ed to al1 my 
children. Then, right there, they pulled the watermelons out, pulled them ou4 pulled them out 
. . . The merchant came with a truck . . . He changed them for pants. Then, 1 ordered my son: 
"Al right, take the clothing" ... I was saved. If it weren't for that, for sellinp the 
watennelons. That saved me. 

Nowadays, another important fonn of petty commodity production is 

craftsmanship, carried out by women dl-year round. Even though the handicrafts are 

made in the villages, women gather some raw materials in the bush: chagüar fibers (kailté 

and kotdGaiu, Bromelia fustuosa) in the viaqiidaik and fruits and barks which serve as 

dyes in other areas of the bush (even though many women dso use industrial dyes). 

Wool, the other key raw material, is either baztered from the Criollo settlers or obtained 

from the households' own sheep. The two rnost widespread foms of commercial crafts 



are tapestry made out of wool (with vertical looms) and hand bags made out of chagüar 

fiber (kotakis), bags which nevertheless still retain a strong use-value. 12' 

Craftsmanship is today a very important marker of female identity, to the point 

that women and men alike usually refer to it as "the women's work." Iii a context in 

which public jobs are mostly restricted to men, women see that craftsmanship is one of 

the few worthwhile forms of "work" (trabajo) available to them, in terms of providing 

them with a source of income independent of their husbands. For instance, 1 asked Luisa 

what the women's most important "work" was and she said: "At this moment we prefer 

the work of the crafts, because it has its sale, it has its value . . . For us it's very important 

because we can sell, because we can also have Our clothing, for the work. There's no 

other trabajo." Since the missionaries decreased their presence in the area in 1982, to a 

great extent the commercialization of handicrafts has been under the charge of the ICA, 

but with sharp fluctuations which included in the 1990s the interruption of purchasing for 

several years. 

Commercial hunting is the only commodified practice carried out by the Tobas 

that is entirely imrnersed in the bush. For decades, this practice included a wide variety of 

prey and provided hem with a relatively important income. But nowadays it has been 

severely restricted in the region by the disappearance of wild animals, changes in the 

market for fauna products, and govemment regulations to protect endangered species. 

Thus, commercial hunting is today restricted to the capture of iguanas for their skins. 

Even though the low prices paid for iguana skins since the early 1990s has decreased the 

Tobas' interest in this practice, between November and Febniary (when iguanas leave 

'25~ Before the 19705, the most cornmon rrafts were belts and ponchos made out of wool. 



their underground dens) many men living in poverty set out to capture them with their 

hunting dogs. Because of the intense competition between hunters (which also include 

Wichis and Criollos), this is the hunting practice which takes men farther away from their 

villages, often in long forays into Paraguay, where wildlife is more abundant. 

A fùrther practice through which a nurnber of poor households obtain packaged 

food while in their villages, but which is not a forrn of petty commodity production, is la 

changa: individual, irregular, and informal work for the Criollo settlers, often paid in 

kind, and which involves building up paddocks and ranchos, gathering water and 

firewood, or chopping wood. For some men, changas are often their most important 

source of mercaderias. Hugo, a man in his late twenties who often works for the main 

bolichero of the area but is also a frequent mariscador, told me: "If 1 donPt do a changa 1 

can't live. 1 do it, and they give me a little bit, and 1 cm go to the store." 

Nowadays, the main source of cash in the three largest Toba villages are the jobs 

that several Tobas have in state-mn institutions. In this regard, the state is also 

contributing, though in a contradictory fashion, to sustaining the Tobas' practices in the 

bush. 

The Government" in the Bush 

The distribution of public jobs among the Tobas began in the 1980s, after the 

retum of democracy and as part of complex political negotiations between the Tobas and 

various institutions of the government of Formosa These jobs are concentrated in various 

state agencies: i) the municipality of Pozo de Maza, known locally as "la comwro" and 

which gives employment to elective representatives, secretaries, and manual workers (full 



and part-time),'30 ii) the ICA, the provincial agency for indigenous affairs, which hires 

Tobas as representatives, nurses, and skilled manual workers (such as pick-up truck and 

tractor cirivers), iii) the Consejc Provincial de Educacidn (Provincial Council of 

Education), which hires several Toba as awiliares docentes (bilingual teaching 

assistants) of the Criollo school teachers, and iv) the Ministerz'o de Salrid Pciblica of 

Formosa (Ministry of Public Health), which gives employment to several nurses and 

midwives. Except for the midwives and a handful of women informally hired as cooks in 

some of the schools, al1 the state employees are men. Even though this income is 

concentrated on the three largest Toba villages and a relatively small group of 

households, it circulates to most of households through the sharing networks. The 

resources distributed by the state also include provincial and national pensions which, 

even though low, are a relatively important source of cash for many poor households. 

Besides, el gobiemo, "the govemment," distributes further resources through subsidies 

for agriculture and herding or the purchase of handicrafts (among many others). The 

distribution of public jobs reached its peak in the early 1990s (see table 2), but in the 

following years the number of jobs in la cornuna experienced an important contraction (as 

we shall see in chapter nineteen). 

People associate to have a job, a "trabajo" (which in Spanish means both "work" 

and "job"), first and rnost importantly with the security of a regular source of cash and 

light conditions of labor. Due to the uncertainty and exploitation associated with other 

forms of access to cash, these jobs have become a much desired social item. Thus, in the 

'30 Because of its small size. the official term for this comruu~ is not Municipolidad (municipdity) but 
Comisidn de Fomento. 



eyes of the Tobas "trabajo" in state-run institutions has iittle in common with the 

seasonal wage labor they do in farms. When the Tobas nowadays argue for the 

importance of having a "trabajo," they refer firstly to a public job and secondly to 

agriculture, herding, and craftsmanship. The very idea of having a job is partially 

fetishized in its most important outcome, a bbsueldo," a saiary, and many times people 

refer to "having a job" as "having a sueldo," which is what really matters to them. 

TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC JOBS IN THREE TOBA VILLAGES, 1992. 

1 MSP CPE ICA Comum Total Population 

I 

To ta1 1 5  5 10 4 1 (20 ch.) 61 ca. 9 10 

Village 
A 
B 
C 

Source: Gordillo 1996a. References: MSP: Ministeno de Salud Publica. CPE: Consejo Provincial 
de Educacih. ICA: Institut0 de Comunidades Aborfgenes. ch: "changarines," part-time employees 
with very low saiaries. 

2 1 2 13 (5 ch.) 18 ca. 220 
2 1 1 4 (3 ch.) 8 ca. 140 
1 3 7 24 (12 ch.) 35 ca. 550 

Except in the case of the part-time manual employees of la cornuna. who gain 

very low salaries, these jobs are having an important impact on the standard of living of 

the employees and their closest relatives and on the productive dynamic of their 

households. Arnong skilled employees like teaching assistants, nurses, and midwives 

their standard of living clearly differs from that of the rest of the Tobas. They often have 

brick houses, new clothing, and desired goods such as stereos or new bicycles. But most 

importantly, in their households the practice of marisca drops dramatically. Still, some of 

these households continue beiog part-time units of production: women often participate in 

gathering trips during the wet season, keep on working a field (often with relatives from 



other households), and produce handicrafts; and in many cases the employee invests part 

of his wages in sheep and goats (Gordillo 1994). 

Among the most important political leaders, who involve half a dozen households, 

this differentiation has moved one step further. These men originally built up their 

leadership out of their good command of Spanish, skills as mediators, solid and 

widespread kinship networks, and their experience of political negotiation vis-à-vis "the 

govemment." But their emergence a s  the best paid Tobas in the area, especially as 

concejales in Pozo de Maza and delegates at the ICA, has made them consolidate their 

leadership over an econornic differentiation. Aside from king involved in a social dynarnic 

sirnilar to that of skilled employees, some of them have used their connections with the 

Cnollos to invest in herding at a higher level: not only in herds of several hundreds goats 

and sheep but dso (so far small) herds of cattie. As an expression of this trend (and like 

wealthy Cnollos), some of these leaders began hiring puesteros: either relatives or poor 

Cnollos settled in the bush who look after their animals. Therefore, through locally 

defmed webs of power resources coming from public jobs are enhancing economic 

differentiation sustained in a form of petty comrnodity production and centered on the 

symbol of the Criollos: cattie. 

In spite of this differentiation, these leaders know that they are closely scrutinized by 

their peers and that they need to recreate a generai consensus on their leadership: through 

the everyday distribution of packaged food through reciprocity networks, public displays of 

"generosity" (for instance, organizhg collective meals on national holidays), the defense of 

"the Tobas' interests" vis-à-vis the Criollos and el gobiemo, and the &bate of important 

political decisions in meetings with the male members of the villages. Even though women 



usually do not participate of these meetings, they exert successful forms of pressure on the 

leaders through their husbands, and are in general heard as a respected voice in community 

affairs. This pressure exerted %om below" by men and women is often associated with 

multiple tensions; and even though it does not get to undermine this social differentiation it 

creates important "leveling mechanisms." In August 1997, in a meeting held in a village 

with leaders of the Partido Justicialista of Formosa, Marcelino (one of the Toba leaders) 

said aloud: "Men 1 get paid, people corne like ants and I'm left with nothing." 

Overall, the presence of the state has had a paradoxically two-fold effect on the 

Tobas' practices. On the one hand, in a context of decreasing dernand for seasonal labor 

from the private agricultural sector, decline of commercial hunting, and ecological 

degradation, the state has emerged as a key actor in the reproduction of the Toba 

households. And this allows many Tobas to stay in the bush, avoid labor migrations to 

distant "places of work," and counteract some of the burdens of poverty. On the other 

hand, the presence of the state is sharpening intemal contradictions within the Tobas and 

undermining the economic, social, and cultural weight of "the bush," a process I will 

further explore in chapter nineteen. But as important as the state and petty comrnodity 

production are for the Tobas' social reproduction, the renewed continuity of the practice 

of marisca is the ultimate "security" most people can count on. It is a "security" sustained 

in a wide body of local knowledge also molded by images of endurance. 



SIXTEEN: 
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE ANID DOMINATION 

Ooh! Tueless, the abortgenes. Bush, but 
they get inside; chagüaral, but they get 
inside. 
Emiliano ( 1996) 

While foraging with Toba men deep into their temtory, 1 was always very 

impressed by their detailed knowledge of the bush: by the casual language of their bodies 

adapting to an environment they feel at ease with; by their remarkable perception at its 

plants, animals, and insects; at its sounds and silences; at its srnells, movements, and 

colors. This is a local knowledge that middle-class and urban sensitivities such as mine 

are particularly prone to highlighting; and for this reason it is an expertise that it is easy to 

naturalize and exoticize. The Tobas' knowledge of the bush is certainly linked to 

productive practices which, aimost by definition, require a detailed know ledge of the 

place where they are carried out. This knowledge is created and recreated in their daily 

forays in search of anirnals, honey, fish, and wild fruits in a process in which every 

forager "brings to bear the knowledge and experience of past generations, handed down 

as an accumulating tradition" (Ingold 1987: 2). But it is a practice and a discourse which, 

as embedded as it is in a foraging hnbitus, can only be fully understood in terms of the 

contradictory experiences of domination the Tobas have gone through. In this chapter, I 

will analyze the Tobas' practicai and discursive construction of local knowledge of the 

bush, which includes the particular reciprocity links they maintain with the paydk of the 

bush, in terms of the (often subtle) mediations introduced by these experiences. 



Local Knowledge and Experience 

As part of their cornparisons between themselves and their anceston, many Tobas 

argue that "the new ones" are losing the knowledge of the bush that the "ancient ones" 

used to have, or that the pioGondq have lost the power to understand the language of 

birds and anirnals. This attitude is particularly clear among the elderly. Diego, in  his 

youth a remarkable epidGayaik, told me: 

Now, people don? go out [to the bush] anymore. We're mixed up with white people. 
Somebody has a job, doesn't know what hungers is, doesn't know how to get inside the 
bush, doesn't know how to fish, doesn't know how to plunge, doesn't know how go climb 
[a tree] to look for honey. This is what 1 tell my grandchildren. Only the old grown-ups 
(los grandecilos) know, but we' re very few now. 

in spite of these perceptions of loss, many Tobas, especially those who live in 

poverty, still create and recreate a local knowledge of the bush through multiple practices 

and discourses, a knowledge which serves to produce "reliable local subjects and reliable 

local neighborhoods" (Appadurai 1995: 206). This knowledge, first and most importantly, 

hinges on the view that the bush is a place of their own that they master and control, a 

view which has been enhanced by diverse collective experiences localized, fintly, in their 

own lands. The control, accommodation, and contention which for decades opposed the 

bush and the mission station at El Toba enhanced the Tobas' sense that the bush was a 

place of their own. In the 1960s, the social control which existed in the mission began to 

fade as for several years no missionary resided at El Toba (cf. Leake 1970: 14).'~' 

Moreover, in the 1970s, with Alfred Leake's defuiitive depamire to England in 197 1 and 

13' Leake was in England between 1957-1962 and on other occasions was away for relatively long periods. 



the destruction of the mission in 1975, the Tobas "regained control" over the space of 

their own villages. However, by then the intemalization of the experience of 

missionization had created new forms of "moral surveillance" conducted this time by 

Tobas, especially the members of the Consejo de la Iglesia (Council of the Church), 

formed by men 'and women in their fifties and sixties. Even though the religious influence 

of these Consejos varies in each village and their actions as not as "intrusive" as those of 

the early missionaries, many young Tobas feel that their preaching is too moralistic and 

"old fashioned." Consequently, the bush maintains for the latter a sornewhat "counter- 

hegemonic" content in tension with the Anglican codes ruling some of the villages. Thus, 

young men and women have often their sexual affairs in the bush, and on some occasions 

some young men "kidnap" a girl for several days and take her deep into the bush, a 

practice which was also common at the time of the mission. 

The collective land stniggle in the 1980s also strengthened the Tobas' notions of 

their local knowledge of the bush, especially because they successfully used this 

knowledge as a political tool. As part of their land daim, and with the support of a legal 

advisor, they reviewed the numerous names of the particular places through which they 

and their ancestors have constructed their lands as a 'practiced space" (see De la Cruz 

and Mendoza 1988; and especiaily De la Cruz 1993), something which gave legitimacy to 

their rnobilizati~n."~ Once the legd titie was granted in 1989, the Tobas gained a great 

deal of confidence in their sense of control over the bush. In 1995,I asked Diego why was 

important to have the title and he said, quite emphaticaily: "So that no rich people who 

- - - -  

"* See Piccinini and Trinchero (1992) and Carrasco and Briones (1995) for other. less successhl, land 
ciaims among the Wichis in Salta. 



need lands come and chase the aborfgenes away . . . No nch people who come from over 

there get inside anymore." 

At an everyday level, the Tobas' knowledge of the bush is created and recreated 

by a further historical factor: the fact that they forage in a bush considerably depleted of 

resources and animals and under conditions of extreme poverty which force many men to 

hunt alrnost with their bare hands. This means that the current practice of a epidGayaik, a 

rnariscador, is probably more challenging and demanding than ever, for it involves the 

search for food in adverse conditions which were relatively absent at the turn of the 

century, when wildlife was plentiful. In fact, we have seen that the most expert 

mariscadores are often the poorest Tobas, who often set out to haydGan: to hunt simply 

with a dog and a knife, a machete, or an ax. Hugo, who lives in extreme poverty and 

spends much of his time foraging, told me: "1 always go alone, alone, but without 

weapon. With nothing. Only the knife. 1 kill the bicho, carpincho, just with that. With an 

ax. With that, I already have a weapon." This technique requires skills and a knowledge 

of the bush which many better-off Tobas (who only hunt with rifles or shotguns) lack. In 

this regard, the extremely developed hunting skills and knowledge of the bush of 

epidGayaik such as Hugo are today strongly molded by an experience of poverty. 

This detailed knowledge of the bush is not merely the result of practices and 

experiences rooted in their own temtories. This knowledge has also been enhanced by its 

very contrat to the estrangement the Tobas have felt in places perceived as alien and 

beyond their control. The people's cyclical return back home from plantations and farms 

has certainly reinforced their perception of mastery over the bush. In other words, this 

feeling of mastery cornes to the fore especially when it stands in tension with expenences 



of exploitation and estrangement. But in what sense do the Tobas consmct this 

knowledge of the bush? 

"Tireless, the Abongenes" 

One of the expressions of this local knowledge is their emphasis on the physical 

resistance and expertise of the abon'genes, closely connected to the resilience granted by the 

mnrisca. Even though most Tobas argue that compared to "the ancient ones" they are 

"fiabby" and weak, on many other occasions they emphasize that in the bush they are strong 

and tireless. This praise is most strongly articulated by those Toba who live in harshest 

conditions of poverty and therefore depend more closely on foraging. Diego, who in his 

youth had been a remarkable mariseador, told me when 1 asked him if the bush was 

dangerous: 

When you don? know it, sure it is; you're afraid to get lost. Not me. I lmow al1 the places. 
When I get inside this bush, 1 go from here to there, far. Now, I don't have a gun anymore, 
that's why I don't go out ... Not in the past, 1 used to go far, fishing, hunting .. . Did you 
ever get lost? Never, never, never. I was most skillful ... The ancient ones were most 
skillful at wallcing, going far, and not getting Inst. 

Among men, the emphasis on their expertise and physical resistance is particularly 

clear when they compare themselves with the Criollos. Even though many poor settlen 

rely heavily on hunting and gathering of honey and algarroba, most Tobas agree that the 

Criollos "don't know the bush." Men focus their discourse on the knowledge of the bush 

on the viaqadaik, el monte fuerte, which they see as alien to cattle, horses, and settlen 

and conversely as their hunting ground par excellence. Sometimes, some concede, the 

Criollos may go into the viqciduik looking for lost cattie; but they do it on horseback and 



weaiing guardamonte (leather caps) and coleto (a leather poncho) as a protection from 

the thomy vegetation. Toba men often point out that they, unlike the Criollos, enter the 

viaqddaik on foot, only with a machete, and without rninding the thomy vegetation. After 

arguing that the Criollos "don't know the bush," EmiIiano told me: "Ooh! Tireless, the 

aborigenes. Bush, but they get inside; chugüaral [very thick bush], but they get inside, 

using machete al1 the time." Angel, for his part, told me: 

The Cnollos don? get inside [the bush]. They go along the edge of the bush, but on the 
road. These people don't go on foot, they only use the horse. Not like us, that we go on 
foot, [for] two leagues, two leagues and a half. We carry 15 kilos, 20 kilos. We still carry 
that. For such a long distance! Not the Criollos. They don? do that. But we do. 

Men actively engaged in marisca consider that the viaqedak is also a place alien to 

women, and that they know it in greater detail than their wives simply because they get 

inside on a more regular basis. Thus, even though some men may show a respect for their 

wives' expertise in the bush, many others downplay it. For instance, 1 asked Tom& whether 

women "know the bush" and he answered: 

No, they don? know it. Women don't know. What about when they go tu look for algarroba? 
But that's only for a while. When they ffi the large yica up, they already r e m .  They don' t 
get deep into the bush. The algarroba is inside the campo [open section of the bush]. We 
[men] do. We get deep inside the bush. 

Many women acknowledge that the busti is a place which men foray into more often 

and whose danger lies in the unwanted presence of men. However, some women's 

construction of their knowledge of the bush as gatherers constitutes an important challenge 

to male claims of exclusive expertise. Luisa told me: 



The men aren't the only ones who how a lot. There're men who don? go out to the bush 
either, they seldom go to the bush. There're men who know a lot, but there're others who 
don't. They go nearby and they get lost right away. And there're women who know a lot. It 
depends on the woman. There're wornen who wander a lot; they work a lot over there, dunng 
the time of the fiuits. Then, ifs not only the men who know. Women too. 

Emesto, her husband, was listening to Our conversation and added, confirming what 

his wife had just said: "1 remember that she once took me to a place, far from here. She 

knew the place, and 1 had never been that far." This female knowledge of the bush emerges 

out of a collective practice of socialization which is sornehow embedded in a paradox: the 

most paradigmatic spatial repository of male ideology is the only place where women are 

entirely on their own. Even though the villages are to a great extent places dominated by 

female labor, female socialization is restricted there to the space of the household, where 

wornen are always in direct or indirect contact with men. Like in the case of the !Kung 

analyzed by Draper (1975: 78), the formation of sedentary villages seems to have decreased 

the mobility of women and hence their relative autonomy from men. Among the Tobas, 

nowadays only the gathering trips allow women to recreate this relative autonomy, and 

several women told me that during these trips they exchange a lot of information and "taik a 

lot" with one another. Aware of this form of socialization, Emesto told me when 1 asked 

him whether women "chat a lot" while gathering fniits: 

Ooh! Always. Ooh! They're dl the tirne very cheerful. When the women leave, [they chat] 
dl day long. While they wak, they're never d e n t  They always tell sornething so that they 
don't get bord dong the way . . . Women are the ones who talk the most when they walk. 
[They say]: "No", %s", "thai". All the the .  For instance [he pointed to his wife, sitting 
near us], when she goes with her sister, when they come back at night she tells me what her 
sister told her that man's sick, or that a woman isn't getting dong with her husband. Ooh! 
She always tells me ail those things ... The waik is where al i  the news come from 



These gathering trips have another paradoxicai feature. Even though in the bush 

women are afraid of encountering strange men, they simultaneously count on the bush to 

hide From hem, especially fkom the Criollos. I asked Claudia, a woman in her late twenties 

who lives with his farnily on the edge of the open spaces which surround the marshes, if she 

was afraid of the bush. She answered: "Yes, I'm afraid that there's some mean animal, a 

cow. And besides, at this moment there's a Cri0110 who's a bit angry [because of conflicts 

over the land]. [I'm afraid] that he'd kill us over there. That's why when we go to the open 

country, we always hide in the bush." 

Because it is inseparable from a joint experience of domination, the Tobas, men 

and women alike, include the Wichis as active participants in these various forms of 

knowledge of the bush. Even though many Tobas look down on the "mataquitos," they 

are the first to acknowledge that the latter know the bush as well as themselves. And this 

points to their common identity as aborigenes, an identity molded by their joint 

experiences as seasonal laborers and as mariscadores living in poverty in the bush. 

Angel, for instance, told me that the Wichis know the bush as well as the Tobas "because 

they're the sarne as us, the same race." Moreover, following a strong image of some 

Wichis groups as montaraces ("bushmen"), a few Tobas argue that the Wichis know the 

bush even better than thernselves. Roberto told me: "Ooh! They're good. They know the 

bush better than us. They're mariscadores, that's why theû house has almost no 

permanence, they camp everywhere. That's the way they like it." 

The knowtedge which enables the Tobas to recreate their practice as foragers 

implies a M e r  type of expertise: the forms of reciprocity that any forager has to maintain 



with the most powerful beings which live in it, the paydk, and which are key for having 

access to the resources of the bush. 

<'The Payak Give an Aid to Some Poor People" 

As we have seen in chapter fourteen, the paydk of the bush are not only "devils" 

but also "owners" (ladba, duefios in Spanish) of the animal species available in the bush 

and the marshes, of rnany of its resources, and of whole ecological niches."' The Tobas' 

charactetization of the pqkk as "owners" is heterogeneous and non-systematic, because it 

is tied to a knowledge that is practical rather than articulated in a neatly organized 

"cosrnology." Some people talk about "owners" who have individual names and 

individualized features: like d h i k ,  the b'owner" of ostriches and of the "open country," 

and described as a large ostrich with colorful red feathers; kopeletdGa the female "owner" 

of the neformi (bola verde) -and therefore a payuG6- and described by Lucrecia, a 

woman in her late forties, as "like a little girl, very pretty they Say, with long hair;" or 

waioGdk (rnentioned only by few), a large bird which "owns" the skies and the birds. 

Nonetheless, most people t a  about "the owners" in more generic terms, focusing on the 

specific place under their control: noGoplék (literally "the penon of the water") as the 

"owner of the water" and therefore of fish, or vidgahik (literally "the one who wanden in 

the bush") as the "owner of the bush" and therefore of the anirnals and various species of 

bees available there. Some people also mention "the mother of the bush," a figure which 

133 Among other Toba groups of the Chaco. the meanings associated with the "owners of the anùnals" have 
been shaped by their expenence of domination dong different lines. Edgardo Cordeu (1969-1970: 87-89). 
for instance, wrote that among the Tobas of Miraflores the "ownen" of the individuai species of anirnals are 
pemes, 'Workers" subordinad to nowét, which is seen by the Tobas as a parrbn who "gives orden" to 



seems to have emerged out of the interaction with the Criollo settlers. Many others simply 

make arnbiguous and general statements of the sort of "every animal has an owner," and 

look confused when I pressed them to corne out with a more systematic picture of 

individual owners. This attitude does not appear to be simply the result of recent cultural 

changes. Aiready in the 1930s, Alfred Métraux found among the Tobas a similar "lack of 

coherence" which points, in terms of Bourdieu (1977: 19), to "a mode of practical 

knowledge not comprising knowledge of its own principles." Thus, depending on the 

informant, M6traux (1946: 6, 50, 52, 149) was told that the "owner of the water" wüs 

either bbsaayin," "soiudi," "wién," bbnoGoplék," or "lék." 

Beyond these variations, the Tobas agree that the relationship between paydk and 

foragers is one of reciprocity. Thus, the paydk allow the foragers to obtain food, 

regardless of the quantity of prey, provided that they follow certain attitudes and 

provisions: especially that they do not throw away the animals or fish captured, for if they 

do so the paydk will "get angry" and make it impossible for hem to find game or fish in 

the future. These restrictions are particularly important while hunting species seen as 

"delicate," like ostrich and iguana. Gathering honey also requires certain precautions, and 

when one sets a f ie  to neutralize the bees with smoke it is important not to burn the hive. 

Some argue that when fishermen cook and eat part of their catch in the fishing spot, they 

have to bum down the bones of the fish, but 1 have seen people who sirnply throw them 

away. Wild fruits constitute a particular case, for men and women dike agree that the 

only fnllt which has an "owner" is the n e l o d  (whose ''owner" is kopeletdGu). Still, 

then This hieratchical ordering of the "owners" and this terminology linked to an experience of wage Iabor 
are absent among the Tobas of the mid-Pilcomayo. 



women do not gather fnllts that they will not take with them. In exchange of these 

precautions, the different paydk allow foragers (and especially the pioGoncfq to whorn 

they gave their power) to capture the species under their control. 

The reciprocity associated with the "owners of the animals" cannot be separated 

from the social relations of production which construct the bush as a collective place 

which protects them from hunger, and consequently from the sharing networks which 

provides many poor househofds with valuable foodstuffs. As a result, the knowledge of 

the reciprocity ruling the relationship with the paydk has for the Tobas important 

meanings in their current experience of poverty. Thus, several people told me that the 

paytik "help the poor" by providing hem with a daily source of food. Hugo, for instance, 

told me: 'The owner is like a help for some poor people. It shows him the things so that 

he c m  live, [he shows] to the one who doesn't have a job, so that he cm Iive with honey 

extranjera, so that he has something to eat, so that he doesn't go to steal . . ." 

In the L990s, it was not rare to hear some Tobas argue that "God" is the actual 

"owner" of the animals. Mariano, for instance, told me: "If 1 go to the bush, 1 have to pray 

very early, at five in the morning. I have to pray to the Lord so that he gives me animals. 

He created al1 the things; he created the trees, the land, the stones." "God," nonetheless, is 

for most Tobas a figure which, unlike the paydk, is abstract and removed from their direct 

experience. Thus, even those who present "God" as "the owner of everything" are aware 

of the powerful, everyday presence of "los diablos." Expressing this view, Emesto told 

me: "We know that the creator is God, but what we see is that el diablo is the one who 

reigns over everything. Are the 'owners' los diablos? We know very well that it's el 

diablo ." 



Because the "owners" are part of a taken-for-granted local knowledge of the 

environment, when people foray in search of food into the heart of the bush their attitude 

has very little to do with a mystic-like encounter with a mysterious world;'" rather, they 

forage guided by very practical concems, in a process in which the "owners" are part of 

their subjective, and not necessarily explicit, dispositions for action. As Antonio, a 

teenager who on another occasion gave me a detailed description of noGoplék, put it: "1 

don't think that there's an owner when 1 go to mariscar." This aspect of the Tobas' 

knowledge of the bush reminds us of the important warning made by Pierre Bourdieu 

(1977 [1972]: 114-1 15) on the search for the supposed "intemal symbolic logic" of 

practices such as these: 

Understanding ritual practice is not a question of decoding the intemal logic of a 
symbolism but of restonng its practicai necessity by relating it to the real conditions of its 
genesis, that is, to the conditions in which its functions, and the means it uses to attain 
them, are defined ... By cutting practices off from their reai conditions of existence. in 
order to credit them with alien intentions, by a false generosity conductive to stylistic 
effects, the exaltation of lost wisdom dispossesses them as surely as its opposite, of 
everything that constitutes their reason and their raison d'être, and locks them into the 
etemal essence of "mentality." 

Further dong these lines, in a context of extreme poverty in which many people 

can hardly feed their families, the Tobas do not throw away the little food available first 

and foremost because it would be unthinkable to do otherwise. In 1991. 1 asked Diego 

whether people refrain from throwing away fish because of the fear of the "owner." His 

answer made me feel clumsy and insensitive: "Actually, people don't throw away fish 

because they7re hungry." On other occasions, Diego had told me about the paycik in the 

The ethnography of the Chaco has beeo prone to exoticizing the figure of the "ownen" and creating what 
Bourdieu (1977 [1972]: 19) calls an inteilecnialist reification of native exphnations (cf. Gordillo 1996b) . 



bush and about his own carefulness while handling his prey and fish. But at that moment, 

my own objectification of those explanations forced him to "pull me down" to the 

practicai and harsh redity of their everyday experience of poverty, scarcity, and hunger. 

In other situations, my simila, abstract questions about the "owners" also made people 

ernphasize the very practical importance of food. 1 once asked Pablo "What happens if 

you throw away the fish"? His energetic repïy pointed, first, to the value of food and only 

then to the forms of reciprocity with "God" involved in obtaining it. He told me: 

What do you want the fish for? Why do you look for fish? Why do you want to eat fish? 
You wanted to fmd fish very badly, to catch a lot of fish, and now you want to throw it 
away! That's not good. If you look for fish, you have to be careful with it . .. You don't 
have to throw it away, for it's a good nounshment. Besides, later on you won't have luck. 
It seems that God hides it, because you don't comply, [because] you aren't careful with the 
things. 

The experience of commercial hunting has also shaped the meanings of the 

reciprocity associated with the paydk. According to Martfn, the "owners" of the iguana 

and of the curiyti "don't like it" when people hunt animals when the price of the skins is 

very low: "Then, he gets angry, for people get nothing for the skins. That's why when the 

price is low it seems that the ome t  gets stingy, and you see few curiytis." However, when 

1 asked Diego about it, he openly crïticized the fetishization of this explanation: "The 

price has nothing to do with that. It's the people who think that it's not worth going out if 

they don't pay well. That's the only thing." Other people interpret the relationship 

between the commoditization of hunting and the "owners" in ternis of Anglican moral 

values. According to Hugo, the "ownen" of the iguana and the lampalagua do not want 

hunters to buy "vices" with the money obtainecl from the skins: "With the iguana, 



lampalagua, when you seIl [them] and you buy drinks (la bebida) they don't corne out 

an ymore." 

As we can see, the Tobas' knowledge of the bush and their ability to obtain "bush 

food" is partially granted by the forms of reciprocity they keep with the paydk and, 

according to some, "God." But the ambiguous and ultirnately unpredictable nature of the 

puy& make the bush a place over which the Tobas' control is never cornplete. The 

Tobas' knowledge of the bush, nonetheless, also includes how to face or son out those 

challenges. 

The Risks of the Bush 

Many Tobas, especially men, argue that the bush poses no real danger for skillful 

foragers. Still, foraying deep into the bush may involve potential risks of which 

everybody is aware. In the past (people agree), the jaguar (keddk) could pose a serious 

danger, but nowadays it has disappeared from the region and the rest of the wild animals 

(including the puma) are usually inoffensive to foragers. Most people argue that 

nowadays the most serious danger of the bush is to get lost, especially during the dry 

season, when there are very few natural ponds in the hinterland. In these circumstances, to 

get lost without enough water can be deadly. Diego told me, after ernphasizing that the 

bush "isn't dangerous": 

Only when you go far during this time of dry weather, [there's the] problem of the water. 
That's what kills you, the thirst. That's the ody thing that's senous. Getting lost isn't. You 
can get lost but you don? die. But you cm [die] because of the water. If there's no water 
and you get lost, you die of thirst . . . The water's senous. 



Since in the heart of the viaqddaik the Sun is the hunters' most important point of 

reference, men agree that it can be risky to get into the bush on a cloudy or rainy day. 

Still, even though this may increase one's chances of getting lost, losing the sense of 

direction is usually due to the action of the paydk. Even expert mariscadores can get lost 

simply because the paydk decided to make them 'Yeel dizzy" or "scared." For instance, 1 

asked Martin whether he ever got lost in the bush and he told me: 

Yes, many tirnes. 1 don'? know how is it when you get lost over here. It seems that your 
head just gets bothered by anything. Maybe it's the payiik, or rnaybe it's our head. It seems 
that we can't see, that we can't think . . . For instance, if 1 go over there, 1 [bumped into] 
my own footprints . . . 1 go in circles . . . Maybe it's the paytik. Because my grandfather [a 
renowned pioGoMqJ told me: "If you passed where the pnycik is. then right away he 
rnakes you get lost". It seems that the puyak gives you a power so that you forge? where 
you're coming from. 

The danger of getting lost because of the whims of the paydk applies both to men 

hunting on their own and women in groups. For instance, kopeletdGa (the "owner" of 

bola verde) c m  imitate the "whistle" women do while gathering fruits, and then guide sorne 

of them in the wrong direction. Kohodo't, a dwarf pa@k which is the "husband" of 

kopeletciGa, is particularly prone at playing whimsical tncks on humans. And when a 

paykk appears in front of a forager, sometimes it does it as a "gaucho," a Criollo on 

horseback hlly dressed in coleto and guardamonte. In these different circurnstances, the 

paybk can go one step M e r  and turn the disorientation or dizziness they cause on 

humans into temporary or permanent "madness". There are several cases of people 

known to have lost their min& this way, losing their memory and sometimes their ability 

to speak. One of the consequences of this "madness" is that sorne of hem become 



rernarkable epiaGqaik who increase their knowledge of the bush and spend much of 

their time foraging. 

One way of counteracting the potentid threat posed by the paydk inside the bush 

is to control any expression of fear. For the paycik can easily turn this fear into 

"diuiness." In fact, surto, a sudden and intense surge of fear, usually triggers a serious 

disease which requires the intervention of a pioGondq. Some Tobas argue that when one 

feels in danger (for instance while spending the night deep inside the bush) another way 

to keep the paya  at bay is "to pray to God" or '20 sing." Hugo told me that he once got a 

headache while fishing, and since he thought a p q d k  was the cause, he started singing 

Anglican religious songs, and then: 'The headache was gone. It seems that the devil got 

scared." Other people argue that when one feels the near presence of ri paytik, to scare it 

away one has to light matches and thrown them behind one's back. 

When the Tobas get lost in the bush, the first thing they do is follow back their 

footprints or climb to the top of a ta11 tree in order to try seeing any farniliar sign in the 

distance. To have hunting dogs with oneself, many agree, is very important not only to 

find the way back home but also as protection. But the most pressing concern is to find 

the way out of the bush before sunset. For the night is the time when the paycik are rnost 

active and when dangerous animals corne out. If one has to spend the night in the bush, a 

crucial protective measure is to climb to the top of a tree. Men and women alike tell 

stories about strange noises (like axes hitting trees) or seemingly human voices (in fact 

the payik wanting to confound people) being heard at night in the intenor of the bush. 

Paradoxically, in many of the cases in which Tobas got lost in the bush, those who 

saved them were the ones whom many look down on as knowing "nothing" about the 



bush: the Criollos. Since many settlers live in isolated puestos deep inside the bush, far 

from the Toba villages, this is actually not a coincidence. That is why another technique 

many Tobas resort to when lost is to follow the tracks left by the cows of the Criollos. 

Martin told me that he was once able to get out of the viaqddaik because he followed 

these tracks: "That's why when we get lost, we always look for the cows' tracks. For the 

cows, when they go, they go straight to the house. Then, 1 arrived where the Criollo was." 

In the marshes, a further potential danger one may find when foraging, especially 

during the flooding season, is posed by the extraordinq creatures (large "snakes" or 

"horses") which live there. and which 1 will analyze in chapter twenty. Finally, to corne 

across a wandering soul, a nepakal (literally "shadow"), can also be dangerous; not 

because of the nepakcil itself but the fear one might feel, which may lead to a susto and 

therefore to a serious disease. Still, for most Tobas, these types of direct encounters with 

paydk, nepakal, or the creatures of the marshes are rare. Moreover, the potential threat 

posed by them is not among people's explicit concems. M6traux (1946a: 16) rightly 

noted this when he did fieldwork among the Tobas: 

The Tobas do not actually live in the constant fear of aggressions by spirits [pay<ik] 
ascnbed to them by some authors. The Indians admit that goblins and ghosts are especially 
obnoxious at night, and they are ready to interpret any queer noctumal noise as evidence 
of the presence of a spirit: but during the day they show little concem unless something 
definite suggest supernatural interference.13' 

"' Métraux was tacitly, and rightly. criticking Rafael Kastents argument that the Tobas of the upper 
Pilcomayo live in permanent fear of the paydk (see Karsten 1970 [1923]: 22, 27. 40. etc.). Karsten's 
interpreiation was shaped by a view recunent in the ethnographie literature of the Chaco, whîch attributes a 
permanent and irrational mysticism to the Abongines. For a critickm of the exoticism and essentialism of 
much of the anthropological literanin on the Chaco x e  Gordillo (1993 and 1996b). See also the review by 
Claudia Briones (1996) of my 1993 piece as weil as my repiy (Gordillo 1996~). 



In my own numerous foraging trips with the Tobas, they never expressed any 

concem for the invisible forces or creatures inhabiting the bush and the marshes and 

seerned by contrast to be purely concentrated with the technicalities of obtaining "bush 

food." When 1 asked people about it, most of them confirmed this impression. Mariano, 

for instance, told me several times that while in the bush he was more afraid of coming 

across a man than a nepakal: "because a man can kill me. or [he c m ]  take from me what I 

have. But if it's a nepakal, he can't." When 1 asked Pablo whether it was dangerous to 

corne across the paydk of the bush, he told me: 

Well . . . I think that . . . Well, the paydk don't steal from people . . . The new ones, we don't 
find puydk in the bush, we don't find them. That's why 1 don? say that the paycik's 
dangerous, if you bump into the paydk. 1 don? Say so, because 1 haven't seen it. 1 haven't 
seen it. I go far away, because there's iguana, but I don? find the paydk . . . 1 go foraging 
calmly. The only [problem] is when 1 run out of the water that I take with me. Worried. 1 
want to find where 1 can get water again ... That's the only thing. 

The women's perceptions of the dangers of the bush, even though they include 

getting lost and the potential threat posed by the pay& are different frorn men's. In the past, 

the women's fear of the bush was shaped by the fact that the giant snakes of the bush, 

nanaikpolio, were attracted by their menstnial blood This greatly restricted the movement 

of women outside the household during their perîods, espcially of girls in their fmt period. 

Today, the Tobas agree that the nanaikpblio have disappeared from their lands and most 

women do not foilow this restriction. As Daniela put it: "It seems that most of us already 

,9136 know the Lord God. And it seems that this is what makes us forget that custom. Today, 

for most women theû fear of the bush is fear of men, especially Criollos but also unknown 

In the households in -ch 16is restriction is stdi  practiced, it only involves giris who go b u &  their F i t  
period, 



Tobas and Wichis. 1 asked Fabiana, a woman in her Nties, whether it was dangerous to go 

into the bush. She said: 

When you go alone, maybe you'll fmd a man who will bother you. Then. you don't go to the 
bush, you're ahaid of the bush . . . If you go done you're afraid of the bush. If you go with al1 
the family, then it's quiet, you're not afraid. Then you go far into the bush, with other 
women, you're not afraid. 

For some women (unlike men), a hirther reason for not going into the bush alone is 

the potential danger posed by animals like wild pigs, anteaters, poisonous snakes, pumas. 

and the bulls of the Criollos. The women's fear of the bush, however, does not deter them 

from foraying into the bush in groups. The risks which the Tobas, women and men, can 

encounter in the bush are for them part of the accepted and taken for granted features of a 

place which is their home, and from which they extract much of their daily nourishment. 

However, we have seen that this knowledge is that of a form of production in which the 

Tobas do no exert hi11 control over their conditions of reproduction. This still forces 

many men, women, and children to look for distant places of work, but in very different 

circumstances from the ones which prevailed at the times of kahogonaGa'. 



SEVIENTEEN: 
"THE NECESSITY": 

LABOR MIGRATIONS TODAY 

The realm of freedom really begins only 
where labor detehned by necessity and 
external expediency ends. 

Karl Marx, 
Capital Vol. III (1894) 

Leaving the Bush 

The Tobas' current experiences of seasonal wage labor lack the length, 

massiveness, and semantic density of the migrations to San Martin del Tabacal; 

consequently, they do not carry the power which the ingenio has in the imagination of 

older generations. And most importantly for the central topic of this dissertation, the 

cultural dynamics generated by the tensions which exist between the farms and the bush 

have been reforrnulated by the new fields of force which nowadays shape the Tobas' 

experiences in their own lands and the dynamics of capitalism at large in northern 

Argentina. In this chapter, I will analyze the Tobas' new expenences of seasonal wage 

labor in terms of ihis reformulation (to which 1 will r e m  in the final section of the 

chapter) but dso in terms of contradictions which still oppose places perceived by thern 

as very different from each other and which are still haunted by the memory of the cane- 

fields. 

As it was already mentioned, in the mid-1990s the Tobas participated in two large 

seasonal labor migrations: to bean farms located in the westemmost edge of the Chaco, in 

the province of Salta, and conon farms in the east of Formosa and (more recently) in 

Salta People migrate in trucks taken by labor contractors which amive at their villages in 



February or March for the Cotton harvest and in late May or early June for the bean 

harvest."' The Tobas who migrate are often single men and women and young couples 

with their little children, and the most recurrent reason to do it is certainly sheer necessity. 

As Amancio, a man in his late fifties, put it whtn 1 arrived at his semi-deserted household 

in July 1996: 'They're al1 gone to the bean harvest. The necessity, a lot of necessity. 

Many kids." As in the times of the ingenio, seasonal wage labor is a source of staple 

goods rather than cash. Since in the Criollo stores of the bush prices are much higher (and 

the supply much Iower) than in the areas where the farms are located, people iisuaily 

spend the cash eamed in the harvests before retuming home. Clothing is the good the 

Tobas seek the rnost. Still, they also aim to obtain other goods such as blankets, mosquito 

nets, domestic utensils, radios, watches, and if the harvest is particularly good, stereo 

tape-recorders and bicycles. A further incentive to migrate is the prospect of eating 

everyday, for in the farms people can get packaged food from the proveduria (later 

deducted from the final payment) on a daily basis. htertwined with these constraints, 

among teenagers a m e r  reason for temporarily leaving the bush is the thrill of traveling 

to distant places and carrying out practices like wine-drinking, coca-chewing, and casual 

sexual affairs, which in most villages are condemned by the members of the Consejo de 

la Iglesia. 

When the truck of the contractor arrives, the latter announces the basic labor 

conditions. Since in many cases these conditions are later "modified," for the Tobas it is 

13' In each of these two Ywaves,'' contractors often corne more lhan once. depending on the changing 
demand for laborers. The contractors often let the Tobas know of the date of their arriva1 in advance, 
through radio contacts or (mon recently) telephone c d s  to POZO de Maza, and when the news spread, the 
people who already decided to migrate begin to get ready to leave. 



very important to know the waidomd from previous migrations, and some people refuse 

to go with contractors they have never seen. Those who get into the truck usually receive 

some son of adelanto (advanced payment) from the contractor: either small sums of cash 

or goods purchased after a stopover in Ingeniero Ju6rez. Packed in the back of the truck, 

looking at the straight dirt road which cuts through the dense bush of the Chaco, a 

standing mass of men, women, and children head once again, like severai generations of 

Tobas before hem, towards distant "places of work." 

"They Forget the People": After Tabacal 

The mechanization of San Martin del Tabacal began in the early and mid-1960s, 

when the Argentinean sugar industry suffered a deep crisis which put strong pressure on 

the plantations to reduce costs and diversify their production (Bisio and Forni 1976: 12, 

15). The prospect of reducing the "threat" posed by the sheer mass of workers working in 

the fields put further pressure on decisions leading to mechanization (Karasik 1987). 

Mechanization first involved the loading and transportation of the cane to the factory and 

then cane-cutting, though in a more gradual way due technical problems associated with 

it. But mechanization also included the labor practices which involved aborigenes: doing 

clearings, digging up channels, and chopping wood. In a few years, the overall number 

field laborers, permanent and seasonal, dropped dramaticdly. In 1965, San Martin del 

Tabacal employed over 1,199 worken in the factory and 7,291 in the fields. In 1970, 

whereas the number of factory workea stayed roughly the same, the number of field 

workers had dropped to 4,268 (Bisio and Forni 1976: 18). In 1996, Enrique told me about 

the consequences of this mechanization: "New, the ingenio has al1 the machinery to cut 



wood, to cut cane. They have a machine which turns cane over. And they forget the 

people. They don't want to look for people anyrnore to give them work." In 1969, the 

Tobas were recruited by San Martin del Tabacai for the last time. Ledesma sent a 

contractor to their villages in 1976 and a group of people worked there for a few months. 

That was the last migration of the Tobas to the sugar plantations of the San Francisco 

Valley, a process which "the ancient ones" had initiated over 70 years earlier. 

One of the paradoxical consequences of the "return to the bush" which followed 

this process is that for the Tobas wage Iabor -until then confined to a distant place and 

restricted at home to individual changus for the Criollos- began being carried out not far 

from their villages, even in the interior of the bush. I will refer to these particular 

experiences of wage labor in the interior of the bush, and to the consequent reformulation 

of the tensions existing between exploitation and autonomy, later on in the chapter. But 

the Tobas also began panicipating in new labor migrations to distant places: in particular, 

to farms which in the past had been unable to compete with the powerful sugar 

plantations in the recniitment of abotfgenes (Gordillo 1995a). The horticultural farms in 

Salta, especially around Colonia Santa Rosa (southwest of Orin), were among the first to 

send contractors to recruit groups of Tobas, especially for the harvest of tomatoes, 

oranges, pepper, and eggplants (paid by piecework). The migrations to these farms were 

conducted on an inegufar basis, but continued at least until the early 1980s. By then, 

farms known asfincarporoteras, focused on the production of beans @moto utubia), had 

gone through a very important expansion dong the western edge of the Chaco and 



acquired a dominant role in the absorption of Toba labor from ~ a 1 t a . I ~ ~  But the dernand 

for Toba labor dso came from the other edge of the Chaco, especially colonias 

algodoneras (cotton farms) from the area of Pirané, in the east of Formosa, which had 

been in the area since the expansion of cotton in the 1920s and 1930s.'~~ 

The Farms: "A lot of Action'' 

The bean and cotton farms are much smaller than the sugar plantations of the San 

Francisco Valley and have a lower capacity to absorb laborers, in terms of arnount of 

people and length of the harvest. Whereas between 60 to 70% of the Toba population 

regularly migrated to San Martin del Tabacal, nowadays only 10 to 20% migrate to the 

farms: between 100 to 250 people out of a population of about 1,500. And the time these 

people spend working away is also much shorter: about one month (sometimes five or six 

weeks) in the bean farms and two to four months in the cotton farms (compared to the 

eight to ten months spent every year in Tabacal). Besides, in any given year the Tobas 

who migrate to one of these sectors farms do not migrate to the other. 

138 In the 1970s, the high international prices of beans, together with tax reductions and abundant credits 
encouged intensive investments by capitalist firms dong the western edge of the Chaco, turning tens of 
thousands of hectares of forest into bean fields onented to the world market. The bean farms ofien recruit 
their labor among CriolIos fiom Santiago del Estero and abon~enes of ihe area and the interior of the Chaco 
(Trinchero and Leguiiramon 1995; Reboratti 1989). 
13' In the 1970s anc 1980s, the Tobas were also recruîted by farms located in Bartolomt de las Casas and 
Clorinda (Formosa) and to a lesser degree in the province of Chaco (GordilIo 1992). In February and March 
1996, and due to a recent expansion of cotton fields in Saita (due to the high international prices of cotton), 
several hundred Tobas were recnrited for weeding cotton by bean farms which had turned part of their fields 
to the cultivation of cotton. U m e  those in Pirand, the cotton farms in Salta are highly capitalized and the 
Tobas complemented the work of weeding machines. Being more representative of their experience with 
cotton, however, here I wüi refer to the Tobas' work in the colonias of eastem Formosa. In 1984 and 1990, 
the Tobas were also recniited as harvesters by sugar pIantations located in the provinces of Chaco and Santa 
Fe: Las Palmas and Las Toscas. Nevertheless, this did not coalesce into a new pattern of migrations. 



In spite of differences between the two which 1 will analyze later, the Tobas' 

experience in the bean and cotton farms is simila.. The Tobas always work in teams 

formed by the members of the nuclear family or groups of single fnends. Since payment 

is by piecework, the members of a single tearn add their joint gains into a single account 

and split the gains. Families usuaily share an account in the farm's store when they get 

mercader~as but single fnends often prefer to have individual accounts. The Tobas often 

work together with other groups of workers, scattered in differeat areas of the farrn. In the 

bean farms, these are Criollos from the area or from Santiago del Estero, Chiriguanos and 

Wichis from towns of the area, and Wichls from the intenor of the Chaco. In the cotton 

farms, these are usually Wichis from other areas of western Formosa (often Ingeniero 

Juhez or El Potrillo). Even though harvesters who work in the same farm are often paid 

the same arnount, the hierarchies which characterized the ethnie landscape of the ingenio 

are also reproduced in the farms, though in a different way. In the bean farms, for 

instance, the contractors see the Cnollos as the most valuable workers, but also as the 

most troublesome. A contractor told me about the santiagueiios: "They corne to make 

rnoney; they're difficult to cheat on." The Wichis are located in the other extreme of the 

spectrurn, and according to the same man: "They're useless for the work, and they're hl1 

of vices." The Tobas, by contrat, were for him "hard-working and educated 

(inrtruidos)." Jaime, a man in his early twenties who migrates often to the farms, told me 

about the Wichis who were on the same bean farm he was working at: "They're lazy. 

They cal1 them lazy, lazy." 

Because of the piecework system, it is up to the Tobas to decide how many hours 

per day they work. Still, the contractors (in the bean farrns) and the foremen (in the Cotton 



farms) spend most of the day walking down the fields, making sure that people are 

effectively working, and that they are doing it "in the right way." As in the times of the 

ingenio, the Tobas' foms of counteracting exploitation are often based on individual and 

improvised foms of pressure. In the bean farm 1 visited in June 1996, 1 noticed that 

people subjected the coniratista to a permanent Stream of individual demands and 

complaints which were relatively effective, such as "the water in the tanks has too much 

chlorine," "1 want powdered rnilk for my little children," '4 have diarrhea and want to go 

to the dispensary iii town." But the contractors' ability to keep track of these demands and 

satisfy many of them was also quite effective in terms of keeping the Tobas relatively 

content. For years, when 1 asked the Tobas whether they went on strike in the bean farms, 

they gave me an answer sirnilar to that of their parents when talking about the ingenio. As 

Robeno told me once in 1990: "We don't know how to go on strike." However, in the 

mid- 1990s groups of Tobas began organizing improvised huelgas, motivated either by the 

high price of the mercadefias or the low amount paid per hectare or kilogram. Some of 

these huelgas were held simultaneously with Criollos and Chiriguanos, but some Tobas 

emphasized that in other occasions they went on strike by themselves. In 1995, Atilio, a 

man in his late thirties who usuaily participates in most labor migrations, told me about a 

strike organized by Tobas in a f m  near Embarcacibn: 

People had a meeting, so that they pay more and they lower the [price of the] mercaderias. 
They had to talk to the patron. Men they paid littie for the work, the people went on 
saike. Then, the people didn't work and they had to pay more. If they gave a raise, then 
the people would go to work. Then, the patrcjn lowered the price of the mercaderius, and 
he also increased the salary . . . The p a d n  was stingy. 



Even though most Tobas are somewhat aware of the exploitation they are 

subjected to, many argue that to obtain a worthwhile balance depends to a great extent on 

their individual responsibility. And this responsibility is often defined dong the lines of 

Anglican mordity. Expressing a cornmon opinion among the Tobas, SaCil, a teenager w ho 

once participated in the bean harvest, told me in 1995: 'Those who aren't into vices, they 

earn sornething. Those who buy coca leaves, tobacco, they get ruined and earn nothing." 

This brings to light something we already mentioned: that for young people, an important 

attraction of the farrns is the possibility to chew coca leaves, dnnk wine, and have casual 

sexual affairs, often with Wichi women. Antonio summarized this aspect of the 

experience in the farms when he told me: "In the place we were at, there was a lot of 

action (movida)." For some young men, these practices bear a rerniniscence to what they 

heard from their parents about the nomi in San Martin del Tabacal and hinges on a similar 

tension between the forms of social control which exist in their villages and the perceived 

"freedom" associated with the farms. As Martin put it, while we were chatting in one of 

the Toba villages: 

The bean harvest [is] the worst, you wander at night, you chat with one another . .. Many 
young men go to the bean harvest, and the girls too. Do they sleep together more ofen 
than around here? More than here. Over there, it seems that there's a gusto to chat with 
young men, with girls. Over there, they get together, like this, close, close. Over there, in 
the b a n  harvest you can look for a girlfnend, borrow one, just for a while. Whar about the 
Cotton hnrvest? Over there too. That's why when they come back, someone has already a 
husband, someone has already a wife ... 1 went once [to the bean harvest]. At night, we 
were wandering, looking for girls, bothering their houses. But when we stopped bothering 
hem, they became tame. We could sleep with them. Wone, the same as in the iagenio. 
You don't sleep a l l  night long. Sometimes there're Wichis, and Wichi girls too. 



In spite of the similar experiences that the Tobas go through in the different farms, 

the bean farms and the cotton f m s  are located in very different places, involve different 

labor practices, and are associated with different perceptions and fears. 

"In Pirané, only Hunger" 

The most striking spatial feature of the cotton farms of eastem Formosa is that. 

being the heart of the expansion of cotton in the Chaco in the 1920s. there are very few 

natural forests left and most lands are open extensions of campo. This marks a sharp 

spatial difference with the other "places of work," often surrounded by thick and 

threatening forests, and some people told me that because of that, there are few paycik 

near the cotton-growing colonias. However, most people argue that dangerous paydk Iurk 

the cotton f m s  as well. The most distinctive manifestation of the payrik in these 

colonias is a "light" which cornes out at night and moves through the cotton fields. I 

asked Antonio if there are paydk in the cotton farms. He replied: 

Yes, sometimes when the weather is changing, they came out. It came out over the road, 
and went where the people were. If came, and people got scared. Whr wus it? Like a Iight, 
but very big. At night, in the evening, when people finished at seven and went to rest, it 
came out. Did it do anything to you? No .. . Are there p a y a  like those over here? No. I 
don't think so. 

Those lights are often associated with strange sounds of animals, and that as a 

result people stay in their barracks at night and do not due to go out. In colonias located 

near stnps of bush, the dangers posed by the paydk are higher. Germin, a twenty-year oid 

man, told me about his experîence in the Cotton f a  in 1991: 



Yes, at night there were p a y a  which were bothering us. We were alone in a rancho, in the 
bush, with my brother and Atilio. The puyak tumed into a wild animal, like a lion, and 
screarned. That was what we were afraid of .. . We were scared, so we left the rancho and 
went to sleep in the campo. The problem was that it was thick bush. 

Since the late 1980s and esrly 1990s, due to the irregular crises the cotton sector 

has been through the conditions of labor and the wages in these farms have considerably 

deteriorated, and the Tobas' negative opinion of these colonias has increased. Mauricio 

told me in 1995 about his previous experiences in the cotton harvest: "We brought 

nothing, absolutely nothing. 1 went out and I didn't bring a roll of rnoney. Just like this." 

For his part, Marcelina told me, contrasting the cotton farms with her mernories of the 

ingenio: "It's not worth it, because you earn nothing. The ingenio was worth it, in the 

past, because you earned rnoney. This Pirané, you earn nothing, only debts. 1 don? like it. 

You earn nothing. In the ingenio, you did e m  money. In Pirané, only hunger." 

Migration to these farms can involve up to 250 people, but since the crisis of the 

sector the Tobas have been recruited by them on a more irregular basis. The colonias are 

for the most part small and medium-size productive units, rely on some forms of farnily 

labor, and for decades depended on credits and subsides from the state. In most f m s ,  

the Tobas live in barracks provided by the colono (farmer), and the water available to 

them is that of streams or water wells. The f m ' s  foreman is in charge of the 

organization, control, and payment of the workers, and the contractor is simply in charge 

of their recmitment. The colono often "sub-contract" the labores working for him to 

other fanners and as a result the Tobas are often taken from one farm to another. In 1996, 

Marcelino remembered that when he and his farnily went to the cotton harvest "in 1979": 

"About 100 of us left from here. In Bartolomé de Las Casas, they scattered us al1 over: ten 



over here, ten over there. The contractor sold the people [and said]: 'Ten people, I'm 

going to se11 them Like animals'." 

Gathering cotton requires people to bow over the plants and to take the fibers into 

large bags using the tips of the fingers, something which has to be made very fast if one 

wants to make a worthwhile income. Because of the nature of the labor process, children 

often help their parents. Ignacio, a man in his early twenties, told me: "Many screw their 

waists. For the kids it's easier." Some Tobas can gather up to 150 kilos a day (with the 

first sprout of cotton, which is heavier), but many do not get more than 80 kilos. In the 

1990s, in spite of variations according to the season, the Tobas were paid an average of 

one peso [lU$S] per 10 kilos. Since the "second" and "third" sprouts of cotton are lighter 

than the "first one," people's earnings per day decrease as the harvest progresses. The 

tearns of harvesters get paid every Saturday, and the wages include a deduction for the 

packaged food they take from the provedun!. Marcelino told me about his experience in 

the cotton harvest in the late 1970s: 

Year '79, Pirané, with my sons we were four. Working non-stop al1 moming, sometirnes 
we took 120 kilos among al1 of us. But the kilo was 30 cents. 1 don? know, maybe 10 
cents, or one peso. But the mercaderia was expensive. 1 was taking [cotton] out ail day 
long, sometimes 160 kilos. Ooh! [Working] al1 the time. On Saturday, it was the balance. I 
have 20 pesos, 25. I have my balance: meat, comida, then 1 buy clothes. Then, the harvest 
is over. The f i t  one is nice, but the second, the third one, is worse. I earned nothing. 

When the harvest is over, after a period which cm be different every year but 

which ranges from two to four months, the contractors take the Tobas back to their 

villages. Later on, some tirnes just a few weeks after they have arrived back home, new 

contractors arrive at their villages. This time they come from the other edge of the Chaco, 



from places whose proximity to the foothills of the Andes permeates them with threads of 

the Tobas' social memory of the cane-fields. 

The Shadows of the Mountains: "Many Deds There" 

The bean farms where the Tobas work nowadays are usually not more than a few 

dozens of kilometers away fiom San Martin del Tabacal, in the stnp of land which 

stretches from Pichanal to Tartagal dong the western edge of the Chaco. Nonh of 

Embarcation, where most of thefincas which hire the Tobas are located, the rocky ridges 

of the mountains are not visible from the fields and the landscape to the West is 

dominated by low and densely forested hills. That is why some Tobas claim that those 

hills are not kahogonaGa, "mountains," strictu sensu. As Hugo put it: "That's made out 

of earth, like a bordo [very low ground elevations]. But it never has the height of the 

mountains, high ... 1 say it's not rock (kt& that's not kahogonaGZ' In spite of these 

differences, the memory of the death which dominated the ingenio dso haunts those hills 

and sprinkles the bean fields with images of fear which are stronger than in the cotton 

farms. Firstly, the paycik are more abundant in the bean f m s  because of the presence of 

the hills, which many people refer to as cerros. Ernesto told me about those fincas: "Al1 

the paykk are there, because of the cerro, you see. They kill people. From Embarcation 

up, everything is cerro." Secondly, as in the surroundings of the ingenio, some Tobas 

argue that large lions (hawagaikpdio), tigers (kedbepolio) and monkeys (woyém) live 

near the fa=, especially in the dense forests of the area. 

Every year, an average of about 150 Tobas migrate to "la poroteada" (the bean 

harvest). Unlike the cotton fa=, in these farms the contractor is also in charge of 



organizing, controlling, and paying the workers (together with foremen who work for 

him). Upon their amival, people built up rudimentary "campsites" with posts, corrugated 

iron, and large pieces of nylon sheeting provided by the contractors (usually deducted 

from their salaries) in the strips of forest left between the fields. Not far from these 

campamentos, the contractors place various mobile water tanks (the only source of water 

available) and also a rudimentary proveduh. 

Today, the bean harvest is semi-mechanized and the work carried out by the 

Tobas and other workers is combined with that of threshing machines and tracton. 140 

the first stage, threshing machines cut the bean plants from the ground, and then the 

Tobas have to the put the plants together with their hands (sometimes using plastic 

gloves) in small piles f o d n g  parallel lines, an action which is known as bbengavillar." 

When families work together, the man leads and women and children put together plants 

left behind by him. Then, a tractor with an iron weight passes in between these parallei 

lines, flattens the ground, and prepares the terrain for the next manual task: the 

"acordonada." In this stage, using a pitchfork, the Tobas move the piles of plants into the 

flattened line left by the tractor and form with them a continuous line. Once this is 

completed, threshing machines gather the plants thus aligned, separate the boughs from 

the beans, and load the latter in 60-kilos bags which two skilled Criollo workers sitting in 

the machine quickly sow and throw at one side. 

In the 1970s. when the expansion of the bean farms began in the ana, cutting the plants was often done 
manually. a hard and dernaadhg task which today only a few farms have not mechanimd. In those days. 
some Tobas carried out this task, known as la arrancada. Segundo remembered: "Bean, 1 was in 
Embarcaci6n, 20 yean ago. 1 was a bit Young, p u b g  the bean out. There were no machines that cut. Now. 
I've heard the young men [sayiag that] they have machines that cut In my h e s .  there was no machine. 
Oniy puiiing out with the hand. A lot of wock." 



Payment is by piecework, according to the number of hectares worked. As an 

average, in one day a penon does one hectare, but experienced worken cm do one and a 

half. Aiming to get a worthwhile income, some Tobas work also at night, especially when 

there is full moon. Still, most people are too afiaid of the paydk to do it. Atiiio told me 

about the "devils" of the fincas: "'I'hey appear sometirnes like a light, always at night. 

Sometimes you can listen to voices, like Criollos singing. The paydk come from the 

cerm." Luis told me about the dangers of working at night: 

There' re some who work at night, but it's very dangerous. There' re many diabio paydk. 
It's like a female devil. She does things to kill a man, that's why we don? work at night. 
There's a Wichi fi-iend who died because he worked at night. He didn't have a knife's 
wound, nothing. Maybe it's the paydk. That's why the patrbn says that we don't have to 
work at night, [that] we have to sleep, to rest ... Many people died. Very dangerous. We 
always pray to have strength to keep on working . . . We aiways sleep together. The p q i k  
at night rnakes noises, like voices. And it cuts the clothes of the people. There's a shin 
hanging, and the next day is cut. 

Unlike the paycik of San Martin del Tabacal, the threat posed by the paydk 

haunting the bean farms lies less in their capacity to spread scores of diseases than in their 

power to cause a sudden and instantaneous death. When these paykk wander in the bean 

fields, they can take the shape of naked humans and it c m  be fatal to come across them. 

According to Fernando: "If they hug you at night, you're going to die." As a noticeable 

reversal of some of the gendered imageries of the dangers embedded in San Martin del 

Tabacal, where women feared the lust of the large monkeys of the jungle, several men 

told me stones of Yemale devils" who "robbed" men working in "la poroteada." Hugo 

told me in 1997, in an account about the bean farms which also permeates the nearby hilis 

with images of riches reminiscent of the ingenio: 



There's a woman who steak people ... She stole a boy to the cerro. She took him and 
showed him al1 her house. [She said] "You have to do this." She showed him al1 the 
things. Then, it seems that he's tame ... He gets together with the woman. There's no food 
lacking. She has everything. They Say the woman has a lot of money. Then, they Say that 
they got together as if he was the husband. Beautifid woman. Then, they Say that they had 
two kids, like these [he pointed to his littie children], but monkeys.. . Because the paydk 
robs some kid to the cemu, and then it seerns that sha raises him. Until he grows up. Then, 
he has long hair, and [hm] the hands like this, the nails growing ... Then, how many years! 
This is the story of aii the Cerro. The cerro has everything, there's everything. 

During the harvest, and as a means of saving money in food, people boil and eat 

large quantities of the beans spread in the fields. The contractors usually tolerate this 

practice, but the situation is different when, at the end of the harvest, this "robbery" 

involves not loose beans but the 60-kilos bags left by the threshing machines in the fields, 

which in 1996 were worth 70 pesos (70 U$S) each. The Tobas usually try to take as many 

bags as they can. As Hugo put it: ''The 1 s t  night, al1 the people were stealing the [bags 

of] beans, to take with them." A contractor told me that, before retuming home, a 

contingent of people c m  take up to 30 bags in one truck. He added: "1 tum a blind eye. 

But if the administrator checks the truck, he will make them leave everything." 

Payment takes place at the end of the harvest, when people are paid their balance 

in cash. In 1996, the Tobas were paid 22 pesos per hectare; even though they surnmed up 

as an average about 400 pesos, after the deductions of the proveduria some were left with 

as little as 30 pesos. After being paid, the Tobas go either by bus or taxi to the border 

town of Pocitos (near Bolivia) or to Pichanal or Embarcacion to buy clothing and other 

goods. Kiko, a seventeen year old boy, told me: 'They make the calculations, how much 

balance you have ... In the afternoon, people go to Pichanal to buy clothes, shirts. Some 

buy two tape recorders, those who have a higher balance." Thus, even though many 

Tobas argue that in la poroteada people can earn more things than in the coloniar. this 



place is very far from king close to the abundance of commodities and riches 

remembered about the ingenios. And this has introduced new semantic components to the 

tensions existing between the bush and the "places of work," as we shal1 see. A further 

important reformulation in the old contradiction between "the bush" and "the plantations" 

is that, together with these migrations, over the last decades the Tobas relied on forms of 

wage labor carried out in the heart of the bush, a process which took experiences of 

exploitation into a place until then relatively free from them. 

Obrajes and Estrnciar : Wage Labor in the Bush 

After the end of the migration to San Martin del Tabacal, one the first forms of 

wage labor the Tobas engaged in was as hacheros, post cutters. In the 1960s, logging 

experienced an important expansion in this region of the Argentinean Chaco, led by local 

merchants and weaithy Cnollos who invested low sums of capital in obrajes, mobile 

campsites focused on the production of charcoal and especially fencing posts out of 

quebracho colorado trees (Cafferata 1988; cf. Rodriguez 1975). Because they were 

centered on quebracho colorado, these obrajes did not imply clear-cuts but a selective 

depletion of the monte. The Tobas began working for private obrajeros, often with 

Wichis, deep into the hinterland (where the tallest quebrachos are) in different parts of 

northwestern Formosa, usually in lands owned by the provincial government (which 

granted a logging permit, or guia, to the obrajeros). As on the farrns, each obraje had its 

provedurîà from which the Tobas obtained their daily source of packaged food. They 

were paid by piecework according to the size of the post and its quality, and exploitation 

was fuaher enhanced by the obrajero's assessrnent of this quality (see Rodriguez 1975: 



12- 13).14' The obrajes were active especially during the cooler and drier rnonths of the 

year, between June and early August, because of the very demanding nature of this work 

and in order to avoid the rainy season, when the roads and trails in the bush become 

impassable. 

Producing a pole out of a quebracho involved different tasks: cutting the tree 

down ("voltear"), cutting off the edges of the tmnk ("'despuntar"), cutting out the bark 

and branches ("devastar"), smoothing the surface of the trunk ("Iabrar"), and finally 

canying the post to the truck ("rodeaf'). The Tobas usually worked in teams ranging 

from two to half a dozen men, who shared their joint earnings. Sometimes they 

complemented each other's work, and for each tmnk each man perfomed a different task. 

But when they found many quebrachos in the same spot, people cmied out al1 the stages 

together, one after the other. 

One of the most remarkable features of the Tobas' experience as hacheros is that 

it not only implied taking exploitation deep inside the place which symbolized their 

autonomy as mariscadores, but that it ais0 led to their (so far) one and only collective 

experience of organization of labor alternative to exploitation. In 197 1, the Anglican 

missionaries founded a logging cooperative among Wichis and Tobas called Cooperativa 

Pilcomayo Limitadu. hserted into the development programs began by the missionarîes 

the year before in the West of Formosa, the explicit aim of the cooperative was "to replace 

the relationship of dependence with the obrajeros through a organization of solidarity 

141 There are four sizes of posts: 1 )  "especiaP' ("special"), 3 meten long. 2)  "entero Lrgo" ("full long"), 
2.40 meters, 3) "entero corto" ('W short"), 2.20 meters, 4) k d i o  reforzado" ("medium reinforced"), 2.20 
meten (thinner than the entero corîo). The quality was labeiled "ln", U2.h' , and "3*' ciass. 



9, 142 aimed at economic self-government. In those days, cooperatives like this were formed 

in various parts of the Argentinean Chaco. and some of them were part of the political 

radicalization which dominated the Argentinean political Iandscape in the early 1970s 

(see Rodriguez 1975: 25-33; Arengo 1996). Even though this did not apply to this 

cooperative, with "la cooperativa" the Tobas felt that they were indeed the ownen of 

their own labor. In the words of Diego: 'There was no patron, just us." Tobas and Wichis 

began organizing itinerant obrajes by themselves, formed by several households which 

worked together, and while men cut the posts their wives preplued food and gathered 

firewood and chagüar in the surrounding bush. The posts were sold in the cooperative 

headquarters in Ingeniero Juhez (the building of the Anglican mission) and the numerous 

mercaderias obtained from the sale were taken by truck ta the people in the obruje, an 

experience which is nowadays remembered with strong images of abundance (as we shall 

see). The experience of the cooperative, however, was brief. In 1973, it went bankrupt 

and most Tobas had to begin working for obrajeros again. 

Working deep into the bush entailed an important rîsk: the danger posed by the 

p a - k .  Because of their pdcular spatial location, the obrajes implied the paradoxical 

combination of the estrangement and fear associated with the paytik of the "places of 

work" and the risks the Tobas are aware may await them when they fora;;e in the 

viaqddaik. Thus, it was common to hear strange noises around the obrajes at night, 

especially the distant echo of somebody hitting a pole, as if the paydk were rnimicking the 

practice of humans. Exniliano told me one evening: "Around this time [9:00 PM], we felt 

'" "Reformdaci6n de la Segunda Etapa dei Prognima Indigena de Desmollo Comunicario para Ingeniero 
Juilrez" (Expte. No. 9 12 1/69). ms. 



somebody hitting a pole, as if he was a penon, hitting a pole. We heard: 'tan, tan;' we the 

aborfgenes said: 'the paydk's over there." It is interesting to note, however, that even 

though the Tobas imply that the payik were active in any obraje (including those of the 

cooperativa) most of their accounts on paydk haunting them focus on those run by 

patrones. Late in 1995, Segundo told me about the fear people felt in an obraje infested 

with paytik, and how a pioGondq interceded with the patron to change the site of the 

campsite: 

1 was cutting posts. There was a heavy min, a strong stomi which broke a big tree, a 
quebracho. 1 saw a hairy man, like a monkey, who fell, but like a man. 1 was screaming, 
calling my son. My chango was scared. Was it at night? At night. It looked as it was dead, 
like this [he closed his eyes and stretched his ml. And after the rain stopped, it went 
away. It was paydk, but where did it go! It looked like a dead man. But it wasn't a man; it 
was a paytik . . . Was it in an obraje? Yes. Manuel Gil's [an obrajero] . . . A large campsite, 
of 100 people, or 60 people, 1 don? icnow how to count . . . The campsite was in the area of 
Juhez. Many paycik: one sang, the other screarned. Many payak in that bush. People were 
scared. we stayed] one month there, viaqddaik . . . Many paydk which scared the people. 
Did the patrbn know ? Salvatiena [a pioGonbq] let him how. He told him: "You, patrbn, 
listen. These people can't sleep. Many diablos. We have to change the campsite." Then, a 
big truck came and changed the campsite. We changed. People fled. They didn't show up 
there anymore. 

The work in obrajes constituted an important experience for the Tobas, and in the 

1990s adult men talked about it often. But it was a relatively brief expenence, for the 

quebracho was rapidly depleted in al1 the region. By the late 1970s, the obrajes were in 

decline. In the early 1980s, small groups of Tobas were still cutting posts and selling 

them to merchants or the ICA. But by the mid-1980s, the production of quebracho posts 

had corne to a halt in all the region. 

Nowadays, the only type of seasonal wage labor the Tobas conduct not far from 

their villages takes place in the Paraguayan cattle ranches. The Tobas' work in the 



estancias began in the 1960s, when a large ranch made clearings across the river near 

Laguna Los Paces. The owner of this ranch, "Ferre," is often rernembered by the Tobas in 

a way reminiscent of the fearfùl respect they had for Robustiano Patr6n Costas: as an 

authorituian, "very rich," and "very nice" patron. Nowadays, small groups of young men 

cross the rnarshes and ask for work in one of the several estancias of the region, usually 

between July and September, when it is easier to cross the marshlands and "bush food is 

scarce. There, they usually work doing clearings and cutting posts. Since the nearest 

ranches are relatively close to their villages, 30 to 40 kilometers away, this is the only 

occasion in which the Tobas look for wage labor by their own means, without mediation 

of contractors. 

Like many other 'places of work," the estancias are feared places. Firstly, 

foremen are often armed and are abusive and when in 1989 (during the hyperinflation 

crisis) a large number of Tobas worked there, there were some incidents with them. 

Secondly, some Tobas see the location of these estancias in Paraguayan temtory as a risk. 

In May 1993, Roberto told me about those incidents with the foremen in the ranches: "1 

was afraid, because I had no gun. And there, in Paraguay, that's not my country. If 

sornething happens to me: whom am 1 going to cornplaint to? At least over here 1 can go 

to the gendarmerika." Thirdly, being located in very thick sections of the bush, the 

estancius are haunted by scores of dangerous p a y a .  Even though the estancias are 

located in the bush and not fat fiom home, people ofien express the sarne contrast which 

exists between the paydk of other "places of work" and the paydk of their home lands, 

and which make the latter lose their semantic weight when compared to the former. 

Amalio, for instance, told me about the dangers of working in Paraguay: 



What's dangerous over there is the diablo paydk. which lives in the thick bush in the 
estancia of Ferre. Sometimes we were working deep inside the bush, sleeping, and the 
paydk appeared. It was al1 hW, a little short. That was dangerous, because it got close 
and bothered us. Some changos were sleeping and it came, and grabbed them, and touched 
them. And you woke up and you saw it. But it disappeared right away. They corne out 
especially when the weather is about to change. Are paytik like those over here? No, 1 
never saw them around here. Many times I got deep inside the bush at the time of the 
iguana, and 1 never found anything. Over there, there are paybk. But over here, it's more 
quiet. 

The Tobas stay in the estancias from a period ranging from a few weeks to several 

months, and are paid per work day. Since the final payrnent is in Paraguayan currency 

(Guaranies), they have to spend al1 their earnings before returning home. Still, a particular 

feature of these estancias which some men find appealing is that they are provided with 

packaged food free of charge (except a few items such as sugar). 1 asked Atilio if he liked 

going to the bean harvest, and he told me: "1 don? like it. A lot of work, a lot of work. 1 

like the es~ancias better, because they sel1 cheap clothes and the mercaderia is free. You 

don't pay for that ... Besides, it's doser." This last perception of the relative distance 

from home as a factor which contributes to make a particular nontanqb more appealing 

than others, takes us to the sets of tensions which nowadays mold the contrast between 

the bush and the "places of work." 

"We're Happy Because We Got Back Kere" 

The contradictions which nowadays oppose experiences of foraging and wage labor 

are certainly very different from the ones which existed at the tirne of the ingenio and the 

mission station. The people who worked at the ingenio often point out this contrast, at 

various levels. A central perceived ciifference is that even though the fincas, colonias, and 



estancias are also alien, feared places haunted by p a y e  the powerful image of disease 

and death which permeates the memory of San Martin del Tabacd is absent in these new 

places. Because of this, several people told me that Toba population began recovering 

oniy when the migrations to kahogonaGd came to an end. As Ernesto put it: "When we 

went to the ingenio, a full generation of ours was diminished. If it weren't for that, we 

should be many more. But the reason is that many died. Now that the people never go to 

the ingenio, somebody has eight, ten kids." 

When people over 50 articulate the contrast between these different "places of 

work" more openly, however, they usually emphasize the greater "importance" of the 

ingenio over the farms. Mariano, for instance, told me that the latter "are not actuaily 

nontanqa'," because "they take you to work for one month, or two months ... You go to 

work only for a while, just for a little while.. . But in the ingenio you worked like nine 

months." The fact that the Tobas spent so much time in one particular place, the cane- 

field of Tabacal, marks a further difference with the famis. Nowadays, in subsequent 

years the Tobas are often hired by different coloniar or fincas, and this decreases the 

farniliarity that they cm develop with these places. In the lotes of koli6, paradoxically, the 

Tobas' deep sense of alienation and estrangement stood side by side with the notion that 

the plantation was a relatively known place in which "it seemed" that they lived. But for 

most adults the deepest contrast with the current "places of work" hinges on the 

remembered "abundance" of the ingenio. When Pablo told me that the Tobas "retumed 

rich" from San Martin del Tabacal, he immediately added: "Not like now. They go to 

harvest beans, to harvest cotton, and they're not going to eam a good f irem,  a good 

shoe, a good hat, nothing. m e y  earn] hardly enough to eat." 



A central component of these various differences is the fragmentation of the 

Tobas' current experience of wage labor, a fragmentation created by a phase of capitalist 

accumulation which has left behind the b%lassical" mode1 of labor-intensive plantations 

once characteristic of the San Francisco Valley. This greater spatial dispersion has made 

the terms of the opposition between the bush and the "places of work" more bluny, out of 

focus, and diffusive than in the past. This haziness emerges in the very fact that some of 

these new experiences of wage labor have taken place, and still do in Paraguay, deep 

inside the bush, something which has reformulated the Tobas' previous experience of the 

nontanqîi as places located in distant lands. 

The tensions and contrasts between different places, nonetheless, are still sources 

of cultural meanings about them. The Tobas' labor migrations still have a common 

starting point and a common place to which they converge: their villages in the bush. 

Consequently, the fragmentation 1 have just analyzed does not change the fact that these 

"places of work" are defined to a great extent by their contrast to "home." And retuming 

home, like when the Tobas returned to mourn their dead in the cane-fields, is always a 

particularly thick semantic moment. It is a moment of enhanced contradictions, of 

practical and semantic contrasts. One warm night in August 1997, Kiko told me about his 

recent return back home from "lu poroteada": "We had a few beans, and a few oranges. 

Lucas brought a tape recorder and me too." He then added, under the light of candles and 

as his adolescent eyes tumed into a smile: "Then, when we got here we were happy, 

because we got here. It's not like when we were over there in Salta .. . We are happy 

because we got back here." 



As in the tirne of kahogonaGd, the exploitation, fear, and estrangement which 

dominate the farms and the ranches continue nourishing the meanings of healing, 

resilience, and safeguard which the Tobas associate with marisca and "bush food" as well 

as their feeling of knowledge of the bush. But the current labor migrations are shaping the 

Tobas' cultural experiences of the bush in new, more mediated dornains. People's 

perception that seasonal wage Iabor is not a rewarding source of goods, together with 

other expenences and mernories, informs the contradictory images of poverty and wealth 

which pemeate the bush. 



EIGHTEEN: 
"GOD'S STOREHOUSE'': 

POVERTY AND VVEALTH IN THE BUSH 

People are hungry. ln the bush . . . 
there's no food. 

Gregorio ( 1 996) 

With the fish, we're rich already. 
Roberto (1996) 

The Tobas' view of the safeguard they find in marisca and in general "the bush" 

has two aspects which stand in tension with each other. On the one hand, this safeguard 

makes them see "the bush" as a place of their own from which they can extract resources 

that enables them to counteract some of the constraints of poverty and endure in the midst 

of experiences of oppression. On the other hand, this view of "the bush" is molded by 

their own experience of parrial dispossession from the control of their conditions of 

social reproduction, by their deep awareness of the hardships of their everyday life in the 

bush, which force many men, women, and children to migrate to distant nontanqd to earn 

rneager goods which will not improve their standard of living at home. This twofold and 

contradictory experience of control and dispossession in their own lands is at the heart of 

what will be the topic of this chapter: the manifold images of poverty and wealth 

associated with the bush. 

The Bush as a Place of 'Toverty" 

The Tobas' century-long experience of labor migrations has contributed to 

creating among them strongly spatialized images of poverty and wealth. As we have seen, 



for decades the ingenio was for the Tobas the epitome of riches. And even though severai 

people argue that they retumed home "rich," the bush was a place in which those forms of 

commodified wealth were relatively absent. Consequently, one of the defining features of 

the bush has been its relative poverty vis-&-vis commodities; but at the time of the 

ingenios this was compensated by the Tobas' regular journey to kahogonaGd, which 

made them feel participants of the wealth ernanating from the plantation. With the end of 

the migrations to San Martin del Tabacal, these C U ~ N ~  representations permeating 

contradictory experiences of place were partially modified. 

On the one hand, the decrease in the importance of wage labor as a source of 

commodities and the further ecological degradation and depletion of wild life which 

followed it, has enhanced the Tobas' view of the bush as a place inhabited only by "the 

poor," the pioGokpi: los pobres. This view includes not only the Wichis but also the 

Criollos, who often own just a few animals and whom most Tobas see as even poorer 

than them. The end of "the river" further contributed to deteriorating life conditions in the 

bush. An Anglican missionary wrote in 1976: "1 can never remember the Indians on the 

River Pilcomayo and other areas of the Chaco being so badly off econornically. For many 

there is no work at dl; supplies of forest animals and fïsh are greatly diminished . .. The 

rate of tuberculosis is high" (quoted by Makower 1989: 168). On the other hand, since the 

current nontanqd are not associated with riches aoymore, the places which nowadays 

capture images of distant wealth are often the large cities, especially Buenos Aires. Only 

recently, usually through leaders who travet to the national capital, have the Tobas 

developed a partial awareness that in Buenos Aires there are "poor people'' as well. Yet, 



most people still see this city as a place of immense riches inhabited mostly by "the rich," 

the newoyagadf, los r i ~ 0 s . l ~ ~  

Along these lines, and in tension with the characterization of marisca as an 

expression of endurance which protects themfrom poverty, many Tobas see foraging as a 

practice defined by poverty. Thus, the current view of the bush as a place where "poor 

people" live is permeated by the notion that m a h ,  "the life of the poor" in Angel's 

words, is molded by unfulfilled necessities. Even though in the bush people exert a direct 

command over their practices, the constrains associated with marisca are part of the same 

forces which push them to participate in labor migrations. Amancio, the same man who 

had told me that his family migrated to la poroteada because of "the necessity," told me 

about his son-in-law: "He forages al1 day long. Of course, since he has no job . . . There's 

nothing, there's nothing for people to live from, to eat. He has no other choice than to 

forage every day." Those who emphasize the hardships associated with foraging are often 

public employees or young people. Gregorio, a man in his Iate twenties, told me: 

People are hungry. In the bush, there's almost no honey, fish . .. Do you go out to the 
bush? It's a lot of work. I leave early. There's almost no honey. When 1 take my dog, the 
rabbits corne out, ail the bichos. Then, 1 walk ail day long and I'm tired. And the heat. 
Because the bush is far away. Here, in Vaca perdida, is ai l  campo [open bush], the bush is 
far away. 1 gather honey and 1 have to take water with me. It's hot, the disease cornes. 1 
wallced al1 day long. Then, 1 came back late. The night arrived already ... Then, the next 
moming, what am 1 going to eat? Nothing . . . There's no food, al1 day long. Then, we' re 
going to look for fruits, in the bush. Iust that Without fat, no sait, nothing. 

Because of the poverty attributed to marisca, some employees and horticulturists 

have begun reformulating the social memory of the perceived abundance of "the times of 

the river." Esteban, today a successful farmer, told me: "In the past, there was a lot of 

'" See Wright (1997) for a similar image of Buenos Aires among the Tobas of eastern Formosa 



poverty in Sombrero Negro. Now the kids have their running shoes, they have their cap. 

The kids didn't have clothes." I then asked him "But what about the food in those days?" 

Esteban replied: "Just the fish, or la mrisca." Whereas the pooresc Tobas remember that 

back then fishing enabled them to livc better than today, for Esteban in those days people 

had "just" fish. 

These different views of the bush as a place of poverty have been partially molded 

by the Tobs' own experience that commodified wealth never took a deep hold in their 

lands. But if people rernember that they returned "rich" from San Martin del Tabacal, 

what happened to that "wealth" in the bush? 

Elusive Riches 

As we have argued, the goods brought from the ingenio were for the Tobas not 

only use values but also cornmodities in the strict sense of the term, and in the bush they 

sold them or bartered them (usually for packaged food). Dora Tebboth (1989 [1938- 

19461: 29), wrote in 1938: "anything wearable or useable is saleable. To raise money to 

buy sugar, yerba mate .. . is more vital to them than to Wear a pair of trousers or to own a 

pair of scissors ..." In the mid-1990s, several Tobas expressed frustration at their 

"inability" to keep the goods brought from the ingenio. Expressing a quite generalized 

view, Enrique told me when 1 asked him about the reasons for the Tobas' poverty: 

Because we, aborfgenes Tobas, we don't know how to handle ihings so that we don't lack 
anything ... We earn money, we eam clothing. What happens? When we corne over here, 
we don't even think about making a business, we don't even think about making a boliche 
[store]. Just spending money dl the time . . . I wonder why people don't undentand. 1 don? 
understand mything. 1 only undentand when it's over. Because the iife of the aborigen 
Toba is to be poor. It's not like the whites'. 



For decades, the mission station was also an important source of cornmodities for 

the Tobas. How did they interpret that experience? The Tobas certainly regarded the 

dingolék as wealthy people with unlimited resources; however, they usually felt estranged 

from this wealth. They expected the missionaries to behave as would any Toba in a 

similar situation: being generous and sharing most of their weaith. But the rnissionaries 

did not fulfill their expectations. Moreover, the missionaries' Protestant ethic of reward 

through individual hard work and the Tobas' ethic of sharing and radical egalitarianism 

created frustrations and tensions on both sides. The missionaries regarded the Tobas as 

"an unthmkfùl lot who expect everything for nothing al1 the time" (Tebboth (1989 [1938- 

19461: 164). With reminiscences of a well-known story anaiyzed by Richard Lee (1993: 

183-188) in his "Christmas in the Kalahari," Tebboth wrote about the Christmas 

celebrations of 1939 at El Toba: 

[AlIl the hundreds of Indians had a ration of sugar, yerba mate. and hard biscuits. The 
children were given biscuits and a few sweets and then sent home again. So far as 1 know, 
only one man said 'Thaï& you." Everyone grabs what is given him as if it were his proper 
due, with the words "We are poor things" (Tebboth 1989: 80). 

The Tobas, for their part, felt fmstrated by what they interpreted as "stingy" 

attitudes of wealthy people who kept enormous resources for themselves. Dora Tebboth 

wrote in October 1938: "Of course some Indians imagine we have plenty of money and 

that we are mean for not handing it out ... 'You're mean! you're mean!' They shout at 

us" (1989 [1938-19461: 55, 62). Ahost  60 years later, some Tobas still thought that the 

missionaries were "fidl of money" and that they kept that mctney mostly for thernselves. 



Enrique told me in 1997: 'The mission adrninistered so much money! That's why people 

don't like them at al1 ... They have money. Ooh! They go back to England as 

miliionaires." Enrique also remembered that when he was a kid, he saw an old man 

reprimanding Alfred Leake in public for "becoming rich with the poor abo~enes":  

That man didn't like the missionaries. He didn't like them because they didn't corne to 
help the aboriginal people. [He said]: "The missionary cornes because he wants to make 
money, he doesn't corne to make us progress." That's the way the old man said [laughs]. 
Alfredo was standing. Wm Alfredo listening? Yes, he was teiling Alfredo off. 1 was in the 
mission when the old man was there .. . He was screarning doud because he said that the 
missionaries came in order to become nch with the poor aborigenes. 

These public complaints were part of the Tobas' own strategies of victimization 

aimed at obtaining resources from the missionaries and undermining their potential 

arrogance, an attitude which is part of a "leveling mechanism" common among foraging 

groups (see Rosenberg 1990; Lee 1993). But these complaints also expressed the Tobas* 

frustration for feeling excluded from the "riches7' which were at the missionaries' 

disposal. It was only with the cooperativa forestal in the early 1970s that the Tobas felt 

themselves active participants in the "wealth" associated with the missionaries. But this 

"wealth" was in fact the product of the Tobas' own labor. In the 1990s7 men remembered 

that after the sale of the posts in Ingeniero Juiirez, the truck of the cooperative returned to 

the obrajes full of vduable cornrnodities. En the words of Diego: "bicycles, radios, 

corrugated iron, so many things!" Horacio, for his part, condensed tiis memory of the 

days of la cooperativa as follows: "It was nice. We earned well, we ate well. We had lots 

of profits." Moreover, the abundance associated with the commoditization of wood, even 

though short-lived, molded important meanings about the bush. Thus, some people argue 



that the 'hice" sections of the bush, the vidq bnaGaik, are those which (aside from 

animals, fruits, and hives) have many quebrachos. The fact that the Tobas refer to "posts" 

with the same word for "tree," epdq, M e r  enhanced the image of trees-as-cornrnodities. 

Ennque told me in 1997: "When there's a lot of wood, the bush is nice. But when there 

isn't, it's ugly. People have to look for [quebrachos] very far. It's a lot of work . . . The 

bush was most nice in those years, when there were many epciq . . . Then, it was over." 

This nostalgia for a vanished source of comrnodities also applies to commercial 

hunting. In the mid-1990s, men rernembered the abundance associated with the sale of 

skins, fus ,  and ostrich feathers "when there was a river," a memory nourished by the 

decline of commercial hunting in the late 1980s and early 1990s. With the exception of 

the iguana, this decline marked the end of the possibility of obtaining comrnodities from 

the intenor of the bush. Diego remembered those days: 

The turco in Sombrero Negro bought al1 sorts of skins, fun: wild cat, carpincho, alligator. 
He also boughi iguana, puma, wild pig, ostrich feathen, curiyii, lampalagua . . . We went to 
Paraguay and we used to get plenty of iguanas. In 15 days some had 40 iguanas, some had 
50, some had 60. Riemchi once got 90. We went to the store [of the estnncin] and got 
clothes, shoes, mercaderias. Not anymore. There's no price. 

The Tobas' changing but in the long run ultimately frustrating attempts at creating 

forms of cornmodified wealth in their own lands cornes to light at another level: in their 

attempts at finding hidden "treasures" and creating rnoney in the intenor of the bush. 

Wow Corne 1 Didn't Ask Him to Become Rich!" 

When the Tobas told me about the "gold" buried in the surroundings of San 

Martin del Tabacal, 1 often asked them if there were similar riches in the bush. Even 



though most answered negatively, a few argued me that there are treasures like those but 

that they were just unable to find them. Martin told me that he was once riding his bicycle 

right before d a m  on a trail in the bush and got to see two little pale flarnes, like 

"lighters" (encendedores). But they disappeared before he could locate them. He added: 

"1 told my brother and rny dad: '1 don? know, maybe that's the gold, like a lighter' ... 1 

thought it was the gold. But it seems like ... I don't know, 1 don't know ... 1 don? 

understand that fire." 

In the Tobas' eyes, the ability to discover hidden treasures is part of a 

"knowledge" restricted to the dokohé, even though these treasures may be in their own 

lands. Martin told me that Moreno, his grandfather and a powerful pioGondq, saw those 

"lights" but thought that they were "just" made by the puyak. He only learnt that it was 

"the gold" when a white man came to the bush looking for them. Martin added: 

it tumed out that those lights were the gold. Gold, silver. Knowledge of the whites. But 
since we didn't know. F e  white man] found the light. When he took the gold out. he hid 
it, so that nobody sees it. He took it away, he sold it somewhere. That's what my 
grandfather told me ... He said that thece's goid, like a iighter. But we donTt know where 
that is, until now. 

In spite of this feeling of estrangement with this "knowledge," some pioGondq 

atternpted to use their interaction with the paydk to replicate in the bush the mysterious 

art of the whites: the discovery of riches and the creation of money. However, due to the 

pioGonhqJs own inability or unwillingness to create wealth for the sake of pure 

accumulation (as the dokohé do), most of these atternpts were either a M u r e  or just a 

partial successes. In sorne cases, these atternpts were doomed by the pioGonhq's own 

indecision. E ~ q u e  told me that Chileno, a pioGoncfq who was also a cap i th  at San 



Martin del Tabacal, was once foraging in the bush when he found "a room" in the heart of 

the viaqddaik: "A nice room, it had everything. It had like a classroom, it had its arms, its 

knives, everything. It had a table ... They Say there were many wires (cablerio). Wires? 

Wires! Tons of wires!"lM Then, a short man, a paybk, came out and told him: "You can 

ask me anything 1 have in the room." Chileno, however, decided to wait and retum the 

next day. But when he arrived the following moming: 

The house wasn't there anymore, just the wires. ' m a t  was a mistake," he said. "1 was 
mistaken. How come I didn't ask him for those arms! How come 1 didn't ask him to 
become nch! How come 1 didn't ask him so that 1 don? lack money! How come I didn't 
ask him so that 1 don? Iack clothing!" Because he saw that there were many things inside 
the room. And then, he came back the other day, and there was nothing left. Neither wires, 
nor anything. 

Other, more powemil pioGont5q were successful in their request for money from 

the paydk. They were old piaGondq who have already passed away and were much more 

powerful than those who live nowadays. One of them was Carancho. In 1997, Marcelino, 

one of his grandsons, told me that Carancho was once drinking aloja with other men and 

decided to cal1 his paydk to get money in order to buy wine. Like the mysterious money 

created by the "magicians" in the lotes of San Martin del Tabacal, this money was able to 

"return" to its owner. Marcelino told me: 

Carancho said: "Let's call the money." He raised his poncho, singing. They Say that he 
asked for money. He was grabbing the money with 'bis hands over and over [he stretched 
his a m  and made a wide gesnire] . . . But it's me ,  he grabbed the money, five pesos. But 
it was money in those days . . . Then, he was very happy, he was singing, the old man . . . 
Then, my dad went to Palma Sola to look for wine [where there was a store]. He brought 
five bonles of wine, he had money left. Afterwards, my grandfather said: 'The money is 

The Wichfs have similar stories of houses of riches owned by "the devils" of the bush. One involved the 
owner of ostrich "dressed Wre the pnndn de estanci." who had a house when ''there was anything you 
wanted, clothing, mercaderr'a. sugar-cane, cars, air planes.. ." (Pages Larraya 1982: Vol. II: 239). 



already coming back. It doesn't stay. That's money of the paydk. It's going to corne back 
soon . . ." 

However, Carancho never used that money to accumulate goods and wealth and 

become "rich." Rather, according to Marcelino, he simply wanted "five pesos notes" to 

purchase the very basic "vices" he was fond of, like wine and tobacco: 

Did he become rich? No, he didn't. He only asked for five pesos, five pesos .. . The old 
man only needed it to drink la bebida. Not much. Five pesos, but exactly like the five 
pesos note fiom the factory: al1 the nurnbers, everything, everything, as if it was from the 
factory . . . 1 saw it too . . . But not a 100 pesos note . . . Just a one peso note, centavos. when 
he needed tobacco, because he was a smoker. 

Another pioGondq who was able to create money and find riches in the bush was 

Merino. Diego told me that, with the help of his paydk, Merino found "the smoke" which, 

coming out of the ground, marked the presence of a buried treasure. In that place, he dug 

with his machete and found money, "but not too much." Like Carancho, Merino simply 

used this money to buy mercaderias. Diego went on: 'mien, when he anived at the 

house, we saw that he brought the things, the things that are costly, mercadeks ... He 

had nothing, he didn't sel1 any animal, or goat . . . It tumed out that he asked the paydk . . . 

the money." Mariano, who was Merino's step-son, told me that Merino was illiterate and 

consequently "didn't know" how to distinguish the value of the different bank notes he 

obtained from the paydk. And this put him at the mercy of the store keeper: 

He was singing, and the hand was raised like this, raising, and it seerned that the rnoney 
carne ... But since he didn't know how to read, [he said]: "1 don't know what money is 
this. 1 don't know if it's 50 pesos. or 20 centavos, or 10 centavos.". . . And he bought 
something . . . He saw a white man, and [the latter] told him that it was just enough to buy 
something: ''This is enough for this; that's it." ... Sugar, and yerba, and meat. and tobacco 
too. 



In spite of Carancho and Merino's rernarkable powen, which no pioGondq can 

replicate today, the two of them died as poor as the rest of the Tobas. Carancho passed 

away in the lotes of San Martin del Tabacai probably in 1944,'~' haunted by the deadly 

paydk of the mountains, sick, and unable to communicate with his own paydk in the bush 

of the Chaco. According to Marcelino, Carancho said before dying: 'l'm going to die 

because the paydk doesn't answer anything." Merino died decades later, in the bush. 

According to Diego, his death was caused by his repeated requests of money, which ran 

against the teachings of the paytik: "It seems that he was punished. It seems that he was 

mistaken, what the paydk had explained. That's why he punished him, the paycik 

punished hirn." But Mariano gave me a different version of Merino's final days. Firstly, 

the payak stopped giving him money because, unlike the whites, "he didn't know how to 

read." It was the times of the obrajes, and Mariano and Merino were working togeiher 

cutting posts. Mariano remembered: "The man was working a lot with the posts, posts of 

quebracho colorado. And 1 told him: 'Listen, uncle, you're working too hard'." Menno 

would not listen; he had a family to feed. "Then he died ... because of the work, very 

heavy work." He died of overwork, poor, and deep inside the bush. 

Missing the 'Train of the Wealthy' 

How do the Tobas explain these experiences of poverty? Why are they, in their 

own eyes, "poor"? At lest  since the eighteenth century, different indigenous groups of 

the Chaco produced similar mythical stones about the origin of their own poverty and the 

'" See Tebboth (1989 [1938-19461: 184). 



wealth of the whites. These accounts involved either 
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a "god" or an "evil spirit" who 

offered hem and the whites valuable goods, clothes, and animals such as cattle and 

sheep. Whereas the whites took them and consequently becarne rich, the Aborigines 

refused them: they were either not interested in them or too afraid or distnistful to adopt 

them; since then, so the myth goes, they live in poverty relying solely on hunting and 

gathering (see Métraux 1946a: 94-96; Karsten 197 L [ 19231: 102; Dobtizhoffer 1970 

[ 17841: Vol. II: 66). In the 1930s, Alfred Métraux (1946a: 94-95) collected arnong the 

Tobas accounts like these, and 60 years later 1 heard from people several variations of the 

sarne theme. Martin, for instance, told me that the Tobas were offered "the wealth" by a 

man who came from the sky with a large and noisy train, "the train of the wealth." This 

man "wanted to help the poor people," and told the Tobas to build a large storehouse. 

Once they did it, he came down and filled up the place with a large arnount of packaged 

food, with "al1 sort of mercaderius!" "However," Martin went on: 

It seems that the ancient ones were mistaken ... The ancient ones knew nothing; they 
didn't know the food ... And they didn't want to eat it because they were afraid, they 
didn't understand: [One said]: ''1 don't know what's that." Others said: "That's not Our 
food; that's dangerous." . . . It seems that the owner of all those things got angry. He said: 
"rd better take these thhgs away from here" . .. The train began making noise again. But 
they didn't see it. A lot of noise! . . . It made a turn over the village, like this . . . They were 
hearing it. They Say that they heard that there was a cow, a hone, a goat, a sheep . .. It 
tumed out thai that's what the man wanted to give io the people . .. The train didn't come 
back. Then, the man said: "You are mistaken. Now, I'm going to Look for the white 
people." . . . He didn't come out anymore . . . That's why the aborigenes are poor, because 
they don't know. Whereas the whites, since they are studious, they're used to listening, 
they work on their own, they don? want to tell the other . .. This is what my grandfather 
used to tell me. 

When asked directly "why" are the abodgenes poor, few people refer to these 

mythicd accounts. Still, these myths capture an important component of the Tobas' 



current interpretations of their poverty (but not the only one): that it is somewhat their 

own responsibility. Throughout different chapters, we have seen that the Tobas often 

blarne their poverty on themselves. This type of explanations are diverse, but maiiÿ of 

them point to their ignorance "on how to administer money." For some people, this 

includes what they see as their ignorance on "how to manufacture rnoney," a knowledge 

whicb some regard as restncted to the dokohé, and which points to the fetishization of 

money as a commodity produced, like any other commodity, in a private factory whose 

ownership is the golden key to wealth and power (as was the case of Per6n7s "money 

factory"). Along these lines, Angel told me: "As the old man says, there's other people 

who were bom with more knowledge. Then, they can fabricate the money. Then, they 

don? have necessity because they have [things]. And we were bom with nothing, just like 

this, poor." For many Tobas, the "custom of sharing" is also to blarne in their inability to 

administer money. This image of sharing as an obstacle to accumulation is widespread 

among public employees, who often cornplain that their salaries are eaten up by the 

pressure people put on them to distribute packaged food. In the words of Emesto, the 

school teacher: "That's why 1 can't move on so that 1 get rich." 

These explanations based on individual blarne express widespread and old 

hegernonic values about "the ignorance" of the aborfgenes, which the Tobas have 

intemalized through their experiences in the ingenios, the missionary preaching focused 

on self-responsibility, and more recently their interaction with state-nin institutions which 

praise "productive" practices at odds with their experiences of marisca. These 

explanations, nonetheless, also bring to light the Tobas' feeling that the capacity of the 

dokohé to produce immense riches requires a knowledge and power which are beyond 



their cornprehension, and which often fills them with a paralyzing conhision. This is a 

confusion which emerged, for instance, in their view of the "white magicians" of San 

Martin del Tabacal or the "gold" buried in their own lands, which seemed to confirm both 

their own "ignorance" and the whites' "knowledge." 

These explanations which naturalize poverty as a condition the aborfgenes were 

aimost "bom with," however, are ofien intertwined with accounts which explain poveny 

in terms of constraining, historical forces which are beyond their control and 

responsibility. Moreover, it is not rare to hear people emphasizing one set of reasons and 

then, in other circumstances, the other. Along these lines, some Tobas blame their poverty 

on very concrete social actoa: "the nch" or "the whites," who for most Tobas are almost 

synonymous. Some people point to the exploitation of their labor in plantations and 

farms. Reinaldo, for instance, told me: 'The ingenio had a lot of sugar to sell, and the 

people were left poor." Expressing a sirnilar awareness, but also the contradictions 

recurrent in the Tobas' characterîzation of Patron Costas, Tom& told me about the 

wealthiest "turco" in Ingeniero Juiirez: "He made profits with the work of the aborigenes. 

Very nice, the old man." Other people point out the appropriation by the dokohé of goods 

and animals which were their own. 1 was talking to Tom& about the clashes with the 

army in 1917, and he told me that the military 'kanted to kill al1 the abongenes." 1 asked 

him why. He said: 

Maybe it's because they, the nch, didn't want the poor to be ncher . .. That's why we're 
poor, because the rich took everything away fiom us, the aborigenes. It seems that the 
whites didn't want that there're nch aborfgmes. They took everything away, until now. 
That's why we're always like poor, poor, al l  the years, until now. 



Also afier mentioning that in 1917 the rnilitary took from them plenty of goats, 

horses, and sheep, Mariano told me about the whites' wealth: 'Well, yes, the dokohé have 

many things because they steal. Yes, they steai. They steal." Furthermore, some people 

consider that before this "robbery," the Tobas were actuaily not poor at al1 but "rich." 

This argument usually hinges on the numerous animals they owned, for the Tobas see 

horses, sheep, and goats as a strong symbol of wealth. Condensing this image, Enrique 

told me about the warlike practices of "the ancient ones": "They always won. That's why 

the Toba people were rich in those years, because they always won. When the Chulupi 

fled, they brought al1 the animais. Full of animals, the people." 

For many Tobas who nowadays live in utter poverty, nonetheless, there are still 

certain ways through which they can be "rich." This is a wealth obtained in the bush and 

which involves neither "gold" nor commodities. 

"With the Fish, We're Rich" 

Even though the Tobas are well aware of the depletion of natural resources and 

the sharp decrease in wild life, it is not rare to hear them tdk about marisca in tems of 

images of abundance. Tom& told me once: "1 like the bush better [than the open 

country]. It has anything, it has many things, honey, yana, extranjera, lachiguana. There's 

everything in the bush." Hugo, as we have seen a very poor rnariscador, told me: 

The bush is nice for wande~g. Then's everything, lachiguaoa Now it's the time of the 
Fniits of the bush, tigik [poroto de monte]. My wife knows how to look [for hem]. There7s 
a lot of fruits coming out during these years. There's honey, also rabbit. Sometirnes 1 get 
four or five [rabbits], when it raias. There're many bichos. 



Moreover, sometimes people tum these images of abundance into metaphors of 

wealth, in which wealth is defined by cnteria alternative to the cornmodified wealth of the 

whites. Consequentiy, in this case people often point out that the bush makes them "rich," 

but by providing them with resources which are available to anybody and are 

consequently non-cornmodified. In February 1996, Roberto commented on the belated 

arriva1 of the rnarshes' floods which ended a long drought: "With the fish, we're rich 

already." Diego used sirnilar metaphors of "wealth" when he refemed to the success as a 

forager of a penon who receives power From the puyak 

The paycik gives him everything he has. He gives him like power. When he forages over 
there, he finds lachiguana. When he goes over there, he finds whatever he wants. He 
becomes like rich then . . . That's what [the paydk] gives to him, everything, everything, 
everything. He gives him the complete thing. Everything, everything, everything. 

Moreover, as a counterpoint to the memory of the abundance in the ingenio, in 

which people often refer to long lists of comrnodities, many people emphasize the wide 

variety of resources available in the bush by giving long listings of animals, fruits, and 

honey. Angel, for instance, told me about his foraging trips: "Yes, [I go] to muriscar, to 

fish, to look for bees, lachiguana. 1 bnng ail sorts of things from that world: alligator, 

carpincho, iguana, quirquincho, rabbit, viscacha, conuela" Mariano, for his part, 

remembered when he was younger and foraged in the bush, the river, and the "open 

country": 

When 1 want to eat, 1 Like to get into the bush, go to the open country, get into the water 
ao ... Because the bush has yana, honey, iguana, quirquincho, conuela. The country has 
suri. In the lagoons I got a bird, piék, many birds, ail sorts of herons, and ducks. In the 
great lagoon you also get to eat eggs, Wre hens. That's the open country. And in the water, 
1 get fish, carpincho. That's what 1 get, all sorts of fish: surubi, dorado, bagre. 



As part of these subtle and mediated counterpoints between the wide variety of 

"bush food" and foms of commodified wealth, many people argue that the bush provides 

them with resources comparable to mercaderias. Pablo, for instance, told me: 'There's 

mercadeh in the bush, honey, anythmg. We're fine here. We hunt, we fish, we go out to 

the bush. We bring anything in, Our nourishment." Bemardo, for his part, compared the 

bush to "a store" in which food is always available, in this case for free: "Fish is almost 

the same as the mercaderia in the store. When you don'r look for it, you don't eat.. . But 

when you look for it, you eat and you're at ease." Along sirnilar lines, there are some 

types of "bush food" which the poorest Tobas often use to replace equivalent types of 

packaged food. For instance, many people drink mate dulce (sweet mate) adding honey to 

it instead of sugar and they often comment, as Diego did, that honey "is just like sugar. 

but for free." 

Still, the Tobas are well aware that the resources of the bush are not as abundant 

as they were in the pst .  And many of the images of the "abundance" of the bush point to 

a nostalgie past defined in contrast to the poverty of the present, a "poverty" created both 

by a less productive marisca and less rewarding experiences of wage labor. Some focus 

on their life "when there was a river." E d ~ ~ d o ~  for instance, told me: "In those days, they 

Say that our parents didn't feel the poverty, because they had a lot of food, in the river, in 

the fields, in the marisca ... When this part was flooded, the suffenng of the people 

began." Other people point to a more distant past. In an account similar to others 1 heard 

from the Tobas, a Wichi from the Bermejo (quoted in W. AA. 1994: 11, my translationj 

said: 



In the past, we went to the monte, which was like God's storehouse. There was a lot of 
food. It was enough for everybody. You didn't need money . . . Then, the Criollos came 
and we leamt how to eat harinita (flour), auquita (sugar), and yerbita. Money is never 
enough. There's never enough for everybody 

As the current "places of work" have lost the diuying, almost hallucinatory 

power of the ingenio, as poverty has become an over-reaching expenence which includes 

both the farms and the bush, and as the tensions between these places seem at times 

blurred by the fragmentation of their experiences of labor, there is a new, powerful actor 

which is capturing the social contradictions currentiy unfolding in the bush. 



NINETEEN: 
"PPOLITICS": 

THE BUSH AND T m  STATlE 

Now we're forgetting the bush; we' re 
getting used to the govemment. 

Tomds (1 995) 

Our food is there, in spite of politics. 
Mauricio ( 1995) 

"1 was Nervous and 1 Moved Over Here" 

When 1 mived in the Toba villages in September 1995 after an absence of more 

than two years, 1 found Eduardo living with members of his extended family in a small 

village recently established deep inside ver-  thick bush. To get there, one had to follow a 

tortuous trail covered with thorns and carved out in what used to be a vidq hakoiwdk, an 

"evil bush." Moreover, rather than a "village" what 1 found was a cluster of four basic 

huts, compacted in a small clearing and dominated by a wall of vegetation from al1 sides. 

Fascinated by the "wild" look of the place, 1 wrote in my diary: "1 think this group of 

people, for the type of senlement and the fact that they moved to this place al1 together, is 

what might most closely resemble the old semi-nomadic bands." The reason why 

Eduardo and his family had moved there, however, had little to do with a nomadic spirit. 

A few years earlier he had been elected representative, concejal, at the municipality of 

Pozo de Maza. And just a few months earlier, some of the former authorities of la 

comuna had been prosecuted for the banhptcy of its finances. Even though Eduardo had 

no responsibility in those dealings and in fact had not been charged, he got scared of 

going to jail. When I saw hirn there, in the thickest sections of the bush, he told me: "1 

was nervous because of the trial of la comuna, and then 1 moved over here." 



Eduardo's "escape" deep into the bush is the current expression of processes which 

go back to the early twentieth century, when the bush was for the Tobas a partial refuge 

fiom the most powerful armed institution of the state: the army. Although ultimateiy 

ineffective in escaping its power of destruction, the bush was a place the military felt 

unfamiliar in and afraid of and which provided the Tobas with a certain protection from 

them. After this region of the Chaco was "pacified," and as the bush emerged as a place 

where the Tobas found relief from the social control exerted by the rnissionaries, so it 

becarne a refuge of another sort vis-à-vis the institutions of the state. 

Firstly, as comes out in Eduardo's case, the bush became a safe place where the 

Tobas could hide from agents of the state, in particular from the police and gendarmerici. 

This aspect of the bush was panicularly significant among the last Wichis montaraces 

("bushmen"), who at least until the late 1970s roarned in small bands in the hinterland of 

noahwestern Formosa, not far from the Toba villages. In 1960, for instance, for several 

rnonths the policemen deployed in Pozo de Maza tried without success to capture a Wichi 

band of about 30 men, women, and children who had slaughtered several cows of the 

Criollos and were in Ming deep in the b ~ s h ? ~  The Tobas engaged in similar retreats, but 

on a more irregdar and individual basis. In 1941, for instance, a Toba who had stolen 

money from a Criollo hid for several days in the bush, evading the police until he was 

finally captured (SAMS 1941: 23). But one of the best known cases involved Moreno, the 

famous pioGon(i4 and cnpith.  He was once jailed with another Toba in Ingeniero Jukez 

146 A.H.F- Expedienres judiciales, Cujas "Abongenes" No. 2. Exp. 693, folio 98, 1960. "Patrocinio, 
Marcelino, Ramon, Vega, Hemando Sanchez, Martin, Aniceto, JuSrez, Supedi, Chufio, Santiago, Rufino, 
JuIiin, Carlos ( fo.), Domingo, Moroc ho, Alberto, Slvestre, Damaso, R Julio, Negri to y Ricardo (indigenas 
profugos) por hurto de ganado mayor," foja 16. 



for the murder of a Crioiio, a crime which according to several Tobas they did not commit. 

Being a powerful pioGondq, however, Moreno made one of the guards "tum blind" and 

they managed tc escape from the town's jail. In 1995, Msiano told me about their escape to 

the bush: 

Then, they escaped, and they ran to the bush . . . He said: "Let's go." And the police were 
looking for them, but they already got into the bush. They shot at them, but they escaped . . . 
At midnight, Moreno asked the puyak: "Is there anybody after us?"e payak said] "No 
problem you can feel at ease, you ople can sleep, the police already went back." And then, 
right there they slept in the bush. ,k 

In the 1990s. the Tobas remembered several stories like this, in which men fled to 

the bush for days or weeks to avoid being captured by policias or gendarmes, usually 

because of minor offenses. And the Tobas still see the bush as a relatively safe place to 

hide from "the law." In 1996, Mauricio was staring at a postcard of Buenos Aires, with an 

aerial picture of the city, which (upon his request) I had brought for him. At one point, he 

pointed to the dense mass of streets, buildings, and little cars and told me, comparing the 

dense anonymity of the city with the safety provided by the bush: "If 1 steal an animal, I 

get into the bush so that they don't find me. 1 think that Buenos Aires is the sarne." 

Nowadays, the construction of a greater number of roads and picadas d l  over 

their lands by different agencies of the state, has made this type of fiight less frequent and 

effective. This growing presence of the state in their temtories has irnplied an important 

reformulation of the Tobas' experience of the bush as a haven from the state at another 

Ievel. The case of Eduardo, because it was linked to his involvement in what the Tobas 

'" Accordhg to Mariano, the police did not look afkr them "because they wert afkid." 



cal1 "la polirica," "politics," condenses this new dimension. For the Tobas, la politica 

captures their new experience with the state since the retum of democracy. At an specific 

level, the term refers to their own active participation in local and provincial elections 

since 1983 and also to the mechanisms used by the local and regional agents of political 

parties, especially the ruling Partido Justicialisto (the officiai name of the Peronist Party), 

to gain and control their vote. But since these forms of negotiation and stniggle are 

closely associated with the jobs and resources made available by the state, the term la 

politica also condenses the Tobas' current expenence of &'the govemment." In this 

chapter, I will analyze the Tobas' view that la politica has become the most serious threat 

to their reliance on the bush, but that simultaneously the bush is their ultimate defense 

from their dependence on "el gobienio." 

From the Mission to 'Tolitics" 

Between 1930 and the 1970s and early 1980s, the relationship between the Tobas 

and the state, as we have seen, was strongly mediated by the missionaries. At El Toba, the 

missionaries not only protected the Tobas from the army but also provided them with 

services (like pnmary schooling and primary health care) which a couple of kilometers 

away, in Sombrero Negro, were granted to the Crioilos by the state. This mediation took 

place during decades in which the Tobas had an ambiguous status as citizens, a situation 

condensed in their paralyzing feeling or powerlessness associated with their lack of 

documento, especially while they were in the sugar plantations. It was only in 1968, 

through the mediation of the missionaries, that the Tobas got documentos and 

consequentiy gained formal status as Argentinean citizens and could vote in elections 



arnong other things. In those days, David Leake (1968: IO), son of "Alfredo," asked a 

Wichi: "What do you want most in life?' The man replied: "my documento." 

Back then, the Tobas agree, they did not know what la polftica was. Teodoro told 

me: "In the past, there was no documenta I was thinking: 'What's this thing about ln 

polirica?' We didn't know what radical was, what peronista was. We knew nothing 

about that." As we have seen, it was mostly in the ingenio, far from the sheltering and 

paternalistic space of the mission station, that the Tobas got direct glimpses of the 

political situation of Argentina: for instance, "president Per6n" visiting San Martin del 

Tabacal and throwing money at them or the sindicato launching stnkes in connection 

with broader struggles. But the Tobas experienced those processes as perplexed 

spectators who knew very little of the forces behind thern. 

Even though the Tobas voted for the fnst time in the presidential elections of 

1973, the military coup of 1976 foreclosed the collective political activity in the country 

for several years. In the late 1970s, during the bloodiest period of the dictatorship, this 

area in Formosa was relatively marginal in terms of previous political activism and the 

Tobas felt the repression only indirectly. Sornetirne in 1978, a Toba nurse accused of 

hiding a deserter from the military draft was detained and beaten up by the gendarmes at 

Pozo de Maza However, unlike their previous experiences with the army, at that time 

most Tobas felt that the military were not after them. Enrique told me about those days: 

T h e  military didn't kill any Aboriginal people because nobody was into la politica. 

White people, they were ..." When the Malvinas War between Argentina and Great 

Britain broke out in 1982, however, the old local tensions between the British 

rnissionarîes and the military were recreated in a new context. And the Tobas were 



indirectly involved in these tensions. The missionaries decided to leave the country and 

the gendarmes of the area targeted the Tobas as potential allies of los ingleses (the 

English) and made several searches of the villages looking for concealed weapons. 

According to Juan Manuel: "During the Malvinas War, the gendarmes came with 

questions, strong questions. They asked me: 'Did the gringos leave an atomic bomb or a 

machine gun?' 1 said: 'The only atomic bomb they left is the Bible."' 

The Malvinas War meant an important retreat of the Anglican Church from the 

Toba villages, a process which had already begun in 1975 with the destruction of the 

mission station. The Tobas were Ieft in charge of handling their own af'fairs with "el 

gobierno" and making their formal rights of citizenship effective. And the disappearance 

of the cohesive force of "the rnissionaries" brought important transformations in the 

political dynamics of the villages, and led to the emergence of localized leaders struggling 

to gain a control over the representation of the whole group ('The Tobas") vis-à-vis the 

state, a political fragmentation which has also been noted arnong the Wichis (Trinchero 

and Maranta 1987: 402). This brought very important changes in the Tobas' experience of 

the state, even though the memory of past experiences of terror and current expenences of 

political manipulation still make most people have a deep distrust at "el gobierno." 

In December 1983, new democratically-elected govemments assumed power in 

the country and in the province of Formosa The following year, the provincial 

govemment sanctiooed a provincial law (Ley Integral del Aborigen, 426) which 

recognized the indigenous peoples' right of title to land, and this gave an important 

impetus to indigenous land daims. It was in this context that the Tobas launched their 

first important collective mobilization vis-à-vis the state and that they had their first direct 



experience of la politica. This mobilization was informed in a strong fashion by the 

meanings of autonorny the Tobas associate with the bush, and becarne a process in which 

they attempted to secure, by means of legal tiùe, the relative refuge they had found in 

their lands since the first decades of the century. The Tobas organized assemblies and 

sent their leaders on repeated trips to the city of Formosa to put pressure on the 

government to obtain the title. This mobilization was based on an explicit defense of their 

right to use the bush according to collective relations of production and also a defense of 

la marisca as a valuable form of livelihood vis-à-vis the state. After complex 

negotiations, and in a context in which indigenous land daims becarne an important 

political force in al1 the province, in 1985 the Toba villages were recognized as an 

asociacibn civil ("Civil Association"), the legal figure required by the govemment as a 

prerequisite for the granting of the title (De la Cruz and Mendoza 1988). And in 1989, 

this asociaci6n obtained the colIective title of 35,000 hectares. 

This first experience of la politica was also closely associated with the Tobas' 

interaction with the provincial govemment, which distrîbuted a growing number of jobs 

and resources arnong them and began encouraging the practice of agriculture and herding, 

centered on the idea of the productive value of "trabajo." 

From Land to "Trabajo" 

After the title was granted in 1989, the land issue continued to be an important 

politicai concem for the Tobas. By then, nonetheless, the Tobas gradually began shifting 

the focus of their political energies towards their insertion into the apparatus of the state 

and the demand for "trabajo," public jobs. These demands have been focused on the 



municipality of Pozo de Maza, the institution most receptive to their demands because the 

election of mayor and concejales depends to a great extent on the weight of the Toba vote 

in the area. Thus, Za comuna became the center of the Tobas' political strategies, through 

which they tried, firstly, to gain control over the distribution of trabajo and other 

resources, and secondly, to consolidate places of power from which to negotiate with the 

provincial govemment. For this reason, la cornuna also became the focus of the strategies 

of the local representatives of the Parrido Justicialista, often Criollo leaders who used the 

resources of the municipality to build up webs of followers and allies among the Tobas 

and Wichis and consequently to consolidate the apparatus of the provincial govemment. 

Pozo de Maza became then a heated arena of struggle and negotiation, and the 

distribution of jobs in la comma and mercaderias becarne key in the construction of local 

webs of po~er.148 The commodified nature of these negotiations is for the Tobas 

particularly apparent when they rernember the first elections they participated in "when 

there was no politka." Diego told me about the elections of 1973: ''In the past, people 

voted and they didn't ask anything in r e m .  You just voted. Nothing about asking this, 

and asking a trabajo or mercaderios. Not like now." 

In an unstable and often turbulent process, in which for instance two mayon were 

removed by the concejales, by the early 1990s the Tobas had managed to obtain some 

important directive positions and an important number of jobs, most of them part-time 

jobs which require little work. But this process also led to a significant fragmentation of 

the Tobas' political energies, a fragmentation which had already began with the departure 

'" This type of negotiation has becow so key in recent years that if a Toba leader wants to run for concejal 
or mayor he knows thai, first, he has to secure a large amount of mercadenC4s to gain an initial set of 



of the missionaries. Thus, different Toba leaders (tied to different villages and different 

fractions of the Partido Justicialista) began cornpeting with one another in various 

elections. This has not only been the source of important tensions and conflicts but has 

also paved the way for the consolidation of the power of Criollo political leaders. 

Moreover, these Criollo leaders have k e n  able to break the "ethnic Ioyalty" of many 

Tobas and Wichfs vis-à-vis their own candidates and have consequently gained clusters 

of supporters in some of the indigenous villages of the area. Many people lament this 

situation, remember with nostalgia the times when the Tobas "were al1 united," and 

cornplain that nowadays, because of la politica, "pople are al1 divided." Because of this, 

and of their overall suspicion of "the govemment" rooted in old experiences of 

domination, many people see la polirica with negative eyes. Expressing a comrnon view, 

Teodoro told me: "It seems that the people get ruined by la politica." Eduardo, for his 

part, told me, emphasizing the conflicts associated with their involvement in politics: 

"The ancient ones had the war. Now the new ones, we've got la poIitica." 

In spite of these negative views, one of the most significant consequences of la 

politica has been the consolidation of "trabajo" in state-run institutions as a powerful 

cultural and political value, at a time in which marisca is seen by many as associated with 

"poverty" and in which labor migrations do not provide the resources they did in the past. 

This emphasis on the value of "trabajo" is especially strong among men, who are the 

almost exclusive recipients of these jobs. Women also participate in this valorization, but 

especially vis-à-vis their own form of trabajo: craftsrnanship, also tied to the upheavals of 

la politica because of the role played by the provincial govemment in the purchase of 

foiiowers. Otherwise, he h o w s  he is doomed to Iose. 



their handicrafts. The most politically charged types of "trabajo" are nonetheless public 

jobs. In December 1995, for instance, the new Criollo mayor laid off a great number of 

part-time Toba employees (aside from Wichis and Criollos) and the layoffs triggered 

arnong the Tobas a heated mobilization to regain those jobs which absorbed most of their 

political energies. When in July 1996, the govemor of Formosa toured the Toba villages 

in a long caravan of four-wheel drives, a group of the laid off employees displayed a big 

sign by the road which read "Peronistas sin trabajo," "Peronists without jobs." The same 

day, a Toba leader improvised a discourse in front of the govemor very critical of "el 

gobiemo" because of the layoffs and the lack of "trabajo;" he aiso complained about the 

interruption of the purchase of handicrafts, which affected "el trabajo de las mujeres," 

"women's work." Furthemore, since these repeated pleas to revert the layoffs were 

unsuccessful, in 1997 a significant nurnber of Tobas decided to resign their rnembership 

to the Partido Justicialista and join los radicales (Unibn Clvica Radical), the opposition 

in the province. This massive shift took place in spite of the fact that the provincial 

govemment was at that moment investing important resources in their villages: 

improving roads, building new houses, health care centers, schools, and setting up 

electrical generators. The Tobas did not seem impressed by this; rather, they emphasized 

over and over again that what they wanted, and what really counted in their support of 

any political party, was "trabajo." Emiliano told me in August 1997 about the massive 

shifi to los radicales, expressing the strategies involved in it: 

We're angry with the peronlrta. We threw the peronista away, Wre garbage. It's been a 
long time since we bave la polftica. There're many capos peronistas [Peronist leaders], 
but for the voten there's nothing. There's no trabajo. That's why we want to change, 
because people are upset. If they give nabajo to the people, then they'll leave the 



radicules. People are tallcing like this. If they give them trabajo, then for the people it's 
convenient to r e t i  [to the peronistai]. if they don't, why are we going to continue with 
this peronista? 

The Tobas' collective demand for trabajo expresses one of the paradoxical 

features of hegemony. William Roseberry (1994: 361), expanding on Gramsci's original 

analysis of hegemony in terms of political stniggle, has rightly argued that the concept of 

hegemony should be used not to understand "consent" k t  to understand the constraints 

which shape f o m  of struggle: the ways in which the images and symbols used by 

subordinate groups to understand or resist their domination are shaped by the process of 

domination itself. This is clear in the Tobas' pressing demand for "trabajo": this struggle 

on the one hand challenges the neo-conservative agenda aimed at cutting public spending 

and on the other hand is caught up in the productive values of the state, which downplay 

the social values and meanings of autonomy which the Tobas associated with rnariscu 

and the collective use of the bush. This leads to another question: what is the effect which 

such a suong emphasis on "trabnjo" is having over the Tobas' experience of the bush? 

' We're Forgetting the Bush" 

Even though public jobs make a substantial contribution through reciprocity 

networks to the reproduction of households which rely substantially on hunting nnd 

gathering, the dependence on the resources of "the govemment" and the importance of 

"trabajo" associated with la politica has been accompanied by a de-valuation of the value 

of marisca and a growing awareness that this process is undermining their reliance on the 

bush. Eduardo, now a full-time empioyee at la comma, told me: "In the times when there 



waî no politica, 1 used to look for honey, to fish al1 the time. Not anymore." Tom& for 

his part, told me that because of his trabajo it had been more than a year since he had last 

eaten iguana meat. He then added: "Now, we're forgetting the bush. We're getting used 

to the govemment ... Some women also get used to the things of the govemment. 

Sometimes, the [govemment] sends al1 the things for the food, then the women stay here. 

They don't go to look for food." 

Young men who have received at one point or another an unskilled part-time job 

in la comuna have developed an open preference for "trabajo" over bbmarisca." And even 

though many of them live in poverty, some have begun looking at their experiences in the 

bush in a negative light. Like Arnalio, one of the laid off ernployees at la comuna: 

In the past, we suffered so much, when 1 had to go into the bush, everywhere. It was a lot 
of effort. When 1 wasn't lucky. it was worse; I had to retum hungry. You don't go ro the 
b u h  anymore? Not anymore. Sometimes. You said t k  it was a lot of e f m ?  Ooh! Yes, a 
lot of effon. You had to go deep inside the bush. It's not possible to be like that, without a 
trabajo, you're suffering ... In the bush the clothes get tom. Now I'm thinking about 
having a trabajo. that' s more secure. 

For other public employees, this view of the practices in the bush is not that grim. 

S till, many of them express growing feelings of estrangement with the bush. Emesto, for 

instance, emphasized that, unlike his "quiet house," the bush is a dangerous place: "In the 

bush there's always a danger. If it's not a snake, it's a mean bu11 which runs after a person 

. . . In the bush there's the danger, always the danger . . . It's not like the quiet house. In the 

bush, you have to be den." 

As we have seen, the tension between trabajo and marisca involves not only jobs 

in the state but the other activities which the Tobas see as "work": most notably 



agriculture and herding. Andrés, the successful farmer, told me in 1996 how he gradually 

replaced marisca for trabajo: 

Until'87, 1 think 1 was still mariscando. 1 continued mriscando, 1 knew how to look for 
honey. And the following year, I couldn't go out anymore because 1 had trabajo already, 1 
already produced my trabajo. Then, 1 finished, up to now. Up to now, 1 don? forage 
anymore . . . 1 know how to mariscar, but since I have my trabajo, my tmbujo helps me. 

Hemh, for his part, used to be a skillful epidGuyaik and when 1 met him in the 

Iate 1980s he foraged in the bush often. In the early 1990s, at a time when "trabajo" was 

gaining force as a cultural and political value among the Tobas, he was among the many 

people who began focusing much of their energies on horticulture. He told me in 1996: 

It seems that I left the bush. Now, it's not like it was five yean ago. It's not like in the 
past, when my dad was around. 1 left the bush. It seems that 1 think that 1 can't have rwo 
trabujos, in my field. With just one, my trabajo, Sm working well. The bush, it seems that 
1 left it. It seems that 1 can't stand the heat and the waist pain, anymore. Sometimes 1 feel 
like going out. But sometimes that [feeling] passes by fast. 

The public value of herding has also enhanced by la politica. Tom&, for instance, 

told me that it was important to have the land title "so that we cm live a quiet life; so that 

the new ones can have their goats, their animals." The accumulation of animals and in 

particular cattle, has become a strong marker of social differentiation, and the federal 

govemment has encouraged it through credits to purchase cattie. Bemardo, one of Liie 

recipients of this credit, told me: "1 always teil my sons: 1 want to have cows. If I'm 

lucky, 1 want to do it for your own good, so that you have animals." 

For many Tobas, this attempt to adapt to the values and symbols of status 

sanctioned by the state is full of contradictions and ambiguities, and their praise of 

"trabajo" is often partial and molded by different aspects of their own experiences. These 



ambiguities corne out often, and it is common to hear people describe with excitement 

one of their foraging expeditions, then argue that what the Tobas need the most is 

"trabajo," and at another moment praise the healthy and nealing quaiities of "bush food." 

One morning, for instance, 1 was taiking to Esteban, the farmer who owns the tractor and 

was one of the recipients of the credit to buy cattle. He was talking with enthusiasm about 

the benefits of the credit, and added: 'Then, we won't have to go to mariscar anyrnore. 

Because we aiready have the bits of the fields, the cows, the watermelons." While we 

were talking, a couple of meters away from us his wife was cleaning up a large number of 

fish. A few minutes later, when we had changed the subject of conversation, 1 pointed to 

his wife and comrnented: "It seems you've been fishing." He nodded: "Yes, I like fishing. 

Fish is good for the kids." 

Together with these ambiguities, and in spite of the Tobas' perception that la 

politka is undermining their ability to obtain resources from the bush, on a daily b a i s  

most people continue relying on fishing, hunting, and gathering as a source of food. Most 

have no other choice. Moreover, many people argue that their only way of lirniting the 

evils of "la politicu" and in general "el gobiemo" is to continue relying on "the bush." 

"Our Food is There, in Spite of lo Politica9' 

Due to the current fragmentation of their experience of seasonal wage labor, and 

as new tensions are unfolding in their own lands, the bush is nowadays acquiring much of 

its meaning of autonomy and resilience from the Tobas' growing feeling of dependence 

on the state. Conjuring up the old meanings of el monte as refuge from the armed 

institutions of the state, many people are consequently seeing the bush as the ultirnate 



haven from "la politica." Especially during the periods of enhanced tensions which 

precede the elections of concejules and mayor in Pozo de Maza, people often argue that 

once the elections are over, once the mercaderi'as distributed by candidates to "buy" their 

vote are over, and once the dust of political turmoil settles down, what remains is "the 

bush." 

Thus, many poor Tobas who still rely heavily on hunting, fishing, and gathering, 

see la mariscu as a sign of autonomy from the negative influence of "the govemment." 1 

was with Roberto in his small village right near the marshes and he commented that the 

previous day he had hunted a corzuela. He then added: '4 lived just off that, hunting. I 

never bother el gobiemo." Even men who are actively involved in la politica see the bush 

as a place which protects them from its negative influences. In October 1995, right before 

an election for mayor associated with sharp conflicts and divisions, 1 was talking to 

Mauricio, an employee at la cornuna. At that moment, the c h a h  was ripening in the 

bush, heralding the beginning of niaGd, the gathering season. Mauricio told me, looking 

at the surrounding bush: 

Our food is there, in spite of la politica ... We don't forget the custom. Some say that 
we're worst off than the Criollos, but it's not like that. We have almost no disease. You 
have to look around. We'n at the time of Our food, this month. The day that we don't have 
anything, we go fishing, we get fish, and we already have something to eat. But the 
Crioiios don't. 

In that election, the Criollo candidate for mayor defeated the two Toba candidates. 

When a few months later he took over la comma and laid off dozens of employees, 

Eulogio, a nurse in his mîd-mes ,  ernerged as one of the leaders of the mobilization for 

"trabajo." In spite of his concern for the lack of jobs, he told me after taking about the 



conflicts involving lu comma: "But after la politicu, we're going to have fish, and we're 

just going to eat fish al1 the time. Those who depend only on money, they are going to mn 

out of things." 

While the meanings of partial autonomy which define much of the Tobas' 

expenence of the bush are being refomulated through the changing circumstances of 

their historical practice, there is a place which stands in front of iheir lands like a huge 

mirror, and which also contributes to shaping the meanings of poveny currently 

associated with the bush. It is a place which shows them what the bush in their lands is 

not anymore, and which by doing so invokes blurred images of a past of freedom. 



mm: 
THE WTHER" BUSH: 

In Utopia there is no poor man and no 
beggar. Though no man has anything. 
yet dl are rich. 

St. Thomas More, 
Utopia (15 16) 

The Making of T h e  Other Side" 

As part of the multiple tensions nowadays shaping the bush as "a place," a process 

which includes the weakening and fragmentation of their experiences of seasonal wage 

labor and the fact that they spend most of the year in their own lands, many Tobas often 

point out the contrast between the bush they tread on an everyday bais and "the other 

side": la banda, the thick bush which extends across the marshes of the Pilcomayo and 

the border with Paraguay. The very notion of "the other side" is a result of the existence 

of the international border dong the Pilcomayo River. Until the beginning of the 

twentieth century, the Tobas and the other indigenous groups of the area often made use 

of both banks of the river and did not see the Pilcomayo as a " l i ~ n i t . " ~ ~ ~  Rather, the river 

was for them a place of convergence for sumrner festivities and conflict over the control 

of fishing resources (Gordillo and Leguizarnon n.d.). Back then, their main criterion of 

spatial orientation was the axis upstream/downstrearn and the distinction between the 

river and the hinter~and.'~~ The violent expansion of three different nation-states into the 

region soon changed this spatial pattern. Late in the nineteenth century, when the area 

149 Until the beginning of the centwy, the Tobas and Wichis tended to occupy the cight bank and the 
Chorotes and Nivaklés the left bank, However, they crossed the river very often. 

For instance, the Tobas called the Pilagh tcrinjikpi, ''people fiom down the river," and the latter called 
the Tobas Mchilnmoiék, "people fiom up the rivet" Most gmups of the ana also made a distinction 
between bands of the hinterland and bands which occupied lands on the river. 



was still little explored, Argentina had negotiated the Pilcomayo as its northernmost 

border in the Chaco, in 1878 with Paraguay and in 1889 with Bolivia (even though the 

border between the latter two was still the object of bitter dispute).'si Thus, in the 1910s 

the Tobas noted that the advance of Bolivian troops down the Pilcomayo was restncted to 

the left bank of the river and that the advance of the Argentinean army went no further 

than the rîght bank. Like other groups of the region, the Tobas soon used this cleavage to 

maneuver vis-à-vis the pressure exerted by the two d e s .  Thus, after their clashes with 

the army in 1917 they fled into Bolivian temtory and found ternporary refuge in the fort 

of Magarifios. In the 1930s, the Tobas' experience of the Chaco War as a huge conflict 

which took place only on the opposite bank strengthened their awareness that the 

invisible line traced dong the Pilcomayo by the dokohé had a powerful effect on the 

events unfolding on one side and the other. 

Consequently, the lands across the river ernerged for the Tobas as a place clearly 

differentiated from their own lands in many respects: firstly, as lands which belonged to 

another country and which, as a result, were submitted to a different social dynarnic; and 

secondly and most importantly for their everyday experience as foragers, la banda 

emerged after the bloodshed of the Chaco War, like the calm after the storm, as a son of 

serni-deserted "wilderness." During the war, the Paraguayan troops forced the aboeenes  

and Argentinean Criollos who occupied the lefi bank of the Pilcomayo to flee to other 

15' AS a result of the Hayes arbiaation of 1878, in which Argentina resigned its claims over the Chaco 
boreal, the "main arm of the Pilcomayo River" became the border with Paraguay in the intenor of the 
Chaco. In 1889, Argentina signed a treaty of b i t s  with Bolivia, in which their borders in the Chaco became 
the parallel 22 until its intersection with the Pilcomayo River, and kom then on downstreamam The border 
dispute between Paraguay and Bolivia in the Chaco boreai was resolved only with the Chaco War. 
Consequently, until 1934 Bolivia exerted a de facto jurisdiction over the lefi bank of the Pilcomayo up to the 
Patirio marshes (Gordillo and Leguizam6n n.d.). 



regions. Alfred Métraux (1978: 82, 83) wrote in 1939, while he was in San Andrés: "The 

Bolivian bank used to be well populated. Today, there is nobody there . . . The forest over 

the Paraguayan bank is greener, thicker, than in our bank." 

In the following decades, the Paraguayan government sold those lands to very 

large landowners, which in the 1950s and 1960s settled various cattle ranches in the area. 

However, these estoncias employed very few people and most of iheir lands remained 

uninhabited and covered by thick bush. By then, the monte on the Argentinean side was 

considerably depleted, and the coexistence between Criollos, Tobas, and Wichis and the 

existence of several villages and towns on the river created a sharp contrast with the 

Paraguayan bank. In the experience of the Tobas, this contrast was recreated on a daily 

basis: not only because they could simply see the other side from their own villages but 

also because they regularly crossed the river either to work at the estancias or hunt or 

gather honey and fniits. As we have seen, the floods in 1975 and the formation of the 

marshes implied an important reformuiation of this perception. The Paraguayan bush 

stopped being a presence alrnost at the reach of their hand and becarne a relatively distant 

place, across the marshes and the lands which separate the latter from the borderline. But 

la banda continued being a constant point of reference and a strong source of cultural 

images. In this chapter, 1 will analyze the manifold ways in which the Tobas perceive the 

Paraguayan bush in contrast to the bush on their own lands, paying particular attention to 

the semantic density of the places which stand in between, the marshes and the 

international border, and to the way in which this density provides a fertile ground for 

utopian images. As part of the haziness of these images, nonetheless, one of the ways in 

which the Tobas see la banda is as a feared place. 



On February 7, 1934, three days before capturing the Bolivian fort of Magariiios, 

located across the river from Sombrero Negro and mision El Toba, the commander in 

chief of the Paraguayan Army, Generai Estigarribia (1969: 126), sent the following repon 

to the Paraguayan Ministry of Defense: 

Those [Bolivian] prisonen declared that a great number of their cornpanions have 
perished, principally from thirst. Al1 the road covered by the enemy in his retirement is 
strewed with corpses, and some of them bumed -killed by their officers because they 
refused to continue the march, 

Over 60 years later, at the end of 1995, 1 was talking to Tom& about the 

Paraguayan bush. He had never been deep inside la banda, but he told me what he had 

heard from other Tobas who had been to the estancias: "In la banda, there's plenty of 

bullets, skulls, bones of the Bolivians. At night, you hear like a town, screams, people 

screaming over there . . . Al1 the campo full of arms standing, some in good shape, rifles, 

cabines, everything. Trucks, plenty of trucks, left there in the bush." Several men told me 

similar accounts about the material remains which saturate the interior of the Paraguayan 

bush with mernories and living echoes of the Chaco War. In the 1960s, when they were 

back from San Martin del Tabacal, Diego and other men used to conduct long forays into 

la banda to hunt iguanas. In 1995, he told me about one of these expeditions: 

We went to Toba Quemado to look for iguanas .. . We went for about 12 days, with many 
people. We went there, and we asked for permission at the esrancia. At night, we anived 
at Toba Quemado. We slept there, and we heard the noise of trucks, as if they were very 
close. [We said:] 'What's that?" And the noise stopped. It wasn't there anymore. Then, 
screams of men, stiots. But it wasn't me, we only heard it. The noise of an air-plane too. 



Over there, we saw many bones, full of bones. The bullets are there. Over there, there's 
the head, the feet, everything. We were watching. But there were many iguanas. 

These echoes of war still form the background against which the new generation 

of Tobas experience of work in the cattle ranches. This is often articulated with the 

presence of multitudes of paytik, for (as we have seen) the thick forests of la banda makes 

them particularly plentiful of "devils." As Angel put it: "There're many payak in 

Paraguay, for there's no people." 1 asked Fernando whether there were paydk in the cattle 

ranches, and he said: 

Yes, because the bush is very closed there. There're tigea too. Over there, it's a very 
closed place . . . At night you heu the sound of an ax in the bush, a sound like a sheep. Like 
a sheep? Yes, because those are the paydk. There's one who's shouting . .. Did you hear 
spirits, or noises of the war? They are in the estancia which is like 100 kilometers from 
here. You hear them at night. the spirits of the war. Over there, people don? stop. And 
there's plenty of iron. When we passed by. we saw it. There's plenty of cartridges of 
bullets. Whnt did you hear? We heard like screams of the dead . .. Farther inside, in the 
estancia Gonzalez, the souk are even worse . . . You hear like a war, shots, trucks. 

These glimpses of a war which still resonates in the Tobas' social memory are an 

enactment of a terror they did not expenence personally; but they reverberate a particular 

chord with their own experiences of terror at the hands of the army, and with their fear of 

the p@k which perrneate the Pataguayan bush. But what probably makes these echoes of 

the terror of the Chaco War, deeply grounded in the historicity of la banda, most 

remarkable is that they stand side by side with the Tobas' simultaneous view of the bush 

in Paraguay as a relative "wilderness" without people, with plenty of wild animals, w here 

"there are many iguanas" near the complete skeletons of Bolivian soldiers. Because the 

thickness and isolation of these forests capture flashes of what the bush used to be like in 



the past, they have become the last refuge of the animals and extraordinary creatures 

which used to inhabit the world of "the ancient ones." 

The Last 46WiIderness": "No People, Many Mean Bichos" 

When people depict la banda, the accounts of wild animals which have almost 

disappeared in the their lands, like jaguars, pumas, or antas are recurrent. Santiago told 

me about those lands: 'There's plenty of anirnals. We got three wild pigs and an anta. 

There're almost nothing of these [animals] around here." Tom&, for his part, 

commented: "Over there, there's indeed everything . . . There's no animal lacking: tigers, 

wild cab. It has everything, but mean bichos, tiger, lion. There's no people, rnany mean 

bichos." 

This view dso includes a wide spectnirn of extraordinary creatures, some of them 

paytik in nature, which have disappeared from the Argentinean side. Frightened by the 

"noise" caused by the Criollos, the growing number of vehicles, the explosions for oit 

exploration by YPF, and the opening of roads and picadas, most of them have fled to la 

banda. The creature people mention most often is the nanaikpdio, "the large snake," 

giant snakes 20 to 30 metea long and one meter thick which had their dens deep in the 

viaqadaik and which in the past made wornen stay in their houses during their periods 

because they smell menstrual blood. In 1996, Segundo told me about an encounter he had 

with a nanaikpolio more than four decades earlier: 

Itp s long, fat like a yuchin tree. The eyes look üke a puisuno. I once found it, there, it 
raised his head. It was mean. I found it and it chased me away. I broke my shirt and my 
pants. 1 got a l l  hwt for running in the bush me showed me scars in his a m ] .  Now, there 



aren't. It's been like 40 years since I saw it . . . It fled. Now, there's many people. Not like 
in the past. There were few people then. 

Diego is known arnong the Tobas for king one of the Iast men who saw a 

nanaikpdio in their lands. A few years after the floods of 1975, he came across two of 

them while hunting with his rifle in a nonakapiGd?, an open section of the bush. Diego 

had the wind in his favor, the nanaikpdio did not smell him, and he was able to walk 

away from them, with the rifle ready in case they attacked him. He described them to me: 

'The color was silver, like comgated iron. The head was watching, watching like an 

ostrich. There was another one. smaller. but also long. I thought: 'Those are the ones 

which killed people."' Nowadays, most Tobas agree that the nanaikpdio have 

disappeared from their lands. Every now and then, some mariscadores corne across the 

giant tracks they leave on sandy soil, which they describe as looking like "a tractor crack." 

But as Mariano told me: "They went where there's more silence; they don? like the noise 

of the trucks." 

Another inhabitant of the bush which has disappeared from their lands is wosiq, 

"rainbow" and the storms associated with it. People describe wosciq as a jealous and 

powerful being of a p@k nature and consequently with superhuman powen. Like the 

nanaikpdio, it is often associated with old menstrual taboos. Thus, some elders tell 

s t o h  about wosdq sinking a whole village into the ground with storms because a 

careless girl approached the tiver or a pond while on her period (a "myth" which is aiso 

associated with other creatures, as we shaU see). Another feature of the wosdq is that it 

defecates colorhl pieces of ''wax" which have the power of bringing rain. In the past, the 

pioGontiq often tried to obtain them to cause rain. But this was a very dangerous practice, 



for anyone who tried to "steal" it would trigger the wrath of the wosdq. According to 

Tom&: "It's very dangerous when it gets angry ... It has that excrement which is very 

nice, red, blue, yellow. When somebody steak the excrement, it looks for him. It doesn't 

want people to have it. If it gets angry it kills the person. If it gets angry the ground sinks, 

it makes storms." 

Most people argue that the wosdq also retired to the thick forests of Paraguay. ! 

asked Omar whether there was a wosdq in their lands: "Not here. But when the weather is 

cloudy or rainy, we see it from the distance. We see the Sun, and we see a wosciq which 

cornes out over there; not here, but over there in Paraguay." Young men who go to iu 

banda often see it. Martin told me: " W m  is not here, because there're many people. In 

la banda there are, because it's very quiet over there. When we went to la banda to the 

estancia of Ferre, we saw it well. It made stoxms." In the past, the "evil bush," the vidq 

hakoiwbk which used to cover parts of the Tobas' lands was to a great extent defined by 

the presence of creanires such as the nanaikpcjlio and the wosdq. That is why for many 

people there is no vidq hakohbk left on the Argentinean side, and this type of bush exists 

only in Paraguay. 

In spite of these potential dangers, the abundance of wildlife makes it worthwhile 

for a number of Tobas to conduct long hunting expeditions to la banda, especially to 

obtain iguana skins. However, since in Paraguay lands are private property, men usuaily 

ask for permission from the capataces of the estancias. Even though they are often 

allowed to hunt, sometimes they are not. Martin once old me about an incident which 

brought to light a fwther tension in the Tobas' expenence of la banda: the fact that over 

there they carry out two practices which stand in opposition to each other: hunting and 



wage labor. Martin and three friends, arnong them Amalio, had gone to Paraguay with the 

explicit purpose of hunting iguanas. They arrived at "the estancia Appi l ,"  owned by a 

man named bbJulio," and since Amalio had once worked for hirn he went to talk to him. 

Martin recalled the dialogue: 

We told him that we wanted to iguanear. He said: "No problem but before that you have 
to trabajar." But Amalio didn't want to trabajar, he just wanted tu iguanear. But the man 
got angry. Amalio told him: "No, JuIio. 1 came to iguanear." Then, the man got upset: 
"Then, get out of here! 1 don't like men looking for iguanas around here." 

The four of them then went to the estancia which used to be owned by "Ferre." 

There, the capatdz "was nice" and authorized them "to kill as many iguanas as you want." 

Martin went on: 

There were many iguanas, because there's no people . . . There're many tracks of bichos. 
plenty of them. Very dangerous because viaqddaik ... And right there we began 
iguuneando . . . We had lots of barbecues of ipana . . . We didn't have dogs, but we looked 
for the tracks . . . We stayed about ten days . . . 1 got 12 skins . . . We retumed al1 together. 
We were not hungry anyrnore. We had meat of iguana, some honey, and some provista 
[packaged food]. 

The monte in Paraguay is a place where the Tobas are partially able to recreate 

their experience of the bush as a place of abundance, not only of foodstuffs but also of 

cornrnodities. These hunting forays into Paraguay, even though conducted in the 

estancias, imply very different experiences from the wage labor they conduct in the sarne 

lands. Furthemore, in these hunting trips the fear associated with the bush of la banda 

tends to dissipate. Martin, for instance, had told me on other occasions that the changos 

(young men) who worked at the estancius were haunted by scores of puyak When he told 

me about his iguana-hunting trip inside that estancia, 1 asked hirn about the paydk. Martin 



said: "We didn't hear anything. Silence ... We heard nothing. We just saw the tracks of 

the bichos of the bush. There were tigers around there." 

For many Tobas, the mirror of cultural production which stands dong the border 

defines their own bush as an inversion of the meanings and images projected onto the 

thick, wild, feared bush of Paraguay. For while la banda concentrates the positive and 

feared features which used to define the bush in the past, the bush in their own lands 

emerges as its opposite: as an impoverished place which has been drained of many of its 

old powers and secrets. As Ernesto put it: "Here. there isn't monte-monte, you see. 

There's nothing, no animals, nothing. Al1 those witd animals don't exist here anymore." 

Thus, when Mariano told me that there are no vidq hakoiwdk left in their lands, he 

implied that its disappearance pulled out with it some of the defining features of the bush 

qua bush: 

It seems that there's no more forbidden bush ... Because there's a road which goes to 
Pocitos . . . There's a road which goes to Churcai. There's a road which goes to AlgodBn. 
There's a road which goes to Rinconada. There's a road which cornes from Perdida. Then, 
there're roads everywhere in the bush. Then it seems that the bush is not the bush. 

In the mirror-like inversions which project the memory of a landscape of the past 

into la banda, there is a furthet and quite remarkable point of opposition between those 

lands and the bush the Tobas experience on a daily basis. Many men told me that in la 

banda, close to the manhes and still on the Argentinean side, there is now wide "open 

country," a grassland like the one which used to cover their lands before the arrivai of the 

Criollos. Exactly like the Paraguayan bush, people see this nhaGa as full of wild 

anirnals. In 1997, Segundo lent his shotgun to a man who went to hunt there. Upon his 



return, the man told him about the remarkable wildlife he found. Segundo told me: "It 

seems that there are two legum of open country. Many ostriches, wild pigs. Ooh! Lots of 

animals. Lots!" Along similar Iines, Roberto told me about that place, emphasizing the 

contrast between the two sides of the marshes: "A lot of open country. Not like here. 

Many ostriches." 

1 have never been to la banda. However, while 1 was with Toba men in fishing 

and hunting expeditions in the marshes, I often saw dense columns of smoke emerging 

from various points situated on "the other side." When 1 asked my cornpanions about the 

smoke, they always told me that the Cnollos were setting fires in order to clear the 

ground of dry trees for their cattle. Only now, as 1 wnte these lines far from the Chaco, 1 

notice the connection between these new campos and those fires, and the paradox 

embedded in the fact that a landscape rerniniscent of the past is being partially recreated 

by those Cnollos who decades ago were responsible for its demise. 

In the manifold processes of cultural production generated by the existence of the 

border, the marshes from where 1 saw that smoke constitute for the Tobas a place densely 

charged with meaning. By mediating the Tobas' current lands and the thick bush and 

grasslands of la banda, the marshes condense elements of the two banks in a higher, more 

complex way. 

The Other Borderline: "Ali Type of Mean Bichos'' 

On the one hand, like the bush on the Argentinean side, the marshes are a very 

recent spatial configuration; a direct result of the disappearance of the river. As a result, 



most adult Tobas see it as an impoverished version of the river and have a nostalgia for 

the days in which "there was a fiachi," a river, and the marshes simply did not exist as 

such. On the other hand, like the Paragugyan bush, the marshes are inhabited by a wide 

spectnirn of extraordinary and potentially dangerous beings. Unlike the creatures which 

now live in la banda, they have not fled there looking for a haven but have always had 

their home in the water, a domain which humans have been less able to control and tame. 

Thus, even though the international border and the waters of the Pilcomayo do not 

coincide anymore, the marshes syrnbolize for many Tobas a new borderline between their 

own impoverished lands and the places inhabited by creatures of the past. 

Sorne people refer to the creatures of the marshes with the genenc terrn noGaplék 

(literaily "people of the water" a term which in this case refers to non-human 

~reatures). '~~ The water creatures which the Tobas mention more often are two types of 

large snakes aiso associated with stones of the destruction of villages due to the violation 

of menstnial taboos.lS3 One of hem is chdiq, a very long snake similar to the nanaikpolio 

but which (unlike the latter) lives underneath the water. Its most distinctive physicd 

feature and the origin of its nmne is a 'Yeathef' on top of its head, sirnilar to the top of the 

palm trees (chbiq). In the past, women were also particularly afraid of the ch64 because 

of its capacity to srneil menstrual blood. But even though most women nowadays do not 

follow the old menstrual restrictions, the chaiq can stilI be seen in the marshes. Early in 

1996, Daniela, her daughter, and several of her grandchildren were taking a bath in the 

'" As we have seen, some people also use this term to refer in particular to the p q d k  which is "the owner of 
the fish," 
In Since nanaikpdio Literally means "large snake" (vibordn in Spanish) people often also use it to refer to 
the large makes of the water as weU. However, in generd the term is restricted to the large snake of the 
bush, and the viburones of the water are calleû by tûeir more specific names: ch& and lék. 



marshes when they saw one from the distance. She told me: "Tall like this [she raised her 

hand to about one meter in height], thick like a tree. A red feather, in the rniddle of the 

head. We just ran away. We had no clothes [she laughed and seerned a bit embarrassed]. 

We were taking a bath. 1 said: 'Let's go, let's go, just like this!"' The other lrrge snake 

which lives in the water is lék: a very thick but short and light viborhz, which has the 

power to open up the earth with his head. This is why in a distant past Iék was responsible 

for digging with his head the course of the Pilcomayo River. Lék, as we shall see, 

occupies nowadays an important place in the Tobas' view of the marshlands. 

Other creatures of the water are the wédaik, shon and black humanoids which can 

be particularly dangerous, and which according to the Tobas also lived in the mountains 

of the sugar plantations. They are also of a payik nature, and Nicacio described them to 

me as follows: "Very small, they looked like little monkeys, the little hands like this, just 

like a person ... They're mean. If you step on them they're going to grab you like this." 

There is a îürther group of extraordinary water creatures, formed by paydk equivalents of 

animals which are not originally €rom the Chaco. They are the pega$o'lio, "the large 

hone," wakapdio, '&the large cow," and ketagapdlio, "the large goat." Ail of them are 

much bigger than regular horses, cows, and goats, live undemeath the water, and have the 

power to walk and run on top of the water. But the one which the Tobas corne across 

more often is "the large horse," the pegakpdio. Emiliano saw one once when he was 

looking after his field, near the manhes: "1 once saw a horse which was mnning on the 

water, like this, on top of the water. And there was a storm corning from over there, it was 

raining. It seems that the horse had power. Payik ..." Condensing the Tobas' current 

view of the marshes as a place full of extraordinary creatures, Tom& told me about it: 



'The marshes are the worst, al1 type of mean bichos ... That's why we don? get very 

deep in the marshes. Dangerous, only with boat." 

An important coryonent of the way the Tobas experience these diverse creatures 

is that they basically "corne" together with the floods. Consequently, when the level of 

the marshes becornes particularly high, people see them more often. In Febmary 1997, for 

instance, after a higher than average flood, the accounts of fishermen who saw lék, 

pegdkpolio, or just generic noGoplék raised significantly. In August of that year, while 1 

was staying in a farming campsite near the rnarshes, Martin told me that they heard very 

strange noises at night: "Like an oil tank, beaten like a drum. We always hear that when 

the water grows." 

The marshlands is the place inhabited by creatures of the times of "the ancient 

ones" which is closest to the Toba villages; but it is also the permanent reminder of an 

absence: that of the river. As we have seen, for many Tobas over 40, "the river" occupies 

a very important place in their memory. It is a memory of a past of abundance and well- 

being which includes not only "the ancient ones" but also the Tobas who got to live on 

the river until 1975. This memory introduces a further, poweriül semantic component in 

the Tobas' view of the place where the river used to flow, now located between the 

marshes and the bush in Paraguay. In moments of cnsis, the meanings projected irito the 

old riverbed can tum those mernories into fragmentary promises of a millenarian return to 

live "like in the past." 



The "Return of the River)' 

Between the end of 1995 and the beginning of 1996 a very severe drought affected 

the lands of the Tobas and the rest of the northwest of the province of Formosa. In an 

attempt at stopping the gradua1 dissolution of the Pilcomayo River into a marshlands and 

guaranteeing the flow of water to both sides of the border, the governments of Argentina 

and Paraguay had begun in 1991 the construction of several channels about 120 

kilometers upstream from the Toba villages. However, due to the fast sedimentation of 

the channels and to technical problems in their construction, in 1995 most waters of the 

Pilcomayo began flowing into Paraguay. 

By the end of that year, the marshes near the Tobas had almost dried up. The 

layoffs at la comma at the end of 1995 further worsened the scenario. Without fish, for 

several months people lived in precarious conditions gathering wild fruits, graduaily 

harvesting their fields, and hunting the numerous alligators stranded in the now semi- 

dried marshes. When contractors frorn the Cotton farrns in Formosa and Salta arrived in 

February 1996, hundreds of men, women, and children migrated for work and the largest 

village was left semi-deserted. Meanwhile, the Toba leaders began coordinating a joint 

mobilization with Wichis and Cnollos to put pressure on the provincial govemment to 

solve the problern. In those months, the drought and the lack of fish became the Tobas' 

most pressing concern, and this situation enhanced the social value of marisca even 

among those who in other circumstances would talk about the importance of "trabujo." 

Hernin, for instance, who in another moment had told me that he was "leaving the bush" 

because of his trubajo in horticulture, told me during the worst moment of the drought: 



"In the marshes we have the fish, the fruits. If we don't have fish, how are we going to 

feed our kids? Without the food of our own we're screwed." 

The drought did something else: it triggered interpretations of its causes which 

brought to light many of the meanings associated with la banda, the river, and the state. 

Fintly, many people interpreted the drought drawing on their long and negative 

experience with "el gobiemo" and in particular on old mernories of terror. In those days, 1 

was talking with Pablo about the drought and he shook me from the lethargy of the early 

afternoon heat when he told me, al1 of a sudden but with a very casual tone: "Maybe i t 's 

el gobierno that wants to kill us dl." M e r  a pause, he went on: 

They say they closed [the river], 1 don't know where in Bolivia ... We're saying that el 
gobierno is very bad, they want to kill us. Who wants to kill you? 1 don't laiow, someone 
in the direction of Bolivia. Maybe el gobienu, made a business with Bolivia, with 
Paraguay. That's why the water has gone to Paraguay. 

Even though in rnid-February the belated arriva1 in the marshes of the annual 

fioods somewhat improved the situation among the Tobas, in the following weeks I heard 

numerous interpretations with a similar tone, in which people blarned "el gobierno" for 

an intentional plan to "stop" the Bow of water, either "to kill" the aborigenes or "to make 

businesses" with the other governments of the region. Eduardo told me a few months 

The cornments Say that [president] Menem sold the river, because [he says that] those who 
iive over here are ai l  the dokgenes who don? h o w  how to work, who aren't going to sel1 
the fish, who don? pay taxes. That's what people are commenting . . . [The govemment 
says that] it's better if the river passes over there, that they're going to seii fish over there. 
Then, it seems that they're going to harvest money. Thus, they Say that the Paraguayans 
are going to get fish in order to seH it. And the Paraguayans, then they send part of the 
money [to the Argentinean govemment]. Because if the river passes over here. we're going 



to fish all day long and they aren't going to get any money. Because we eat, we don't sell. 
Then, they say it's better that we donTt eat fish. 

Side by side with these views of the appropriation and commoditization by the 

state of resources which are still non-commodified and in indigenous hands, many Tobas 

began interpreting the scattered and confusing news about the channels upstrearn in a very 

different light. In particular, some people began a-.-guing that the river would start flowing 

again, "like in the past," following its old course dong the border with Paraguay. These 

interpretations were very varied. Some people argued that 'the machinery" sent to dig up 

the channels upstream would simply free the old course of sedirnents and allow the river 

to start flowing again. Others, by contrast, explained the eventual "return of the river" in 

terms of the force of the river itself, and in particular of lék, the large snake once 

responsible for the origin of the river and which (according to some) would dig the old 

riverbed again. Mariano, for instance, told me in May 1996 about noGoplék (a generic 

term for iék): "If noGoplék comes, there will be a river ... But they say it's closed. The 

noGoplék wanted to come around here, but they closed it." Beyond these different 

versions and expectations, everybody agreed on something: if the river retumed to la 

banda, the poorest Tobas would abandon their villages and rnove near its banks. where 

they would live "like before," simply fishing, hunting, and gathering honey and wild 

fruits; and they also agreed that those who have trabajo in the state would not follow 

them. Emphasizing this contrast, Pablo told me that those "who have nothing" like 

himself would not come back: 

If there's a river like before, those who have no sueldo are going to go and aren't going to 
come back. Thus, they're going to live Iïke before ... M e n  the river comes, people are 



going to get closer to the river. They're gonna eat fish and they won? come back. They 
won't come back ... Those who have a sueldito. who have pensions, maybe they won't go. 
Us, those who have nothing, no pension, no trabajo, we're going to go to the nver. 

Around the same time. Eduardo articulated a similar interpretation of the "retum" 

of the river. Like Pablo, he emphasized that the people "who have nothing" would go to 

the river "and live a quiet life." Even though Eduardo had a sueldo, he included himself 

among those who would "be present'' at that moment: 

If there's a river again, then, indeed, you cm go to the Coast of the river permanently. 
Then, we cm live a quiet life, gathering honey every day, fishing every day. And then, we 
can live a quiet life. And if we have to do a changa, we do a changa to buy some 
mercaderîiz. That's why the issue of the water is so important. If el gobierno works, then 
we're going to have water and fish. If 1 have nothing to eai, then 1 have to run right away 
where the river is, and I'm going to eat fish and honey . .. The people who have nothing 
are going to go there. If the nver is made again, I'm going to be present. I'm going to teach 
the kids. 

For other employees, however, it was clear that this "return of the river" was 

something that would not include them. Ernesto told me what would happen if the river 

retumed: "Those who have no sueldo are going to go for sure. But those of us who have 

sueldo, and especially those of us who have vivienda [brick houses] we can't go out to 

live like that .. . Those who don't have ljobs and houses], they can. We'll go to fish and 

will retum the sarne day." 

Later in 1996, as the Tobas began receiving more news about the construction of 

the channels and some of thek leaders "clarified" that the govemment had no plans of 

"making the river again," people's references about "the return of the river" gradually 

decreased. As Teodoro told me in July: "It seerns that there's not going to be a river 

again; that's the comment now." However, when in February 1997 the floods brought an 



unprecedented amount of water, some people argued that lék had arrived together with 

many other creatures; and a few were still hopefùl that the river would "return" to its old 

course. One of them was Andrés, one of the farmers. In August of that year, he told me, 

emphasizing his identity as "poor": 

Maybe lék wants to make the river like in the pst, for lék is the one which made the river 
. . . Paraguay closed it in those years. That's why we were suffering, we didn't have water 
. . . It's not possible that the river is the only one which saved those of us who are poor. We 
get the fish, we live with that. It seems that the water doesn't want to leave those who are 
the poorest. It seems that the water is gided by those who are the poorest. That's my idea 
... The water broke down everything they closed. It seems that the water wants to make 
the river in this part ... That's why we've seen bichos that aren't from around here, 
because the water came with everything. That's why the bicho Iék wants to make the river. 

The way Andrés articulated this hope on the "retum" of the river expressed a clear 

fetishization of the river. In his eyes, "the water" and Zék had acquired a will of their own; 

and not any will, but one aimed at "saving those of us who are poor." Consequently, it is 

a fetishization which emerges out of the vital energies which the Tobas see in the places 

which sustain their daily livelihood in a context of domination. These diverse cultural 

constructions tie the bush and the river in complex, mediated ways. 

The River and the Bush 

Accounts such as these bring to light, firstly, the complex semantic fusion 

between the marshes, the memory of the river, and la banda. Because the hope for "the 

return of the river" made the border not only a limit with another country but also of a 

frontier vis-à-vis experiences of domination. As we have seen, for decades the Pilcomayo 

River was in itself a Mt, as "imaginary" as it was ''red,'' between the depleted bush of 

the Argentinean bank and a monte fidl with animals and creatures of the times of "the 



ancient ones." Today, the river is not there anymore. But what remains is the borderline 

and the regularly recreated experience of la banda as an untarned place which has 

reminiscences of a landscape of thick forests and grasslands inhabited by aborigenes 

independent from the whites. This is why, articulated with the nostalgia of the iiachi, 

during the drought the place where the river and the borderline used to coincide created 

glimpses of a promise of a retum to live "like before." 

'The river" emerged out of this process, at least for several rnonths, as an utopia 

in the strict sense of the tem: as  a non-place, a much desired virtuality projected beyond 

the marshes into a place where nowadays there are only semi-arid extensions of bush and 

grasslands. This view incorporated the bush in contradictory ways. On the one hand, 

because it is spatially contiguous to the old riverbed, the bush of la banda fed the promise 

of a "retum of the river" with symbols and rneanings of the past; it was the background of 

a wide, untamed temtory against which the image of this "retum" was projected, against 

which the latter found a protective shade. On the other hand, and in spite of this, the place 

which captured those promises of autonomy was the river rather than the Paraguayan 

bush. This could be expected. After dl ,  "the other bush" is also a feared place haunted by 

plenty of payak, dangerous animals and creatures, living echoes of the Chaco War, and 

experiences of exploitation in the estancias. 

But what then is the relationship between the nver as an utopian non-place and the 

monte which exists in the Tobas' lands? The bush that people tread on a daily basis is too 

close to their own experience of poverty and necessity io feed millenarian dreams of 

freedom. Nonetheless, impovenshed and drained of animals, secrets, and resources as it 

is, this bush is still what the Tobas have; and for them, this is not littie: it is a place where 



they have found a partial relief From the wounds of terror, exploitation, poverty, and state 

domination; which has allowed them to endure against al1 odds and which will allow 

them to mariscar "until the end of the world," until that day when the river finally cornes 

bac k. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The meaning of a word is determined entirely by 
its context ... Contexts do not stand side by side 
in a row, as if unaware of one another, but are in 
a state of constant tension, or incessant 
interaction and conflict. 
Valentin Volosinov, 
Marxism and the PhiIosophy of Language 
( f 928) 

Probably the biggest challenge that L faced while writing this dissertation has been 

to analyze the Tobas' cultural experiences in a relatively "coherent" way while exploring 

the uncertainties, the contradictions, the arnbiguities which permanently pervade them. 

We have seen that for the Tobas the bush and the plantation are very far from having a 

clear and straight-forward meaning. Moreover, the meanings that the Tobas create and 

recreate about them are deeply contradictory, and the ambiguities which result from these 

contradictions often pervade the cultural contours of these places with a dizzying 

confusion. Thus, for the Tobas the bush is (among other things) a place of resilience 

which enables hem to endure experiences of social suffering and doniination, a domain 

characterized by necessity and unrewarding efforts, a place of health and healing, a source 

of non-cornmodified abundance, a depleted locality deprived of the secrets and creatures 

of the pst .  Along the same lines, in their memory the ingenio is a place of disease, death, 

and terror; a place of sexual "excess" and 'Yreedom" from rnissionary control, of 

incredible yet often unreachable f o m  of wealth. The same tense polysemy applies to the 

other places central in their experïence: the farms where the new generations supplement 

the poverty of their own villages with meager resources, where they find a relief from the 



moral standards of their villages but also feu the haunting presence of the paydk; the 

bush in Paraguay, the arnbiguous "wildemess" which reminds them of a past of freedom 

while simultaneously being a feared, dangerous place, linked to current experiences of 

domination and the mernory of the Chaco War. 

In my attempt to make sense of these manifold layers of meaning, and in my 

simultaneous attempt to understand what "dialectics" might mean when taken out of the 

bookshelves, I learnt that what ties these layen together are the contradictions which, 

simultaneously, undermine their systematicity. These contradictions are part of historical 

fields of force and conflictive social experiences which give meaning to seemingly 

chaotic semantic threads. To a certain extent, this is what Valentin Volosinov (1973 

[1929]: 79-81) meant when he wrote that the contexts which give meaning to a word "do 

not stand side by side in a row, as if unaware of one another, but are in a state of constant 

tension, or incessant interaction and conflict." 

In the case of the Tobas, the different meanings of the bush and the plantations 

result from the tensions which oppose the manifold social contexts in which these 

meanings are produced. Thus, the symbolism of healing rooted in the bush cm only be 

fully understood in tems of the tension between the bush and the Tobas' experience of 

disease and death in the ingenio, a tension also nourished by the diffuse memories of the 

terror unleashed by the rnilitary arnong them. The "wild" dancing in San Martin del 

Tabacal gained its semantic force in its contrast between the ingenio and the social 

control which existed in the mission station, and also in its tension with the alienation 

which dominated their life in the lotes. The perception of the depletion of the bush is to a 

great extent defined in opposition to their experience of la banda as a "wild" forest which 



reminds them of a landscape of the past. Since these "moments" are aspects of a 

dialecticd unfolding, we should add "and vice versa" for each of these movements. In 

other .fiords, the terror of the ingenio was simultaneously enhanced by the experience of 

health and healing in the bush; the social control at the mission station became more 

apparent due to the seasonal experience of dancing and sexual bbpromiscuity" in the 

plantation, and so on. 

This permanent dialectic undermines any notion of meaning as an "inner" 

property of "things," even if we take what superficially seem to be the features of the 

bush and the plantations that can be more easily defined as "fixed": their spatial 

boundaries. Because the Tobas perceive the "boundaries" of these places depending on 

the context in whjch they refer to them. For instance, when a public employee praises the 

importance of trabajo and cornplains about the hardships of rnarisca, the bush becomes 

for him a place clearly separated from the village where he lives and "works." By 

contrast, when a Toba compares the "tranquillity" of "the bush" with the perceived 

problems of the big cities, the former becomes for him a shelterhg place which includes 

his own village within it. And when sornebody like Pablo argues that "we're not going to 

die because we have the food of the bush," "the bush" becomes a dominant spatial 

presence which condenses the Tobas' practices and social relations as they are enacted in 

their lands, and which consequently also includes not only the villages but the marshes as 

well. We could also apply this exercise to the bbboundaries" of San Martin del Tabacal. On 

some occasions, when people remember the threatening jungle which surrounds the cane- 

fields, the Nlgenio becomes a place delimited by human labor and separated From the 

forests and the mountains. But when several generations of Tobas said to each other upon 



the amival of the w a i d o d  "let's go to kahogonaG6," the ingenio became subordinated to 

the dominating semantic presence of "the rnountains." 

These multiple levels of tensions and oppositions are a confirmation of Gramsci's 

point that "... in real history the dialectical proccss is separated out into innumerable 

partial moments" (1995 [1929- 19351: 342). However, this multiplicity should not make 

us forget that certain contradictions are more powerful than others in the way social 

subjectivity is created and recreated throughout history. In this dissertation, my position 

has been that contradictions rooted in experiences of labor have a particularly important, 

but certainly not unique, force in this dialectic. This is the reason why of the diverse 

meanings I have analyzed, there are some which are realized more often than others. The 

relative weight of a particular meaning lays in the fact that the contexts which produce it 

are a central component of the Tobas' practices and expenences. For instance, the facr 

that the Tobas usually refer to "the bush" not simply as "forest" but as an embodiment of 

the social relations and practices which define them as rnariscudores is a clear example of 

this point: of the semantic force of the practices through which people produce and 

reproduce their everyday life. Even the meanings of the experience of missionization, in 

themselves certainly not reducible to forms of labor, were deeply molded by the foraging 

campsites which the Tobas conducted far from the mission station and by the expenence 

of labor migrations to the San Francisco Valley. 

Aside from the predominance of some meanings over others, a further question 

remains in place. If places mean different things depending on the context of people's 

communicative pmctices: What is the particular relationship which these different 

meanings maintain with each other? In other words, how do these different meanings 



"interact" with each other in practical circumstances? On the one hand, Pierre Bourdieu 

(1977: 123) is partially right when he argues bat  "a word cannot always appear with al1 

itr meanings at once without turning discourse into an endless play of words." On the 

other hand, this does not mean that the rest of the meanings totally disappear from the 

scene. Rather, when a meaning cornes to the fore, triggered by certain practical 

circumstances, the rest maintain '"from the background" a subtle tension with it. This is an 

important point made by Paul Ricoeur (1974: 71; 1976: 55) about polysemy in one of his 

brilliant moments of sensitivity to context. For instance, when the Tobas argued that San 

Martin del Tabacal was a place haunted by "devils" and death, they partially "suspended 

their view of the ingenio as a '"nice" place where they becarne "rich." But this 

"suspension" was never total. In fact, we saw that on a number of occasions people 

shifted with remarkable ease from one aspect of the memory of the ingenio, terror and 

death, to the other, abundance. This movement occurs because the tensions tying those 

meanings together never disappear. And they never do because they were part of the same 

social experience, even though the Tobas do not articulate these tensions in a conscious 

way . 

The contradictions which sustain and give shape to dl these meanings are not only 

created in the synchronicity of experiences contemporary to each other but also in terms 

of a historical unfolding. In other words, these tensions are also the creative force of 

social memory. This dialectic shapes the content of the Tobas' memory at multiple levels: 

in the way "the ancient mes" are rernembered in contrast to '?he new ones" ("and vice 

versa"); in the way in which the memory of "wealth" of the ingenio informs current 

appraisals about the unrewarding character of seasonal wage labor; in the way in which 



current experiences of poverty enhances the remembered abundance of "when there was a 

river." 

We have seen that this unfolding of oppositions is also molded by cleavages 

which make &'the Tobas" a far from homogeneous group. Thus, according to their age 

group, gender, and their location within the incipient differentiation associated with 

public jobs and horticulture, people often express contrasting meanings on particular 

places and experiences, something which undermines the very idea of a well bounded 

"Toba culture." In this dissertation, I have tackled these cultural cleavages only in some 

of their broadest expressions, and 1 am certain that further research could disclose aspects 

of this differentiated cultural production that 1 have not looked at, especially with regards 

to gender. Yet, 1 believe that I have shown that these cultural cleavages can be at points 

signi ficant. We have seen that the current incipient differentiation between "poor" and 

"well off' Tobas, for instance, creates heterogeneous interpretations of the meanings of 

marisca, sharing, or ''the retum of the river." Gender is a central component of these 

semantic fields of power, in a process in which men and women have different appraisals, 

for instance, on the wage differentiation of the ingenio, their relative knowledge of the 

bush, or the distribution of trabajo by the state. The experiences and forms of 

socialization that different geaerations of Tobas have gone through have also molded in 

uneven ways their current subjectivity. Those Tobas who worked at San Martin del 

Tabacal and grew up interacting with the strong presence of "Alfredo" have different 

views about the bush, the plantations, or Anglicanism than younger people. The latter, for 

their part, see the missionaries and the ingenio as important yet relatively distant referents 

and are more seduced than their parents and grandparents by the possibility of having a 



trabajo and buying mercadeBas. Throughout these processes, people create not only 

different meanings but also competing meanings, which often lead to arguments over 

their past, their everyday life, and the larger forces which affect their pnsent and their 

future. These competing meanings not only express different experiences but also 

contribute to creoting those distinct experiences. Consequently, they contribute to 

creating forms of differentiation. It could not be otherwise, because "the production and 

reproduction of culture for any people in the modem world is an intensely political affair" 

(Smith 1989: 22 1, his emphasis). 

When the Tobas were a relatively independent hunting and gathering group 

engaging in frequent skirmishes with the Nivaklés and the Wichis and increasingly aware 

of the threats which were looming on the horizon, their social subjectivity was as 

historical and as molded by tensions as it is now. But it was not tom by expenences of 

exploitation. That subjectivity was the "cultural background" with which "the ancient 

ones" began migrating to kahogonaGd, and it provided them with the concepts, figures, 

and dispositions with which they tried to understand their new experience of wage labor. 

Their concept of puyak. both an evil "spirit" and an alien and non-human condition, 

captured much of what the Tobas first perceived about the sugar plantations: places which 

were designed dong unfamiliar social and spatial lines. Thus, since at home they 

attributed most diseases to the direct or indirect (Le. mediated by a pioGondq) action of a 

paydk, the Tobas inevitably explained their first deaths in the cane-fields by the action of 

the p@k which uihabited kahogonaGi, whose power seemed to reach unique 

proportions. The leading and protective role that the pioGondq and haliaganék played in 

the fights against the NivakIés and Wichis also informed the way in which the Tobas 



faced those first experiences in the plantations. The pioGondq were those who tried to 

decipher the signs of these new places, heal those who were falling ill, and on several 

occasions even kill the "Mgenieros" who were exploiting them. Back home, as it could 

not be otherwise, the Tobas also faced the transformations which were affecting their life 

following the subjective dispositions into which they had been socialized. The "pride" 

%id "mogance" of the Toba warriors made them face, arms in hands, the settlers and then 

two Regiments of Cavaky, at a time when they were already aware of the power of the 

army and the Wichis, for instance, were avoiding a direct confrontation with the rnilitary. 

The Tobas' previous foraging practices and social relations of production, as well as the 

values, symbols, and foms of local knowledge embedded in them, were also the bais for 

the gradual consolidation of marisca, the collective use of their lands, and sharing as 

means of guaranteeing the reproduction of households facing increasing poverty. The 

exarnples could go on. What 1 believe it is important to emphasize is that this process 

implied more than "culture" informing 'practice;" it implied an active attempt by the 

Tobas to understand the transformations which were affecting their lives. Jean and John 

Comaroff (199 1: 229) captured much of the creative process the Tobas have been through 

when they wrote: 

In the early stages of colonialism everywhere, indigenous peoples seek by their actions to 
fashion an awareness of, and to assert concepnial mastery over, a changing worid. These 
are early pragmatic efforts to plumb the depths of the colonizing process, to capture the 
mystenous bases of the European production of value. They are also ways of creating 
historical consciousness. Out of the insights they yield corne forms of expenmental 
practice that attempt, by testing out relations between new means and ends. to forge both 
techniques of ernpowerment and modes of collective representation. For the recently 
colonked generally assume that there is something invisible, something profound 
happening to them. And thaî their future may well depend on gaining control over it. 



Due to these pragmatic efforts to "plumb the depths of the colonizing process," 

the expenences 1 have just reviewed implied an active creation of new meanings. Thus, 

the meanings embedded in the Tobas' previous subjective dispositions, rather than 

becorning "fixed" and somehow "separated" from their practices, were permanently 

reconstituted in new contexts. In this unfolding, what the paydk, foraging, or their 

knowledge of the environment (to mention just a few domains) rneant for the Tobas 

before migrating to kahogonaGd was redefined by the new sets of oppositions into which 

they were imrnersed. The figure of the paydk, for instance, acquired in the cane-fields 

new dimensions which were absent back home; in the ingenio, they became totaily evil, 

distant, and deadly "devils" with which the Tobas had no type of interaction. Due to these 

new experiences, so was reformulated the figure of the pcyik at home, in a process aiso 

shaped by the Anglican rnissionization and the Tobas' expenence as rnariscadores living 

in poverty and interacting with paydk which provided them with "bush food." As it could 

not be otherwise, the new meanings which the Tobas have produced out of these 

expenences have informed and continue informing their practices in manifold ways. For 

instance, the imagery of terror associated with the ingenio and their intemalization of the 

ethnic hierarchies of the plantation shaped their attitudes vis-à-vis the administration and 

other groups of workers. And the Tobas' current valorization of "trabajo" is affecting 

their practical engagement with the bush and aiso guiding their political strategies. 

In any social group, the cultural production included in this permanent unfolding 

often intensl3es in moments of crisis, unrest, or mobilization (Smith 199 1: 182- 183). 

Thus, for instance, the arriva1 of the missionaries in their lands, the mobilization for the 

layoffs, or the crisis triggered by the drought became particularly dense semantic 



moments for the Tobas, through which they looked for new explanations and guiding 

symbols in their attempt to act upon the processes that were changing their lives. This is 

why, as part of a not necessarily conscious search, the Tobas have incorporated 

throughout their history values and meanings h m  other social actors: the Anglican 

missionaries, the Criollos, the Chiriguano workers in the plantations, and more recently 

the most visible agents of the institutions of the state. On many occasions, the Tobas 

interacted with these actors, especially the missionaries, with the hope of finding 

guidelines into a world which often looked to them confùsing and ruled by the alien 

"knowledge" of the dokohé. This interaction implied something more complex than a 

mere "acculturation." Rather, it was an adaptation to their own cultural experience of 

concepts and meanings originally not produced by themselves, in a process in which the 

Tobas gave local meanings, for instance, to Anglicanism, "trabuju," or the fetishization 

of comrnodities and wealth. 

In spite of this adaptation, I believe that it would be rnisleading to analyze this 

manifold cultural unfolding as the Tobas' "incorporation" of historical changes into "their 

own cultural terms," a theoretical position which today is probably best represented by 

Marshall Sahlins (1 98 1, 1985). For Sahlins (1 98 1 : 8, 50) the "structures of significance" 

which form the culture of any group "incorporate" and "organize" historical events into 

their own terms, find areas in which they do not "fit," and then go through a 

transformation. Sure enough, Sahlins emphasizes that culture does change throughout 

history; but he does it frorn a perspective in which much of the dynamic of change is 

dictated by the intemal contours of "culture" and with a structuralist terminology that 

ceproduces the rigid dualism he rightly intends to overcome. Already in 1928, Valentin 



Volosinov (1928: 84-85) wrote a critique of the subjectivist notion of expression in 

langage which applies to perspectives such as these: 

The theory of expression inevitably presupposes a certain dualism between the inner and 
outer elements and the explicit prirnacy of the former, since each act of objectification 
(expression) goes from inside out. Its sources are within ... To be sure, by becoming 
extemal, by expressing itself outwardly, the inner element undergoes alteration . . . [But] 
everything outer is merely passive matenal for manipulation by the inner element. 
Expression is fonned basically within and then merely shifts to the outside ... Starting 
from outward objectifcation, the explanation must work down into its inner, organizing 
bases. That is how individudistic subjectivism understands expression. 

Even though this paragraph is specific to linguistics, Sahlins' theory of structural 

change is based on the same epistemological premise Volosinov rightly criticizes: a 

"dialectic" between an inner self ("culnire") and an outside world ("history") in which the 

actual force of dynarnism and change lies within, within the structure of 'bcuIture" 

incorporating "history" and changing in the process. Firstiy, and paradoxically, this 

position simply inverts what Sahlins often blames "Marxism" for: placing the force of 

historical dynamism "outside" subaltem social actors. Secondly, by putting the emphasis 

on a cultural "structure" guiding historical action, this perspective downplays not only 

people's capacity to improvise and create new meanings in active ways but also the fields 

of force which create the very conditions for the production and reproduction of their 

culture. Thirdly, and in connection to the previous point, an overemphasis on native 

agency "incorporating change" has also problematic ideological implications, for it often 

downplays the amount of destruction, suffenng, and dislocation brought by colonialism 

and capitalism. As Jean and John Comaroff (1997: 48-49) have rightly argued regarding 

the influence of Chnstianity in M c a :  



Some historians have taken io arguing that, far from being colonized by Protestantism or 
Catholicism, Africans seized these faiths and made them their own; that Christianity, never 
simply a 'European" religion, was easily and comprehensively domesticated by them . . . 
F i s  thesis] bears a resemblance to that species of revisionism which denies that Afncans 
were ever victims of colonialism; that "Afncan agency" ensured the appropriation of all 
Europem initiatives to local ends . .. The reduction of the story of African Christianity to 
one of "native" appropriation alone is at once a mystification and a compression; one 
which, no less than the alternative that reads the story as a tale of unremitting domination, 
denudes history of its dialectics. 

Throughout this dissertation, 1 have tried to overcome the dichotomy between 

"unremitting domination" and "native appropriation." In doing so, 1 have tried to 

undermine the dualism between "innef' and "outer" elements in the Tobas' practices and 

consequently overcorne the very distinction between their "culture" and their "history." 

Thus, 1 have tried to show them as moments of a single unfolding in which the Tobas' 

culture is deeply historical and their history is deeply cultural. Because the very notion of 

a "dialectic" between bbcuIture" and "history" as separate entities is misleading and non- 

dialeaical in the first place, and reminds us of the warnings made long ago by Georg 

Lukics ( 197 1 [1923]: 165, 17% 1 80) about confounding dialectics with a rigid duplicity 

between separate "things." 

Taking these ideas on "culture" and "history" one step further into issues of 

domination and consciousness, we have seen that the manifold experiences of oppression 

which have molded the Tobas' curent views of the bush and the plantations have not 

been politically "illuminating." It would be problematic, nonetheless, to reduce the 

manifold dialectic between experience and meanings as a problem of "lack of 

consciousness," a "lack" which is often compared to an "ideai type" of social actor which 

rarely exists in real history (Dunk 1991). Except in moment of crisis, open unrest, and 

rebellion, most subaltem groups express a political subjectivity which is ambiguous and 



shaped by hegemonic values (see Sider 1984, 1986; Dunk 199 1 ; Comaroff and Comaroff 

1991, 1997). To my mind, the analyticai challenge we face as ethnographers sensitive to 

histoticai fields of power lies in our capâcity to appreciate the "half full glass" we are 

often faced with, and to be aware that the construction of hegemony requires an endless 

and unplanned political and culturd negotiation, in which subaltem groups can redefine 

hegemonic rneanings, eventually in a critical fashion, through the contours of their own 

experiences of domination. 

In the case of the Tobas, we have seen that their subrnissive respect for Patron 

Costas is simultaneous to their perception of the evil sources of his wealth; that their 

current attempt to become part of the state bureaucracy stands side by side with their deep 

distrust of el gobiemo and la polltica; that the explanations of their poverty as an almost 

naturai condition of their aboriginality is usually as recurrent as their awareness that their 

history is one of dispossession and loss of autonomy. These oscillations, and the 

ambiguity which results from them, have been at the core of the Tobas' practices of 

resistance: at points fragmented and entangled in their own ambiguities and at points 

characterized by bold assertions of defiance. The relative effectiveness of these political 

practices, nonetheless, has been closely tied to the places in which they are enacted. And 

the Tobas have been more successfiil in pushing for their demands in their own lands, 

especidy when their political actions were guided by the meanings of autonomy and 

endurance associated with the bush, as was the case during their land claims. The Tobas' 

more recent and growing demand for "trabajo" is reformulating that previous political 

experience hinging on the land; moreover, it is creating strains which seem to be 

underminhg the meanings of la marisca as the practice which would ailow them to 



endure "forever." This process, nonetheless, is manifold and contradictory, and is 

simultaneously creating new b'counter-hegemonic" meanings about "the bush": as the last 

haven from the perceived evils of "la politica." It is certainly not possible to predict how 

these complex contradictions will unfold. Antonio Gramsci (197 1 [1929- 19351: 438) 

wrote decades ago that we cannot foresee &'the concrete moments of the struggle, which 

cannot be but the results of opposing forces in continuous movement." But he wrote 

something else which also applies to the Tobas' long and contradictory experiences of 

domination in the plantations and the bush: that the only thing we can really foresee is the 

stniggle. 



APPENDIX 1: 
LIST OF TOBAS MENTIONED IN THE TEXT 

Note: every Toba has a single name in their language (usually that of an already deceased 
grandpareni or @and grandparent) and a first and last name in Spanish. Since Toba narnes 
have a highly individualized character (for instance, there is usually only one living 
person with a particular name), 1 have preferred here to give pseudonyms in Spanish. 

Agustui: a respected and powerful pioGomiq in his mid-eighties. 
Amancio: a man in his late fifties; lives in poverty. 
Amalio: a man in his early thirties; a former employee at la comuna. 
Andrés: a man in his Iate fifties; one of the most successfu1 farmers. 
Angel: a man in his mid-thirties; an excellent forager and also a frequent changarin for 
the settlers* 
Angélica: a wornan in her late fifties; formerly a kondnaGae and now a respected healer 
of "the Holy Spirit;" the wife of Horacio. 
Antonio: a seventeen-year old boy: the son of Angélica and Horacio. 
Atilio: a man in his late thirties; a very frequent labor migrant; lives in poverty. 
Bernardo: a man in his late sixties; a committed Anglican. 
Carlos: a man in his sixties; a cornmitted Anglican. 
Celestino: a pioGondq in his late sixties; passed away in 1995 living in utter poverty. 
Claudia: a woman in her late twenties; wife of a full-time ernployee at la comuna. 
Daniela: a woman in her late fifties; a committed Anglican; the wife of Bemardo. 
Diego: a man in his sixties; formerly an active forager and a carpenter. Lives in poverty. 
Eduardo: a man in his early forties; formerly a concejal, now an employee in la cornuna. 
In the 1990s, he becarne a committed Anglican. 
Emiliano: a man in his mid-fifties; now engaged in horticulture. 
Enrique: a man in his early sixties; now engaged in horticulture. 
Ernesto: a man in his rnid-thirties: a teaching assistant of the Criollo school teachers. 
Esteban: a man in his mid-thirties; one of the most successful farmers. 
Eulogio: a man in his mid-thirties: a nurse. 
Fabiana: a wornan in her fifties; the wife of Tornis. 
Felipe: a man in his late sixties; a prestigious f m e r  but not among the better-off ones. 
Fernando: an eighteen year-old; a committed Anglican and a frequent participant in 
labor migrations. 
Florencio: a man in his rnid-thirties; an influential political leader. 
G e d :  a twenty year-old man; a cornmitted Anglican; brother of Roberto. 
G ~ N ~ c ~ o :  a man in his early forties; ernployee at la comuna and actively engaged in 
politics. 
Gregorio: a man in his late twenties; the nephew of Reinaldo; lives in poverty. 
HemBn: a man in his forties; formerly a frequent forager, and now more engaged in 
horticulture. 
Horacio: a man in his late fifties; often engaged in politics: now engaged in horticulture. 



Hugo: a man in his late twenties; frequent forager and chczngarin for the Criollos; lives in 
poverty . 
Ignacio: a man in his early twenties: lives in Bamo Toba and goes to the high school. 
Jaime: a man in his early twenties; a frequent participant in labor migrations. 
Javier: a man in his early sixties; a respected nurse and for many years an Anglican 
preacher; in 1997, he became a pnest; the husband of Felisa. 
Juan Manuel: a man in his late fifties; an important political leader. 
Julih: a man in his late forties; engaged in horticulture. 
KUro: a young man in his late teens; lives in poverty. 
Marcela: a woman in her early forties; a respected healer; lives in poverty. 
Marcelina: a woman in her late fifties; the wife of Emiliano. 
Mairelino: a man in his fifties; an important political leader. 
Mariano: a man in his late fifties; a committed Anglican; engaged in horticulture. 
Martin: a man in his early thirties; son of Marcelino. 
Mauricio: a man in his early thirties; part-time employee at la cornuna. 
Nicacio: a man in his early eighties; a well known pioGonn'q. 
Lucas: a man in his forties; a frequent participant in labor migrations. 
Lucrecia: a woman in her late forties. 
Luisa: a woman in her late twenties; the wife of Ernesto. 
Luis: a man in his laie twenties; a frequent participant in labor migrations; lives in 
poverty . 
Omar: a man in his mid-fifties; among the most committed Anglicans. 
Pablo: a man in his ear!y seventies; still an skillful forager. 
Patricio: a man in his late sixties; with a remarkable interest in the history of the Tobas; a 
committed Anglican. 
Ramiro: a man in his mid-sixties; lives in extreme poverty. 
Regino: a man in his sixties; a committed Anglican who used to be a "non-believer." 
Reinaldo: a man in his rnid-sixties; he passed away in 1995 living in utter poverty. 
Roberto: a man in his rnid-thirties; a committed Anglican and a frequent forager. 
Ronddo: a man in his seventies; lives in Barrio Toba. 
Satil: a teenager, son of Arnancio; lives in poverty. 
Sebastian: a man in his late fifties; a committed Anglican. 
Segundo: a man in his late seventies; still an active forager. 
Teodoro: a man in his thirties; a nurse; he is engaged in politics but independently from 
the main political parties. 
Tom&: a man in his late fifties; formerly a part-time employee at In cornuna; the 
husband of Fabiana. 
Valeria: a woman in her late fifties; the wi fe of Marcelino. 



APPENDIX II: 
GLOSSARY 

Terms in Toba 

Chaiq: large snake of the water. 
DalaGaikpfi "the new ones." 
Dingolék: the gringos; the missionaries. 
Dokohé: the Criollo settlers; white people in general. 
EpiBGayaik: frequen t and skillful forager. 
Hem6ik: stingy. 
Haiiaganék: headman; prestigious leader with shamanic powers: also used to refer to 
white bosses. 
Kadeta: "our father;" the missionary ; "God." 
KahogonaGa: "the mountains;" the sugar plantations. 
KiyaGaikpk "the big eaters;" the cannibals of the San Francisco Valley. 
Kohod6t: evil dwarf of the bush (paydk); the "husband" of kopeietdGa. 
Koikolék: the military . 
Kolih: "tobacco fields;" San Martin del Tabacal. 
KohaGae:  "witch." 
KopeletBGa: bbowner" of the bola verde (a wild fruit); the "wife" of kohodbt. 
LaheG6: "the other side." 
Lakiiia: brothers and first cousins; friends; "brothers" in a Christian sense. 
Laîkawa: "money ;'* metal. 
Latagii: aloja; w ine. 
Lék: large but short water snake. 
MBik LacMqa: sugar plantation. 
Nanaikp6lio: "the large snake." 
Ndép: marshlands. 
NemachBqa: temporary carnpsi te. 
Népe: foraging. 
Newoyiq: "rich." 
Nimatiq: dnnking feasts of aloja. 
NoGoplék: "people of the water;" "owner of the water." 
Nomi: collective dancing. 
N6naGa: open country. 
NonakapiGbt: relatively open sections of the bush. 
Nontaq: work. 
Nontanqa: "place of work." 
Rabi: the river. 
Paya=: female paycik. 
Paya: evil spirit or "devil;" in their home temitories they are also the "ownen" of the 
animais. 



Pegakfiiio: "large horse." 
PioGoik: 'poor." 
PioGonaq: Shaman. 
Toi6ts: "the ancient ones." 
ViBq: the bush. 
Viaqhdaik: large bush. 
Vihq hakoiwok: "evil bush"; thick section of the bush inhabited by numerous paycik and 
other dangerous creatures. 
Viiq 6naGaik: "nice bush"; section of the bush with abundant wildlife, honey, fruits, 
hardwoods, and w ithout dangers. 
Viy6: rnortar; sugar mill. 
Waidomh: labor contractor. 
Wédaik: short and black humanoids. 
WosBq: "rainbow." 

T e m  in Spanish (local and regional meanings) 

Aborigenes: indigenous groups; in northwestem Argentina. the term often refers only to 
the native groups of the Gran Chaco. 
Ancianos, los: "the old people;" equivalent to "the ancient ones." 
Antiguos, los: 'me ancient ones." 
Algarroba: edible fruit of the algarrobo. 
Aloja: fermented beverage made out of algarroba and honey. 
Arreglo grande; arreglo: final payment at the sugar plantations. 
Banda, la: "the other side." 
Baiiado: marshes. 
Bebida, la: "dnnks;" alcoholic beverages. 
Bicho: wild animal; bug. 
Boleto: ticket that the workers obtained in the sugar plantations as proof of completion of 
their tarea. 
Boliche: rural store. 
Boüchero: store keeper. 
Brazos: "arms;" indigenous laborers. 
Brujeria: sorcery. 
Bnijo: shaman. 
Cacique: indigenous headman. 
Campamento: campsite. 
Campo: open country; grasslands. 
Capataz: foreman. 
Capitao: indigenous leader in charge of mediating with the administration in the sugar 
plantations. 
Cargo: public job. 
Cerros: rnountains; hills. 
Changa: irregular and informal type of wage labor paid by the day. 



Changarui: somebody who does a changa; also used to refer to part-time informai 
employees at la comuna. 
Chango: young man. 
Colonia; colonia algodonera: Cotton farrns. 
Cornuna, la: the municipality of Pozo de Maza. 
Concejal: elected representative at the municipality. 
Contratish: labor contractor. 
Crioiios: non-indigenous rural population of northem Argentina; settlers who live in the 
interior of the Chaco. 
Diablos: "devils," p H .  
Documenta: 1.D. 
Estancia: cattle ranch. 
Finca; finca porotera: bean farm. 
Fortines: small forts. 
Gendarmeria: military police in charge of border areas. 
Hachero: wood or post cutter. 
Huelga: strike. 
ICA: Instituto de Cornunidades A borigenes: agenc y of indi genous affai rs in Formosa. 
Ingenio: sugar mill; sugar plantation. 
Legua: league; unit of distance, about 4.5 kilometers. 
Lenguak: indigenous translater in the sugar plantations. 
Lote: lot; sub-units of management in the sugar plantations where the Tobas built their 
campsites. 
Marisca: foraging . 
Marisrador: a frequent and skillfûl forager. 
Mate: a type of "tea" popular in Argentina. drank with a bowl (the mate proper, where 
one places yerba mate and pours hot water at reguiar intervals) and a metal straw 
(bombilla) . 
Matacos: old and pejorative term for Wichis. 
Mayordomo: labor contractor from the sugar plantations. 
Mercaderia: store-bought food: often used to goods purchased at a store in general. 
Mision: mission station. 
Milicos: the rnili tary . 
Montaraz: "from the bush;" bushman. 
Monte: bush; forest. 
Monte grande; monte fuerte: thickest section of the bush. 
Obraje: mobile logging campsi te. 
Obrajero: owner or administrator of an obraje. 
Paisano: aborïgen. 
Patron: boss. 
Peronistas: members of the P a d o  Justicialista, the party founded by Juan D. Per6n. 
Picada: trail . 
Politica, la: 'bpolitics." 
Poroteada: bean harvest, 



Proveduria: store in plantations and f m s .  
Puestos: scattered dwellings where settlers who look after cattle live. 
Radicales: members of the Unibn Civica Radical, the opposition party in Formosa. 
Rancho: hut; rural dwelling. 
Sindicato: union. 
Sueldo: salary; used as synonym for "public job." 
Tarea: daily task that workers had to fulfill in the sugar plantations in order to get paid. 
Tarjador: employee of the sugar plantations in charge of marking the tarea fulfilled by 
the worker in hidher file. 
Tolderfa: precarious indigenous village; campsi tes in the sugar plantations. 
Trabajo: work; job. 
Troja: small storehouses for wild fruits and (to a lesser degree) produce. 
Turcos, los: merchants of Syrian descent. 
Viborh: "large snake." 
Vicios: "vices," 
Yerba mate: herb used to drink mate. 
YPF: Yacimientos PetrolljCeros Fiscales: the most important oil Company in Argentina. 
now privatized. 
Zafra: sugar-cane harvest. 
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